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ABSTRACT
This qualitative study is an exploratory look at family experiences at night time
telescope observing events, often called star parties. Four families participated in this
study which looked at their expectations, experiences and agendas as well as the roles
that identity and family culture played in the negotiation of meaning. Two families who
had prior experience with attending star parties were recruited ahead of time and two
other families who were first time visitors were recruited on-site at the observing event.
Data were collected at two star parties. At each event, one experienced family was paired
with an on-site family for the purposes of facilitating conversations about expectations
and prior experiences.
The results of this study showed that learning is constantly occurring among
families, and that star parties and family culture were mediational means for making
meaning. Expectations and agendas were found to affect the families‟ star party
experiences and differences were observed between the expectations and experiences of
families based on their prior experiences with star parties. These data also showed that
family members are actively negotiating their individual and family identities. These
families use their cultural history together to make sense of their star party experiences;
however, the meaning that families were negotiating was often focused more on
developing family and individual identity rather than science content. The families in this
study used the star party context as a way to connect with each other, to make sense of
their prior experiences, and as raw material for making sense of future experiences.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
“If all mankind could look through that telescope, it would change the world.”
“Colonel” Griffith J. Griffith
1.1 Foreword
I can attribute much of my love for science to the influence of my own family.
Both of my parents are curious individuals who are interested in art, history, nature,
architecture, and just about everything else. As elementary and middle school teachers,
they taught subjects ranging from science to history to math and computers. Our summer
vacations were rarely spent lounging on the beach. We were usually driving around the
country (or the world) exploring archaeological and historical sites, museums, aquariums,
and science and nature centers. When we did end up at a beach, our family was more
likely to participate in a tide pool walk led by a park ranger than sit on our towels in the
sun. One of the most salient memories from my childhood is walking through our front
yard with my mom after a rainstorm looking for earthworms that would come to the
surface to breathe and reproduce. Sometimes we would collect them to go fishing, but
more often we would simply observe and talk about them.
One of my earliest science interests was astronomy. My mom showed me how to
find the Big Dipper and the constellation Cassiopeia. We often looked at the stars in dark
skies when we went camping and, in 1986, our family drove to a dark location just
outside of town to see Halley‟s Comet when it made its latest close approach. When our
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family moved to a new house I decorated my room with space wallpaper. My dad helped
me paint glow-in-the-dark stars on the ceiling in the shapes of the constellations that are
visible on my birthday. My mom and I watched re-runs of the original Star Trek on
television and my friends and I eagerly anticipated the new Star Trek: The Next
Generation television series. My friend Andrew and I drew pictures of what we imagined
the new Enterprise to look like, and made our own technical manual from a combination
of a few images and rumors as well as our own imaginations.
In school, I could not wait for the science lessons. Since I attended the school
where my dad taught, I knew all the teachers and I made it a point to know who taught
science. I always spent time after school in the middle school science lab. Sometimes I
chatted with the teacher, sometimes I helped set up or clean up supplies. Either way, it
was just an excuse to look around and explore the specimens and equipment. I was
anxious to get to middle school where science was a class of its own. I had already
participated in every science fair, but in middle school I was able to take the more
advanced classes and to dissect frogs and fetal pigs. When I reached high school I took as
many science classes as possible and worked for the chemistry teacher as a lab assistant. I
also took my first physics course and spent much of my free time building my first of
many Tesla coils.
I chose to study science in college. I majored in physics and found a new calling:
science outreach. At the university I volunteered for an outreach program called The
Physics Van. We performed large-scale science demonstrations for audiences of
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elementary school kids. It combined my love of science with my love of working with
and meeting new people. The appearances of two comets, Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp, and
the presence of an observatory on campus fueled my interest in astronomy in college.
After graduation I pursued my interest in science education by accepting a job at a large
public planetarium. As part of our educational programming we would often facilitate
nighttime telescope observing events, commonly known as star parties. I had first looked
through a telescope in high school. I saw the planet Jupiter and was amazed that I could
see four moons and the bands of clouds that encircled the giant world. I was excited to
share this with the planetarium visitors and often heard the questions like, “Is that real?”
or “Is that taped on the end (of the telescope)?” In addition, anyone who has run similar
events will recall seeing the surprised or disappointed looks on people‟s faces when they
ask “That‟s all there is?” as well as the looks of amazement from people who proclaim
“Cool,” or “That‟s amazing!” Neither my colleagues nor I had any stated goals; we
simply had the desire to share our own excitement and passion for looking at the sky.
Based on our experiences that star parties are popular with public audiences we believed
then, as we do today, that that telescope observing events are an excellent means for
engaging the public in a fun, science-related experience.
During my graduate studies I have come to realize that educational programs like
star parties and the Physics Van, as well as institutions such as science centers and
museums, which are the same kinds of experiences I enjoyed with my family as a child,
are part of a global learning infrastructure. These free-choice learning or informal
education opportunities provide experiences that contribute in a significant way to
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learning throughout a person‟s lifespan in conjunction with, outside of, and well beyond
formal schooling. The present study combines my love of science and informal science
education, my experiences learning with my family, and my interest in astronomy to
understand more about how and what families learn as a result of their interactions with
free-choice learning and informal education experiences.

1.2 Purpose of This Study
Although we often equate learning with school, we spend the majority of our lives
learning in environments other than the formal educational setting of schools (Bell, 2009;
Ellenbogen, 2003b; Falk & Dierking, 2002; Sosniak, 2001). For much of our lives,
including the vital early years of our development, our family functions as our most
influential learning community. Since one of the primary purposes of a family is to
support the learning of its members (Hilke, 1989), understanding how families use
various learning resources is of interest to both learning researchers as well as providers
of family learning opportunities. Research on learning in so called “informal” or nonschool learning environments (museums, science centers, nature centers, and nighttime
telescope observing events) has converged with research on family learning experiences
in the field of family learning research in museums which has begun to emerge as, what
Ellenbogen, Luke, and Dierking ( 2004) call a disciplinary matrix, a unified framework
that connects research on family learning in the context of museums. Research within this
field has demonstrated that families arrive at informal educational experiences with their
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own agendas for their museum visits that affect their learning. (Ash, 2003; Dierking,
1989; Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Ellenbogen et al.,
2004; Hilke, 1989; Leinhardt & Knutson, 2006). These researchers have found that much
of that evidence for family learning can be found in casual family conversations about
seemingly unrelated topics. For example, a family discussion about an aunt or uncle
could actually be a way of relating the current experience to a recent trip where they
spent time with a relative engaging in a similar or related activity. As the disciplinary
matrix of family learning in museums has begun to emerge, the focus of the research has
shifted to the perspective of families, and how they utilize various learning resources,
rather than the previous paradigm where the focus was on the museum agenda
(Ellenbogen et al., 2004).
This study addresses a call from family learning researchers to develop new data
collection methodologies to capture evidence of family learning (Ash, 2003; Ellenbogen
et al., 2004). It examines the experiences of four families at two night-time telescope
observing events and describes the nature of the learning that took place during the
observing events. This study takes the sociocultural perspective that the culture of the
family should be the subject of inquiry, not only the learning context (Dierking, 1989;
Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen et al., 2004). By exploring family culture and
learning in a novel, non-museum context, this dissertation study broadens our
understanding of how families utilize various out-of-school learning environments within
the learning infrastructure. In the following section a rationale for studying family
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learning is presented and the reasons for choosing the learning context and data collection
methodologies are explained in more detail.

1.3 Rationale for this Study
For many informal educators and researchers, family learning is of interest
because families make up a significant portion of their visiting audience (Borun,
Chambers, & Cleghorn, 1996; Dierking, 1987; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Hilke, 1989). As
mentioned previously, early research in museums focused primarily on institutional goals
and agendas for family learning. Recently, however, families have emerged as an
important focus of research for more fundamental reasons (Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen
et al., 2004).
How do people learn?
The choice of families as the focus of this study comes, ultimately, from an
understanding of learning as a social process and a fundamental part of the human
experience (Anderson, Lucas, & Ginns, 2003; Bruner, 1991; Wenger, 1998). The modern
sociocultural perspective traces its origins to the work of Lev Vygotsky in the 1960‟s and
1970‟s (Blumenfeld, Marx, Partick, Krajcik, & Soloway, 1997; Bruner, 1991; Cobb,
1994; Leach & Scott, 2003; M. J. Packer & Goicoechea, 2000; Palincsar, 1998). Postmodernist views of learning such as constructivism and the socially constructed nature of
knowledge often lead to a discussion of the nature of reality. For the sake of brevity and
clarity, I will say only that I have been influenced heavily by the work of Driver et al.
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(Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, & Scott, 1994) who argue that while reality may be
constructed, it is constrained by the physical world. Falk and Dierking (1997) believe
learning is both a process and a product.
“The process of learning is not a simple linear one, but rather a complex
series of interactions and feedback loops…the products of learning (i.e.
memories) are not discrete entities… Instead, memories are a tangle of
interconnected information and emotions…all intermixed and
intermingled into a single memory.” (p.212)
Memories are composed of sensory information (images, sounds, smells, etc.) as well as
feelings (Doidge, 2007; Falk & Dierking, 1997). These interconnections and interactions
and feedback loops mean that new memories are affected by existing memories. It also
means that our prior memories evolve over time as we incorporate new experiences and
information. In addition, the fact that memories are influenced by prior experiences and
our interpretation of these experiences means that learning is unique and idiosyncratic for
each learner (Falk & Dierking, 2002).
Implicit in this description of learning, and the sociocultural view, is the influence
of other people on our development and meaning-making. Although our internal,
individual characteristics provide the substrate for learning to occur, the other people in
our lives, beginning with our parents and earliest caregivers, help us negotiate our
experiences and shape our identities (Small, 2001). This, in turn, guides further
development and learning. The three main factors that influence learning are the
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individual, other people, and the physical world. These are the basis upon which the
contextual model of learning is constructed: the personal context, the physical context,
and the sociocultural context. The process of learning, therefore, begins with an
individual, involves others, and takes place somewhere (Falk & Dierking, 2002).
The social elements of learning are, for this study, of primary importance. For
humans, learning is fundamentally a social phenomenon (Doidge, 2007; Falk & Dierking,
2002; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1998). Our cultural environment: practices, routines,
rituals, artifacts, symbols, conventions, stories, and histories; shapes who we are, and
how we think. Learning, identity, and meaning making are, therefore, embedded in the
cultural practices of the societies and communities in which we live.
Why study families?
As infants, our first learning experiences occur in the social context of our family,
whatever form that may take. This family community is where children first learn to walk
and speak and where they learn to become independent and become productive members
of society (Small, 2001). As with other communities, families spend a lot of their time
together and develop their own cultures. This family culture is the context in which we
first try to make sense of the world and begin to develop our own identities (Small, 2001;
Wenger, 1998). Researchers can better understand family learning by identifying and
understanding elements of family culture since members of a family share a similar
cultural background and culture is the lens through which we view the world. These
identifiable and consistent cultural elements, such as practices, routines, rituals, artifacts,
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symbols, conventions, stories, and histories help researchers to not only understand
family learning, but to identify it in the first place (Ash, 2003; Ellenbogen, 2002;
Ellenbogen et al., 2004). Learning in family contexts is often not didactic; rather, learning
may take place in comparatively more casual familial conversation and may be difficult
to recognize without a more robust understanding of the family cultural context. Not only
does the choice of families provide a rich opportunity for capturing and understanding a
learning culture, but families are also used to learning together and they more easily fall
into familiar learning patterns and are less affected by participation in a research study.
The choice of family participants will provide a rich source of qualitative data for
analysis and ground this work in a complementary body of work.
Why night-time telescope observing events?
At the most basic level a telescope observing event, also known as a star party, is
organized around the activity of looking at the night sky through a telescope. A star party
may be as simple as a group of friends setting up a telescope for an evening of
recreational observing, though many are organized for the purpose of public education
and science outreach. Inexpensive, popular, and simple to run (Blaine, 1997), thousands
of such star parties are hosted each year by professional astronomical observatories,
planetariums, science centers, nature centers, astronomy clubs, and public observatories
that have been built explicitly for the purpose of public education and outreach.
Star parties were chosen as the context for this research for several reasons. The
first was the researcher‟s experience and familiarity with telescope observing events. The
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second reason was that informal education experiences, such as night-time telescope
observing events, can be ideal environments for family-based learning (Morrow, 2000).
Unfortunately there are no comprehensive records for star parties in the United States
making it difficult to accurately determine the number that occur each year or the number
of visitors that attend these events. The Night Sky Network, an organization of
community astronomy clubs from around the country, reports that member clubs have
facilitated over 13,000 events for nearly 1,256,000 visitors between March 2004 and
March 2010 (Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), 2010). If we assume that the Night Sky
Network data provides a lower limit, the actual number of events is likely much higher.
Aside from the large number of participants who attend star parties, these events
are unique experiences that bridge across multiple institutions and organizations within
the learning infrastructure. The learning infrastructure consists of homes, schools, nonschool educational institutions such as museum and libraries, community-based
organizations, like scouts and youth clubs, and media (e.g. books, newspapers,
magazines, television, film, radio, and the internet) (Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Luke, Camp,
Dierking, & Pearce, 2001). On the formal education front, instructors and students from
colleges and universities, elementary and middle school teachers, as well as volunteers
from astronomy clubs frequently facilitate observing events for schools or summer
camps. In addition to schools, star parties often occur in contexts not traditionally thought
of as educational. Amateur astronomers set up telescopes for special events at zoos and
libraries, outside music halls during performances, and out on the sidewalk for passersby. Hotels, movie theaters, malls, and bookstores have also invited or hired presenters to
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provide telescope observing opportunities for their customers. These events combine
entertainment and education with portability. Any place with a decent view of the sky can
become a convenient venue for a star party. Many informal astronomy educators and
educational organizations will be interested in the results of the study for understanding
and improving their observing programs which they offer in support of astronomy
education and to support improved public interest in and understanding of science (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), 2010).
Why Science Education?
A final rationale is that of improved understanding of family learning in support
of improved science literacy. In their publication, Science for all Americans (American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1990), the American Association for the
Advancement of Science states that “all children need and deserve a basic education in
science, mathematics, and technology that prepares them to lead interesting and
productive lives” (p. 220). We live in an ever-changing world where we are faced with
making decisions based on complex information and where we are dealing with matters
in our everyday lives that are increasingly dependent on technology. Informal education
environments combined with the free-choice nature of the learning taking place makes
for a powerful experience that can impact visitors‟ views of and attitudes toward science
for the rest of their lives. Most informal education and free-choice learning researchers
have expanded their definition of learning to include affective and social as well as
cognitive learning outcomes (Falk, Dierking, & Holland, 1995; Falk & Dierking, 2002;
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National Research Council, 2009). Recent psychology and educational research,
including work done in informal contexts, demonstrates the powerful effect of curiosity,
interest, and emotional arousal on learning (Damasio, 1994; National Research Council,
2009; Rounds, 2004; Silvia, 2008). Because many informal education experiences are
meant to entertain as well as to engage, they need to be viewed with this in mind. Interest
and engagement are one part of a trilogy of experiences, along with capacity and
continuity, that students need to successfully enter science, technology, engineering and
math (STEM) careers (Jolly, Campbell, & Perlman, 2004). Interest and engagement,
however, are just as important for people who do not end up as STEM professionals. Not
everyone is going to grow up to be a scientist, yet a basic understanding of science and
scientific thinking is both useful and increasingly necessary to function in the modern
world.

1.4 Research Questions
The primary purpose of this study was to examine family experiences at nighttime
telescope observing events. In support of this effort, new data collection strategies for
studying family learning were developed and will be introduced and described in this
dissertation. The goal was to observe family learning experiences, to understand how
families make meaning of their experiences at night-time telescope observing events, and
how they incorporate the experiences with their prior cultural background. It was also a
goal to describe the experiences families have at public telescope observing experiences
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to inform event facilitators and improve telescope observing events. These goals led to
the following research questions:
1. Why do families attend observing events, and what are their expectations?
2. How do their expectations compare with their actual experiences?
3. What agendas do families pursue during telescope observing events?
4. How do family members make sense of their star party experiences?
To address these questions, four families at two night-time telescope observing events in
a medium-sized city in the southwestern United States were studied as a part of this
investigation. The setting and participants are described in the next section.

1.5 Participants and Settings
Participants in this study were groups of adults and their legally dependent
children that self-identified as families and lived in a medium-sized city in the
southwestern United States. The four families recruited for this study were of two types:
experienced and on-site. Two of the families were classified as experienced families,
meaning that they had previously attended two or more telescope observing events. Since
the prior experience of the on-site families was unpredictable, experienced families were
chosen with the hope that they would be able to provide a knowledgeable view of star
parties, and would be less likely to alter their behavior because of participation in a
research project. Experienced families were identified by the researcher with assistance
from local observing event facilitators and were invited to attend the observing event at
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which data would be collected. On-site families were included in order to represent the
self-selected audience that would have normally attended the star parties. They were
conveniently and purposefully sampled from the self-selected audience at each of the
telescope observing events. For each observing event two families, one experienced and
one on-site, were recruited and paired together for the evening.
The observing events included in this study were conveniently sampled from
events that were occurring during the data collection phase of this study. An event was
identified as a candidate site if permission could be gained from the facilitators and an
experienced family could be found that was able to attend the event. The first observing
event took place in April 2009 and was held in the parking lot and gymnasium of a local
elementary school. Telescope operators were recruited by the school librarian who was
also the event facilitator. An invitation to the event was extended to the entire school
district and attendance was free. The second observing event took place in June 2009 and
was held at the volunteer-operated observatory at the science center and planetarium on
the campus of the local university. This event was open to the public and admission was
free. The data collection techniques and methods are described in the following section.

1.6 Methodology
Methods utilized in this study included: 1) traditional pre-visit researcher-guided,
open-ended interviews with the experienced families; 2) paired-family, self-administered
conversational interviews conducted by the participants at the observing event without
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the researcher present; 3) night-shot video observations during the nighttime observing
event; 4) audio recordings during the observing event; 5) a novel post-visit, blog-style
reflection video made by each family without the researcher present; and 6) singlefamily, researcher-led, post-visit open-ended stimulated-recall interviews with all
participating families. Traditional interviews and video observations were conducted and
combined with researcher notes and self-administered interviews as well as video blogstyle reflection videos produced by each family during the follow-up interview portion of
the data collection. The timeline in Figure 1 describes the data collection procedures for

•Recruit On-Site
Family
•Pair Expert and
On-Site familes
•Paired family selfadministered previsit interview
•Star party with
night-shot video
observation
•Paired family selfadministered postvisit interview

Phase 3

•Recruit Expert
Family
•Expert Family PreVisit Interview

Phase 2 - Day of Event

Phase 1

each observing event.

•Expert and On-site
family Reflection
Video Blogs
•Expert and On-site
family Stimulated
recall interviews

Figure 1: Research Timeline
These qualitative methods complement the exploratory nature and sociocultural
perspective of this study. They recognize the roles of culture, society, and social
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interaction in the making of meaning. They also allow for the possibility that learning
may occur at any time, and that it may be unique for each participant.
Open-ended and self-administered interviews provide information about the prior
knowledge of participants as well as insight into family history and cultural practices.
Video and audio recordings aid in documenting the routines, rituals, artifacts,
conventions, and stories that mediate thinking and learning. Strategies such as stimulated
recall utilize the interconnectedness of memories which are more readily retrieved when
participants can draw on the full context of the experience being remembered; all aspects
of the social, physical, and personal context (Falk & Dierking, 1997; Falk & Dierking,
2002). Finally, reflection videos allow the family to document their own views,
interpretations, and memories of their experiences while also capturing information about
the ways that family members negotiate and facilitate meaning making. When used
together these methods provide an emic or insider‟s perspective of family experiences at
telescope observing events (Ash, 2003; Ellenbogen, 2002) and allow us to understand, in
a holistic way, the learning that takes place. The methods described here recognize that
learning in family contexts is often not didactic; rather, learning may take place in
comparatively more casual familial conversation and these methods provide a window
into this type of conversational learning that is not achieved through traditional interview
methods alone. The methods in this study were also chosen in response to a call from
family learning researchers to develop new methodologies research (Ash, 2003;
Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen et al., 2004). To this end, this research draws from
contemporary family learning research and introduces new data collection methods. This
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work will be of interest to informal education researchers and free-choice learning
researchers who are concerned with understanding family experiences. The research
methods described in this paper also address issues of voice, context, and authenticity.
Data were analyzed by descriptively coding the interview and reflection video
data. Observing event video was segmented into episodes. These episodes were then
coded for evidence of meaning making and identity negotiation. The descriptive codes
were then combined by asking higher-level, more interpretive questions to answer the
research questions. The iterative coding process is discussed in detail in chapter three of
this dissertation.

1.7 Audience
This study is designed to contribute to an effort by family learning researchers to
understand families as learning communities and to develop new methods to explore their
learning in informal, out-of-school learning contexts (Ash, 2003; K. Crowley & Jacobs,
2002; K. Crowley et al., 2001; Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Ellenbogen et
al., 2004; Szechter & Carey, 2009). In addition, there are many organizations that
facilitate star party events as part of their educational programming. The International
Astronomical Union is the largest and most influential organization to make telescope
observing the centerpiece of an entire astronomy education and outreach effort.
Professional observatories, nature centers, science centers, museums, astronomy clubs,
and NASA education and public outreach programs all facilitate nighttime telescope
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observing events and have an interest in understanding and improving their educational
programs. Studies such as this will contribute to our understanding of these observing
experiences and will aid in assessing the impact of these programs on public audiences.
The conclusions from this exploratory study will be used to inform future studies of
informal astronomy observing events and to identify research directions that hold
promise for future lines of inquiry. Based on the results of this pilot study, the
methodology will be adapted for use in a multi-year project exploring the nature of
family learning experiences at informal astronomy observing events. Ultimately, it is
hoped that this research agenda will impact the way that informal astronomy education
occurs.

1.8 Definition of Terms
In this dissertation, several terms and phrases are used to convey specific
meaning. For clarification, short definitions of these terms are given below.
Star Party
This term will be used interchangeably throughout this dissertation with the
terms: nighttime telescope observing event, observing event, telescope observing event
and star-night. Star parties are outdoor night-time events where telescopes are made
available for visitors to view the night sky. The number of telescopes and level of
facilitation varies by the venue and the group or organization hosting the star party.
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Family
Intergenerational groups consisting of two or more individuals that self-identify as
a family. The National Institute for Mental Health defines a family as a network of
mutual commitment. For this study, each family group consisted of at least one adult
legal guardian and at least one dependent child under the age of 16.
Experienced Family
Family participants who have previously attended nighttime telescope observing
events. These participants are recruited prior to the observing events and invited to attend
the observing event by the researcher.
On-Site Family
Family participants who are recruited at the star party on the night of the event.
These families may have prior experience with observing events; however, they represent
the self-selected audience that would normally have attended the observing event.
Telescope Operator
Telescope Operators (T.O.‟s) are the individuals operating and interpreting the
telescopes for visitors. Telescope operators point the telescopes, aid visitors in observing
objects, and often provide interpretation for telescope viewers.
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1.9 Summary and Organization of this Dissertation
This study contributes to the field of family learning research by exploring the
inner workings of the family community, looking at the agendas and identities of
families, observing learning in a novel context, and by supporting an effort by family
learning researchers to develop new methods for capturing evidence of family learning
(Ash, 2003; Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Ellenbogen et al., 2004). This
study will also contribute to the field of informal astronomy education research by
systematically studying families at public telescope observing events which are often a
component of informal astronomy education efforts, and the experience of visitors is of
interest to educators and funders. Providing a view of visitor experiences and examining
visitor expectations and experiences will allow astronomy educators to evaluate their own
goals and objectives in light of this new information. With an increased understanding of
public telescope observing experiences it may be possible to improve star party
experiences, raise the scientific consciousness of the public, and further encourage
science literacy in this country.
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. This first chapter is an
introduction and overview of the study. It describes the purpose and rationale for
studying family experiences at telescope observing events. It also establishes the goals of
testing new methodologies for data collection, and understanding and describing the
learning experiences of family visitors to public telescope observing events in order to
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add to the literature on family learning and providing information to facilitators to
improve telescope observing events for visitors.
Chapter two is a review of the literature and begins by establishing a framework
for thinking of telescope observing events as informal educational environments similar
to museums and science centers. There is also a short discussion on the connections
between two competing terms informal and free-choice and their relationship to this
research. Literature examining family learning in museums, communities of practice, and
learning in museums and science centers is then examined to establish a framework for
understanding how family culture, agendas, and identities affect learning and meaning
making during their visits to informal science education environments like science
museums and star parties. Finally, a brief overview of research in the field of astronomy
education is provided, particularly as it relates to uses of telescopes in education and
research on the amateur astronomers who often facilitate star parties.
Chapter three describes the methods that will be used in this study. An overview
of participants and the methods is provided and followed by a more detailed description
of the family participants as well as a timeline for the data collection process. A
comprehensive description of each stage of the data collection and the methods used to
collect the data is provided. A short discussion of the role of the researcher is also
included. The final section of chapter 3 is a description of the data analysis process, the
results of which are provided in chapter four.
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Chapter four contains the case descriptions for the experienced and on-site
families at the first star party, and chapter five is devoted to the second star party. These
chapters also present the findings for research questions one and two for each family and
close with the findings from cross case analyses, with respect to research questions one
and two, of each pair of families that attended the same star party.
Chapter six presents the findings across star parties. The findings for research
questions three and four are presented along with emergent findings from the study.
Chapter seven contains a summary of the findings, conclusions and implications
from these findings, limitations of this work, and a discussion of directions for future
research.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2.1 Overview
This study explored the learning experiences of families attending nighttime
telescope observing events, also known as star parties. This chapter is a review of the
literature that informed this dissertation study. Although, at this time, there is no research
that looks specifically at family or visitor learning at star parties, there is a body of
research on individual and family learning in the context of museums. This chapter will
begin by describing a framework for relating telescope observing events to other nonschool, informal educational leisure time experiences such as visits to museums,
aquariums, and science and nature centers. Next, the research on family learning in
museums that laid the groundwork for this study, both conceptually and methodologically
will be discussed as will research studies of museum visitors‟ agendas, motivations, and
expectations. This chapter is organized into six main sections:
1. A framework for star parties as informal education experiences where
visitors can engage in free choice learning.
2. A review of family learning research in museums.
3. A description of how the communities of practice model can be used for
understanding family learning.
4. A review of research on museum visitor agendas, motivations,
expectations and learning.
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5. A review of research on identity and learning in museums and science
centers
6. An overview of astronomy education research and research on the amateur
astronomers that often facilitate telescope observing events.
Figure 2 presents a roadmap for my approach to the literature review. The circle
next to learning at star parties denotes that there is no literature on this topic. Instead,
related research literature from the fields of learning in museums and family learning in
museums that informed this study will be reviewed. The checkmarks denote the bodies of
literature which informed this dissertation research and from which the theoretical and
methodological support for this study is drawn.
I begin by introducing a framework for categorizing telescope observing events as
informal educational leisure environments. With this framework in place, I review
research studies of family and individual learning in museums. This review begins with
literature examining the relationships between expectations, motivations, agendas, and
learning leading to the first two questions guiding this study: 1) Why do families attend
observing events and what are their expectations? and 2) How do these expectations
compare with their actual experiences? Research has shown that information about
agendas, motivations, and expectations can be helpful for understanding visitors‟
experiences by providing a much more in-depth and complex picture of prior knowledge,
goals, culture, and identity than traditional factors such as age, race, gender, and
educational background.
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Figure 2: Roadmap for Chapter 2
Although the relationships between prior knowledge, identity, culture and
meaning-making are complex, researchers have used this information to move beyond
demographic generalizations and observe meaning making as it occurs, in-situ during a
museum visit. This research on visitors‟ negotiation of meaning is the basis for the third
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and final research question: how do family members make sense of their experiences at
telescope observing events? The complex interactions between meaning making, identity,
culture, and agendas are only beginning to be explored and this study adds to our
understanding of how families construct meaning during their visits to informal,
educational leisure experiences. It also serves an exploratory study of family visitors to
telescope observing events that will guide the development of star parties as well as
future research.

2.2 Situating Star Parties as Informal Educational Contexts
Although terms like education and learning are traditionally associated with
schools, an increasing number of non-school programs and organizations have identified
education as a major area of focus. As outsiders to the more entrenched and
institutionalized formal educational school system, these non-school education programs
have become widely known as informal education. The term informal, although widely
used within the education community, has come under fire from some researchers in the
field. Recent research on human learning has deepened our understanding of the nature of
learning; there has been some question as to the usefulness or appropriateness of the
distinction between formal and informal. Some have argued that these are arbitrary and
meaningless categories and that the characteristics of human learning should guide our
thinking. Researchers have indeed demonstrated the efficacy of intrinsically motivated,
self-directed learning (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Falk & Dierking, 2002; National
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Research Council, 2000), and in a series of articles and books the term free-choice has
been introduced as an alternative to informal. It has subsequently been argued that the
term free-choice better captures the nature of the learning that occurs in out-of-school
settings such as museums, science centers, in print media, online, and at many
community-based organizations (Falk, 2001; Falk & Dierking, 2002). Falk and Dierking
have, on many occasions, championed the complete conversion from the terms informal
learning and informal education to free-choice learning and free-choice education.
Although there has been general acceptance of the term free-choice learning,
there has also been unwillingness on the part of the education community to discontinue
use of the term informal completely. Rather than improving the discourse, there is now
confusion on the part of many who do not know how or when to use each term. One
reason for the slow change is that the term informal is established and more widelyknown. I believe, however, that the durability of the term informal comes also from the
need to distinguish, broadly, between the contexts in which the learning takes place and
the intentions of the institutions and educators who facilitate learning experiences in
school and non-school settings. Since the term free-choice refers to the nature of learning
or the nature of the educational experience, free choice learning can happen in any
physical context, at any time. In this sense, it is not precise enough to distinguish between
classroom settings, and out-of-school settings such as museums, science centers, and the
public star parties investigated in this study. Broadly speaking, characteristics of formal,
classroom settings include compulsory attendance, and a performance-grade exchange in
which students perform certain classroom tasks in exchange for a formal assessment of
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that performance by their instructor (Becker, Hughes, & Geer, 1968; Doyle, 1979). In
out-of-school settings, organizers have little control over attendance and few, if any,
external incentives to impose on the participants.
Some concerns regarding the term free-choice have been addressed (Falk, 2001),
and I do not question that fundamental differences exist between learning typically seen
in schools versus out-of-school settings; however, to make a broad assumption about the
absolute nature of such educational experiences is to deny the efforts of reform-minded
teachers and researchers, and to deny the possibility that self-motivated, self-regulated
learning can, and does happen in classroom settings. As alluded to earlier, one way to
tease apart the differences between the terms informal and free-choice is to be precise
about the difference between education, the process or product of an intentional,
facilitated instructional experience designed to promote learning, and learning, the
product of these experiences that results in the modification of cognitive structures in our
brains (Falk & Dierking, 1997). The terms formal and informal most appropriately refer
to the structure of an educational experience; including the physical context, the
audience, the motivational structure, and the goals of those who plan and facilitate the
experience. In contrast, the term free-choice refers to the nature of the learning
experience, regardless of the intent of the instructor, the physical context, or the structure
of the educational program. I use the terms informal and free-choice by applying them
specifically to the two types of experiences mentioned above: education and learning.
Therefore, informal education refers to non-compulsory, out-of-school educational
programs and physical contexts that must attract and engage a self-selected, intrinsically
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motivated audience, and free-choice learning refers to the intrinsically motivated, selfdirected learning that often takes place during programs in informal education
environments. From this perspective informal learning is a nonsensical term, used,
perhaps for convenience, to refer to learning or educational experiences that take place in
informal environments. From a research point of view, however, the learning that takes
place follows the same rules as learning in any other context.

2.3 Education Framework
In this paper I have chosen to work with an education framework described by
Morrow (2000) as a way for NASA educators and scientists to think about how best to
deploy their resources and funding. I believe it is also useful for describing the different
educational contexts in general. Morrow‟s definitions of formal and informal education
are similar to those I have just described and her framework (see Figure 3) places
educational experiences on a continuum and describes the relationships between various
educational contexts. Informal education environments occupy the space between formal
education and public outreach and provide links to both. The following are some typical
features of informal educational experiences:


They include a combination of careful design and planning of formal
education with the excitement and relevance of public outreach.



They require a person to travel to unique settings that are outside both the
classroom and the home.
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They are free-choice (voluntary), active, and are intended to provide
motivation for further learning and life-long interest.



They are often ideal environments for family-based learning.

Formal Education
•Typically in a
classroom

Informal Education
•Typically in a
unique setting

Public Outreach
•Typically while at
"home"

A B C D E
Smaller Audience

Larger Audience

More contact time

Less Contact Time

Deeper understanding

Shallower Understanding

Figure 3: Education Framework
Examples of informal education environments include: public contexts such as a
museums, science centers, libraries, parks, or star parties; and are distinguished from the
traditional formal educational context of the classroom. Informal education
environments, such as science museums and star parties, share many of the same
qualities: they are non-compulsory, non-school educational environments that must
attract and engage a self-selected audience and offer experiences that promote
intrinsically motivated, self-directed learning. Another term for informal educational
experiences that has been recently introduced is educational leisure experiences. Packer
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and Ballantyne (2002) describe characteristics of educational leisure settings which
connect museum and star party experiences. These settings usually have most, if not all
of the following characteristics: 1) The setting provides direct experiences with real
objects, people or places, 2) Learning is voluntary, 3) Learning is stimulated by the needs
and interests of the learner, 4) Learning is often socially mediated, and 5) Visitors come
alone, in small or family groups of mixed sexes, ages, and subject expertise with very
diverse learning styles and prior learning experiences. As mentioned previously, these
informal education, or educational leisure settings are often ideal environments for family
learning (Morrow, 2000) and this is reflected in the demographics of the visitors who, as
with museums and science centers, are largely family groups (Ellenbogen, 2003b; Hilke,
1989).
Now that a framework has been established for relating night-time telescope
observing events to other informal educational contexts, such as museums and science
centers, the next section will describe the rationale for studying family learning and
review prior research on family learning in museums.

2.4 Families and Family Learning
Within societies, regardless of culture, humans organize themselves into groups
we call families. The United Nations calls families “the natural and fundamental group
unit of society” (United Nations, 1948). In most cultures, biological kinship forms the
basis for familial relationships yet, in many societies, the notion of family often
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transcends biology. In the United States, the definition of the family has evolved as
families themselves have changed (Dierking, 1989). Researchers who study family
learning in informal educational contexts describe families as multigenerational units
involving close kinship and shared histories (Borun et al., 1996; Dierking, 1989;
Ellenbogen, 2003b) and the National Institute for Mental Health (NIMH) defines the
family as a network of mutual commitment (Pequegnat & Bray, 1997).
Families are especially important for children because they are highly dependent
on their parents for physical and social resources. Families provide a structure to help
children navigate the world until they are grown and fully independent (Small, 2001). As
this description suggests, one of the primary purposes of a family is to support learning
among its members (Hilke, 1989). Whenever groups of people spend time together in a
common pursuit (survival, learning, etc.) they invariably develop a unique culture. Since
culture is the lens through which all learning occurs, family culture implicitly affects the
learning of its members (Bruner, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978). Shared knowledge, experiences,
values, vocabularies, and assumptions (Borun et al., 1996; Ellenbogen, 2003a;
Ellenbogen, 2003b) are just a few of the cultural elements that members of a community
of practice, like families, share (Ellenbogen, 2003b; Wenger, 1998). Each family member
contributes to the interpretation of experiences through interactions and conversations
with the others, bringing their own unique perspective, yet connecting through a history
of shared knowledge and experiences. The impact of culture on learning necessitates that
families, rather than learning experiences or learning contexts, be at the center of our
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research efforts, with families viewed as educational institutions within a larger learning
infrastructure (Ellenbogen, 2003b).
As communities of learners, families develop their own strategies for the
construction and negotiation of meaning and are constantly seeking and adapting learning
resources for their own educational needs. Family members are accustomed to interacting
and learning together, and frequently adapt their teaching and learning strategies to meet
the demands of many situations (Ellenbogen, 2003b; Hilke, 1989). In the next section,
research on family learning - much of which has been conducted in museums and science
centers - will be reviewed and discussed with respect to the current study.

2.5 Family Learning in Museum
One reason that research on family learning in museums is of interest is that
museums are places where families play, talk, and learn from each other (Ash, 2003).
They are also places where parents and children would be expected to engage in practices
typical of everyday activity (Crowley et al., 2001) making them an excellent context for
studying family learning (Hilke, 1989). The research on family learning in museums falls
into two categories: those that investigate family learning in terms of science learning
outcomes (Borun et al., 1996; Crowley et al., 2001) and those that look more closely at
the interactions in family groups to understand the sociocultural context and how
knowledge is constructed, with the later forming the basis for this dissertation study.
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Studies of family learning have repeatedly demonstrated that family interactions
follow predictable patterns, and that families enter with their own agendas for the visit
and that these agendas influence their learning (Dierking & Falk, 1994). Hilke (1989)
was one of the earliest researchers to explore family agendas in museums. He observed
family interactions at a large metropolitan museum of natural history in order to answer
the question: Do families adopt an agenda to learn in the museum? Families were, and
still are, an important audience for museums, making up 50% of the walk-in visitors.
Hilke‟s study was designed to provide information about how families interact with
museum exhibits and to understand if and how families use museums for learning. Hilke
characterized this study as basic research on 1) the effectiveness of museums as learning
environments and 2) how families learn.
Participants were recruited on a first-arrival and first-approach basis and groups
were eligible to participate if it was an intergenerational group with not more than two
adults and not more than four children. The final data set included observations of 128
individuals representing 48 family groups. Families ranged in size from two to five
members. After families had been recruited, they were observed in one of two areas of
the museum. One area is described as a more traditional museum experience with objects
behind railings, in cases, and in dioramas. The other was a participatory hall with
interactive exhibits and hands-on displays. During the data collection, the observational
focus was shifted systematically between the members of the group. Each member was
the focus of observation for approximately 8 minutes. During the time a particular
member of the family was the subject of observation, they served as the principal focus of
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the observational transcript. Behaviors were coded for 1) actions, 2) the initiator of the
action, 3) the topic or object of the action, and 4) the social context of the action.
Hilke found that museum exhibits do successfully attract the attention of family
visitors who attend to the exhibits and pursue a clear agenda to learn while in the
museum. He was not able to determine the extent to which each family member pursued
an individual agenda to learn versus one that involved other members of the family and
there was not enough information to understand the role of social interactions with regard
to learning. Hilke suggests two possibilities; one, that the presence of other family
members does little to facilitate an individual‟s learning beyond providing a safe and
supportive social environment, or two, that interactions with other family members are a
critical part of each individual‟s strategies for learning. There was no indication of
dominance of parental agendas, and parents did not engage in teaching behaviors, rather,
parents and children engaged in spontaneous personal and cooperative strategies to
acquire and share information. Hilke also found preliminary evidence for the existence of
individual agendas or goals for visiting museums that affected their learning experiences
by systematically driving them to make particular choices regarding their activities within
the museum setting. This first glimpse into family agendas set the stage for future work,
including this dissertation study, to explore the agendas and motivations for family
visitors, and demonstrates that these pre-visit characteristics have an impact on learning
One significant challenge for researchers interested in families is that the learning
occurring as a result of a museum visit is not always immediate or obvious. Learning is
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the result of complex interactions and visitors who attend museums may also attend
school, visit the library, participate in scouting groups, read, watch television, or use the
internet as a learning tool. To address these challenges, some researchers are attempting
to understand visits to museums in a larger sociocultural context. Ellenbogen, for
example (2003b) used a naturalistic, anthropological approach to study family visitors
that frequently attended museums. Her primary research question was: what is the role of
science museums in family life? Other questions included: 1) how do family members
interactionally establish what counts as learning and science in the home and at
museums? 2) what are the ways to participate in science museums and at home? and 3)
how do family members use museum experiences in the context of the larger family
agendas and the learning infrastructure?
Over the course of 18 months Ellenbogen spent time with families in their homes
and during their visits to museum and science centers. Since families arrive with their
own agendas and utilize an impressive array of cooperative learning strategies to
facilitate the learning of their members, this approach provided an insider‟s, or emic,
view of the museum visit regardless of the institutions goals and agenda. It also allowed
Ellenbogen to record details of family culture and to observe possible learning
connections that occur outside of the museum setting.
Ellenbogen recruited six families from the London area by contacting museum
professionals and teachers to help identify potential participants. The families recruited
for this study were described as frequent museum-going families and reported visiting
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museums at least six times a year. Participants represented a variety of races, ethnicities,
and economic and social status. Four of the families participated on a consistent basis and
were the basis for the data in the study. Data were collected over an 18 month period for
a total of 172 observation hours. The primary methods of data collection were: participant
observations, field notes, interviews, and audio recording of visits to museums and
homes. Data collection also included videotaping the collection of artifacts from visits to
museums, homes, and other leisure sites. In this study, the researcher accompanied the
participants on their visits to museums and other educational leisure sites. Participants
would contact the researcher prior to their visit and the researcher would attend with the
family. In addition, Ellenbogen spent time with the families in their homes to gain an
understanding of the family cultural context as well as to observe any connections
between museum visits and other topics or experiences.
Ellenbogen found that families do indeed pursue a family agenda and that these
agendas as well as individual and family identities affected the ways that participants
experienced museums and the ways those experiences were interpreted and incorporated
into family culture during and after the visit. It is likely that this shared culture provided a
foundation for the family to function as a highly adaptable learning system. Evidence for
learning was found in seemingly unrelated casual family conversations. Members of
families share prior experiences, beliefs, and values that provide a lens through which the
learning can be characterized. Although family interactions are complex, members of
families are used to interacting with one-another and learning together using cooperative
strategies that, once identified, provide evidence of learning, and evidence of the meaning
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that is being made by the family participants. The anthropological methodology used by
Ellenbogen is one of the most unique and important contributions. This approach allowed
Ellenbogen to identify certain cultural elements that are important for inclusion future
studies and has provided evidence that connects, seemingly irrelevant, family discussions
to learning and meaning making. The current dissertation study of family learning at
telescope observing events utilized another innovative, but less time-intensive data
collection strategy to capture some of these same moments.
The shift of perspective, from the content learning goals of institutions and
educators to a focus on family agendas and experiences, is becoming more widespread in
the research literature on family learning in museums. These researchers question the
assumption that learning science content is a primary goal for families and hypothesize
that other interesting and valuable learning experiences may be occurring. Ellenbogen,
Luke, and Dierking (2004) suggest that a new field, referred to as family learning in
museums, may be emerging as a unique and coherent discipline within informal
education and free-choice learning research. This family learning research has begun to
converge in what Ellenbogen and colleagues refer to as a disciplinary matrix. A
disciplinary matrix is a field of study that has a shared set of goals, definitions, methods
and theoretical framework. Researchers studying family learning have begun to converge
around a common sociocultural perspective, to agree on the definition of a family and to
have mutual understandings of the major questions and lines of inquiry in the field. The
sociocultural shift has informed this dissertation study and is reflected in the questions
and research methods.
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It has been consistently demonstrated that learning in informal contexts is
embedded in the dynamics of social groups (Ash, 2003; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Ellenbogen
et al., 2004). In response, several researchers have begun to adopt Wenger‟s communities
of practice (CoP) framework as a theoretical basis for understanding how family are
building and negotiating individual and group identities, and how museums can play a
role in that identity negotiation. The next section (see Figure 2) describes how the
communities of practice model provides a theoretical basis for studying families as
communities of learners.

2.6 Families as Communities of Practice
Although the communities of practice (CoP) framework was developed primarily
to describe the development and functioning of existing professional communities
(Buysse, Sparkman, & Wesley, 2003), Wenger (1998) conceptualized families as
communities of practice in his book Communities of Practice: Learning, Meaning, and
Identity. In this book, Wenger presents three dimensions that define the boundaries of a
given CoP: 1) mutual engagement, 2) joint enterprise, and 3) a shared repertoire. Li,
Grimshaw, Nielsen, Judd, Coyte, and Graham (2009) describe these dimensions in their
paper discussing the evolution of the concept of communities of practice. The first
dimension, mutual engagement, is described as the interaction between individuals that
leads to the creation of shared meanings or understandings on various issues. The second,
a joint enterprise, is the process in which people are engaged, working together toward a
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common purpose. Third, a shared repertoire means the common resources, language, and
tools (both physical and conceptual) that members of a community use to negotiate
meaning and facilitate learning. Underlying each of these definitions is the process of
creating or negotiating meanings which Wenger (1998) and Gee (2005) both describe as
a fundamental component of human nature and the primordial human process. Also
embedded in the three dimensions described above is the social nature of human learning.
This basic tenant of the CoP framework connects learning, or meaning making, to the
concept of identity. Li and colleagues (2009) define a community as a group of people
“connected by a common interest and who define their identities by the roles they play
and the relationships they share in the group‟s activity.” Identities and the negotiation of
identity relating to roles and relationships within a CoP is a focus of Wenger (1998), and
again highlighted by Li et. al. (2009). This deep connection between meaning making and
identity is evident in the research on family learning in museums that portrays families as
both learning systems (Hilke, 1989) and communities of practice (Ellenbogen et al.,
2004). Families are intergenerational communities that, through the course of their time
together, develop shared histories, values, understandings, and conventions (Ellenbogen,
2003b; Hilke, 1989; Li et al., 2009). For members of a community of practice, identity is
integral to participation in the sense that membership depends on the extent to which
someone has learned the normative ways of thinking and acting that have been
established by the community. In other words, the extent to which someone has
assimilated into the culture of the community of practice.
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Within the literature on learning in museums, attention has been paid to both the
engagement of participants, also called their agendas, as well as visitor identities. The
next section presents research on the agendas of visitors, as well as the mutual agendas of
family visitors and their motivations for visiting museums.

2.7 Museum Agendas and Motivations
As mentioned previously, family agendas have a demonstrable impact on learning
and the influence of an individual‟s motivation and agenda on behavior and learning in
museums has now been well documented in the literature (Ellenbogen, 2003b; Falk,
Moussouri, & Coulson, 1998; Hilke, 1989; Moussouri, 1997; Moussouri, 2003).
Several studies of museum visitors have modeled agendas using two dimensions:
1) motivations for visiting a museum and 2) strategies utilized when visiting a museum.
This research also identified six categories of motivations for museum visits: place,
education, life cycle, social event, entertainment, and practical issues (Moussouri, 1997;
Falk, Moussouri & Colson, 1998). Falk, Moussouri, and Colson (1998) explored this
model using a combination of quantitative and qualitative strategies to understand visitor
agendas and the connections between visitors‟ motivations for their museum visit and
learning. The primary purpose of their study was to investigate the impact of visitor
agendas on visitor behavior and learning.
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Falk and colleagues conducted their study at the Smithsonian National Museum
of Natural History (NMNH) in the, at the time, newly installed Geology, Gems and
Minerals exhibition which had undergone extensive front-end and formative assessment
and had been favorably reviewed by other sources. Only the gems, minerals, and mines
section of the exhibition were included in the study. Adult-only groups of three or fewer
members were recruited as they entered the exhibition. Every third group was chosen to
attempt to randomize participant selection. Participants completed a personal meaning
map (PMM) in which they were asked to write words, ideas, images, phrases, or thoughts
that came to mind related to gems and minerals. These notes formed the basis for a
subsequent open-ended interview. Notes from the interview were recorded in different
color ink to identify the unprompted portion from the prompted responses. Separate
interviews were conducted for each member of the group. Upon leaving the gallery,
visitors were again asked to fill out a post-visit PMM and the interview procedures were
repeated with additional questions about visitor‟s motivations, visit plans, and
educational background. When visitors were asked about their reasons for visiting, they
were presented with the six categories of frequently-mentioned reasons: place, education,
life cycle, social event, entertainment, and practical issues. Each category was explained,
whenever possible utilizing the visitor‟s own reasons and motivations as examples.
Visitors were asked to rate the six categories on a five point scale according to how
important these reasons were to them on the day of the visit. Forty individuals completed
both the pre- and post-visit PMM and interviews.
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Falk and colleagues found that visitor‟s motivations significantly affected how
and what they learned from the exhibition. The results demonstrated that education and
entertainment motivations are both distinct dimensions and visitors high in both
motivations learned more than visitors with only one or the other as a primary
motivation.
This model of visitor agendas was used to guide an initial analysis of the data in
this study and was utilized by Ellenbogen (2003b) who used the six categories of
motivations as the initial analytical tool for documenting and describing family agendas
for visiting museums. As described previously, Ellenbogen found that the families in her
study cited all six of these categories when describing their motivations and agendas for
museum going. She found strong underlying entertainment and education motivations for
the families in her studies and points out that participants in her study used the terms fun
and learning rather than entertainment and education which are etic terms that relate
more to families as recipients rather than as agents in their experiences. Perhaps not
surprising, visitors to informal educational settings have prior knowledge and experiences
that affect their expectations for a museum experience and bring with them their own
agendas and motivations. All of these factors have significant impact their learning
experiences (Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Hilke, 1989). Since these
agendas and motivations impact learning, there can be enhanced learning when the
agendas and expectations of visitors are in sync with the agendas and experiences of the
educational venue, however, there may also be negative consequences if these agendas
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and experiences are not well matched to visitor agendas and expectations (Doering &
Pekarik, 1996; Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen, 2003b; Pekarik, Doering, & Karns, 1999).

2.8 Visitor Expectations and Satisfaction
A related approach to studying visitor experiences in informal educational
contexts is to explore visitor expectations and satisfaction with their experiences. In a
phone survey conducted by the Urban Institute in Washington D.C. it was shown that
there was a satisfaction gap for visitors attending various cultural institutions, such as
museums (Ostrower, 2005a; Ostrower, 2005b). This survey of 1,231 randomly selected
Americans used a broad and inclusive definition of culture and asked participants about
their patterns of participation, motivations, and experiences. Ostrower found that visitors
to museums were much more likely to list gain new knowledge or learn something new
as a desired outcome for their visit than visitors to other cultural institutions such as
theaters or music halls. The results showed that although 65% of those surveyed cited
learning as a reason for attending museums, only 51% of participants believed they did
learn something on their last visit. In addition, there was an even larger gap between
visitors who believed the experience would be emotionally rewarding (54.4%), and those
who actually had an emotionally rewarding experience (35.2%). There is a clear danger
that these miss-matched experiences will have a negative impact on public attitudes. A
partial solution could be to more clearly understand and address the expectations of
visitors.
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Pekarik, Doering, and Karns (1999) report on studies conducted at the
Smithsonian Institute that compare visitor pre-visit expectations for the experiences they
will have and find satisfying with the post-visit experiences visitors have and report as
satisfying. The questionnaire includes 14 experiences that cluster into four basic
categories: 1) object experiences, 2) cognitive experiences, 3) introspective experiences,
and 4) social experiences. Beginning from an empirical base, the researchers asked
visitors to tell them about satisfying visits to a particular kind of museum. The current list
of fourteen items was developed from conversations with 2,828 visitors over the course
of several years. The wording for these experiences is based on natural visitor language
and has been tested through an iterative series of surveys. The fourteen items were
categorized into four clusters using several different multidimensional analyses. The full
14 item list of experiences has been incorporated into survey questionnaires in random
order without category headings and is administered to visitors pre- and post-visit to
allow researchers to look for patterns of experiences visitors are expecting and find
satisfying at different venues or exhibitions. This study reports on the results of surveys
administered to visitors to exhibitions at two different museums. Participants were asked
to choose all of the experiences from the list that they were looking forward to having
during their visit. They were then asked to choose which experience they were looking
forward to the most, and to choose how much they were looking forward to it: not so
strongly, strongly, or very strongly.
The results seemed to imply that visitors to a certain museum consistently find the
same type of experience satisfying at that place. Each exhibition within a museum has its
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own profile of most satisfying experiences so the overall profile of a museum might
change as its exhibitions change. It is noted by the authors that one complication of this
research is that the instrument reflects both characteristics of the museum and the
characteristics of the visitors.
Although some researchers may view this approach as marketing research rather
than learning research (Doering, 1999) I view this approach as a visitor-centric view of
meaning making in museums as suggested by Ellenbogen et. al. (2004). Rather than
simply focusing on an institutions agendas or expectations for their visitors, this approach
takes into consideration the expectations and desires of visitors. There are no additional
studies that have pursued this line of inquiry, however, this framework of satisfying
experiences and expectations served as a conceptual basis for this dissertation study and
led to a family-centric perspective that also provided insight regarding motivations and
agendas. It has become increasingly clear that visitor‟s value affective, social, and
aesthetic experiences as much as those that are educational or entertaining. It has also
been found that learning depends on a complex interaction of visitor expectations,
agendas, prior knowledge, culture, and identity.

2.9 Identity and Learning in Museums
Identity research has enjoyed a revival of late (Falk, 2006) and has become an
area of interest for researchers who study informal educational experiences. As part of the
shift to a sociocultural perspective, the concept of identity has been proposed as an
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underlying construct for other concepts such as motivations, agendas, expectations and
satisfaction. From a psychological standpoint, identity can be described as an individual‟s
sense of self. It has also been referred to as how we explain ourselves to ourselves
(Rounds, 2006). This perspective on identity is commensurate with Sfard and Prusak
(2005) who equate identities with stories about persons. Identity, a component of the
personal context in Falk and Dierking‟s contextual model of learning (Falk & Dierking,
2002), first begins to develop in the context of our families as we first try to make sense
of the world (Wenger, 1998). Identity development continues throughout our lives and all
the research papers reviewed for this study share the view that our identities are
constantly in a state of construction and negotiation (Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Falk, 2006;
Rounds, 2006; Sfard & Prusak, 2005; Wenger, 1998). Falk (2006) suggests that at any
given time an individual enacts multiple identities which he describes as “situationally
constructed in response to a social and physical context” (p.151) The concept of identity
is closely connected with the entrance narrative proposed by Doering and Pekarik (1996;
Doering, 1999) which consists of: 1) the way an individual views the world, 2) prior
knowledge, and 3) previous experiences, emotions and memories.
Within the context of museum visits, at least one quantitative study suggested that
cognitive and affective experiences may be influenced, to some extent by visitor‟s
identities and entering motivations (Falk, 2006). This suggests that identity is an
individual trait that influences learning in informal contexts and perhaps information
about visitor identities can be observed using qualitative approaches. Indeed, some
qualitative research on family learning has identified evidence of identity negotiation
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among family visitors to science museums. In her dissertation study, described in a
previous section, Ellenbogen (2003b) found brief indicators of identity that occurred
during otherwise low-level science-related talk. Ellenbogen et al. (2004) relate identity
development to enculturation and describe the results of an unpublished report from a
study of partnerships between the Franklin Institute Science Museum and local
classrooms in which family participants incorporated elements from the program (such as
starting rock collections of their own) into their family life. Some researchers have
suggested that identity plays an even more important role than has been anticipated.
Rounds (2006) believes that the negotiation of identity is a worthwhile goal in itself and
hypothesized that family visitors to educational leisure experiences attend in order to
support or grow their identities. Although consistent with a sociocultural view of learning
as well as the CoP framework, this active identity-construction has yet to be observed.
Additional studies need to be conducted to support these initial findings and expand our
understanding of how identity negotiations occur, and the role they play in family
learning experiences.

2.10 Astronomy Education
The context for this study, nighttime telescope observing events, reflects both the
researcher‟s familiarity with star parties as well as a unique informal context that has not
been studied previously. There has been recent interest, by several astronomical
organizations, in the education potential of informal astronomy educational efforts as
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well as the amateur astronomers that often facilitate these events. Informal astronomy
programs, like star parties, provide an excellent opportunity for studying visitors‟
experiences and understanding their expectations, motivations and agendas for attending
observing events. The following section provides an overview of observing events as
well as recent work in astronomy education and outreach that studies the amateur
astronomers who run them.
Star Parties
Although 400 years have passed since the invention of the telescope and
professional astronomers no longer peer through eyepieces to study the heavens, humans
still gather together to observe the sky through these astronomical instruments. In the last
hundred years or so, more and more people have gained access to sky viewing
equipment. Not only have major scientific observatories periodically opened their doors
and eyepieces to public audiences, but public observatories have also been built explicitly
for the purpose of education and outreach. Contributing to this pervasive access are the
falling prices of small telescopes and binoculars that have become cheap enough for
almost anyone to own. Basic instruments are now widely available and the emergence of
public observatories and public observing events means that telescopes are now
accessible not only to professional astronomers, but also to millions of people around the
world for recreation and education.
Telescope pioneers, such as Galileo, first brought their telescopes to social
gatherings where they would instruct noblemen or other academics on their discoveries
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(Brodrick, 1964; Lattis, 1994). As telescopes became more mainstream so did star
parties. Over 1000 organizations throughout the United States such as planetariums,
science centers, and nature centers (Association of Science and Technology Centers,
2009; International Planetarium Society, 2009; Loch Ness Productions, 2009) are
frequent hosts of star parties as are local astronomy clubs. Many of the facilitators of star
parties are part of a large community of astronomy enthusiasts known as amateur
astronomers. Surveys of the amateur astronomy community in the United States report
that 65% of amateur astronomers, as many as 300,000, are actively involved in education
and outreach activities such as star parties (Fraknoi, 1998; Storksdieck, Dierking,
Wadman, & Cohen Jones, 2002). With a community of organizations and facilitators this
large, the number of star parties and visitors impacted by these events is, no doubt,
considerably larger than the approximately 2000 per year reported by the Night Sky
Network (Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), 2010).
Aside from a few mentions by authors interested in amateur astronomers
(Azevedo, 2005; Fraknoi, 1998; Williams, 2000), and articles for practitioners that
provide instructions for hosting a star party (Blaine, 1997) or describe how to observe the
Moon as a fun family learning activity (Brandou, 1997), informal telescope observing
events are hardly mentioned in the literature, and no research has been conducted
specifically on star parties. Although this absence from the literature is somewhat
surprising since star parties are so commonplace, this ubiquity may lead to their being
taken for granted. In addition, the astronomy education research community is still rather
small and astronomy education research is still a new and developing field. It is likely
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that, for many facilitators, the utility of star parties seems obvious and, because they are
often volunteers and not professional educators or education researchers, the idea of
researching them simply has not arisen. Related work on telescopes exists in literature for
formal, school-based instruction and demonstrates that star parties are not the only place
where telescopes are used for educational purposes.
The broad field of science education has long been divided into discipline specific
areas of research that mimic the divisions of scientific disciplines such as Biology,
Physics, Chemistry, and Astronomy. Astronomy education research is one such area that
is a developing field of inquiry. Up to this point, much of the research in astronomy
education has focused on formal education settings such as K-12 classrooms (Abell,
George, & Martini, 2002; Barnett & Morran, 2002; Baxter, 1989; Jones, Lunch, &
Reesink, 1987; Sneider & Ohadi, 1998; Stahly, Krockover, & Shepardson, 1999;
Trumper, 2001a; Trumper, 2001b) and college-level astronomy classes(R. K. Atwood &
Atwood, 1996; V. A. Atwood & Atwood, 1995; Bailey, 2008; Brickhouse, Dagher,
Shipman, & Letts IV, 2002; Deming & Hufnagel, 2001; Hemenway, Straits, Wilke, &
Hufnagel, 2002; Kalkan & Kiroglu, 2007; Offerdahl, Prather, & Slater, 2002; Parker &
Heywood, 1998; Prather et al., 2005; Slater, Safko, & Carpenter, 1999; Slater, Adams,
Brissenden, & Duncan, 2001; Trumper, 2000; Trumper, 2001c; Trundle, Atwood, &
Christopher, 2002; Zeilik & Bisard, 2000).
While the field of informal astronomy education research is relatively small,
informal educational contexts have been studied for over thirty years (Borun, Cleghorn,
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& Garfield, 1995; Dierking & Falk, 1994). The majority of the existing informal
astronomy education work investigates learning astronomy in a Planetarium setting
(Fletcher, 1980; Mallon & Bruce, 1982; Reed & Campbell, 1972). Although there is no
research literature on telescope observing events or the effectiveness of these
experiences, there has been an increased interest in the community of “amateur
astronomers” or “avocational astronomers” who often facilitate these events (Berendsen,
2005).
Amateur Astronomers
Unlike many other science disciplines, astronomy has a large amateur community.
There are an estimated 300,000 to 500,000 amateur astronomers in the United States
alone (Fraknoi, 1998). Amateur astronomers have previously been described as
“avocational astronomers” (Williams, 2000) and “people who‟s hobby is astronomical
observing or following astronomical events in some serious kind of way” (Fraknoi,
1998). Amateur astronomers are also unique because of their frequent involvement with
scientific research (Fraknoi, 1998; Williams, 2000). Williams (2000) subdivides
avocational astronomers into two groups: those who participate in scientific endeavors,
which he calls amateur astronomers, and those who fulfill their interest in astronomy by
reading publications or observing the sky for pleasure (observing amateurs). Fraknoi
(1998), on the other hand, uses the term “amateur astronomer” to describe anyone
pursuing astronomy as a hobby who is not a professional astronomer, including
“observing” and “armchair” amateurs under the same “amateur astronomer” title as those
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who participate in scientific research. I understand William‟s distinction, and the desire to
give special status to those amateurs who participate in research; however, it is my
experience that Fraknoi‟s definition is closer to what those who call themselves “amateur
astronomers” would use. It is also my experience that some professional astronomers also
consider themselves to be amateur astronomers and are able to identify when they are
acting in one role or the other.
Astronomical research is just one way amateur astronomers are contributing to the
science community. Surveys of the amateur astronomy community show that anywhere
from 65%-77% of amateur astronomers participate in public education and outreach
(Fraknoi, 1998; Storksdieck et al., 2002). This participation occurs in many forms, from
giving talks to local community groups to running star parties and working with local
teachers. Although much of their involvement with educational outreach is casual, there
are some programs that help to organize amateur astronomer‟s involvement in education
and to provide structure and training. In Project ASTRO, the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific (ASP) partners professional and amateur astronomers with classroom teachers to
provide “opportunities for professional and amateur astronomers to contribute to science
education in their local communities” (Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 2009).
Another program developed by the ASP, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and several
NASA missions, is the Night Sky Network (NSN). The Night Sky Network is “a
nationwide coalition of astronomy clubs bringing the science, technology, and inspiration
of NASA‟s missions to the general public” (JPL, 2010). Based on reports made to the
NSN website by affiliated astronomy clubs, more than a third of the outreach done by
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amateur astronomers takes place at telescope observing events. Whether the night sky
network is encouraging more public observing events or simply cataloging the events that
would have occurred anyway, the Night Sky Network is providing a valuable service by
training amateurs in astronomy education and recording information from the educational
outreach facilitated by their member organizations.
As the involvement of amateur astronomers in educational outreach expands,
there have been questions raised about their qualifications. If the goal is to engage the
public in science, it is desirable for the facilitators to demonstrate competence in
astronomy content as well as educational pedagogy. Recent surveys of the amateur
astronomy community have begun to explore the content knowledge piece of this
competency. These studies have found that participants scored over 80% on a test of
general, college-level, conceptual astronomy knowledge (Berendsen, 2005; Gibbs &
Berendsen, 2007), and suggest a number of criteria that contribute to higher scores. The
two criteria most highly correlated to high scores were: 1) the completion of at least one
college-level astronomy course and 2) membership in an astronomy club for at least two
years. Future research can, and should, be designed to determine the strength of these
correlations and look at the pedagogical skills of amateur astronomers. As vital members
of the astronomy education community it is important for amateur astronomers
participating in education and outreach to have not only content expertise, but also the
skills to engage visitors beyond sharing factual knowledge. The social role played by
event facilitators and potential impact they have on visitor‟s experiences is tremendous.
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Telescopes
Although star parties are social experiences much of the activity at these events
centers around observing the sky through telescopes. Long before astronomy was a
profession, humans were looking to the sky and wondering about the things they saw. We
have no way of knowing how humans first explained the lights they observed in the sky,
however, we do know that in cultures around the world, objects in the heavens were
assigned religious meanings and provided a backdrop for creation stories and morality
tales. Around thirty thousand years ago (Ruggles, 2005) we began developing tools for
making calendars, cataloging celestial observations, and eventually mapping the positions
of objects in the sky and the motions of the heavens. The tool that finally allowed us to
move beyond simple accounting was the telescope.
In settings such as universities and professional observatories, telescopes have
always been used for the education of future astronomers. As telescopes have become
less costly and more widely available, their educational uses have expanded into public
outreach, undergraduate education, high-schools, and even elementary and middle-school
education. Unfortunately, even this literature is sparse. Most articles are descriptive and
focus on school-based programs where students request images to be collected or use
remotely operated telescopes over the internet (Beare, Bowdley, Newsam, & Roche,
2003; Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 2005; Jenkins, 1995; McKinnon & Geissinger, 2002;
O'Connor, 1994; Pratap & Salah, 2001; Sadler et al., 2001; Smith, Penston, Roche, &
Murdin, 2001). The research articles that do exist are investigations of these internet
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operated telescope programs for middle or high school students (Beare, 2007), or studies
of undergraduate astronomy labs which utilize telescopes or programs for undergraduates
that use remotely operated radio telescopes (Jacobi et al., 2009; Pratap & Salah, 2004).
The lack of understanding how telescopes are used for both formal, school-based, and
informal, out-of-school, learning experiences represents a significant gap in the literature.
According to Wenger (1998), the telescopes at star parties are functioning as
“boundary objects.” In this case, the telescope connects the family learning community to
the community of amateur astronomers facilitating the observing event.
Astronomy Education
As with science education at-large, astronomy education efforts up to this point
tend to focus on the acquisition of factual knowledge or the development of conceptual
understanding. In this study, I am interested in probing, from the family visitor‟s point of
view, whether these educational goals are shared by the audience to informal astronomy
experiences.
Sometimes thought of as more “meaningful learning”, there is evidence that the
development of conceptual understanding can take place in free-choice, informal
education contexts such as museums, science centers, aquariums, etc. (Borun et al., 1996;
Falk & Dierking, 1997; Falk & Dierking, 2000; Falk, 2000; Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz,
Boehme, & Lynch, 1997; National Research Council, 2009; Rahm, 2004; Rosenfeld,
1980; Rosenthal & Blankman-Hetrick, 2002; Schauble et al., 2002). Interestingly, when
researchers dig deeper, they have found that although conceptual change can occur, these
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kinds of informal experiences are often better at reinforcing visitors‟ sometimes
inaccurate understandings of the world, rather than changing them (Doering, Pekarik, &
Kindlon, 1997; Doering, 1999; Doering, Bickford, & Karns, 1999; Pekarik et al., 1999;
Pekarik, 2002; Pekarik, 2004). By focusing on the acquisition of factual knowledge, the
process and experience of learning and the development of interest and motivation are
sometimes overlooked.
Although interest and engagement are one part of a trilogy of experiences, along
with capacity and continuity, that students need to successfully enter science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) careers (Jolly et al., 2004) they are just as important for
people who don‟t end up as STEM professionals. Not everyone is going to grow up to be
a scientist, yet a basic understanding of science and scientific thinking is both useful and
increasingly necessary. The American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS), in the publication Science for all Americans (AAAS, 1990), states that, “all
children need and deserve a basic education in science, mathematics, and technology that
prepares them to lead interesting and productive lives” (p.220). We face a changing
world where we are faced with making decisions based on complex information and we
are dealing with matters in our everyday lives that are increasingly dependent on
technology. Informal education environments combined with the free-choice nature of
the learning taking place makes for a powerful experience that can impact visitor‟s views
of and attitudes toward science for the rest of their lives.
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As science and technology have become more important to the functioning and
development of society, there has been an increased interest in how people learn science
and an increase in efforts to develop a scientifically literate society. The National
Research Council (1996) defines science literacy as “the knowledge and understanding of
scientific concepts and processes required for personal decision making, participation in
civic and cultural affairs, and economic productivity.” Although national surveys
consistently show no change in the factual scientific knowledge of Americans, there is
other evidence that public interest in, and awareness of some scientific issues, such as
global warming, is increasing (National Science Board, 2008). Other indicators of
scientific literacy and awareness suggest these surveys do not show the entire picture.
Americans are changing their patterns of leisure time behavior in ways that that are
contributing to the science learning of themselves and their families (Falk & Dierking,
2002). In addition, studies have shown that many people have specific areas of scientific
literacy (Falk & Dierking, 2002), and that viewing “science literacy” as a monolithic
construct is obscuring important data about public knowledge of science. An increase in
museum and science center growth and attendance (Ellenbogen, 2003b; Falk, 1998;
Lusaka & Strand, 1998), combined with evidence that learning in these contexts
contributes to scientific understanding (National Research Council, 2009) highlights the
role that out-of-school learning experiences, like star parties can, and do, play in science
learning and public education.
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2.11 Summary
This literature review examined research from the fields of inquiry, including
research on family learning in museums, research on museum visitors‟ agendas,
motivations, expectations, and identities, as well as astronomy education, which informed
this dissertation study. Based on this literature, family learning at telescope observing
events is viewed as the intersection of communities of practice involving families,
individuals, and the amateur astronomers that facilitate the experiences. For this current
dissertation study family communities first converge through their discussions as
participants in this research study and subsequently connect with the amateur
astronomers at a boundary object, the telescope. Members of the family communities
were expected to participate in the negotiation of meaning and identity, negotiated by
their cultural histories and prior knowledge. From reviewing the prior sociocultural
studies of family learning in informal contexts, it was clear that sufficient information
about family culture had to be captured in order to identify and understand the meaning
making that was occurring in seemingly ordinary conversation. The exploratory nature of
this study as well as the sociocultural perspective led to the development of the three
primary research questions: 1) why do families attend observing events and what are their
agendas? 2) how do these agendas compare with their actual experiences? and 3) how do
family members make sense of their experiences at telescope observing events?
Qualitative methods of data collection were chosen for this research study to answer
these questions and to reflect the sociocultural nature of this research. Examples of
adapted and innovative methodologies included pre- and post-visit self-administered
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participant interviews using guiding conversation cards, night-shot video observations
and audio recording of families at the observing event, follow-up reflection video “blogs”
and follow-up stimulated-recall open-ended interviews. These methods, the procedure for
data collection, and the analysis process are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
3.1 Overview
This chapter describes the participants, research settings, data collection methods,
research study design, and analysis procedures involved in this investigation. Prior work
on communities of practice, such as families, has emphasized the crucial role that culture
plays in learning and meaning making. The four families who participated in this study
arrived with their own expectations, agendas, and prior knowledge that shaped their
observing event experiences. In order to truly understand families‟ experiences at
telescope observing events, it was necessary to observe their star party experiences as
well as to identify elements of family culture that influenced interpersonal interactions
and the construction of meaning. This critical cultural knowledge is often imperceptible
to outsiders, making the study of family learning a challenging endeavor. The data
collection methods developed for this study allowed me to observe and understand many
aspects of the cultural contexts of four families as well as the roles they played in shaping
their star party experiences. The names of the family members in the following
descriptions are pseudonyms chosen by the participants.
Two families were paired at each of two star parties hosted by local organizations.
The first star party took place at a local elementary school. Mrs. J., the event facilitator
and school librarian, helped to identify and recruit the experienced family for the first
event. Susan and George Jindal and their two children; Nathan (16) and Alice (13) were
recommended by Mrs. J. because of their frequent involvement with her star parties. The
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on-site family; the Alexanders, were recruited on the evening of the observing event and
were chosen as representatives of the self-selected event participants. Max and Satya
Alexander attended with their two children, Bob (9) and Priya (11) as well as two cousins
of Satya‟s that were visiting from their home near Mumbai, India. Both the Jindal and the
Alexander families are of half-Indian heritage. This convenient coincidence provided a
common familial context for the participants that seemed to lead to a more relaxed
atmosphere during the pre and post-visit conversations that occurred as part of the data
collection procedures.
The second star party occurred at a public observatory operated by the Science
Center on the campus of a local University. Through contacts at a local nature center
Marilyn and Tim Forest, and their children, Barbara (15) and Louisa (11) were recruited
for their expertise and experience with star parties prior to the event. As before, an on-site
family was recruited on the evening of the event. Gary Brooke and his two children Luke
(8) and Ashley (10) were driving by as the research equipment was being set up and
inquired about the hours of the planetarium and agreed to participate in the study.
Unfortunately, cloudy weather interfered with observing throughout the evening. As
frustrating as this was, it reflected a common occurrence at star parties and provided an
interesting context for data collection.
The data collection procedures followed a similar format for each star party. One
family was recruited ahead of time through contacts with local observing event
facilitators. This experienced family was selected because they had previous experience
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attending observing events and brought historical knowledge of star parties that proved to
be valuable. An interview was conducted with this experienced family prior to the
observing event. On the evening of the star party a second family was recruited on-site at
the observing event. The experienced family and on-site family were introduced to each
other before entering the star party and asked to participate in a brief pre-visit
conversation guided by conversation cards provided by the researcher. The participating
families then attended the observing event and ended their visit with a second
conversation, again guided by a different set of cards provided by the researcher. After
the star party, the researcher made a follow-up visit to each family. These follow-up visits
occurred anywhere from a week to three months after the observing event at which data
was collected.
A novel set of data collection methods was used to support the research questions
guiding this study. Pre-visit open-ended interviews were conducted with the pre-selected
experienced families, and on the evening of the telescope observing event, pre- and postvisit paired family self-administered conversational interviews were guided by
researcher-provided conversation cards. Audio and video observations were collected by
digital audio recorders, wireless microphones, and a night-shot video camera. Follow-up
data were gathered through the production of family reflection-video blogs using a small
hand-held Flip video camera and audio recordings of researcher-led open-ended
stimulated-recall interviews.
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These data collection methods were chosen to support the research questions
guiding this study. Data regarding the first research question, Why do families attend
observing events and what are their expectations and agendas?, were collected via the
pre-visit experienced-family interviews, the pre- and post-visit conversations, and during
the follow-up meetings. Data for research question two, How do these expectations
compare with their actual experiences?, were gathered from the participant observations
during the star party, from the post-visit conversation, and during the follow-up meeting.
Finally, data for research question three, How do family members make sense of their
experiences at telescope observing events?, as well as the cultural information needed to
conduct the analysis of the data were collected during all stages of the study.
The procedure described here combines more traditional observation-based
methods with work from recent research that has utilized post-visit reflective follow up
(Gass & Mackey, 2000; Stevens & Hall, 1997) and work that recognizes the value of
capturing spontaneous talk to provide an authentic representation of participants
understandings and beliefs (Carter, 2008). The qualitative methods of data collection
utilized in this study compliment the exploratory nature of this research as well as the
sociocultural theoretical perspective. These methods allowed for the possibility that
meaning making could occur at any time, that it will be unique for each participant, and
that it may be embedded in seemingly unrelated, casual familial conversations
(Ellenbogen, 2003b; Falk & Dierking, 2002). Video and audio recordings aided in
documenting family routines, rituals, artifacts, conventions, and stories that mediated
thinking and learning. Follow-up reflection videos and stimulated recall interviews
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served as data sources as well as member checks (Ash, 2003), allowing families to
document their own views, interpretations, and memories of their experiences while also
capturing information about the ways that family members negotiate and facilitate
meaning making. Strategies such as stimulated recall acknowledged the
interconnectedness of memories which are more readily retrieved when participants can
draw on the full social, physical, and personal context of the experience being
remembered (Falk & Dierking, 1997; Falk & Dierking, 2002). When used together these
methods provided an emic or insider‟s perspective of family experiences (Ash, 2003;
Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen, 2003b) at telescope observing events, were sensitive to
unanticipated outcomes, and allowed the researcher to identify and understand, in a
holistic way, the negotiation of meaning at telescope observing events.
This study expands a developing line of work described as a realignment that is
taking place in family learning research as researchers adopt and develop new
methodologies congruent with a sociocultural perspective (Ellenbogen et al., 2004).
Ellenbogen and colleagues describe recent developments in qualitative methodologies
and call for future qualitative studies that take into account not only the experiences of
families during their visit to an informal education venue, but also provide information
about the broader family context.
This chapter begins with descriptions of the four families that participated in this
study followed by descriptions of the two star party research settings. These sections are
followed by a timeline and a detailed description of and rationale for the study design and
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data collection methods and sources as well as a description of the researcher‟s role. The
final section in this chapter describes the analysis procedures.

3.2 Participants and Settings
This study examined the expectations, motivations, and experiences of four
families at two telescope observing events in a medium-sized city in the southwestern
United States. As described in chapter 1, groups were considered families if they
included at least two family members; one consenting adult, one assenting dependent
child under 16 years of age and old enough to engage in conversation (generally six years
or older), and if they self-identified as a family. For each of the telescope observing
events two families were recruited, one from each of two categories: experienced and onsite. Experienced families were identified by local facilitators of telescope observing
events and were considered experienced because they had previous experience attending
telescope observing events. Experienced families were eligible to participate if they had
previously attended telescope observing events and were available to attend an observing
event where the researcher was collecting data. On-site families were conveniently and
purposely sampled from the self-selected audience that attended the observing event and
were eligible to participate in this study because they were attending the observing event
at which data was being collected.
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Families at the First Star Party
Both the Jindal and Alexander families live on the north side of town in the same
school district, although their children attend different schools. Susan and George Jindal
and their two children, Nathan (16) and Alice (13) live a few miles from the school where
the study was conducted and where Nathan and Alice attended elementary school. Susan
grew up in New York and still has a hint of an east coast accent when she talks. She has a
degree in computer science and stays at home to raise the couple‟s two children.
George‟s dark skin and accent belie his Indian heritage. He has a PhD in computer
science and is a professor at a local University. Nathan is the older of the two children
and a high-school sophomore. He is interested in many fields of natural science and is
already thinking about which of his interests he wants to pursue in College. Nathan is
both extremely bright and very outgoing. He has many outside interests to occupy his
time and interests. As a boy scout, Nathan often goes on hiking and camping trips with
George and many of his experiences are viewed through this scouting lens. Nathan‟s
younger sister Alice is thirteen years old and in eighth grade. Alice is much quieter than
her bother and often stays in the background. It seems that Alice‟s quiet nature is, in part,
a reaction to her brother‟s tendency to talk over her rather than a particular shyness.
When she is asked a question, Alice has no problem speaking up and is clearly every bit
as bright as her brother. When asked about her interests, Alice first mentions music and
then science and math. Alice‟s interest in music is reflected in her involvement in band
playing the flute and piccolo.
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Both Nathan and Alice attended Star Parties with their parents when they were in
elementary school and as they got older, Nathan and Alice began volunteering at these
star parties and learned to operate telescopes and find objects in the night sky. Even
though the children no longer attend the elementary school where they star parties are
held, the Jindal family is still in contact with the Mrs. J., the librarian who facilitates the
events. For the Jindals, Mrs. J. is a source of information about science-related events in
the community as well as a mentor who had and maintains an interest in helping Nathan
and Alice advance in their academic careers. The Jindal family pursues their interests in
science through many science-related leisure experiences, particularly when they travel.
They mentioned visiting science centers, museums, national parks, historical sites, etc.
The prior experiences with star parties made this family an excellent candidate to fill the
role of the experienced family at the first star party where I was collecting data. I first met
with the Jindal family at their home during the experienced family pre-visit interview on
the day of the star party. Only Susan and Nathan were available. Alice was not feeling
well and stayed in her room while I was there. George was out with colleagues who were
visiting from Italy. Susan answered the phone several times to help George find various
sites of interest and to arrange dinner plans for their visiting guests. George briefly came
to the star party, but was present for the entire time during the follow-up stimulated-recall
interview.
Satya Alexander heard about the telescope observing event from an email that
went out to all the families in the school district. Although neither of their children
attends the school where the star party was being held, Satya and her husband Max
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decided it was a great opportunity to bring Priya (11) and Bob (9) as well as Satya‟s
cousins to view the night sky. Max and Satya considered this their first real star party and
thought of it as an opportunity to pursue a family interest in space as well as to show off
to their relatives, visiting from India, the clear and dark night sky they consider a unique
local asset. When Max and Satya arrived on the evening of the observing event, I invited
them to participate in my dissertation study as the on-site family. Several times during
our conversations Max and Satya referred to their family as half-Indian. Although she
was born and raised in Tucson, Satya‟s family is of Indian decent. Max was born in Ohio
and the Alexanders still travel back there from time to time to visit family. Neither Max
nor Satya talked extensively about their professions, however, they explained how they
met in New York during college when they were both pre-med students and described a
common interest in Star Trek: The Next Generation that Max had explicitly worked at
passing on to their children. Priya is the older of the two children and is interested in
marine biology. One of the ways she pursues this interest is through her stuffed octopus
collection. Priya is somewhat soft-spoken, particularly around strangers. Priya‟s brother,
Bob, is unlike his sister in that he is very outgoing and talkative. Bob collects rabbits, and
although he is also interested in marine biology, he said that he is more interested in
collecting animals than studying them. Another of Max‟s interest is minerals, and several
pieces of his collection are displayed around the house. The Alexanders have two small
dachshunds. When I met them at the star party, they were attending with Satya‟s cousin
and her husband who were visiting from Mumbai, India.
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Families at the Second Star Party
The second star party was held on campus at a local university. Marilyn Forest,
her husband Tim, and their two children, Barbara (15) and Louisa (11) were the
experienced family. The forest family was recruited through contacts with a local nature
center where Marilyn is an employee. Originally, Marilyn was going to help me identify
and recruit experienced family participants. After having some difficulty contacting other
families from her program, I suggested that Marilyn and her family would fit the criteria
and they agreed to participate. Marilyn and Tim are both extremely busy people. Between
various work and family events, we were not able to find a convenient time to get
together for the experienced family pre-visit interview. To solve this problem I made
several cards containing guiding questions so they could self-administer their own
interview. Examples of questions included: Finish this sentence: at star parties, I like
to…; Talk about some of the star parties you‟ve been to; Do you remember the first star
party you went to or the first time you looked through a telescope?; and What other
things do you like to do as a family? After delivering the question cards and an audio
recorder to their mailbox, the Forest family was able to conduct their own pre-visit
interview in the car one evening on their way to get dinner. The next day I picked up the
audio recorder and question cards from the mailbox where they were delivered. After
conflicting schedules scuttled several observing events, the Forests were able to attend a
star party event held at the observatory on campus at a local university. This event
occurred about two weeks after they conducted their pre-visit interview.
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The Brooke family was recruited as the on-site family the day of the observing
event. Gary and his son, 8 year old Luke, and daughter, 10 year old daughter Ashley,
drove by the planetarium to inquire about the observatory, just as the research equipment
was being set up. After being approached by the researcher the Brookes agreed to
participate. The Brookes returned to the observatory after they dropped some thing off at
home and arrived back at the star party just after the Forest family. Gary described his
family as binuclear, meaning that he and his wife were divorced and the kids spent time
with both of their parents. Although Luke and Ashley live with their mother in a different
city, about an hour-and-a-half away, they visit Gary every other weekend. In between the
star party and the follow-up meeting, Gary moved to be closer to his children and to be
closer to a large city where work was more available. The follow-up data were collected
at his new home, about an hour north of the city where the original observing event took
place.
Star Party Settings
The two star parties in this study occurred in a mid-sized city in the southwestern
United States. As mentioned previously, the first observing event took place at a local
elementary school. Although the event was advertised primarily through school-district
channels, it was open to the public. The telescope operators (T.O.‟s) at this event
included former students at the elementary school, local amateur astronomers, and
professional astronomers from a local university. Two participants in this study, Nathan
and Alice, ran telescopes during the observing event. Between five and seven telescopes
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were set up for this event, and one of the amateur astronomers T.O.‟s had a replica of a
Galileo telescope set up for comparing the view to modern equipment. In addition to the
telescopes, there were activities set up nearby inside the school gymnasium. Activities
included a portable planetarium, 3D Mars images, a raffle, a telescope building station,
and several others. Although the sky was clear the whole evening, the temperature
dropped throughout the evening and it was quite cold by the end of the night. Both
families arrived near the beginning of the event, at 7:00 P.M. and stayed till the end,
around 9:00 P.M. The interview station was set up at the nearby lunch area where there
were several picnic tables.
The second star party took place at the observatory of the science center
associated with a local University. At the time of this study, the observatory was open to
the public four nights per week and staffed entirely by volunteers. In addition to the T.O.
in the observatory there were two volunteers with telescopes set up out front of the
science center. The evening for data collection was chosen based on the mutual
availability of the experienced family and the researcher. The sky on the night of this
event was mostly cloudy the entire evening. When the two families initially sat down for
their pre-visit self-administered interview, some stars were visible. By the time they
finished, clouds had moved in to cover most of the sky. The T.O. in the observatory
provided visitors with information and images from the internet to supplement the lessthan optimal views through the telescope. The T.O.‟s in front of the science center were
able to move their telescopes more quickly and look between some gaps in the clouds.
The on-site family stayed around for a while after the experienced family left in order to
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see if the sky cleared. At the very end of the evening, just before the observatory closed,
the sky cleared and the family was able to see a few objects, including the planet Saturn.
The physical setting included the research equipment as well as the star party.
Care was taken to embed the data collection procedures in the star party setting. The table
where the participants sat during their pre-and post-visit conversations was covered with
an astronomy-themed tablecloth and the seats were folding outdoor chairs like those
commonly supplied by star party facilitators. On the table, a black plastic Halloween
cauldron was used to hold conversation cards for the self-administered interviews, and
the conversation cards themselves were cut out of fluorescent poster board in the shapes
of stars. Beverages and snacks were provided to the participants by the researcher to
encourage them to take their time talking with each other and discussing the conversation
cards.

3.3 Research Design and Timeline
This study was designed in collaboration with my dissertation committee over the
course of several months in the spring and fall of 2008. The primary motivation for the
methodological design of this study was a desire to capture authentic family interactions
at the star party event. As an exploratory study, it was important to provide an initial
description of what goes on at these events in order to understand the physical context of
the star party and how it interacts with the family participants. These methods were
developed to provide families with opportunities to engage in authentic discussions that
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would provide insight into their expectations, prior knowledge, culture, and the strategies
they used to make meaning out of their star party experiences. It was known ahead of
time that the researcher would not be able to spend much time with each family. This
eliminated the possibility of using an anthropological approach. Rather than trying to
embed the researcher with a family for a very short time, it was decided to remove the
researcher, as much as possible, from the data collection process. This had the additional
benefit of allowing the participants to exercise more decision-making during the data
collection process than might normally be possible. Although all the participants engaged
in the same study procedures, family decision-making manifested itself primarily during
the self-guided pre- and post-visit self-administered conversational interviews as well as
the reflection video blog allowed the families cultures to become more visible. By
empowering families to make decisions about which topics to discuss and how long to
spend discussing each topic, the data became more family-centric and provided further
insight into family culture based on which decisions were made, and how. Table 1
describes the relationship of each data source to the research question it helped answer.
Also provided is a justification for each choice.
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Table 1: Research Questions and Data Sources
Research Question
Why do families attend
observing events? What are
their expectations and
agendas?

Data Sources
Pre-visit, experienced-family
interview

Justification
The experienced family has attended star
parties before and can provide information
on expectations based on prior experience.

Pre-visit, paired-family
conversation

Regardless of experience level, both
families can talk to each other about what
they can expect to see and do. If the
experienced family is more experienced
they can provide information, if they have
similar levels of experience they can
compare stories.
Participants will often discuss their
experiences in terms of how it compared
to what they expected.
Families can reflect on their expectations
and discuss their experience in terms of
comparisons to those expectations.
Participants will talk about what they just
experienced, allowing the researcher to
compare to what they expected before
hand, or participants will make these
comparisons themselves.
Families will reflect on their experiences
and discuss the most salient components
of their experience
Direct questioning by researcher can
unpack prior expectations, experiences,
and comparisons between the two.
Observations of star party experiences
provide insights into family interactions
and capture instances of meaning making
and negotiation.
Families reflect on their experiences and
discuss these with the other family based
on their shared star party experience.
Families discuss the most salient
experiences and discuss what those
experiences meant to them
Direct questioning by researcher can
unpack star party experiences and uncover
subtle family interactions.

Pre-visit, paired-family
conversation
Reflection video blog

How do these expectations
compare with their actual
experiences?

Post-visit, paired-family
conversation

Reflection video blog

Follow-up, stimulated-recall
interview
How do family members
make sense of their
experiences at telescope
observing events?

Night-shot video observation

Post-visit, paired-family
conversation
Reflection video blog

Follow-up, stimulated-recall
interview
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While this study is not a traditional ethnography, it does adopt an ethnographic
perspective. The term ethnography usually refers specifically to the anthropological
research approach as well as the descriptive report produced from such an investigation.
Ethnography can also be used to refer to any study that adopts the perspective and
methods of participant-observation and in-depth interviewing whether or not one is doing
ethnography (Glesne, 2006). As is often the case with this type of research in informal
educational contexts, time constraints are a concern, and the nature of a telescope
observing event is such that participants may decide to attend at the last minute or
stumble across the event while doing another activity. They may or may not continue to
attend star parties regularly, or ever again. Because chance and self-selection are major
components of free-choice learning events such as star parties, an authentic study cannot
rely exclusively on families recruited ahead of time. This presents a challenge to the
researcher‟s ability to gather data from the participants as more than a short-term external
observer. In order to overcome this challenge, a number of methodological decisions
were made to increase the amount of data collected during a short time, as well as to
diversify the kinds of data being collected. These methods still provide an ethnographic
perspective, but are designed to deal with the limitations introduced by the researcher not
being fully embedded in the cultural context as is the case with traditional ethnographies.
Informed consent procedures and data collection were done in English. After the
final follow-up interview was complete, participants chose their own pseudonyms. As
compensation for their participation, each family was given a small telescope and tripod
with a value of $40-$50. Two families were recruited for each star party, one pre-selected
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experienced family, and one family that was recruited on-site. The pre-selected
experienced families had general knowledge about star party experiences, were able to
help the on-site family feel comfortable and, as star party veterans, were less likely to
alter their behavior based on their participation in research. The on-site family
represented the self-selected audience of the star party being attended and was not
selected based on prior knowledge or experience with star parties. A range of possibilities
was open including: that they might be new to star parties or that they might have even
more experience than the pre-selected experienced family. By pairing families I hoped to
create a comfortable setting in which natural conversation could be recorded by the
researcher. The six data stages of data collection for this study are listed below:
1. Pre-visit, experienced-family interview (researcher-led and selfadministered)
2. Pre-visit, paired-family conversation
3. Night-shot video observations
4. Post-visit paired-family conversation
5. Reflection video blog
6. Follow-up, stimulated-recall interview
Each data source and the purposes it served for the research are described below
in Table 2.
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Table 2: Data Sources and Purposes
Data Source
1. Pre-visit, experienced-family
interview

2. Pre-visit, paired-family
conversation

3. Night-shot video observation
4. Post-visit, paired-family
conversation
5. Reflection video blog
6. Follow-up, stimulated-recall
interview




















Purpose
Create rapport with experienced family
Establish family experience and buy-in
Understand prior experiences with star
parties
Knowledge of family history and culture
Experience with star parties
Prior knowledge
Pre-visit expectations
Family history and culture
Record of star party experience
Family perception of star party
experiences
Family histories and culture
Memories of salient experiences
Family history and culture
Follow up from star party experience
Compare families memories with video
observations
Member check
Researcher could probe more deeply into
select star party interactions
Family history and culture
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Each series of data collection steps centered on an observing event. The timeline

•Recruit On-Site
Family
•Pair Expert and
On-Site familes
•Pre-visit, pairedfamily
conversation
•Star Party with
Night-Shot Video
Observation
•Post-visit, PairedFamily
Conversation

Phase 3

•Recruit Expert
Family
•Pre-visit, ExpertFamily Interview

Phase 2 - Day of Event

Phase 1

below (Figure 4) describes the general timeline for each observing event.

•Expert and Onsite Family
Reflection Video
Blogs
•Expert and OnSite Family
Follow-Up,
Stimulated-Recall
Interviews

Figure 4: Research Timeline

3.4 Detailed Descriptions of Methods and Procedures
These data collection strategies were designed to preserve context, family voice,
and data authenticity. This means that attempts were made to collect information that
would provide information about the individual, physical, and sociocultural context of the
event. Video and audio data along with detailed field notes and participant observations
and reflections provided the means for preserving contextual information along with the
verbal conversation data. Although participation in research inherently limits the
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potential for claims of authenticity, the researcher went to great lengths to provide
opportunities for participants to behave in an authentic manner. The researcher was
removed from participant activities as much possible and recording technology played
the role of the embedded researcher. It was made clear to the participants that the
researcher would not be present for conversations and activities, nor would the
conversations be heard until after the data collection for that phase was complete.
Afterward, observations were not only interpreted by the researcher, but the participants
themselves were engaged at a meta-level. By providing the narration for their own
experiences, participants were given a voice not only during the star party, but also
during the interpretation of their experiences. This provides both an additional data
source and an authentic member-check on the researcher‟s interpretations.
Video and audio recordings were the primary method of data collection in this
study. Immediately after consenting, two members of each family were fitted with one of
four wireless microphones that transmitted to a video camera equipped with night-shot
capabilities. The children were fitted with microphones first because they often had softer
voices and the parents usually stayed with the children, allowing the family conversations
to be captured. An infrared floodlight was used to help illuminate the area for the camera
to aid in visibility without affecting the observing experience of the participants and other
visitors. The data collection procedures for this research are divided into three phases as
described previously in Figure 4.
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Phase I: Recruiting and Interviewing the Experienced Family
The experienced families were chosen from a convenient sampling of families
referred by local facilitators of observing events. These facilitators contacted families
who frequently attended their star parties and passed along the names of those that
expressed an interest. This concept of an experienced family was similar to the expert
museum-going family in Ellenbogen‟s Dissertation study (Ellenbogen, 2003b).
Experienced families were recruited by contacting local telescope observing event
facilitators who helped identify and gain access to experienced families who had
previously attended their observing programs. Events were identified either through
word-of mouth or from email list-serves. Once experienced families were identified, they
were contacted by email and by phone to describe the project and invite them to
participate. Together, the researcher and participants identified and agreed on an
upcoming telescope observing event to attend and scheduled a time and location for a
pre-visit interview. Often, I had a scheduled observing event in mind when recruiting
participants, so participant availability on the date of the star party was one determining
factor in their participation. For the first the star party I met Susan and Nathan Jindal for a
short open-ended interview the day of the star party, several hours before the event. They
first filled out consent documents and then participated a brief interview about their
background and history with star parties as well as their experiences with other sciencerelated learning experiences was recorded with a small digital audio recorder and tabletop
microphone. After the interview, they were given an overview of the rest of the data
collection procedures and a preview of the materials that would be used at the event. I
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explained the role of the on-site family to Susan and Nathan and asked that they help this
other family feel comfortable and aid in keeping the conversations at the star party ontrack.
In the case of the Forest family, I provided the consent and assent documents, a
digital audio recorder, and a set of guiding question cards for them so they could conduct
a self-administered pre-visit experienced family interview. As mentioned above,
examples of questions included: Finish this sentence: At star parties, I like to…; Talk
about some of the star parties you‟ve been to; Do you remember the first star party you
went to or the first time you looked through a telescope?; and What other things do you
like to do as a family? The rest of the procedures were explained to Marilyn over the
phone and to the rest of the family in person on the day of the star party.
Phase II: At the Star Party
Pre-Visit, Paired-Family Conversation
On the evening of the telescope observing event I met the experienced family at
the observing event and an on-site family was conveniently sampled from the selfselected audience that attended the observing event, preferably soon after they arrived in
order to capture their expectations prior to attending the event. This selected and recruited
design was influenced by the work of Feinberg and Leinhardt (Feinberg & Leinhardt,
2002) as well as Stainton (Stainton, 2002) who recruited both selected and on-site
participants for their studies. Selected participants were known to the researchers
beforehand and the on-site participants were recruited at the venue the day of the research
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study. After the on-site family had completed their consent documents, the two families
were introduced to each other. Two of the children in each family were fitted with
wireless microphones. Children were chosen to wear the microphones because I believed
that their voices were likely to be softer and that the parents would generally stay with the
children. In addition, I believed that the microphones would be more likely to affect the
behavior of the adults, who might be more likely to adjust their behavior and reactions in
response to being recorded. I began recording and verbal consent and assent for audio
and videotaping was obtained from all participants. The procedure for the study was
explained to the entire group and the researcher made clear efforts to position the families
as the experts in family experiences at star parties. I explained that they could not do
anything wrong, and that anything they did was an example of something families did at
star parties. Participants were instructed that they could, at any time, decide they were
finished with the pre-visit conversation and head to the star party. In the same way, they
were instructed that when they were finished with the star party, they should come back
and complete the post-visit conversation. The only request from the researcher was for
the participants to let him know when they were finished and ready to leave for the
evening. This introduction lasted about five minutes and afterward the researcher left the
participants to begin the pre-visit self-administered interview. Approximately a dozen
conversation cards, star-shaped cards cut out of fluorescent poster board, were placed in
a plastic cauldron in the middle of the table where the families were sitting. The
conversation cards included questions such as: Have you ever looked through a telescope
before?; Who in your family likes to go to star parties the most?; and What kinds of
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things do you think you will do at this star party?; as well as statements such as: Talk
about the last star party you went to; Fill in the blank: Tonight I want to see ______
through the telescope; and I take my kids/parents to star parties because… Snacks and
refreshments were provided for the participants to encourage them to take their time
during the conversations. The researcher informed the participants that they could draw
conversation cards to discuss, that there were some duplicates, and that they could skip
cards and decide for themselves when they were finished. The pre-visit self-administered
interviews lasted about 15 minutes.
Night-Shot Video Observations
After the participants completed their pre-visit conversational interview, they
attended the observing event. The families were not asked to stay together during the star
party, however the events were not large and they often ran into each other or spent time
together throughout the evening. Video and audio data were collected using a night-shot
video camera and four wireless microphones. A battery powered near-infrared floodlight
was used to illuminate the area for the night-shot camera without affecting the experience
of the observing event participants since it is a wavelength that is invisible to the human
eye. The floodlight and camera were stationed as far from participants as possible,
usually around 20 to 40 feet away. The participants spent anywhere from 30 minutes to
an hour at the star party event itself. The researcher used a portable video/audio
arrangement to capture as much video of the participants as possible. When possible, all
participants were video recorded together. When the families or participants separated,
efforts were made to split filming between all the participants, with preference given to
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participants who were engaging in something novel, or when the researcher determined
something of interest was being recorded. In most cases all participants wearing
microphones were within wireless range and were being audio recorded even when they
were not on video, allowing the researcher to capture their interactions and extrapolate
some contextual information based on knowledge of their physical locations.
Post-Visit, Paired-Family Conversation
When both families finished attending the observing event they returned to the
seating area for a post-visit conversational interview conducted in a similar fashion to the
pre-visit interview. New post-visit conversation cards were provided by the researcher
and the participants decided which questions to answer, in which order, when to skip
cards, and when the interview was complete. Examples of questions from the
conversation cards include: What did you end up doing at the star party?; What was your
favorite thing you did or saw tonight?; and Was there anything you did or saw that you
didn‟t expect? When they had completed their post-visit conversation, the participants
notified the researcher that they were leaving. The families were thanked for their
participation and the final steps of the data collection procedures were briefly explained.
Contact information for each family was gathered so that a follow-up meeting could be
scheduled at least a week after the observing event.
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Phase III: Follow-Up Interviews
Reflection Video Blog
The follow-up meetings with the two participating families were conducted
separately a week after the first star party and about three months after the second. The
interviews were conducted at the participant‟s residences, and when the researcher first
arrived he gave each family small Flip video camera as well as a sheet of instructions for
the follow-up reflection video blog. Each family was asked to imagine that they were
making a video for another family that was trying to decide if they would like to attend a
star party. The sheet of instructions provided several questions asking participants to
describe what they did at the star party and to ultimately make a recommendation as to
whether or not the imaginary family should attend. Family members were encouraged to
contribute their own stories and memories of the event as well as their own visual aids
and props. Some props (a small telescope, pictures of telescopes, pictures of astronomical
objects they had observed, and several small space-related toys) were provided by the
researcher in the hopes that these would stimulate their memories and creative ideas for
making a video. Once the instructions had been provided the researcher left and waited at
a nearby coffee shop or café for the family to call his mobile phone to inform him they
had finished. The researcher was not present during the recording of this video and did
not view the video until after the rest of the follow-up interview was completed.
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Follow-up, Stimulated-Recall Interview
After the family informed the researcher over the phone that they had completed
their reflection video (about 20 minutes later) the researcher returned to the house and
conducted an open-ended stimulated recall interview with the whole family. During this
interview, the researcher showed short (2-5 minute) clips of the night-shot video made on
the evening of the star party. These clips were selected based on the relevance to the
research questions as well as the researcher‟s knowledge, or lack of knowledge of the
context of the activity or discussion. For each clip, the researcher asked the participants to
provide a commentary on the video, reflecting on their conversations with the other
family and each other as well as their experiences at the star party. Participants were
asked to explain various experiences at the star party and to illuminate for the researcher
any inside information necessary to understand more of the context of the video.
Participants were asked if there were particular events they felt were important that they
would like to share with the researcher. The researcher used this as an opportunity to
engage participants in a form of member-checking and to gather additional information
on family culture and interactions. After the participants completed this commentary,
each family was given a telescope and tripod as compensation for their participation.

3.5 Role of the Researcher
In this study, I adopted the role of observer and facilitator. I also found myself, at
various times, playing the role of teacher and mentor, answering questions about college,
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science careers, astronomy, and education. I also found myself in the role of a student as
participants would explain how star parties were conducted, or as parents offered advice
on how to deal with raising children. Although the approach is similar to that of an
anthropological case study, I spent more time observing participants externally rather
than embedded within the family culture as is often the case for researchers in this kind of
work. The distance from participants due to lack of time spent embedded with them was a
limitation, however, by carefully choosing experienced families who put on-site
participants at ease and provided a level of experience and comfort, I hoped to create the
context in which in-depth data could be collected.

3.6 Data Analysis
Once the data were collected, the audio from the pre-visit, experienced family
interviews, the pre-visit, paired family conversation, post-visit, paired family
conversation, reflection video blog, and follow-up, stimulated recall interviews was
transcribed verbatim. For each of the night-shot video observations, a chronological
outline of participant‟s conversations and activities was created. The outline contained
notes describing the events occurring in the video and time codes noting transitions
between topics or locations. These transitions were used to divide the video into shorter
episodes of more manageable length for analysis. The transcripts and outlines served as
the basis for the analysis. Episodes of the night-shot video observation were transcribed
in detail only when required for the analysis.
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Table 3 shows how each data type was collected and organized with respect to
each research question.

Table 3: Data Sources and Methods of Organizations
Event
Pre-visit, experiencedfamily interview
Pre-visit, paired-family
conversation
Night-shot video
observation
Post-visit, paired family
conversation

Data Collection Tool
Digital audio recorder
Night-shot video, Wireless
audio
Digital audio recorder
Night-shot video, Wireless
audio
Digital audio recorder
Night-shot video, Wireless
audio
Digital audio recorder

Reflection video blog

Flip digital video camera

Follow-up, stimulated recall
interview

Digital audio recorder

Data Organization Tool
Transcribed
Narrative Summary
Transcribed
Narrative Summary
Outlined and divide into
Episodes.
Narrative Summary
Transcribed
Narrative Summary
Transcribed
Narrative Summary
Transcribed
Narrative Summary

Analysis for Research Questions 1 and 2
The first two research questions in this study were: 1) Why do families attend
observing events, and what are their expectations? and 2) How do their expectations
compare with their actual experiences? The purpose of this analysis was to look for
evidence of family expectations and to compare those expectations with their actual
experiences. The transcripts for the pre-visit, experienced-family interviews; the pre- and
post-visit; the paired-family conversations; the reflection video blogs; and the follow-up
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stimulated-recall interviews were used in the analysis of research questions 1 and 2. The
transcript files were loaded into qualitative analysis software (NVivo) for the first round
of analysis. Instances where participants explicitly described their expectations for the
star party (ex: I hope we see Mars.) or described their experiences or reactions (ex: I
thought we would see Neptune, but we didn‟t.) were selected and sorted for the first
round of coding. Rather than applying pre-determined codes or categories, the first round
of descriptive coding was conducted by examining the sorted data and providing
descriptions based on first impressions of the data. On subsequent passes these
descriptions were refined and sorted, becoming more specific as the final set of
descriptive codes was developed from the data. In order to further make sense of the data,
the descriptive codes were examined for similarities and larger themes. As patterns
emerged the descriptive codes were collapsed into the final interpretive categories (Miles
& Huberman, 1994).
After the analysis for each family had been completed, a cross-case analysis was
conducted to search for similarities and differences between families at the same star
parties, and between families at different events. The first cross-case compared the pairs
of families that attended the same star party, and the second was conducted across all four
families. The descriptive and interpretive codes were examined for similarities and
differences that may have occurred due to prior expectations as well as the individual star
party contexts.
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Development of the Narrative Summaries
For research questions 3 and 4: What agendas do families pursue during telescope
observing events? and How do family members make sense of their star party
experiences?, a holistic view of the families‟ experiences was required in order to
understand relationships between family members, prior knowledge, family culture, and
the star party context. This was achieved through the development of narrative
summaries for each of the four families based on the transcripts, night-shot video
observations, and the night-shot video outline. In addition to providing a holistic view of
each family‟s star party experience, these narrative summaries were a way to distill the
immense amount of data into a more manageable size and format. The development of
these narrative summaries played a key role in my developing familiarity with each
family‟s culture and community, and served as the basis for the next part of the analysis
where it was helpful to have a shorter and more focused reference document. Beginning
with the original codes for research questions 1 and 2; additional passages were coded for
examples of family culture, as well as instances of meaning making, and identity
negotiation. These codes provided a basis for making decisions about which segments to
include or exclude, which pieces to summarize, and where direct quotes should be used.
Each summary began with a description of the data collection context, and provides a
chronological overview of each family and their star party experiences. The narrative was
written in the third person, from the researcher‟s perspective, but participant quotes were
used whenever possible to avoid over-interpretation and to remain as close as possible to
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the original data. The narrative summaries have been included in chapter 4 where they
provide an introduction, for the reader, to the families involved in this research.
Analysis for Research Question 3
To answer research question 3, What agendas do families pursue during telescope
observing events?, I deepened my understanding of family culture by reading and rereading the narrative summaries. I initially identified explicit statements of family and
individual goals and agendas for star parties (ex. I enjoy talking to the T.O.‟s and I
always learn something new when I go to star parties). As I became more familiar with
each family community I began to notice how certain behaviors, comments, and
interactions contained more meaning than an initial, superficial examination would
provide. I learned how family members interacted, and began to recognize familiar
patterns. I also became familiar with family history and noted that there were goals and
agendas that, while never explicitly mentioned, were evident from participant‟s behaviors
and interactions with others. One example of an implicit goal might be a familial focus on
the star party experience of one individual family member. Although no one explicitly
said that they were all trying to support this individual‟s experience, many of the family‟s
behaviors and decisions supported this goal, while other behaviors and decisions made it
clear that these same goals were not being pursued for other members of the family.
Similar to the analysis of research questions 1 and 2, the goals and agendas were
described initially based on first impressions. After repeated examination of the narrative
summaries, and multiple iterations of refining the descriptions, categories were developed
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based on emergent themes. Once the descriptive codes were finalized, they were further
examined for emergent patterns and interpretive categories were developed based on
these organizing patterns.
After the data for each family had been analyzed, a cross-case analysis was
conducted across all four families to examine similarities and differences in participant
agendas.
Analysis for Research Question 4
My developing familiarity with family culture proved invaluable as I moved in to
the final stage of the analysis for research question 4: How do family members make
sense of their star party experiences? Even before I re-read the narrative summaries to
explicitly look for information about how families were making sense of their star party
experiences, I already had a sense of what I was looking for. Each family had a unique
history and recognizable patterns of interactions. In previous parts of the analysis I had
noticed that there were instances where family members were working together to
integrate their star party experiences into their prior knowledge and experiences. Family
members pointed things out to each other, made analogies, and referenced previous
family trips and common interests. As I read the summaries again for research question 4,
I began to recognize how these interactions were being used by family members to make
sense of the star party experience. I also realized that meaning making was not
constrained to a particular instant in time. Even after the star party, families used their
star party experiences to make sense of things they had done in the past, and to provide a
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basis for future meaning making. Based on prior research on family learning as well as
theoretical suggestions in previous literature, I made note of examples where individual
and family identities were being expressed and negotiated. As with the previous research
questions; I began by describing each selection based on first impressions. These
descriptions were then refined and iteratively organized into descriptive codes. Once the
descriptive codes were developed, they were sorted, examined for patterns, and organized
into interpretive categories.
The interpretive categories served as the basis for the cross-case analysis of
family meaning making across all four studies.

3.7 Study Challenges
For this research study the first challenge was the amount of time spent with the
study participants. While I recognize the benefits of long-term embedded research, I
decided it was important to sample participants from the prototypical audience that
attends informal astronomy observing events. On-site recruiting meant that participants
were chosen from the self-selected population that would have normally been in
attendance. Since participants were unaware they would be recruited for a research
project at the event, it was important to minimize the impact and inconvenience on them
as much as possible to increase the likelihood of participation. This presented a challenge
for gathering enough information about family culture in order to understand meaning
making. This was addressed methodologically through the use of the paired-family
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conversations, the follow-up reflection video blog, and the stimulated recall interview.
Although these methods could not provide as much depth of understanding as a more
embedded anthropological approach, it was less intrusive, and less demanding of
participants‟ time yet it still allowed data to be gathered that is more in-depth than an onsite only study. A second challenge was the possibility that, since participating families
were given only a short notice before engaging in the research, they might have perceived
a connection between the researcher and the facilitators of the observing event. The use
of a second family introduced the element of the “shared experience” and allowed the
researcher to solicit answers to questions without having to directly ask the participants.
The conversation between the participant and “experienced” families also increased the
likelihood for spontaneous comments that provide useful insight into the family cultural
context. In addition, the perspective of these “experienced” star party attendees was
deemed to be of value for understanding the star party events from the perspective of
their prior experiences.
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CHAPTER 4: THE FIRST STAR PARTY
4.1 Introduction
Chapter four presents case descriptions of the two families that participated in the
first star party. Each case is laid out chronologically, in the order in which the data were
collected. Chapter 4 has the following structure:
I.

Experienced Family, Star Party 1
a. Case description based on data from sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
b. Analysis and findings for research questions 1 and 2

II.

On-Site Family, Star Party 1
a. Case description based on data from sources: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
b. Analysis and findings for research questions 1, and 2

III.

Cross-Case Analysis of Experienced and On-site Families from Star Party 1
for research questions 1 and 2

Quotations from participants are the primary source of the narrative text with the
goal of developing a trail of evidence leading to the findings presented in this chapter.
The narrative portion of each case description is chronological, and each data source is
presented in the order in which it was collected. These narratives represent the interviews
and conversations as they took place. Due to the conversational nature of these data, the
narrative follows the same organic, sometimes disjointed path of the original interviews.
In the case descriptions of families that attended the same star party, there will be familiar
moments as experiences from the same observing event are repeated from an alternate
point of view. The purpose of these case descriptions is to allow the reader to join the
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families during their journeys. The structure of these case descriptions was chosen in
order keep the reader as close to the data and to the participants as possible.
As I mentioned previously in chapter 3, the first star party took place at an
elementary school on the north side of the city where Mrs. J. is the librarian. Mrs. J often
facilitates telescope observing events at her school and helped to recruit the first
experienced family, the Jindals. The two children, Nathan (16) and Alice (13), were
students at Mrs. J‟s school, where they first began attending star parties. Nathan and
Alice began by attending events with their parents and eventually learned to facilitate
telescopes from Mrs. J. and others at the events. They subsequently volunteered during
Mrs. J‟s star parties, including the event that took place in early spring of 2009 at which I
eventually collected these data.

4.2 The Case of the Jindal Family
After Susan Jindal responded to the initial request for participants forwarded by
Mrs. J., I contacted her through email and we scheduled the first interview a few hours
before the first star party. As I mentioned in an earlier description, Susan has a degree in
computer science and is a stay-at-home mom. George, Susan‟s husband, is a professor at
a local university and has a PhD in computer science. George was not available for the
first interview; however he briefly attended the star party and was present for the entire
follow-up meeting. Nathan, Susan and George‟s oldest child, often took the lead during
discussions. He was outgoing, knowledgeable, and had definite opinions on many of the
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topics we discussed. His younger sister, Alice, was also quite knowledgeable; however
she was much more reserved. She would often wait to be addressed directly and even
then would provide short, to the point responses.
Jindal Family: Pre-Visit Experienced-Family Interview
The two primary goals of the pre-visit interview with the experienced family were
1) to find out what they had done previously at star parties, as well as their expectations
for the upcoming star party, and 2) to gain insight into family culture. Because of the
Jindal‟s busy schedule, we scheduled the pre-visit interview for Saturday, the same day
as the star party. When I arrived at their house, Susan invited me into their house and
introduced me to her son, Nathan. She explained that her daughter, Alice, was not feeling
well and her husband, George, was with guests from out of town. As I set up my
equipment and began the interview Susan and Nathan started to ask me questions about
my educational background, my research, my interests, and they told me about many of
their own astronomy-related experiences. Many times they played off of each other,
reconstructing memories with the other‟s help.
Even before I started recording, Susan and Nathan demonstrated substantial
curiosity. They peppered me with questions about my background, my schooling, my
research, the research equipment, and my dissertation research project. At one point
Susan apologized and said that she did not want to dominate the conversation; she was
just trying to help Nathan see some possible science-related career options. I figured this
would be a good way to find out about their family so I encouraged their questions and
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assured them it was not off topic, a concern repeated often by Susan. She explained that
Nathan had so many interests that she was having a hard time helping him figure out
what to pursue in college. I asked Nathan to tell me about a few of them. He said that he
was interested primarily in the natural sciences: biology, chemistry, and physics. We
talked about some of the ways that Nathan explored his interests. He told me several
stories about hiking and camping with the boy scouts, and both he and Susan told me
about summer camps and other programs that he had been involved with. I recognized
several of the programs and facilitators from the local university and we briefly discussed
those experiences. Both Susan and Nathan had been to several astronomy events at the
local university including an event about the Cassini mission to Saturn and several
“science nights/star party outreach programs for the public.” Nathan talked about
attending astronomy programs and astronomy-themed summer camps. Nathan was not
the only one pursuing his interests through these sorts of structured educational activities.
Susan told me that both Nathan and her daughter, Alice, frequently participated in
extracurricular activities such as summer camps. Alice‟s activities seemed to extend
beyond science. Susan explained that Alice participated in music and art programs in
addition to activities with a science focus. As I would find out later, these kinds of
structured pursuits were common to all the members of the Jindal family.
Eventually we began to discuss why their family went to star parties and what
they did during the events. Susan explained, “I would always learn something new every
time that I never knew about…that [I] just totally never heard of before and so that was
always fascinating.” I asked what she had learned and Susan replied, “Junk, I never knew
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about space junk until a couple of years ago.” “Another thing that‟s interesting is when
people point out specific constellations,” Nathan said, “Like when I went to camp
Geronimo.” “That‟s the Boy Scout camp,” Susan explained. Nathan continued, “I took
the astronomy merit badge and we had to learn like 12 or 13 constellations or something
like that…so I know all the constellations in the summer sky that are up here at like nine
o-clock, and none of the others.” We all sort of chuckled. He then added, “Except for the
really obvious ones like the little dipper…well, and Orion.” Apparently Nathan then
thought he should explain further, “But that section of sky contains most of the obvious
ones like Scorpius and the big and little dippers and…it includes the summer triangle in
it, so that‟s three more constellations right there.” “Cool,” I replied. Susan echoed
Nathan‟s interest in constellations, “It was interesting to see all these constellations that
I‟ve heard about but never really saw before, so at the parties…they would point those
out.” “Oh, interesting,” I replied.
I wanted her to talk more about this experience so I asked, “Who does that?” “It
could be anybody,” Susan explained, “It could be Mrs. J. or any of the…people that are
helping out. This reminded Nathan of something, “And they usually use those green
lasers,” he added. “Yeah, they use the lasers,” Susan agreed, “She would arc to
Arcturus,” explaining that Mrs. J. would often, “Tell us some keys, like how to find
different constellations.” “Oh yes,” Nathan agreed. Susan also appreciated the fact that
her children got to participate in the star parties, “[Mrs. J.] would let my kids operate the
telescopes and…that was…pretty interesting for them,” she told me. “My daughter
who‟s, like I said is sleeping right now…is thirteen…it was interesting for her.” Susan
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explained that her daughter, Alice, learned to use the telescopes and, “Would be able to
try to find things.” Nathan explained that there were three kinds of telescopes. The first
one was completely manual. He explained, “There was one you just figure out where it is,
you point in the general direction, you do some fine-tuning and then you look in and
there it is.” The next two telescopes he described were computerized. “There‟s others
where…you…type in, OK, this is what I want to go to and then it swivels until you get
there…and then there was the third kind where you have to calibrate at the beginning and
then…you have to type in what you want to go to, and it‟ll say move it this way, and then
this way, and then this way and then you‟re good.” “So that‟s always interesting that they
had an opportunity to do that,” said Susan.
The next experience that Susan described was interacting with the Telescope
Operators (T.O.‟s) that helped to facilitate star parties they had attended. Describing them
as “experts” Susan explained, “Then some of the people that would come, the experts
let‟s say, might bring their own telescope and that would be something different than
what we‟ve already seen.” In addition to bringing new equipment Susan said, “They
would explain a little bit of the physics or the optics behind how their telescope works.”
Nathan added, “And it usually would be pointed at something like…I don‟t know…”
“What their favorite thing is,” Susan assisted. Nathan and Susan described an apparently
common practice of running back and forth between telescopes looking at different
objects as the operators moved telescopes, or as various parts of the sky would be
covered and uncovered by clouds. Susan recalled, “It would be interesting too because at
a certain time we‟d get there and say, OK we have to hurry and see this because it‟s
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gonna set.” “Or go behind the clouds or a building or something,” Nathan added. Susan
continued, “And then a little later in the night it‟s like, OK we‟re going to look at this
because…the clouds have come up and now you have a good view of this and then we‟d
see something different so…it would change throughout the night.”
I asked Susan and Nathan, “How many objects do you usually get to look at…in
an evening would you say?” “Four or five,” said Nathan. “It could be as much as a dozen
even,” said Susan, “Like lots of times somebody would have a telescope focused on one
thing and then somebody else would say, oh, I‟m just moving to
M…something…thirteen…whatever, and so then everybody would run over there and
then somebody else would say, oh, I have the moons…showing for Saturn and so we‟d
run back to that telescope.” Getting back to the original question regarding the number of
objects they might see Susan said, “I think it depends a lot on the night…and how many
telescopes.” Susan and Nathan agreed that the number of objects they got to see
depended on the weather, the size of the star party (the number of telescopes present),
and the amount of visitors that were present at the star party. Susan explained, “If not too
many people show up…you almost get to see more because you can move the telescope
around.” “That‟s true,” agreed Nathan thoughtfully. Susan also explained that Mrs. J.
“Has her book out there…so…you can tell what‟s gonna be in view.” “That also helps
you find stuff if you have the telescope that doesn‟t have any…computer in it,” said
Nathan. “She also used to have the laptop with the program on it,” remembered Susan
who turned to Nathan and said, “Starry Night?” “I think she…might still do that,” agreed
Nathan. “You used to play with that,” said Susan. Nathan replied, “Well, you can also use
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that to find stuff…it‟s interesting.” Back to the subject of seeing objects in the sky, Susan
said, “We may see less objects if there‟s a lot of people because there‟s…lines by the
telescope.”
This was a perfect segue for me to ask about the T.O.‟s, “OK, so when you get up
there…what [do] the…people running the telescopes typically do?” Nathan went first and
explained by describing what he does when he operates the telescope. “They find stuff
and then they…well what I do, I usually leave it there and I might tell people I have Mars
in this telescope or whatever and it looks really neat.” He continued, “People go and look
and then someone else might move it and then…eventually it‟ll drift…out of the view
and I‟ll have to adjust it. It usually takes 10 minutes or so.” Susan explained, “Lots of
times…if it‟s a…fairly well attended star party, there might be a line of a few people, lot
of kids, by telescopes so you just sort of join a line.” Nathan jumped in, “Say…what is
everybody looking at? And then you…you‟re your turn and you…get to see whatever it
was and then you go join another line to see what somebody else has.” Susan
remembered that telescope operators often announce what they are looking at, “And
sometimes…the…telescope operators will say, oh I have this over here and so then
people run over and see that.” Susan also explained, “I was just thinking…usually the
way [Mrs. J.] had it set up is the telescopes are right at the entrance to the parking lot so
when you come in from your cars toward the school you‟re right at all the telescopes
right there.” Nathan added, “You can also, if you want to…see…there‟s some houses on
a hill or something, and if you really want to, you can point the telescope at the house and
focus it.” He recalled an evening where he and another student used one of the telescopes
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to look at one of the houses. “[We] found some house with this HUGE TV and there was
a [football] game going on and…we watched them score a touchdown.” Susan quickly
interjected, “But that‟s not usually what we do at star parties.” “No,” Nathan agreed,
“That‟s only happened once.” He thought for a moment, “Though, a few times I‟ve
tracked planes with the telescope where I‟ve…figured out it‟s gonna be there, I point the
telescope there and I watch it and I can see it in more detail.” “I haven‟t ever done that
with a satellite though,” he explained. “Did we ever see a satellite?” Susan asked. “Oh
yeah, you can see them all the time…Mrs. J. has pointed them out,” Nathan told her. “I
guess I missed that,” Susan said. Nathan continued, “It looks like a star but it‟s…moving
kinda slow.” “And not blinking like a plane,” Susan added, articulating and adding her
own idea. Nathan affirmed his mom‟s idea, “And then it‟ll eventually fade out.”
Susan went on to say that Mrs. J. sometimes has other activities at the star parties.
“After that ring of telescopes,” said Susan, “If she‟s having hands-on…exhibits or
something…you go beyond the telescopes and it‟s inside the building.” Susan also said,
“Sometimes she‟s actually had…inside or outside, a scheduled talk…where somebody‟s
gonna talk about a subject or do a slideshow on stuff.” Susan tried to recall the topic of
one of the talks, even asking Nathan if he remembered, but neither was able to recall the
specific topic. Susan remembered, “Hearing one that was really interesting a couple years
ago.” Nathan did not seem particularly interested and described it as, “Kind of a generic
slide show.”
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I asked how they first started going to star parties. Susan replied, “Probably
[Nathan] was still in elementary school…and…[Mrs. J.] knows that he likes science so
she probably said something along the lines like, oh, we‟re gonna start having star
parties, you guys have to come.” Mrs. J. is the source of a lot of science-related events for
the family. Susan explained, “She‟ll send me email about some science-related
event…she knows we like science so…then we usually try to go whenever we can.” She
continued, “So it‟s probably that‟s how it started and, like I said, [Nathan] was having an
interest in Astronomy so, it was just a good timing for both things.” I followed up on an
earlier comment Susan made about becoming more interested in astronomy. She replied,
“Well, it‟s like I said, from talking to the telescope operators, astronomers, whoever they
are…every time I would go I would learn something fascinating, that I‟d never thought
about, you know? „Cause…some of them were… [local astronomy research institute]
people maybe, or from [the planetary science department at a local university] or you
know, associated with the university so this is part of their job, their research, so they
might talk about their special area just in conversation when I walk up to the telescope.
Or they might start talking about the object that we saw, say something interesting about
it…why we can see it, why we can‟t, how old it is.” Clearly, there was something about
the interactions with the T.O.‟s that helped further Susan‟s interest in astronomy. Nathan
chimed in by saying, “Or how far away it is…is more common for the galaxies and
globular clusters and stuff,” to which Susan replied, “So that was always
interesting…you never know what tidbit you‟re gonna learn.” Nathan seemed interested
in factual information about the objects whereas Susan was describing that it was more of
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the social connection with the T.O.‟s as experts and often as professionals who study
astronomy that captured her interest.
I continued the discussion about star parties by rephrasing my earlier question,
this time asking, “What kind of things…can people expect…why would someone else go
to a star party? You know… if you were telling somebody else that they should go, why
would you tell them?” Nathan spoke up first, almost incredulous. He spoke quickly, but
seemed unsure how exactly to articulate his response. “Well…it‟s interesting. Like, you
can look through the telescope and there‟s…I don‟t know, there‟s interesting things in the
telescopes…and…there‟s also whatever else is going on is usually interesting…whether
it‟s the talk or…it‟s just an activity…or whatever. And…I don‟t know…there‟s always
something interesting in the telescope it seems.” Susan, apparently sensing his surprise
that anyone might NOT find a star party interesting said, “For somebody interested in
astronomy.” Nathan countered, “Well, if you aren‟t interested in astronomy, then it‟s
more likely that you hadn‟t seen it and so it‟s more likely to be interesting.” Nathan
seemed to be saying that he believed people would value star parties and telescope
observing as a novel, unique experience, perhaps where they would see, do, and learn
new things, perhaps giving some insight into the things he, himself values.
Susan followed Nathan‟s comment with her own description of why someone
should go to a star party. “I think it‟s neat too because…I would guess…many people
don‟t have telescopes so you wouldn‟t have access to this, and then these are even better
telescopes than your typical backyard thing on a tripod. So I would tell people
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that…you‟re just going to see pretty neat things that you wouldn‟t have a chance to
see…and it‟s free, and it‟s close by.” She continued, “And…if it‟s not just a telescope
night, there‟s other hand-on things for the kids so I would say for somebody with young
kids it‟s just a great way to get them excited about science.” Not only was she saying that
it was novel and unique, but Susan was also thinking about the star party pragmatically
(it‟s free, it‟s close) as a place to go as a group (there‟s other hands-on things for the
kids), and as a place to support her families‟ learning (it‟s just a great way to get them
excited about science). Susan explained that Mrs. J. often had raffle drawings, and even
at other events where there were no activities, “You don‟t get a chance to see these type
of telescopes…you don‟t usually have „em, so, something you can‟t experience, and it‟s
very easy because they‟re all set up and there‟s people who are knowledgeable about it.”
I next asked Nathan and Susan to tell me about their favorite thing to do at the star
parties they have attended. Nathan had a hard time choosing just one thing. He replied,
“Oh, I don‟t know…it‟s nice to spend some time doing each thing inside and outside, so
it‟s good to spend some time looking through telescopes and finding objects and it‟s good
to see whatever the hands-on activities are…or the presentations because they‟re all
likely to be interesting.” Susan quickly interjected her own response before Nathan
continued, “I like looking in telescopes the best.” Nathan went on, “And
everything‟s…and it‟s different each time so you can‟t really say which is your favorite.”
“Or at least YOU can‟t, right?” Susan said, laughing.
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I wanted to know more about their other science-related activities. Were they
interested mostly in astronomy, or was their interest in science more general? I asked,
“You said that your family‟s interested in science. Are there other science-related things
that you do as a family that you do together, or is it mostly around this kind of
astronomy?” Nathan replied first, “Mostly around this thing I think.” Susan seemed to
have a different idea, “Well…if we travel we might seek out a science museum…and go
there.” This seemed to be something Nathan hadn‟t considered. “That‟s true,” he replied.
They began looking at each other and working together to reconstruct some shared
memories of previous travels.
Susan:

Did we do that just recently?

Nathan:

Mmm hmm. north Carolina.

Susan:

Mmm hmm. And I was trying to think in
San…um, northern California if we did that,
but we would definitely seek out a science
center…

Nathan:

Yes, in Berkeley.

Susan:

Yeah, we went to their little…science
museum there.

Nathan:

Then we went to the Ghirardelli chocolate
place.

Susan:

[laughs] That‟s the two things you‟re gonna
remember from the trip.

Nathan:

Mmm hmm.

Susan then turned to me and explained that when her kids were younger they used
to look for science-related activities that were going on. She mentioned two things in
particular: the Physics Fun Bus and an event called Physics Fun Night. Now it seemed
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that Nathan understood what I was looking for, and his ideas came more freely. Nathan
asked Susan, “Wasn‟t there something at the high school?” Susan explained that before
he went there, the high school used to have a physics night event. Nathan recalled that
one of the high school physics teachers would have the students do a project and present
it. Nathan said thoughtfully, “It was some good physics, like there was someone who sat
on a bed of nails…and they…of course had a tri-fold poster.” Nathan completed his
thought by saying, “It was neat, but then they stopped doing that and now I hear things
about our physics department.” Susan reassured him saying, “Well, see what happens.”
She went on to say that her kids also did science camps if they were available, and that
they, “Tend to look for science-y related activities and things.”
This all sounded very familiar. I told Susan and Nathan, “[Our family] used to
travel and we would go to science centers all over the country.” Susan laughed and
replied, “Oh, you‟re a nerdy family too huh?” I decided to try and reinforce this
connection by describing some of the other things my family did. Susan inquired about
my parents, wanting to know if they were scientists of some sort. I explained that they
were both teachers, and that my mom was really the one who got me interested in
science. I described how my mom and I would watch Star Trek together and that my dad
would go in the other room. I also described how our family went on summer vacations
together and would stop at science and nature centers as well as historical sites.
Susan replied, “Yup that sounds like us. Oceanography things, aquariums,
whatever is there we‟ve hit even the tiny ones.” Nathan remembered going to the
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Smithsonian in Washington DC. This apparently triggered a related memory and he
chided his mom, “You made us go into the museum of art” to which she replied, “Oh my
gosh, sorry if you take scientists into the art museum.” Apparently she already saw
Nathan as a scientist, or at least a potential scientist. Nathan then recalled, “Well we
found one of dad‟s friends there didn‟t we?” “Yeah,” Susan replied. “So I guess that was
a net positive effect” said Nathan in return. Susan seemed amused, “And we went to see
one thing there.” Nathan did not remember seeing it, and Susan explained, “I plunked
them down on couches „cause they were tired and I ran off and saw something.” After
sharing a laugh, Susan summarized by saying, “But yeah, we did, we‟d go to science
museums and stuff.” Nathan apparently had more to say about the subject of art. He
explained that all of the art he knew about was from his AP European history class, and
that he hadn‟t really studied any art before this. Susan kidded him, “Yeah, you might start
to appreciate it now. Now that you know something about it”, to which Nathan replied,
“Maybe.” We continued, discussing other family trips. Susan and Nathan were now on a
roll,
Susan:

We‟ve done some of that, yeah…Civil War
battle places…and we‟d also, wherever we
go, we‟d take local hikes and try to find
salamanders or frogs or the local animals
and plants. Not so much plants, well a little
bit, maybe.

Nathan:

And fungi, „cause technically it‟s different.

Susan:

Yea, so we‟d try to find the local stuff there,
and go to the national parks and the state
parks.
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I explained that my mom was the one who first got me interested in looking
through telescopes and that my parents had taken me out to see Halley‟s Comet when I
was little. Susan thought Nathan had seen a comet. Nathan could not remember but Susan
kept pressing him. “Well there‟s been lots of comets around in my lifetime and I‟ve seen
some of them. Not any significant ones like Halley” Nathan replied. This prompted
Nathan to recall a recent trip with his Boy Scout group. He wanted to see a comet, but did
not really know where to look. He knew it was in Leo, but did not know where that was.
They also described a recent family trip where they went to an observatory with a little
science center.
Apparently this discussion had gotten Susan thinking and she began to wonder
about the connections between interest in science and family culture. “Well that is
interesting. I wonder if…ya get more kids excited and involved in science if it‟s more of
a family thing of if their parents were interested and…because, like your family did and
our family does, and I know a couple others, will seek out science in other places. It‟s
„cause it‟s enjoyable, I guess.” I acknowledged that she had an interesting point, and said
that it might be something I‟d notice in my research. Susan continued, “So it would be
[interesting] to find out, when you talk to more families…if the ones that are very
involved in science have been doing stuff as a family, or if the parents grew up interested
in science or had parents that had science backgrounds.” I decided to ask her more about
this. “Is your background in science as well?” “Computer science,” Susan replied, “And
my husband also.” I asked her if she grew up interested in science to which she replied,
“Yeah, pretty much.” She explained that there were not as many opportunities when she
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was growing up. “I lived in New York so we would go into New York City and there was
that, um, natural history museum there. I think we had some little…it had a planetarium. I
think there was another planetarium on Long Island. I don‟t think we would seek it out as
much but I was interested in science.” Then she laughed and said, “So maybe there‟s a
gene…an inherited trait…the science lover”
After we had concluded the main part of the interview, we discussed the rest of
their participation in the research project. Susan explained that her daughter, Alice, was
thirteen and was lying down because she did not feel well. We discussed a schedule for
the evening because Susan wanted to make sure she was available to make dinner for
some visiting faculty guests that her husband was showing around town. I also found out
that not only was Nathan going to attend the star party, he would be operating one of the
telescopes that evening, so he had to be there early enough to help set up.
We eventually drifted back to our earlier conversation with me describing that my
wife is in social work and referred to an earlier disparaging comment Nathan had made
about psychology. There was an interesting interaction between Nathan and Susan where
Susan seemed to be trying to get Nathan to be more open minded about psychology. I
described an exhibit I once saw about how people see things. Susan recalled that they had
seen similar exhibits.
Susan:

Well we‟ve seen exhibits like that…optical
illusions, yeah, and like the Phoenix one.

Nathan:

I didn‟t think that was psychology as much
as like, um, what‟s the term, nervoussystem, neurology maybe?
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Susan:

But it can be studied in psychology too.

Nathan:

I guess, I was thinking…I kinda think
stereotypically of, ya know, Sigmund Freud
and his couch, but that‟s psychiatry.

Susan:

Right. So then that‟s a science you don‟t
know anything about. Maybe you‟re
misjudging it.

Nathan:

Well…I don‟t think so. I don‟t know. What
I‟ve read about Freud, I think I‟d prefer to
go into astronomy or chemistry or physics or
math or whatever.

INT:

They‟ve come a long way since Freud.

Nathan:

That‟s true but, I don‟t know, the part that
would interest me, if anything, would be the
part that deals with like, fundamental things
that you can actually connect to, like, the
human body.

INT:

Mmm hmm.

Nathan:

Whereas if it‟s not connected to basic
medical research then it‟s not…it‟s not the
same thing and so it‟s not as interesting for
that reason.

We then discussed college. Susan asked me about how I decided to pursue
Physics in college, and then what I want to do with my degree in education. She found
many of my answers to be similar to what she had heard from Nathan. I explained that I
got involved in research in college and Susan had a similar experience. She explained,
“They were doing something big with the UNIX operating system. Here I was…make
sure the files fit together and that type of stuff. Yup, clean up their mess.” We both said
that we thought our research experiences were valuable. Susan explained, “It‟s just kinda
good to be part of the bigger project…you see how the research processes goes, you see
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that this [the menial task] is necessary.” Susan explained that the reason she was asking
those kinds of questions is that Nathan had a variety of interests and she was not sure
how to advise him on the kinds of schools to look at or how to figure out what he wanted
to do. She knew what she wanted to do in school and was very directed. Nathan‟s
experience had been much different. During a brief part of the conversation Nathan
mentioned that he was not interested in many aspects of pop culture, and deliberately
avoids that section of the newspaper, to which Susan replied, “Right. Stick to the
scientific journals. It‟ll pay the bills.”
We completed the interview with a discussion of the rest of the research
procedures and I asked Susan and Nathan to help the on-site family I would be recruiting
feel comfortable, and to help guide the conversation if necessary.
Jindal Family: Pre-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
The star party began about four hours after the initial interview was completed.
Susan, Nathan, and Alice came for the observing event and took part in the entire data
collection process. Susan‟s husband, George, stopped in for a bit near the end of the
event, but did not participate in either the pre- or post- visit self-administered
conversational interviews. As I was setting up the equipment, I saw Nathan helping Mrs.
J. set up telescopes for the star party. Susan and Alice Jindal arrived around 7:00 P.M.
and I recruited an on-site family (the Alexanders). As the Alexanders were filling out
their consent and assent documents, I described the procedures for the evening. Once I
finished my introduction, I left the families alone and they began their pre-visit
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conversation. There seemed to be an immediate rapport between the two families. Susan
prompted the group by saying, “Well who wants to pull the first card.” Bob, from the
Alexander family, volunteered. The first question, “For kids: I take my mom and dad to
star parties because…” generated some practical (I can‟t drive yet, etc.) but mostly silly
answers from all four kids, but the parents attempted to get them to think more seriously
about the question.
Once things had settled down, Nathan explained that it was similar to what he
talked about earlier in the pre-interview. “ „Cause you can see the interesting things
through these telescopes that you can‟t otherwise see. Like Saturn, which is up there-ish
[points at the sky], and um, you can look in one of those telescopes and they have Saturn,
the rings and two moons, and you never would have seen that without the telescope and I
thought that was really neat.” Susan then asked if any of the other kids had anything to
add. Alice replied, “I know that mom likes looking through the telescopes.” This
generated some laughter, but no one else had anything else say. The next question was,
“Talk about the first time you looked through a telescope.” Susan continued to act as a
facilitator, asking follow-up questions and making sure everyone got a chance to talk.
Both Nathan and Alice said that they did not remember the first time they looked through
a telescope, but Nathan retold his story of watching the football game through the
telescope. Alice joked, “You were still watching stars” but Nathan did not seem
interested in playing along. He replied, “Not quite” and explained that they were not stars
because the football team they were watching hadn‟t done very well that year. Susan took
her turn, musing that she must have looked through a telescope in school, but that she did
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not remember. Priya Alexander spoke next, telling the group that she had looked through
telescopes at a local telescope store. “Oh, you‟ve driven over by there?” Susan asked
Priya. “We‟ve only been over there once” Nathan interjected. “And they look in
telescopes?” Susan continued. “They had solar telescopes, I believe” added Nathan. Max
explained that the telescopes were nice and very large. This reminded Nathan of another
experience. “I like the…telescope at [the science center]. It‟s big. It‟s impressive” he
said. “Next question” Max Alexander suggested.
The next question was, “What do you hope you will do at this star party?” Alice
spoke first this time. She seemed to be getting more comfortable talking in front of the
group. She said that she would like to have a chance to work the telescopes. She added
that she also likes to look at Jupiter. Max Alexander said that he just wanted to look at
Saturn and Susan and Nathan pointed out Saturn in the sky for him. Nathan explained
that it is his goal to see everything that is here and whatever is in the telescopes, so just
experience stuff. “It‟s all interesting I think,” he said. Bob Alexander went next and said
he would like to see Mars. Nathan replied, “I‟m not sure it‟s up, I don‟t think it is.” Alice
remembered something else she wanted to see, the planetarium inside the gymnasium.
Susan explained that Alice had advanced knowledge of the activities that would be
available. Two of the members of the Alexander family‟s group, Hita and Paresh,
mentioned they were from Mumbai, India. This caught Susan‟s attention and she
explained that her husband was Indian and that his sister lived near Mumbai. Susan and
Nathan both commented that it was a nice time to be visiting the city. Nathan noted that,
as far as observing was concerned, the bright Moon was washing some things out.
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Everyone then looked up and commented on the sky. Alice pointed at Orion‟s belt and
said, “It‟s the only one I can recognize.” Susan corrected her, “And the W.” Alice replied,
“Oh, Cassiopeia.” Susan responded, “You remember you like this stuff?” Alice then said,
“It‟s been so long!”
The next question asked the families to talk about the last star party they had been
to. Nathan and Alice both agree that the last star party they went to was a couple years
ago. Alice explained that it was not really a star party because they did not really look
through telescopes. Susan asked if it was a science night of some kind. Alice described
many of the activities that were available and Nathan interjected a couple of comments of
his own. At this point, everyone seemed to be getting anxious to go to the star party, and
some of the questions were beginning to repeat. “Finish this sentence: at star parties I like
to…” was the next question. Nathan predicted that it would be short to answer, and said
that he likes to see whatever he can see and experience. Susan went next, explaining that
she liked “talking to the people that man the telescopes because they always have
interesting information.” After Susan finished her comment, Nathan turned to Alice and
said, sounding somewhat annoyed, “Alice…you kind of have to speak sometime.” Alice
agreed to read the next question, “Who in your family likes to go to star parties the
most.” Without hesitation, Alice replied, “Nathan.” “Yeah” Susan agreed. “I guess,”
Nathan agreed, shrugging. At this point both families agreed that they really wanted to go
look through the telescopes. After confirming all around that they were finished, they
wrapped up the conversation and headed toward the star party.
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Jindal Family: Star Party Observation
The two families continued to converse as they walked toward the telescopes.
Nathan, Alice, and Susan walked together and Alice pointed out the Big Dipper in the
sky. Nathan confirmed and replied, “Yup. I used to be able to name all of the stars in the
Big Dipper, but now I can‟t.” He noticed another constellation he recognized, “Oh nice.
The Pleiades is out.” The two families approached the telescopes and began to listen as
the T.O.‟s described the objects visitors were viewing. Nathan headed to the telescope
assigned to him by Mrs. J. (a six or eight inch Newtonian telescope on a Dobsonian
mount). Eventually, Mrs. J. came over to help Nathan find the first object he would be
viewing for the evening. He had apparently been looking for an object and saw a star
cluster he could not identify. Mrs. J. said it was probably the Orion Nebula, M42. She
had him look through another telescope pointing to the nebula. Nathan recognized the
object, but explained that he had seen something else, but was not able to figure out what
he had seen. Mrs. J. then used her laser pointer to give Nathan a quick review of the
constellation Orion and where to find M42. “Yeah” Nathan replied after each object was
pointed out, sounding frustrated because he thought he knew where to look, but
obviously hadn‟t found the nebula.
Nearby, Susan was talking with Satya Alexander‟s cousins who were visiting
from Mumbai. “Can I go inside?” Alice asked Susan. “Well why don‟t we stay here”
Susan told her. “OK,” Alice replied, sounding disappointed. Susan, Alice, and the
Alexander family walked up to Nathan‟s telescopes as he and Mrs. J. finished their
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lesson. Max asked what they were looking at. As he centered the object in the eyepiece,
Nathan explained that he was just trying to figure that out. Finally he realized that he was
close, but had been looking off to the side. “Oh nice! Yes it is, look!” Nathan exclaimed
excitedly. “What is it?” Susan asked. “It‟s the Orion Nebula” Nathan explained. Mrs. J.
continued, “It‟s the Orion Nebula which is a nebulosity where stars are being made.”
Nathan explained that he had not been looking directly at it, which is why he did not
recognize it at first. As others looked in the eyepiece Nathan continued, “And there‟s
these few bright stars in the middle.” “That‟s the triangulum,” Mrs. J. replied. “How did
you know…what it was?” Susan asked Nathan. “Because it‟s in Orion and it‟s a nebula
therefore it‟s the Orion nebula” he responded somewhat sarcastically. “Oh, okay,” Susan
replied as the rest of the group laughed. “That is true,” Mrs. J. conceded.
Mrs. J. then used her green laser pointer to give the rest of the group a tour of the
constellation Orion in which the nebula is located. “This star up here is…” began Mrs. J.
“Betelgeuse,” Nathan added quickly before Mrs. J. could finish her sentence.
“Betelgeuse. This is how big it is,” Mrs. J. continued. “Everybody put your hand up. This
is the sun,” she explained. “So what‟s the first planet around it?” Mrs. J. asked the group.
“Mercury,” Nathan replied. “Aahh! Be quiet,” Mrs. J. joked. “Oh sorry,” said Nathan.
“Anybody but…no,” she chastised as everyone laughed. Mrs. J. continued, explaining
that Betelgeuse is the size of the orbit of the planet Jupiter. While Nathan continued to
facilitate the telescope for other visitors one of the Alexander family‟s Indian visitors
explained that they have a different story for the constellation Orion. Mrs. J., Susan and
Alice listened as he used Mrs. J.‟s laser pointer to show an arrow killing a deer. “Do
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Native Americans have their own stories?” Susan wondered out loud. “You know what?
That is a good question,” Mrs. J. replied. She tossed it out to the group, “Does anyone
know that?” Probably remembering Alice‟s interest in cultural stories Mrs. J then
specifically asked, “Do you know that Alice?” “No,” Alice replied. Mrs. J. continued,
“They must have their own stories.”
Nathan continued to work with visitors at the telescope. After adjusting the
telescope for the next visitor Nathan explained, “That is the Orion nebula.” “Orion
Nebula,” the visitor repeated. “Yes. And there‟s also the trapezium is those stars in the
middle. It‟s pretty neat,” Nathan continued. Meanwhile Susan and Alice stayed with Mrs.
J. as she continued her sky tour. “So if the dipper is here, this arcs to Arcturus,” Mrs. J.
began. “And spikes to Spica,” Alice added quickly. Mrs. J. then remembered that the
constellation Leo was out and asked if anyone had an August birthday. “What about
Pisces?” Alice asked, though no one else seemed to hear her question. “Leo is in the
midst of the Moon,” Mrs. J. explained. “Oh, then you won‟t be able to see much,” Nathan
commented. Nathan continued to move back and forth between adjusting the position of
the telescope to keep the Orion nebula in view and Mrs. J.‟s lesson. “Let me know if you
see dad come,” Susan told Nathan.
Susan then walked over to Alice. “This is interesting to you, isn‟t it?” Susan asked
her. “A little,” Alice replied. “Alice!” Susan exclaimed. She seemed surprised by Alice‟s
response and sounded a bit shocked and amused. Alice told her, “It‟s just so funny…I
forgot all the names of the stars and now I remember them again.” “Did you look in all
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the telescopes?” Susan asked. “No, I didn‟t,” Alice replied. “Go ahead. You can go. Just
don‟t go inside yet,” Susan told her. Alice told Susan, “I want to use a telescope, I just
don‟t know if I‟m allowed though.” “Maybe a little later we could,” Susan replied.
“Yeah,” Alice said quietly. Several times Nathan left his telescope unattended as he
listened to Mrs. J. or walked around to look in other telescopes. In particular, during a
few moments when Mrs. J. was showing visitors a satellite as it passed overhead, Nathan
seemed to be walking around looking in other telescopes. Although I could not see where
he was, I could hear him on his microphone as he exclaimed, “Oh nice,” and, “That‟s
cool.” As she was showing everyone the satellite Mrs. J. remembered an event from
another star party, “Wait, one night at a star party,” began Mrs. J., “You might have been
here Susan,” she said, “Way out there…it was a star…and I said „what is that star up
there?‟ I said „this is crazy, I don‟t know that star‟ and I went to Starry Night Pro
[planetarium software].” She explained that she finally realized it was a plane, but it was
so far out that it was hard to tell.
While the other visitors were watching the satellite Alice walked over to the
telescope which was now open. Since no one was using it, Alice took the opportunity to
move the telescope to look at a new object. “Did you see the satellite?” Susan asked as
she walked up to the telescope. “Yeah,” Alice said. “Oh, are you moving it?” Susan
asked. “Oh, I had wanted to see that…oh, OK,” Susan said. “What are you gonna find?”
she asked Alice who replied, “I don‟t know, this one doesn‟t have the target. I think it
should but I don‟t know.” Just then, she figured it out. “Oh, nevermind!” Alice said.
“Well, tell me when you find something,” Susan said. In the distance Mrs. J. was talking
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to several members of the Alexander family. “Now did you see in here…did they show
you the nebula where stars are being made?” Mrs. J. asked. She turned and saw Alice
near the telescope Nathan had been operating and said, “Alice…Is that Alice? When you
get a chance will you go back…do you know how to find M42 over here?” “Um,” Alice
hesitated. Mrs. J. pointed with her laser pointer, “Right in here, find that star making
nebula right in there.” “OK,” Alice replied. “OK? You remember how?” Mrs. J. started to
ask before answering her own question, “Sure you do. See if you can find that.” “OK,”
Alice agreed. “What are you getting in here?” another visitor asked Alice as they walked
up to the telescope. “The Moon,” she told them.
Nathan could be overheard at a nearby telescope talking about the Orion nebula
and saying, “The cluster of stars in the middle is called the trapezium.” He walked back
toward the telescope he had been operating which Alice was now using to observe the
Moon. As Nathan walked up to her he started to explain that the Moon was so bright that
you could project an image of it onto your hand from the eyepiece. Mrs. J. was walking
around to visitors and telling people what to look at. “Every telescope here has…people
who know what they‟re talking about.” Seeing that Alice was observing the Moon Mrs. J
said, “Definitely see the Moon with Alice. She‟s gonna be an astronomer some day.”
This comment was overheard by another telescope operator who asked, “Who‟s Alice?”
“That‟s me,” Alice said. “Software engineering,” he said slowly, “Astronomy is a
hobby.” Mrs J., Alice, and Nathan laughed. “Oh wait, tell Nathan this too,” Mrs. J. said.
The operator repeated his statement to Nathan, “Software Engineering. This is a hobby.
You want to make money first…to buy a telescope. This is a hobby.” As everyone
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continued to laugh Nathan replied, “Well, it‟d be the family profession. Both my parents
majored in computer science and my dad is a PhD there.” “That‟s where you want to go,”
the gentleman continued. “Well yeah, science of some sort,” replied Nathan.
Nathan then asked if anyone was still looking at the Moon in Alice‟s telescope.
“No, I‟m going to move it,” Alice told him. As Alice began to grab the telescope, Nathan
held up his hand and said, “Wait, can I do something…can I move it first?” “Where are
you going?” Alice asked. “The Pleiades,” Nathan contined as Alice stepped back.
“Alright,” she said. “The seven sisters?” she asked Nathan. “Oops, it‟s badly
defocused…right now,” Nathan commented as he looked in the eyepiece. “Is the Pleiades
the seven sisters?” Alice asked again. “Yes,” Nathan told her dismissively. “How many
of them will you be able to see?” she asked, but Nathan did not answer. As her brother
worked on the telescope, Alice first watched for a moment and then decided that Nathan
was not paying attention and wouldn‟t give the telescope back. She walked away to find a
new activity. Nathan continued to complain, “The Moon is horribly out of focus.”
Alice walked over to Susan who asked, “Alice, did you look through both
telescopes over there?” “I saw the other ones,” Alice replied. Susan turned back to her
conversation with the Alexander family and one of the T.O.‟s as Alice continued to walk
around. All of a sudden they overheard some people nearby who were watching an object
move across the sky. “What is it they‟re looking at,” Susan asked? “That‟s the
International Space Station,” replied Max and they watched it until it disappeared near
the horizon.
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Susan made her way back to where Nathan was operating the telescope. “Did you
see the International Space Station?” she asked. “No,” he replied “Oh well, I‟ve seen it
before.” Susan commented on how fast it was moving. “It‟ll be back in 90 minutes,”
Nathan explained. “Will it?” Susan asked. “Yeah, that‟s how long it takes to complete an
orbit around the Earth,” Nathan told her, with a hint of surprise in his voice, perhaps
because she did not know this bit of information. Susan asked if he had seen Alice. “No,”
he replied. Susan walked toward another group of telescopes and found Alice. Susan
asked her if she had seen the Space Station. “No, Alice replied somewhat disinterested.
“Can we go inside?” Alice asked. “Oh, Sure,” Susan said but overheard a T.O. who was
telling Mrs. J. about a star cluster. Susan asked Alice if she had looked at the cluster.
“Yeah,” Alice replied as they walked over to Mrs. J. Mrs. J. saw Susan and Alice and
introduced them to the T.O. “This is Dr. F. and this is Susan…Mom.” She continued,
“This is…you will have…if Alice stays at [the university], you will have her someday.
She‟s still in middle school but…” Mrs. J. turned to Alice, “You‟ll take his astronomy
class, he‟s incredible. He‟s the best.” Dr. F. qualified Mrs. J.‟s statement, “Unless you
want to be a scientist, then you won‟t be in my class.” Alice giggled as Mrs. J. replied,
“Oh, she‟s gonna be…I predict she will be.” “Be a scientist?” asked Dr. F. “Oh yea, no
doubt,” continued Mrs. J. “OK, then she won‟t be in my class,” explained Dr. F., “I teach
the artsies and the football players…business majors.” “She could be a T.A. for you,”
said Susan. “Yeah, now there you go,” concluded Mrs. J. “You‟ll have to take the
astronomy class where you learn calculus,” Dr. F. explained.
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Just then Susan‟s husband George arrived and Mrs. J. introduced him to Dr. F.
explaining that they were both at the university. Susan then told Dr. F. that she
recognized him and had seen him before at other star parties. She also thought she had
seen him singing with another person she knew. Dr. F confirmed that he was in a local
singing group with the pharmacist Susan knew. Susan asked Dr. F. what he was looking
at with his telescope. Dr. F. replied, “This is a cluster that‟s 5000 light years away.” Mrs.
J. asked Alice if she and her mom had been inside. “No,” Alice replied. “You‟ve gotta get
inside. I gotta go,” Mrs. J. said as she headed toward the building. “I know! I want to,”
Alice told her. “Can we go?” she asked Susan. Susan, it seemed, was enjoying the view
and her conversation with Dr. F. and hesitated. “What are you looking at, Susan?”
George asked. “Go look,” Susan told him. “M46,” Alice said, telling her dad what was in
the eyepiece. “And Alice found M42,” added Mrs. J. as she walked away. “Dad, it‟s in
Canus Major, big dog,” Alice told George excitedly as he walked toward the telescope.
“Oh, I have to introduce you to somebody. There are some people here from Mumbai,”
Susan told George as he looked in the eyepiece. George looked in the telescope and said,
“I see a bunch of stars but I‟m not sure.” Dr. F. explained, “Right…they‟re all the same
distance from Earth. They‟re in…what‟s called an open cluster. It‟s sort of the
kindergarten of stars. It‟s like they all came from the same litter…and they‟re moving out
into the galaxy.” He continued, “So they‟re only a few million…what is it…they‟re
probably only about…30 million years old.” “They‟re babies,” replied George. “Oh, so
young,” joked Alice. “Well, considering the Sun is 4.6 billion, yeah,” said Dr. F.
“Something younger than me,” Susan added.
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At the same time Mrs. J. had walked back toward the other telescopes and found
Nathan. “Make sure you go over and meet…that‟s Dr. F. He‟s an incredible professor.”
“Cool,” said Nathan and he headed over. “Do you want your other jacket Alice?” asked
Susan. “No, I just want to go inside,” Alice replied. “Thank you,” George told Dr. F.
“Oh, you‟re welcome,” replied Dr. F. George, Susan, and Dr. F had a brief conversation
about their common experiences at the university as Nathan walked up. “Which cluster is
this?” asked Nathan. “That‟s M46,” replied Dr. F. “That is…does it have a name?” asked
Nathan, but Dr. F did not hear him as he continued his conversation with Susan and
George. Nathan and Alice walked away back toward the other group of telescopes. One
of the T.O.‟s was looking at a cluster and answering questions from visitors as Nathan
and Alice walked up. “We‟re looking at a cluster called the Beehive. Try not to touch the
telescope, and be careful,” the T.O. said. Nathan and Alice listened in as the T.O. and the
visitor he was talking to discussed the T.O.‟s telescope. Nathan looked in the eyepiece
and said, “Wow. Yeah, it does kind of look like a beehive.” Nathan tried to get the T.O.‟s
attention. “It looks much…It‟s so bright though. It‟s amazingly bright,” Nathan said. The
T.O. eventually turned his attention to Nathan and explained, “Yeah. Well, ya know…if
we didn‟t have the Moon…the cluster we‟re looking at is here…and if there was no
Moon you‟d be seeing…a couple hundred stars.” “Oh, yeah, I see,” Nathan replied. “I
can see how it looks like a beehive. It looks much more like a beehive than, for example,
Orion looks like a hunter with a sword. I don‟t know what those Greeks were thinking,”
Nathan told the T.O. who replied, “Well…ya know if you re-draw Ursa Major you can
actually almost get a bear out of it.” Nathan added, “Scorpius looks like a scorpion…but
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some of them take some imagination.” During this conversation Alice walked back over
to the telescope she and Nathan had been using.
Susan and George eventually walked over from talking with Dr. F. “Should we go
inside?” Susan asked. “Mom come look at Sirius,” Alice said, sounding proud. “Where?
Oh, you found it?” Susan asked. “Yeah, It‟s the dog star,” Alice told her mom. “Did you
want to leave now?” Susan asked her daughter. “No. Is it 8:00?” Alice replied. “What are
you looking at?” George asked Alice. “Sirius,” Alice told him. “She‟s got the dog star
here,” Susan added. “Can you see the secondary?” asked Nathan. Alice spoke quickly as
she explained, “It‟s the brightest star in the night sky…of course the Moon is the
brightest object and Venus is the brightest after that, but it‟s a planet not a star…and…oh
Dad…Mom! You know the expression the dog days…” Just then Nathan, who was
looking in the eyepiece, said, “Ah, a satellite just flew through.” “No! Oh, really? That‟s
cool!” Susan exclaimed. She then told George, “We just saw the International Space
Station.” “Oh wow!” George replied. Susan continued, “First of all we found a satellite
going through and then one was going pretty fast and they said it was the International
Space Station.” “Oh, that‟s what they meant by ISS! I thought they meant in-schoolsuspension,” said Alice. “No,” Susan laughed. Susan then suggested that they head inside
and as they walked Alice explained to her mom and dad the origin of the term “the dog
days of summer.” Nathan decided to go into the building through the back way and Susan
explained to George that Nathan and Alice were wearing microphones as part of this
research project. George asked Alice, “So sweetie, are you gonna come home with me or
are you going to come home with Mom?” Alice said she wanted to go inside for a little
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while. “What do you want to see,” Susan asked her. “I don‟t know. I just want to see
what they have.” Alice replied.
Inside, Nathan first spent some time talking with Mrs. J. and one of the presenters
about the program Starry Night that the exhibitor was using to show visitors a “virtual
planetarium.” Nathan and Mrs. J. both listened as the presenter explained about an
upcoming astronomical event during which the Moon would pass in front of and cover
the planet Venus. Nathan said, “I was thinking…spectroscope…I don‟t know, you
could….I know that you could observe how it changes and that would tell you stuff about
atmospheres.” He then walked over to an activity where he used anaglyphic glasses to
look at three-dimensional images of various objects in space.
Alice went over to an activity where the presenter asked if she wanted to figure
out how high she could jump on another planet. “Sure,” Alice said. The presenter had
Alice dip her finger in some chalk and make a mark as high as she could reach. Then he
had Alice jump and make a mark as high as she could reach. Alice then used a calculator
to figure out how high she would be able to jump on the other planets. “I could jump
five-and-a-half feet on the Moon,” Alice told her mom and dad. “That‟s taller than me,”
Susan said. “Yes,” agreed Alice. “How high can you jump here?” asked Susan. “Eleven
inches,” Alice told her. “How do you know?” asked Susan. “I measured,” Alice
explained. “Oh, he measured you? Cool!” said Susan. “I could jump twenty-seven-and-ahalf feet on Pluto,” continued Alice. She then headed to a size and scale activity where
she could make planets with modeling clay. At one point George walked up and made a
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funny noise. “Dad! That was going to be my Jupiter,” Alice said. “You broke it in half.”
“Oh no!” George told her, “Jupiter‟s fissioned!” George then walked around to find
Nathan who was still by the 3D Mars activity. He walked back over to Alice as she was
continuing to work on her planets and made a comment about the shape of her Jupiter.
“It‟s going to get round,” she told him. George continued to tease her. “There‟s an
astronaut that‟s going to crash into Jupiter. There‟s a missile that‟s going to crash into
Jupiter!” he said. “No, that‟s going to be Uranus! Go get your own play dough,” Alice
told him. “Wheee!! Oh, sorry,” George said as he crashed his rocket into Alice‟s play
dough planets and apparently shook the whole table. “It‟s OK,” the facilitator said as
Alice laughed at her dad‟s antics. Alice continued to work as George looked on. After a
while George asked Alice if she was going to go home with him or with Susan. Alice said
she was going to stay and go home with her mom. George headed out.
In the meantime, Nathan had gone inside the inflatable planetarium that the
presenter called the Star Lab, a very simple planetarium, to listen to the show being
presented inside. The show lasted about 15 minutes. The presenter showed the audience
how to find objects in the night sky including stars and constellations. Nathan sat quietly
as the presenter spoke.
When she finished the activity, Alice went and found her mom so she could show
her the model of the solar system she had made. Alice showed her mom the planets and
Susan asked her, “They let you put Pluto in? You know Pluto‟s no longer a planet?” “I
know,” Alice told her. “Some people say,” added Susan. “Well, these instructions must
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have been from a while ago,” Alice suggested. “Where are you guys from?” Susan asked
the facilitators at the activity. “I‟m from [the university],” one told her. “I‟m a grad
student at [the university],” said another one. “In astronomy?” Susan asked. “I‟m
in…planetary science,” replied one of the women, “And I‟m in optics…I‟m still an
undergrad,” said the other. “That‟s a cool program!” Susan replied. “So…when you
graduate, what kind of jobs would you get?” Susan asked. “Optics jobs range from
anything from research to working at [a company], you know, things like that…telescope
design, lens design, any kind of fiber optics…solar panels, solar energy is all optics
related,” the woman replied. “And it‟s enough to just have a bachelors to get in?” Susan
continued. “Well my son took…you ran an optics camp over the summer…for a week
long thing…and he took that, so I was interested.” “Yeah…I really like their program at
the U of A,” the woman replied. “Thank you,” Alice told them. “Are you gonna do
something else?” Susan asked Alice. “Yup,” Alice told her. “I think they‟re shutting
down,” Susan told Alice, who seemed disappointed. Alice walked up to another activity
station that had not yet closed down and both she and Susan recognized the activity.
Facilitator:

So you‟ve done this before?

Alice:

Yeah. So you‟re just trying to figure out
which planet is each bottle?

Facilitator:

“What this bottle would weigh on each
planet…mmm hmm, that‟s right. So if you
have a heavy planet like Jupiter would the
bottle be heavy or would it be light?

Alice:

Heavy? I think it would be heavier.
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Facilitator:

It would be heavier…would it be the
heaviest…because it‟s on the largest planet
in our solar system?

Alice:

Um…

Facilitator:

I should ask you first, what grade are you
in?

Alice:

I‟m in seventh.

Facilitator:

You‟re in seventh grade…so you‟ve had
things like density, right?

Alice:

Yeah…so…

Facilitator:

Good…and you‟ve had things like gravity?

Alice:

Yeah…

Facilitator:

OK…so the gravitational pull…

Alice:

So…it says here it‟s going to depend on the
mass, like the amount of matter?

Facilitator:

Yes. Yes, exactly.

Alice:

So since Jupiter‟s a gas planet would it
weigh less?

Facilitator:

That‟s a very good question, that‟s why I
was going to ask you about density. Well, it
is the largest planet but it still has the largest
gravitational pull even though it‟s not as
dense as some of the other planets.

Alice:

Uh huh.

Facilitator:

So it has, relative to the Earth, you can see
down here on this graph, that it has two-anda-half times the gravitational pull of the
Earth, right? So is it the biggest number on
that list there?

Alice:

Yes.

Facilitator:

Therefore…

Alice:

So it should be the heaviest bottle.
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Facilitator:

…it should be the heaviest bottle. You still
have three bottles over here.

Alice:

I think it‟s this one.

Facilitator:

OK. So that one we‟ll call Jupiter. We‟ll call
this the Sun, and we‟ll try to work our way
out from Mercury out to Pluto…with these
bottles. OK? Which one, if you were to
include Pluto, which would be the lightest
planet.

Alice:

Pluto.

Facilitator:

OK. Do you think the bottle would be the
lightest or the heaviest or something inbetween?

Alice:

Um…the lightest.

Facilitator:

It‟s a rock planet, so it would probably
be…not that different density than the
Earth…so pick one.

Alice:

I think it‟s this one.

Facilitator:

And you want to put last over here?

[Break in Audio]
Alice:

Mercury and Mars are going to be the same.

Facilitator:

Mercury and Mars…

Alice:

And they‟re both going to be lighter than
Earth.

Facilitator:

That‟s right.

Alice:

I think it‟s these two.

Facilitator:

OK, put one for…Mars…and then put one
for Mercury. There you go. So where‟s the
Earth gonna be on all this? There you
go…now you have two left…

Alice:

No, it should be…um…

Facilitator:

Right. Exactly right.
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Alice:

And then…

Facilitator:

Those two are the same…values…point
nine.

Alice:

So it‟s going to be Venus and Uranus…and
it doesn‟t matter which one?

Facilitator:

OK, let‟s take a look…because there‟s one
number that I think we‟ve got a little bit
backwards. It‟s very close. So you would
have one or three, eight or two. OK, so we
have Earth, OK, which is number five. This
would be a three or a one, it‟s a three. This
would be a six, this would be a seven or a
two, so why don‟t we switch these two?
OK?

Alice:

Yeah

Facilitator:

Alright. So then eight or two, nine and four.
Very good!

Alice:

Thank you.

Alice then walked over to Susan and Nathan as the activities and tables were
packed up and put away. “Are you done?” Susan asked Alice. “Yeah,” said Alice. “Good,
„cause we have to go meet again,” Susan told her. Just then Susan saw another parent she
knew from the school. Pointing to Nathan the woman said, “Is he gonna get taller?”
Susan laughed and replied, “Your son‟s probably up there too. He‟s graduating? What‟s
he going to do? Do you know?” “Well, he just got accepted to Notre Dame, so we‟ll have
to wait and see,” the woman replied. She continued, “We got a really good offer from
[the local university]…their aeronautical engineering college…but now Notre Dame
made an offer so he‟s got a big decision ahead, but it has to be his decision.” They
discussed several factors influencing the decision, including distance from home for each
school. “It‟s nice to have such good choices,” Susan told her. Nathan, who was standing
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with Susan apparently hadn‟t been paying attention to the conversation. “Wait, who got
accepted where?” Susan explained and Nathan replied, “I don‟t know, I can definitely see
him going into aerospace.” “Is his dad in it?” Susan asked. “I don‟t know. It just seems
like it,” Nathan replied, sounding annoyed. Susan, Alice and Nathan walked outside
together for the final conversational interview.
Jindal Family: Post-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
As they waited, Susan started up a conversation with Max Alexander. She asked
if they liked the star party and how he and his family found out about it. Nathan said he
was surprised that he knew people who were at the star party, and then explained that
they are in an astronomy class at his high school and that they might have been required
to attend the star party as part of the class. Susan and Alice explained that Mrs. J. was the
school the librarian and she ran star parties often. “Sometimes it‟s just telescopes,” Susan
told the rest of the group. Nathan started the conversation by reading the first question,
“What was your favorite thing you did or saw tonight?” He said he was surprised that
there were two satellites. He explained that he‟s seen those before at star parties and
added, “Yeah, there‟s plenty of satellites.” Nathan said that he enjoyed seeing the Orion
Nebula, “It was pretty cool.” Susan asked Alice specifically what her favorite thing was,
and Alice said she did not have one. Susan pressed, “What couple things did you like?”
Alice said she liked seeing the Moon. Susan exclaimed that the Moon was so bright and
Nathan responded, “It still is. Look at the shadows.” Nathan said, “I don‟t know. I didn‟t
know what is around,” Bob said he wanted to see Neptune, but Nathan explained that he
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did not think you could see it without a telescope, but he did not think it was around. “It‟s
down there,” said Nathan, pointing below the horizon. Alice then explained that, “When
the planets are farther out, then there‟s less time that you can see them.” Nathan
interrupted and said, “Well, theoretically half a year.” Alice continued, “And it‟s also
harder since they‟re much farther away.” During the discussion about the star party Susan
helped explain that Mrs. J. planned the star party and that she has contacts with the
university to get people to help run star parties and that astronomers bring their own
personal telescopes.
The next question asked, “What didn‟t you expect?” Nathan said he did not
expect to see the Orion nebula or the Beehive cluster. Susan followed up with, “Isn‟t that
M-something?” Alice said she was not expecting the cold weather. Alice read the next
question, “What did you look at through the telescope?” Nathan explained that he saw the
Orion nebula and a satellite and a plane with a telescope as well as some stars. He also
saw the Pleiades. Susan said she saw something in the dog…Alice clarified, “Canus
Major. That was M46.” When Bob reported seeing Saturn, Nathan asked him, “What else
did you see in Saturn? Did you just see Saturn?” When Bob said, “I saw three moons,”
Nathan replied, “Alright, you saw the rings, right?” Bob said he saw them and went on to
say he heard there was a ring around Neptune that goes up and down. Nathan explained
that you really have to see it with a telescope, and that the whole planet is topsy-turvy.
Nathan explained that he talked to some astronomers, including one from the University
he did not talk to him much, but he did ask him what was in his telescope.
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Jindal Family: Reflection Video Blog
The Jindal‟s reflection video blog was unique among the four families in that it
featured only the two children with Susan in the background operating the camera and
periodically narrating and facilitating. Nathan started out by introducing himself and
describing some of the objects he viewed at the star party. He began with the Moon and
explained some of the features that he found interesting. He then talked about Saturn,
showing an image I had provided but explaining how the view he saw was fuzzier than
the picture because they were not using as good a telescope. He also talked about the
Orion Nebula, again pointing out certain features. At this point Susan asked him, “Do
you think this would be interesting to somebody who doesn‟t know as much as
astronomy as you do?” Nathan replied that he did think it would be, because most people
know a little about astronomy, and people would recognize things like Saturn. He also
discussed how images from professional observatories, like the Hubble telescope, are
different than those seen from small ground-based telescopes. He then explained some of
the activities that were going on inside the gym at the star party. Susan broke in and
asked Alice if she would say a few thing about star parties that she had visited, telling
Nathan that they would get back to him if he had more to add.
Alice introduced herself and said that the thing that was most interesting for her at
the star party was the professional astronomers that were facilitating telescopes. She
explained that, “If you just have a telescope and look at the night sky at the stars it won‟t
be very interesting because all you can see are the stars but when there are astronomers
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there then they can tell you exactly which one is named what and when it was discovered,
who discovered it and all of that and that‟s what makes it interesting.” Alice then held up
a book called Our Constellations and their Stars that she had won at the star party as a
prize. She talked about how she had gotten it signed by the author who was one of the
T.O.‟s at the star party. Susan asked her if there was anything else, and Alice said simply,
“No.”
Susan then went back to Nathan and asked if he had anything other thoughts.
Nathan Started out by talking about the image on the front of Alice‟s book, pointing out
that it was the Pleiades and gave some further information about it. He mentioned some
other interesting objects visitors might see through the telescope, including the beehive
cluster, the Andromeda galaxy, and the International Space Station or a satellite. Susan
interjected, “Which we did happen to see…that satellite.” Nathan explained that he did
not get to see it because he must not have been looking in the right direction. Nathan also
explained that, “One of the things that I‟ve found neat about astronomy in general is that
there‟s always something happening.” He said that each time there is something different.
Susan then asked Nathan and Alice if they had any messages for parents about
why they should bring their kids. Nathan thought for a moment and said, “Hmm…I
suppose it‟s a learning experience…it‟s certainly interesting for parents too.” Susan
followed this up by speaking from behind the camera, “I have found it‟s interesting. I‟m a
parent in the background. It‟s free.” She then explained, “Talking to the astronomers that
run the telescopes I always learn something new and they‟re very eager to share their
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knowledge…very friendly.” She then asked if there was anything else. Alice responded,
“No,” and Nathan summarized by saying that, “On the whole it was an interesting
experience, I‟d recommend going to one.” He continued, “It‟s…other things you learn
like…some of them…seem completely random like the fact that you have to have red
flashlights because it‟s um, to make, in order to adapt your eyes better to the light.” He
finished by explaining that he liked being able to be out in the middle of nowhere for a
weekend and look up in the sky and recognize constellations.
Jindal Family: Follow-up Stimulated Recall Interview
At the beginning of the interview the Jindals and I started by reacquainting
ourselves. I introduced myself to George and briefly explained the interview procedures.
As I was setting up the equipment Nathan asked about a crossword puzzle in the
newspaper lying on the table and George told him, “It‟s a boring one.” I said that my wife
enjoyed crossword puzzles and mentioned that she also liked Soduku puzzles. Susan
replied, “Yup that‟s Alice. She likes this kind of stuff.” Susan then explained that her
husband, George, was at the star party but he only stayed for about ten minutes. I
remembered hearing his voice and I replied that I must have heard him on the recording
at one point. Susan said, “Oh, about Alice and teasing her with something…what was
that again?” Alice complained jokingly, “He was trying to destroy my Jupiter.” George
responded, “You have to admit, that was a good rocket ship.” Seeing the video clip I was
queuing up, Susan turned to George and said, “So you missed this part…he recruited that
Indian group and we were just sitting around talking. He had some questions, kind of to
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stimulate conversation. They hadn‟t been to a star party before…we had.” I explained
that there were six people with the Alexander family and, “It was basically the same as
yours.” Susan specified, “Kids a little younger.” “And then their cousins from India were
visiting,” I continued.
As I continued to search for the video segment I asked how Susan, Alice, and
Nathan how they had learned so many things about astronomy. Nathan began, “I don‟t
know. I‟ve always been interested in astronomy and part of it‟s been lots of star parties,
part of it‟s been reading. I think the star parties have contributed to most of the
knowledge that pertains to the star party like knowing this is up means this is
setting…and another important influence is probably the astronomy merit badge and Boy
Scouts which is because other than that the only constellation I would know would be
Orion.” Susan explained that Nathan also did astronomy for a science Olympiad
competition. Nathan disagreed. He explained that the Science Olympiad preparation was
very specific and focused and that he did not think it helped as much for star parties. I
turned to Alice. She explained, “I‟ve always been really interested in Greek mythology
and a lot of that is connected to the constellations „cause the Greeks had…some stories
for the constellations and so I learned about that too.” Susan then added jokingly, “And
she was dragged along to all these star parties under duress, and Mrs. J. would put her to
work. „Oh Alice, would you please man this telescope?‟ and Alice was complaining so
much.” “Oh, poor me,” Alice replied mockingly. Susan continued, “She enjoyed that
stuff so she had a lot of exposure to it I guess.” Susan added, “And because [Mrs. J.]
knew our family she‟d put them to work a lot of the time.” Mrs. J. apparently played an
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important role in helping the Jindal‟s pursue their interests in science. “It‟s nice to know a
person like Mrs. J.,” I replied. Susan agreed, “She‟s very good and, you know, pointed us
in the direction of a lot of good stuff. Science related stuff.”
I finally found the segment of video I wanted to show. At the beginning of the
scene there was a segment where the camera was sitting on the table showing an
interesting pattern of diamonds shapes on the table top. George noticed the image and
exclaimed, “I love that…that is great.” Nathan agreed, “It‟s kinda surreal.” He continued,
“Well, if you extended it a little more out…if it was a little brighter you could definitely
create a very realistic image of an infinite weird surface.” I commented that I thought it
looked like a scanning tunneling microscope image. George agreed and Nathan thought
that because it was in black-and-white the effect was heightened. The whole exchange
struck me as being very funny. How often do people talk about surreal, infinite surfaces
and scanning tunneling microscope images? “Man, we are such geeks,” I mused out loud
as we all laughed. I thought that the Jindal‟s would appreciate it, so I carefully explained
the purpose of the video clips.
As the video was playing, I asked how many objects they looked at during the star
party. Nathan thought about it and replied, “Three or four. Some nights are longer, some
are shorter.” As we continued watching Susan heard someone on the video say, “Spike to
Spica,” and she replied, “Remember that one? [Mrs. J.] told us that one.” I asked Alice if
she ended up running a telescope and she replied, “Not the whole evening. I just pointed
it at a few things.” I also asked her if she remembered what she looked at. She
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remembered looking at the Moon, but did not remember the other ones. Susan asked her
how she decided what to look at. Alice explained that Mrs. J. told her what she thought
Alice would be interested in. Susan asked if Alice was using an automated telescope but
Alice said she had to find things manually. George joked, “She had to work,” and Susan
responded, “Mmm hmm. Mrs. J. never pays.” I asked Alice about some of her other
interests, including what she wanted to do when she grew up. Alice replied simply, “I
don‟t know.” Susan prompted her by saying, “What are some of your interests…current
interests?” Alice responded, “Music.” Susan prompted some more, “Mmm hmm. What
else?” “Um…math and science,” came Alice‟s reply.
Alice was not being very talkative, so I tried to ask her more about her interests to
see if I could engage her more. I asked what kind of music she was interested in and
Alice said, “I play flute.” Great! I thought, an opening. I told her that I had played flute
when I was younger and asked how long she had played. “Since fifth grade,” Alice
replied. Susan added, “And piccolo.” I continued to try and engage her. “Are the
fingerings similar?” I asked. Before Alice could respond Nathan interjected, “Oh, I‟m
sure they‟re very similar.” “The fingerings are the same,” came Alice‟s short reply. I
speculated that Alice‟s quietness was partially a response to Nathan‟s tendency to jump
in and take over conversations.
The next video clip I showed contained part of Alice and Nathan‟s conversation
with one of the T.O.‟s. He had told them that astronomy was a hobby, and that they
should go into software engineering to make money.
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Nathan:

One of the astronomers.

Susan:

Was telling you what?

Nathan:

Software engineering. You wanna make
money first.

Susan:

Before what? I missed the whole
conversation.

Nathan:

Before becoming an amateur astronomer.

Susan:

Oh, OK. So…saying don‟t go into…being
an amateur astronomer? Get a career first?

Nathan:

No…prof…um, well.

Susan:

Oh, don‟t be a professional astronomer. You
were running the telescope?”

I was interested in this particular exchange because it seemed like an unusual
conversation to have with one of the telescope facilitators. In addition, it conflicted with
Susan and Nathan‟s conversation from the pre-visit experienced family interview in
which Susan had expressed her wish for Nathan to continue to read science journals
rather than newspaper articles about popular culture, explaining that they would pay the
bills. I asked how the conversation started. Alice explained, “I guess we were just
introduced to him and then he started talking about that.” Susan replied, “I guess
astronomers don‟t make money.” The conversation seemed to generate some amusement
on the part of the Jindal‟s, but no one had anything in particular to add.
As I set up the next video clip Susan explained that although Nathan and Alice no
longer attend the elementary school where they star party was held, they pop in
occasionally and that she sees Mrs. J. around at various places and that they still know
some of the families with younger kids. I thought Mrs. J. had a good setup going. I said,
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“So she basically trains her future telescope operators and then brings them back.” Susan
replied, “I guess so. It‟s a great opportunity for the kids. She‟s very good at…giving
those kinds of things.”
Nathan and George then had a side conversation about their Boy Scout camping
experiences. Nathan said that just the day before he was out on a hike with his Boy Scout
troop. The weather was terrible, it was hailing, and when Susan said, “Well, they were
training, and it was a good experience.” Nathan replied, “No it wasn‟t, it was one of those
it‟s…it builds character.”
I then brought up to George that during the first interview it came up that their
family liked to travel a lot. George replied, “Nah, not anymore.” I was not sure what to
say. Susan followed with, “Well…so, travel to India?” George replied, “Well, I go every
other year to India, so it‟s not a…that‟s not a lot.” Then I asked if they traveled as a
family, to go on vacations. Nathan confirmed and Alice replied, “Oh yeah.” George said,
“A couple trips a year maybe.” He then seemed to acknowledge that he just had a
different definition of a lot and said, “I don‟t know that it‟s a lot. We do travel some.”
Susan followed, “We‟d like to do more, but schedules are…a little busy.” She explained
that they went to California over Christmas and they were going to go somewhere the
coming summer. Susan then noticed Nathan fidgeting with one of something on the table,
and took it away, explaining, “He‟s gonna have weird sounds on his…” Nathan replied,
“Why don‟t you trust me?” and Susan said to him, “Focus on the task at hand.”
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I asked the Jindals if there was anything else they could tell me about what they
remember happening at the star party, of if there was anything else they wanted to point
out, or that they remembered happening frequently at star parties. Nathan replied, “I
always try to see everything that‟s there and try everything that‟s there.” He also said, “I
never go knowing what I‟m gonna…what‟s there.” He explained, “Those two kind of
related ideas…are important.” Susan asked Nathan, “So you don‟t really read up and say,
oh I know this could be in the sky tonight?” to which Nathan replied, “No.” and Susan
continued, “You‟re just kinda like, surprise me.” Nathan replied, “Yeah.” Susan
explained that there aren‟t always activities or prizes at the star parties like at the last one.
She said, “It‟s just always every time very interesting to talk to the astronomers that are
running the telescopes…because they always have something very interesting to say.”
We continued to watch video clips. A discussion about one of the objects Nathan
had looked at prompted Susan to explain, “That‟s something I learned from star parties. I
never knew about this whole, however you say his name, Messier system.” She explained
that they got a poster with all of the Messier objects on it. Susan then said, “You really
meet…real astronomers. People who are over at the university really working on the stuff
and it‟s interesting to talk to „em.” I asked what the facilitators talk about, and what they
liked to hear about from the T.O.‟s. Nathan replied, “I guess background information.
The only other thing I was gonna add is why it looks like this, like, if it‟s this big
billowing nebula…what caused it to be there and why is it this color?” He then explained,
“The Orion nebula looks blue due to the reflection from the stars around it.” Alice spoke
up, “I like hearing about the stories that people have come up with to try to explain the
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constellations.” Nathan responded to this statement as if it were something he felt
strongly about. He expressed his opinion that many of the constellations don‟t really look
like the objects they represent. He explained, “Honestly I‟m not sure what was going on
in their heads at that time. Some of them look good, like Scorpio. Scorpio looks honestly
like the curved tail of the scorpion…none of the others do…at all.” Alice disagreed and
provided a counter-example, “Cassiopeia really does look like a crown…‟cause it has
those points.” Nathan countered, “But that‟s not the first thing you think of is it?” Alice
either did not have a response or decided she was ready to change the subject. She
responded, “Well…Mom just thinks of a W, but that‟s because W is her favorite letter.”
Nathan continued his argument anyway, “But the Greeks had a letter that looked like that
called the sigma. Why didn‟t they just say it was the sigma?”
I could see what Nathan was saying, but I thought his feelings seemed strong for a
rather insignificant point. I also did not want Alice to think I was taking Nathan‟s side
and that my silence implied agreement. I suggested that although a letter might be a more
obvious or literal interpretation of the shape, it was difficult to tell a story about a letter.
Susan agreed and said, “Yeah, you want to make it interesting.” Susan then described a
conversation about constellations she had at the star party, “ „Cause I think one of the
conversations I had with [Mrs. J.] was like…the Greeks had their stories about the
constellations but what other cultures had their own personal stories about the
constellations and how are they different…and we know the Native Americans have
some stories about how the stars came out and thing like that and I assume the Indian
culture possibly has their own stories.” Nathan thought aloud, “Europe and Asia in some
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sense had contact for like…from some point onward much earlier than …America and
Europe. I‟m sure they were similar.” Alice interjected, “I heard there‟s some…AfricanAmerican spirituals based on constellations…and I think there were some Romans too.”
Nathan replied, “The drinking gourd? Well, the Romans borrowed the Greek
constellations I‟m sure.” “They just gave it different names,” Alice replied. Susan
finished her earlier thought, “So it would be interesting to find out…all these different
cultures and see what their constellation stories are and where they‟re similar and where
they‟re different…try to understand why that might be.”
Susan then referred back to my earlier question, “I know one…you were asking
about what we learn from astronomers, or what was interesting. I think it was, maybe
[Mr. G] that had a Galileo telescope right next to his other telescope….and it was…both
focused on what, the Moon? So it might‟ve been the Moon, but you could look in both
and compare…and just imagine how could, you know, the astronomers at the time using
that Galileo telescope, how did they really figure everything out with such a poor picture
and so little information?” Nathan responded, “Well, it wasn‟t the poor picture that
bothered me so much when I looked through it as much as the narrow field of view…you
couldn‟t see all of the Moon at one time. If you were drawing something like that, that
would be aggravating kind of.” I asked if they had all had a chance to look through the
Galileo telescope and George replied, “No,” but Susan reminded him that they had seen
them there before and George replied, “Oh, yes, yes, sure, sure.” Susan explained that
Mr. G had set up a Galileo telescope before. Susan also remembered talking about laser
pointers for a while at the star party.
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The next video clip showed a scene where Nathan and Alice were trying to
negotiate the use of one of the telescopes because both wanted to point at different
objects. Susan commented, “So you guys were fighting over telescope control?” Alice
simply responded, “Yup.” I asked how they decided where to look. Susan explained that
in the past Mrs. J. had provided software called Starry Night on a laptop which would
help find objects in the sky.
Now that the main portion of the interview was complete, George spoke up and
asked quite a few questions about my research and about people in my department,
probing me about the steps I would take to analyze my data and who I worked with.
“What do you do with the…interview? You have a bunch of raw data, the interviews and
the videos, at some point you distill them into your, your dissertation. What happens in
between?” asked George. “Spoken like a professor,” replied Nathan. I explained some of
the steps in between, eventually admitting that I was not exactly sure what the analysis
process would look like. George asked me what department I was in, and eventually we
realized that he and Susan knew several faculty members in my department, including
one who is a member of my dissertation committee. George seemed pleased that he had
figured it out, “See? I knew it,” he said. We finished up our conversation with George
recommending that I bring donuts or bagels to my dissertation defense to keep the
committee members chewing so they can‟t ask questions. “It‟s a practical concern,” he
explained.
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4.3 Jindal Family: Findings for Research Question 1
The first research question in this study asked: Why do families attend observing
events and what are their expectations? Data related to this research question came
primarily from the pre-visit experienced-family interview and the pre-visit selfadministered conversational interview when the participants discussed the upcoming star
party. Interestingly, additional information about expectations was gathered from later
discussions as well, although these post-visit and follow-up discussions were designed for
the purpose of allowing participants to reflect on their experiences, information regarding
expectations was gathered as participants compared their actual experiences to their
expectations. In order to answer this question I analyzed the data using a direct approach,
searching the case description for explicit statements where the families discussed their
expectations. For the experienced families, questions related to expectations often
resulted in descriptions of prior star party experiences. Since previous observing
experiences influenced the expectations of both experienced families, I included these
statements in the analysis for research question 1. The Jindal‟s expectations fell into six
broad categories: Interacting with Experts, Viewing the Sky, Tools for Observing, Family
Experiences, Practical, and Contextual Experiences.
Interacting with Experts
One of the expectations mentioned by the Jindal family was that they would
spend time interacting with knowledgeable experts. For the Jindal‟s, these interactions
were expected to take place in the form of conversations with the T.O.‟s to get
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information about astronomical objects and other astronomy-related topics. Susan first
talked about this expectation during the pre-visit interview. She explained, “[I] would
always learn something new every time [I went to a star party]…so that was always
fascinating…I never knew about space junk until a couple of years ago.” In addition,
Susan described how T.O.‟s would bring their own telescopes and, “Explain a little bit of
the physics or the optics behind how their telescope works.” Later she added, “Every time
I would go I would learn something fascinating…some of [the telescope operators]
were…associated with the university so this is part of their job, their research.” Nathan
shared this expectation, briefly explaining that the T.O.‟s might provide information
(such as the distance from the Earth) about the object they view through the telescope.
Susan summarized by explaining that not only do you get to look through telescopes but,
“There‟s people who are knowledgeable about it.”
Susan again brought this up during the pre-visit self-administered conversation.
She explained that she enjoyed, “Talking to the people that man the telescopes because
they always have interesting information.” She also repeated this during the follow-up
conversation, telling me, “You really meet…real astronomers. People who are over at the
University really working on the stuff and it‟s interesting to talk to „em.” I heard similar
responses from Nathan and Alice during this interview as well. Nathan said that the
T.O.‟s often share “background information…why [the object in the telescope] looks like
this…what caused it to be there.” Alice added, “I like hearing about the stories that
people have come up with to try to explain the constellations.”
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Viewing the Sky
The second category of expectations related to viewing astronomical objects, both
through telescopes and with the naked eye. For Nathan and Susan, their sky viewing
expectations were very general. During the pre-visit interview Nathan explained, “It was
interesting to see all these constellations that I‟ve heard about but never really saw
before, so at the parties…they would point those out.” Susan described how one of the
facilitators taught them to find objects in the sky, “She would arc to Arcturus…tell us
some keys, like how to find different constellations.” Nathan also said that it was a
common occurrence to see satellites moving overhead and he described using the
telescope to watch planes flying by. During the pre-visit self-administered conversation,
Nathan and Susan both specifically mentioned the experience of looking at objects
through telescopes, though in both cases there was no specific object attached to the
expectation. Finally, during the pre-visit self-administered conversation Nathan explained
that it was his goal to see “everything…whatever is in the scopes.” One exception to the
general viewing expectations came from Alice during the pre-visit self-administered
conversation. She specifically mentioned an interest in looking at the planet Jupiter.
Tools for Observing
The third category of expectations related to observing tools used at star parties.
These tools came in two forms: the physical observing equipment, such as telescopes,
and manpower supplied by T.O.‟s. Two pieces of equipment mentioned by the Jindals
were telescopes and green laser pointers. During the pre-visit interview, Susan said that
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the T.O.‟s “might bring their own telescopes…something different than what we‟ve
already seen.” She described some of the telescopes, including one that would
automatically find and move to an object, and another that had a computer to tell the
operator where to move the telescope to find the object. Susan also explained, “Many
people don‟t have telescopes…and then these are even better telescopes than your typical
backyard thing on a tripod,” adding, “You don‟t get a chance to see these type of
telescopes.” Nathan also described a green laser pointer that facilitators could use to point
out objects in the sky, “And they usually use those green lasers.” Susan agreed and
explained how Mrs. J. taught them to find objects in the sky, “Yeah, they use the lasers
and then…she would arc to Arcturus.”
In addition to these physical tools, the Jindal‟s expected that the T.O.‟s would
operate the telescopes and find objects in the sky to observe. Although this still requires
T.O.‟s to act as knowledgeable experts, it is fundamentally different in that it implies no
interactions with the visitors. These practical, operational expectations were often
mentioned separately from comments about receiving information from, or interacting
with, the T.O.‟s. In the pre-visit experienced-family interview Nathan explained, “They
find stuff [in the telescope],” and added that as objects drift in the eyepiece, the T.O.
needs to adjust the telescope to keep the object in view. Susan agreed and added,
“The…telescope operators will say, oh, I have this over here, and so then people run over
and see that.”
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Family Experiences
For Susan, several of her expectations related to her family‟s experiences. One
thing Susan mentioned was that there would be opportunities for her children to explore
their interests. Nathan, she explained, needed to figure out what to pursue in college, and
she hoped this might help. Susan described how Mrs. J. knew that their family was
interested in science and had invited them to attend. “[Nathan] was having an interest in
astronomy, so it was good timing,” she told me. She also expressed appreciation that
Alice and Nathan had become more deeply involved in the star parties at their school,
describing how they had both learned to run telescopes, adding, “That was pretty
interesting for them.” Susan explained that star parties had given Alice a chance to use
some nice telescopes and to try to find things for herself in the sky. Finally, and more
generally, Susan said, “For somebody with young kids, [star parties are] just a great way
to get them excited about science.”
Practical
During the pre-visit interview Susan described two characteristics of star parties
that were grouped into the practical category: price and location. She specifically
mentioned that one of the reasons she would recommend that families attend star parties
is that many events are close by, and that the events are free.
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Contextual Experiences
Finally, the Jindal‟s mentioned several expectations that were event-specific.
Nathan and Susan both agreed that experiences at star parties were dependent on factors
such as weather, the number of telescopes that were available, and the number of visitors
that showed up. If there were clouds, fewer telescopes, and more visitors, they would
expect to see fewer objects, or to look in the eyepiece for a shorter amount of time. In
addition, Nathan expressed his expectation that each star party experience would be
unique. “It‟s different each time…I never go knowing…what‟s there,” he said, explaining
that there were always different objects to see at different times of the year and that new
objects (such as comets) might become visible. Susan, Nathan, and Alice also described
various additional activities that were unique to the star parties hosted by Mrs. J. Susan
mentioned hands-on exhibits and raffle drawings. Nathan recalled hands-on activities as
well as presentations. Finally, during the pre-visit self-administered conversation Alice
said that she wanted to go in the inflatable planetarium she knew would be inside in the
gymnasium with the other activities.

4.4 Jindal Family: Findings for Research Question 2
The second research question was: What are participants‟ actual experiences and
how do they compare with their expectations? These data were compiled from the star
party observation videos and the post-visit data sources (post-visit conversational
interview, reflection video, and follow-up stimulated recall interview). Again, a direct
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analysis approach was taken. Observations of family activities during the star party as
well as explicit statements from the participants were used to answer this research
question. In order to compare the Jindal‟s experiences with their expectations, I first
reviewed the data for experiences that fit into the categories of expectations in the
previous section. Next, I reviewed the data for differences and created new categories as
necessary. Examination of the Jindal family‟s data revealed that their star party
experiences closely matched their expectations. In general, their star party experiences fit
into the same categories as their expectations; however, there were several experiences
within each category that were not explicitly mentioned by the Jindal‟s when they
described their expectations.
Interacting with Experts
As they expected, the members of the Jindal family spent a significant amount of
talking with the T.O.‟s. Many of the conversations revolved around astronomy-related
content. Mrs. J. began the evening by leading a group of visitors, including Susan and
Alice, on a tour of the sky, pointing out and providing information about constellations,
stars, and other objects such as the Orion Nebula. Mrs. J., the organizer of the event, went
back and forth between pointing out objects in the sky with her green laser pointer and
explaining their significance, “It‟s the Orion Nebula which is a nebulosity where stars are
being made.” These explanations sometimes came from other visitors as well. After Mrs.
J. pointed out the constellation Orion, she handed her laser pointer to one of the
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Alexander families guests, Paresh, who proceeded to tell Susan, Alice, and Mrs. J. stories
about the constellation that he had learned growing up in India.
The Jindal‟s themselves spent time identifying and explaining objects to other
visitors, and not just getting this information from the T.O.‟s. As soon as the pre-visit
conversational interview began Susan and Nathan began pointing out and naming objects
in the sky for the Alexander family. Even Alice, who initially seemed less than
enthusiastic about attending, was pointing out constellations as she walked with Susan
and Nathan towards the telescopes after the pre-visit conversation was finished. When
Susan‟s husband, George, arrived at the star party, he immediately asked what Susan was
looking at in the telescope. “Go look,” she told him. “Dad, it‟s in Canus Major, big dog,”
Alice explained as he headed to the telescope to observe. As George looked in the
telescope, he commented, “I see a bunch of stars, but I‟m not sure.” The T.O. identified
the object as an open cluster and explained using the following analogy, “They‟re all the
same distance from Earth…It‟s sort of the kindergarten of stars.”
Conversations with the T.O.‟s sometimes ventured beyond information about
astronomical objects. On several occasions, T.O.‟s engaged Alice and Nathan in
conversations about their future plans. This first occurred while Alice was operating one
of the telescopes. Mrs. J. told several of the other visitors that they should go see the
Moon, adding that Alice was going to be an astronomer some day. When one of the other
T.O.‟s overheard this, he turned to Alice and told her that instead of Astronomy, she
should go into software engineering. The T.O. repeated his comment when Nathan
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walked up. “Astronomy is a hobby…you want to make money first…to buy a telescope,”
he explained. Later, Mrs. J. made another comment about Alice pursuing astronomy
when she introduced Alice to Dr. F. who was facilitating one of the other telescopes. “If
Alice stays at [the university], you will have her [in your astronomy class] someday.” Dr.
F. explained that he only taught astronomy for non-majors, “Unless you want to be a
scientist, then you won‟t be in my class,” Dr. F. replied. “Oh, she‟s gonna be…I predict
she will be [a scientist],” Mrs. J. told Dr. F. When Dr. F. said that she would be in a
different class in that case, Susan suggested that Alice could be a teaching assistant for
him. “Yeah, now there you go!” Mrs. J. said supportively.
Viewing the Sky
Much of the evening was spent observing the sky. As they expected, the Jindals
observed constellations, planets, and other celestial objects. The planets Jupiter and
Saturn were visible on the evening of the star party and were primary targets for
observing; as was the Moon, which washed out many of the other objects. In addition, the
Jindals observed several constellations, the Orion Nebula, the Pleiades, and the Beehive
Cluster. Finally, the Jindal‟s observed a satellite and the International Space Station as it
passed overhead just as Nathan had described occurring at previous star parties.
Tools for Observing
Another group of experiences that matched the Jindal‟s expectations were the
tools for observing. T.O.‟s provided telescopes and several of the facilitators used green
laser pointers to point out objects in the sky. Prior to the star party Nathan and Alice had
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described several telescopes they had used previously and, over the course of the
evening, Nathan and Alice both operated these familiar telescopes provided by Mrs. J.
Although the Jindal‟s mentioned that the T.O.‟s sometimes brought new equipment that
they hadn‟t seen before, all of the telescopes at this star party were familiar, including a
relatively unique set of telescopes set up to demonstrate the differences between the
telescopes used by Galileo and modern equipment. During the follow-up interview Susan
and George specifically mentioned using this Galileo telescope at previous star parties.
In addition to the observing equipment, the T.O.‟s provided the basic functions of
choosing objects as well as pointing and adjusting the telescopes for visitors. As I
mentioned above, Nathan and Alice both performed these functions themselves at various
points during the star party. Interestingly, both of them performed these functional roles
while they ran the telescopes more than they provided visitors with information about the
objects being observed, even though they both described this as one of the roles of the
T.O.‟s
Practical
The Jindal family has had significant experience with Mrs. J.s star parties, so it
was no surprise that they were, as expected, free, and close by. The school at which the
star party was held was where Nathan and Alice attended elementary school, and was less
than two miles from the Jindal‟s home.
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Contextual Experiences
The final category includes all of the other, event-specific activities that the
Jindals‟ participated in during the star party. Again, the family had attended many events
hosted by Mrs. J. so they had a good idea of what to expect. Although there were no talks
by local scientists, there were activities set up inside the school in the gymnasium.
Nathan visited a booth where he viewed 3D images of Mars, and attended a planetarium
show inside a portable planetarium that was set up for visitors. Alice spent her time at
activity stations where she used modeling clay and cans filled with coins to learn about
the size of planets in the solar system. Alice also participated in a raffle and won an
astronomy book that she had signed by the author who was one of the T.O.‟s at the star
party.
Facilitating
One noticeable difference between the Jindal‟s expectations and experiences was
their role as facilitators. As I mentioned previously, the Jindal‟s not only interacted with
the T.O.‟s as visitors, they also acted as facilitators themselves. Nathan was attending the
star party at the invitation of Mrs. J. to facilitate one of the telescopes, and Alice ended up
operating a telescope herself and facilitating lunar viewing for other visitors. Also, during
the pre-visit, paired-family conversation, Susan, Nathan, and Alice acted more informally
as facilitators by pointing out objects in the sky for the Alexander family, providing
information about various objects, and answering questions that they raised during the
post-visit, paired-family interview.
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4.5 The Case of the Alexander Family
The Alexander family was recruited on-site at the first star party which took place
in the spring of 2009. After I had finished preparing my data collection equipment, I
waited near the telescopes to find an on-site family. I was looking for a family consisting
of at least one parent and one child, however, I also hoped to find a family that had less
experience with star parties than the Jindals. Before the Alexander family arrived, most
of the visitors were people that Mrs. J. knew and that had been to her star parties before.
When I saw the Alexander family walking towards the telescopes from the parking lot, I
asked Mrs. J. if she recognized them. She told me she did not know who they were so I
decided to approached them and invite them to participate in my research. Max
Alexander listened politely while I explained my study as the rest of his family looked in
the nearby telescope. After they agreed to participate, I led them up to the table where
they completed their consent and assent forms. On the night of the star party, there were
six people in their group. Max and Satya were the parents of daughter, Priya (11) and
son, Bob (9). Also with them were Satya‟s cousin, Hita, and her husband Paresh. Hita and
Paresh were visiting from India and, as I found out during the interview, were staying
with Max and Satya for about a month.
Alexander Family: Pre-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
I began by explaining the procedures for the evening to both of the families. “So
basically what we‟re doing here is Dora the Explorer,” Bob said after I had finished. “Is
what?” asked Susan Jindal. “Dora, the Explorer,” said Max. He laughed as he explained
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that the way I had carefully explained the instructions, numbering each step, sounded like
a children‟s TV show. Bob grabbed the first conversation card from the bowl and read it
out loud to the group. “For kids: I take my Mom/Dad to star parties because,” he read.
“They‟re responsible, and if I don‟t, I could be caught by a weird guy that broke from jail
or a bad guy or could get completely lost,” he continued. Max tried to get him to think
seriously about the question, “You take your parents to these why? Why would you take
US to this?” he asked. Nathan joined Bob and started giving silly answers as well. Susan
tried to help, “But why a star party as opposed to…,” she started to say.
As Bob and Alice continued to joke around, Nathan thought about it and gave the
first serious answer. Alice went next. Once they had finished Susan prompted Bob and
Priya, “And you guys over there?” she asked. “I like seeing all the different stuff…it‟s
fun to see all the stars and planets,” Priya answered. “I agree with her,” Bob said without
adding anything else. Satya took another question from the cauldron and read it for the
group, “Talk about the first time you looked through a telescope.” Satya could not
remember her first time, but Max did. “I actually…I bought myself a telescope when I
was a kid with my own money,” he explained. I even…it‟s still at the house somewhere.
Do you remember that thing?” he asked Satya. “Yes,” said Satya. “I‟ve had that since I
was probably, I don‟t even know, eight or nine. It was awful!” Max continued. “So it‟s
been a hobby for a while?” asked Susan. “Yeah. It was an awful telescope,” Max told her,
“I mean, you could…you‟d look at the Moon and it was basically…” “Looking at the
Moon.” Satya finished. Max laughed, “Yeah, you‟re basically looking at the Moon
again.” “I always dreamt of having a really nice telescope,” Max said thoughtfully. “I just
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didn‟t really…they‟ve come down in price so much. I was talking to that fellow and he
has that big [telescope]. I thought it was going to be $8000, $10,000, but it was $3000.
Still expensive, but…” “Not that expensive,” added Nathan. “No, not that bad,” agreed
Max. “I broke mine,” said Bob. “You broke yours?” asked Max, puzzled. “Oh, you did
have one,” he remembered, “That‟s right.” “My north, south, east, and west thing popped
out,” explained Bob. “Do you remember what you saw when you looked through it when
you had it?” Susan asked. “I never got to see anything,” replied Bob. “We saw people‟s
houses,” Satya told her. “Yes, I saw people‟s houses,” agreed Bob. “Yeah, that‟s fun,”
said Nathan who then relayed his story about using a telescope to watch a big-screen TV
in a house nearby.
Max asked Satya‟s cousin Hita and her husband Paresh and about the first time
they looked through a telescope. “In school,” Hita replied. “Yeah, in school,” Paresh
agreed. “How old?” Max asked. “Maybe eight years,” Hita said. “I must‟ve done it in
school,” said Susan. “Yeah, I think we did…Earth science. Earth science class,” said
Max. Paresh motioned toward the telescopes, “The thing is, these are very…strong
telescopes, the magnifying capacity is very high with these telescopes.” He explained that
the telescopes they used when he was in school were very small. “My first time was
probably at [the telescope store],” Priya said. “That‟s a nice [telescope] they have there
too,” added Max, “It‟s huge. You have to walk up steps.” There was a short pause in the
conversation. “Next question?” Max suggested. Paresh grabbed the next card. “What do
you hope you will do at this star party,” he read. “I hope I walk on Mars,” said Bob. “At
this star party, tonight?” Susan asked. “Why are you here at this party, is the question,”
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clarified Satya. “Sweetie,” Max said to Bob, “What do you hope to do here? So think
about it.” Priya answered next, “I want to see planets and stars and the Moon. I like the
craters on it. So it‟s fun to see.” “I always have the same thing,” Max told the group, “I
always want to see Saturn…always.” “I like looking at Saturn,” agreed Susan. “I just
want to see Saturn,” continued Max, “I mean, I like to see the other ones, but…” “I like
seeing Jupiter,” Alice said. Priya agreed, “I do too. Jupiter‟s cool.” “Saturn is going to be
around,” Nathan told Max, “It‟s right there,” said Nathan, pointing to an object in the sky.
“It‟s in several of the telescopes.” “Yeah, and I missed it,” Max said, sounding pained,
“Because he pulled us away…so I‟m the one that didn‟t get…I think they all got to look.”
“It‟ll still be there,” Nathan assured him. “I saw two moons on it,” Satya told Max. Max
laughed. “I will look. I‟m going to go look,” he said.
Bob spoke again, “I changed my mind about the Mars thing,” he said, “I think I
actually want to see Mars, at least.” “It may or may not be up,” Nathan told him, “I don‟t
think it is, actually.” “At least it‟s more realistic than walking on Mars,” Alice joked.
“It‟s not up?” asked Bob. “It might be, it might not be,” Priya said, repeating Nathan‟s
comment. “There‟s and in-line,” said Bob, “So it may be up.” I guessed that Bob was
referring to a conjunction, although I was not aware of such an event. “What did you
guys want to see? Or what were you hoping for?” Max asked Hita and Paresh. “I want to
learn more about new planets they are discovering,” Hita said, “Because many times we
have visited planetariums and so I want to learn more in that way.” “There is a huge
planetarium in Mumbai,” Paresh explained. “We have one down at the [university],” Max
said. “Is Mumbai where you‟re from?” Susan asked. “Yeah, near Mumbai,” Paresh told
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her. “My husband‟s sister lives there,” Susan told him, “My husband‟s from India
originally and his sister‟s there now.” “Are you just visiting now?” Susan asked. “Yeah.
We‟ll be here till the mid of May,” Hita told her. “It‟s a nice time to visit,” Susan said.
“Arizona, I guess is known, as Max said, Arizona is known for this kind of panoramic
view,” said Paresh. “Yeah, the view and then being able to see the…you know, with
telescopes,” Max added.
Max grabbed the next question, “Talk about the last star party you went to.” As
Alice and Nathan were talking about their last star party Bob whispered to his dad, “Have
I been to a star party?” “I don‟t know,” Max told him, “Was that a star party?” “No,” said
Bob, “It was a planetarium.” Susan remembered that the Alexanders said they hadn‟t
been to a star party before. “We haven‟t…[the telescope store is] about the closest we‟ve
gotten, so this is a first for us,” Max explained. “That was a quick question,” said Max,
“Next question?” “Finish the sentence: At star parties I like to…” Nathan read. “This one
will be short too,” he added. “See Jupiter,” Satya said right away. “See Jupiter and
Saturn,” said Priya. “You said see Saturn?” Nathan asked Max. “Yeah, Saturn,” Max
confirmed. “See Mars,” said Bob, “And maybe see a Martian in it.” “See whatever I can
see,” Nathan said. “Whatever we cannot see ourselves,” said Hita to laughs from the rest
of the group.
Alice read the next question, “Who in your family likes to go to star parties the
most?” “I don‟t know,” said Max thoughtfully. “Not really anybody,” said Priya,
“Because we all like that stuff.” “We‟ve never really been, but we‟ve talked about it a
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lot,” said Max. “Probably you are the one that pushes it the most though,” he said to
Satya. “Yeah, I guess it‟d be me,” Satya agreed. “I‟ve never been to a star party,” Bob
said, “So I have hardly experienced it. And anyways, they‟re the ones who know.”
“True,” said Max. “Another question, or should we go look?” Max asked the group.
“Does he want us to…well, he didn‟t say we had to answer all of them,” he continued.
“Let‟s go look,” Satya told him. Everyone agreed that they wanted to get to the star party
as soon as possible so they got up and walked toward the telescopes.
Alexander Family: Star Party Observation
As the families headed toward the telescopes Bob Alexander asked if they could
go inside because he was getting cold. After the sun went down, the temperature had
dropped dramatically. I was glad I had brought a light jacket, but it almost was not
enough. Other people hadn‟t brought anything. “It‟s too cold,” Bob complained, “I‟m
starting to catch a cold. My hand is shaking.” When they reached the telescopes one of
the T.O.‟s was using a green laser to point out objects in the sky. “Are you watching his
laser?” Max asked his kids. “I want one of those,” Priya whispered. Priya noticed that
Bob was still carrying his drink from the pre-visit discussion. “Bob, you shouldn‟t be
drinking that around…” she started to say. “Sweetie, that you shouldn‟t have brought
with you,” Max told him. “Mom told me…Mom said…,” Bob started to say. “I didn‟t tell
you to take it with you,” said Satya. “No, go take it and put it back,” Max said.
Bob ran back to the table where they had been sitting for the interview and
dropped off his drink. In the mean-time, Max had made it to one of the telescopes to view
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Saturn. “Now, do you use those glasses for driving?” the T.O. asked. “Just driving,” Max
told him. “If so, you might want to leave them on,” the T.O. said. He explained that he
had gotten a special eyepiece so people with glasses would not have to take them off to
view. “I paid extra for this eyepiece because it projects out just a little bit,” explained the
T.O. “Is [the image] sharp?” the T.O. asked Max. “Yup,” Max replied as he got his first
view of Saturn. “Good,” the T.O. said, “Then you don‟t have to refocus.” I could hear
Bob breathing heavily as he ran back to the telescopes. “So the two dots right below are
the moons?” Max asked. “Are two of the moons,” confirmed the T.O. “There‟s one that‟s
way far down… right at the edge of the edge of the field, like right on the ground in the
eyepiece there. That‟s a third moon,” the T.O. explained. “Way down…yeah, way down,
kind of center…off center?” Max asked as he scanned the view. “It doesn‟t even look
real,” Max said. “It is real,” said the T.O. “I know. I mean, it just…it kind of looks like a
little…cut out.” “Like something from Star Trek,” Priya said. “I love it,” Max said to the
T.O. “It looks like something from Star Trek,” Priya repeated to make sure Max heard
her. “Doesn‟t it a little?” Max agreed. “Yeah,” Priya replied. “Like from the old Star
Trek,” he qualified. Max offered to let Priya look through the telescope. “I saw it
already,” she told him. “No, I think it looks like…a punier version of something from
STNG,” Priya continued. “A punier, smaller version of Star Trek: The Next Generation,”
she concluded.
Priya and Max walked over to another telescope and Priya leaned down to look
into the eyepiece. “Is it even on?” she asked as she leaned over. “It‟s Saturn,” Bob told
her. “Ohh, there was a little thingy shooting across the sky!” Priya exclaimed. “I saw
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something shoot across the sky and it wasn‟t a plane,” she told the T.O. “Oh really?” he
asked excitedly. “It was a plane?” asked Max. “No, it wasn‟t,” she said. “A meteorite…I
mean a shooting star? Shooting star? Really?” Max asked enthusiastically. “Mmm hmm,”
Priya replied. Just then, Mrs. J. pointed up in the sky with her green laser pointer. I could
hear her showing Nathan something in the constellation Orion. “Look at that!” said Max.
“Those are awesome!” said Bob breathlessly. “See that pointer, Bob?” Max laughed,
knowing Bob would find it exciting. “Where do you get them?” Bob asked Mrs. J.
“Where do you get those?” he repeated. “I would never tell you,” she said. “The
internet,” said Nathan sarcastically. “What is it? So what are we looking at here?” Max
asked Nathan who was running the telescope. Nathan finally found what he had been
looking for in the telescope. “I think he‟s at M42,” said Mrs. J. “The Orion Nebula,”
confirmed Nathan. “It‟s the Orion Nebula,” Mrs. J. explained, “Which is a nebulosity
where stars are being made.” “And it‟s right…in here,” she said as she pointed to it in the
sky using her green laser. “There are these few bright stars in the middle,” said Nathan as
people stepped up to the telescope to observe. “That‟s the triangulum,” explained Mrs. J.
“Where do you get those things?” Bob asked again, more seriously. “Go look. Look!”
Max encouraged Bob who had been paying more attention to the laser than the telescope.
“It‟s a nebula where stars are forming,” Max said to Bob, repeating what Mrs. J. had just
told them. After Bob, Priya took another look. “Sooo pretty,” she said, “So neat.”
Mrs. J. began to give the group gathered nearby a tour of the constellation Orion.
“And you guys,” she began, “This is Orion the Hunter. This star up here is called
Betelgeuse. You‟ve heard of Beetle-juice or Betelgeuse…listen to how big it is. Put your
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hands up. Everybody, put your hand up. This is the Sun.” “So what‟s the first planet
around it?” she continued. “Mercury,” said Priya and Bob quietly. Nathan had also
answered and Mrs. J. stopped him. “Uhh!” she exclaimed. “Be quiet, you‟re too old.” She
chided. “Anybody but…no…,” she joked. Bob shouted his answer out this time,
“Mercury!” “OK! Mercury,” encouraged Mrs. J. “Then, so what‟s the next one?”
“Venus,” Bob said quickly. “C‟mon, Venus, what‟s next?” “Earth,” came Bob‟s quick
reply. “Earth, and then what?” prompted Mrs. J. “Mars,” said Bob. “Mars,” confirmed
Mrs. J., “And then?” “Jupiter,” continued Bob. “Jupiter,” repeated Mrs. J. “Saturn,” said
Bob, who was on a roll. “Oh, wait! Jupiter,” said Mrs. J. “Jupiter‟s got a huge orbit,
doesn‟t it?” she asked, “Jupiter‟s big, but the orbit of Jupiter…that star is Betelgeuse, is
as big as Jupiter‟s orbit,” said Mrs. J. with a sense of awe. “Wow,” said Max, “That‟s
massive.” “Not Jupiter,” Mrs. J. repeated slowly, “The orbit!” “Do you see that Bob?”
Max asked, “That star, right there.” “It‟s a super red giant,” added Mrs. J. “It‟s a super
red giant,” Max repeated. “Can you see how it‟s kinda yellow?” asked Mrs. J. “Yeah,”
replied Max and Priya. “That‟s it,” said Mrs. J., making sure everyone was on the same
page. “This is the brightest star in the sky, Sirius,” said Mrs. J., continuing her tour of the
sky. “This little constellation over here is Canus Major,” explained Mrs. J. She referred
back to Orion, “He‟s the hunter…but this is his dog.” “We have different stories about
it,” Paresh told Mrs. J. “Oh good, tell me your stories,” said Mrs. J.
“Somebody‟s…killing the deer with the arrow,” said Paresh. “Oh, that must be
somewhere over here,” suggested Mrs. J. “Somewhere over here, he‟s killing…,” she
explained to the other bystanders. “Those three stars…one, two, three…there…left, left,
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left,” Paresh said as he tried to explain where to point. “Here, you show me,” Mrs. J. said,
and handed him the green laser and showed him how to use it. “These three…one, two,
three…that is the arrow they say…which is being sent by…I don‟t remember,” said
Paresh, “I learned the story…” “Yeah, that‟s fun though…,” said Mrs. J. “They are
hunting, they are hunting the deer…,” Paresh said as he tried to remember. “The shapes
do signify something,” added Hita. “Yeah,” agreed Paresh. “Yeah, and all the stories just
are…it‟s perfect,” said Mrs. J. “Do the Native Americans have their own stories?” asked
Susan Jindal who was listening nearby. “You know what? That is a good question,” Mrs.
J. told her, “Does anybody know that? Do you know that Alice?” “No,” Alice replied.
“They must have their own stories,” Mrs. J. continued. “I would think they would,”
reasoned Susan. “I‟m going to have to go ask [one of the other facilitators] that, because
she knows all the Greek mythology.”
Mrs. J. saw a shooting star which drew her attention back to the sky. “There‟s the
dipper,” she said, “So if the dipper is here, then this…arcs to Arcturus and…Spica‟s
down here.” “Spikes to Spica!” said Alice excitedly. “Where does she get that thing?”
Bob wondered aloud again as he watched Mrs. J. use her green laser. “Leo is up here
tonight,” noticed Mrs. J., “Anybody have an August birthday?” “Oh, I do!” exclaimed
Bob. “Do you? Well, you‟re out here tonight, hang on,” Mrs. J. told him. She tried to find
the stars of the constellation Leo, but the Moon was making them difficult to see. She
continued to try and point it out to Bob, “I think you‟re somewhere…you‟re way too
close to the Moon. Oh no…you see these? I can‟t see very well tonight with Leo. Leo is
in the midst of the Moon, and because the Moon‟s so bright, you really can‟t see.” “Darn
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it, I can‟t see my own constellation,” lamented Bob. “But if you haven‟t seen the Orion
nebula here…or if you haven‟t seen the Moon,” Mrs. J. reminded the group that had
gathered for her talk. “Darn it, I forgot to look,” said Max who noticed that Alice had
moved the telescope to look at the Moon. “Have you found Saturn on this one?” Mrs. J.
asked Nathan. “I got to see Saturn, but I can‟t remember which one it is,” Bob told her.
“It‟s Saturn…you do too,” she told Bob “Saturn has those rings around it…and when you
look in the telescope at Saturn you‟re going to see the rings…and you‟re going to see
three moons.” “I saw them,” said Bob. As people shuffled around to let newcomers get to
the telescopes to view, Bob asked again about the laser pointer, “Where do you get that
thing?” “Hmm?” Mrs. J. asked him. “Where do you get that thing?” Bob repeated. “She‟s
not going to tell you,” Satya said. “I could tell you,” said Mrs. J., “But they wouldn‟t sell
it to you anyhow.” “Can I try it?” asked Bob, “Can I at least try it?” “You want to try it?”
said Mrs. J., “You know what? If you can find Orion, and the Big Dipper…do you know
where they are?” “Yeah,” said Bob. “Where are they? Point to them in the sky,” Mrs. J.
replied. Bob looked around and extended his arm, “Oh…the dipper is right there…and
Orion is somewhere over here.” “And where‟s Saturn,” added Mrs. J. “Saturn?” replied
Bob. “What is Saturn anyhow?” Mrs. J. asked Bob. “Saturn is…I think it‟s
considered…,” said Bob. “Is it a star?” prompted Mrs. J., “What is Saturn?” “Um it‟s
a…planet,” said Bob. “Yeah! Big one with rings?” confirmed Mrs. J. “Yeah,” replied
Bob. “Come here,” Mrs. J. said to Bob, “I have to hold this with you, but you come on
and hold it.” She showed him which button to push and together they used it to point to
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the stars in the Big Dipper. “Good job,” she told him, “OK. Now where‟s Orion? We
gotta be careful „cause there‟s people and we don‟t want to hurt them.”
Mrs. J. guided Bob to find the constellation Orion, the star Betelgeuse that she
had talked about earlier, and the star Sirius. “Is that why J.K. Rowling names Sirius,
Sirius?” Priya asked her mom quietly. “Oh, look at that,” said Mrs. J. as she noticed
something moving in the sky. “Oh, a satellite!” said Max. “Well…Is it a satellite or an
airplane?” asked Mrs. J. as she watched it move through the sky. “You guys,” she said
loudly to the other visitors, “I think we see…that‟s got to be a satellite. You guys, we‟re
watching a satellite!” “Yeah, it‟s a satellite,” Max agreed. Mrs. J. announced it again,
“Anybody that wants to look up by Orion, we‟re watching a satellite go by!” “Now what
would happen if you shined your light on it?” Susan asked Mrs. J. “Do it, do it, do it, do
it, do it!” yelled Bob. “I don‟t wanna get it trouble,” Mrs. J. explained. “I know, it‟s
probably a spy satellite,” joked Max. “Oh, that‟d be great,” laughed Mrs. J. who joked,
“Who is that down there at [that] school?” “Russia is, like, zooming in on us,” Susan
said, laughing. “Mrs. J. sent to jail. That would be a great headline,” added Mrs. J. “I‟ve
never seen that before,” Max said to his family, referring to the satellite. “Can we see [the
satellite] through that telescope?” Hita asked Mrs. J. “You couldn‟t chase it,” Mrs. J. told
her. “It‟d be hard to track it,” agreed Max. “Binoculars would be good,” suggested Susan.
Someone pointed at another object in the sky. “Oh, this is an airplane,” said Mrs. J.,
“That I don‟t dare.” “It‟s blinking,” agreed Susan. Paresh and Max were talking about the
objects, “That‟s a satellite,” explained Max, “It‟s too far out there. That‟s a plane right
there.” “Oh, OK,” said Paresh. “Or it‟s…a UFO,” added Max. “UFO Bob, it could be an
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alien!” he said jokingly. “Ooohh!” squealed Bob. “You never know,” Max told him. The
rest of the family laughed and Bob yelled at the sky, “If you‟re an alien up there, hello!”
Max continued to talk to Paresh and tried to reason out why the first object was
probably a satellite, comparing both their speeds and distances. “I‟ve lost it now,” said
Max. “It‟s right over there,” said Satya. “Oh, there it is,” Max confirmed when he found
it. He asked if Mrs. J. had her laser pointer. She held it up and he used it to point to the
moving object. When he did Mrs. J. sort of jumped back and exclaimed, “Don‟t get me in
trouble!” “It‟s not me, it‟s this guy!” she jokingly yelled at the object while pointing at
Max. This made everyone to laugh. “I truly do wonder how far it goes,” she told Max
more seriously, “Because it feels like I can touch the Moon.” “I can touch a star for sure,
can‟t I?” she asked as she pointed at the sky with the laser. “It looks like it, yeah,” replied
Max. “I have no idea how far it goes,” said Mrs. J. “I know the greens go a lot further
than the reds,” Max told her. “Oh yeah. The reds don‟t do anything,” agreed Mrs. J.
“Have you guys all looked at the…craters on the Moon?” Mrs. J. asked the Alexanders.
“Yeah, we did,” replied Max, Priya, and Satya. “Doesn‟t that like…that makes your heart
just…,” mused Mrs. J who asked Satya, “Do you love this stuff too? Isn‟t it just
gorgeous?” “Mmm hmm,” Priya and Satya replied. “Now, did you see in here…did they
show you the nebula where stars are being made?” Mrs. J. asked. “We haven‟t seen it,”
Satya told her. Mrs. J. walked over to the telescope Alice was running to see if she could
find the nebula for them when she had a chance. Bob was again asking Satya if he could
get one of the green laser pointers. “I‟m not buying you a laser,” she told him. “It‟s not
going to hurt anybody,” he argued. “Yes, it could,” Satya replied. Bob tried a different
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approach, “Can you buy yourself a laser?” “I‟m not buying a laser,” Satya told him,
sounding more annoyed. “But lasers go on forever,” he whined. “That‟s why we‟re not
buying you a laser,” she told him.
Bob started shivering and again said he wanted to go inside because he was cold.
“I‟m going to catch a cold,” he said, forcing a sniffle, “I‟m already catching one!” Max
walked around to see what else was available in the other telescopes and the rest of the
family followed. The next telescope they approached had two telescopes set up next to
each other. One was a modern telescope, and the other was a long refracting telescope
that was a replica of the instrument used by Galileo. “So what are you looking at,” Max
asked the T.O. “This is the Moon,” said the T.O., “You‟re looking through Galileo‟s
telescope.” “You hear that Bob?” asked Max. “I pulled my back,” Bob complained. “It‟s
a replica,” explained the T.O., “It‟s the first telescope.” The T.O. then added,
“Here‟s…what the Moon looks like through a modern telescope.” Max relayed what the
T.O. had told him to the rest of the family. “That first one‟s like Galileo‟s…can you
imagine?” he said. “You gonna let anybody else look?” Max asked Bob who was on the
ground looking through the long Galilean refractor. “Will you let me look, Bob?” asked
Priya. As the rest of his family looked at the Moon Bob continued to try and keep warm,
“I‟m cold,” he whispered as he jumped around. “Whoa,” said Priya when she got her
turn. “Isn‟t that cool?” Max asked her. After Priya finished her turn she told Satya, “You
should look at it mom, it‟s really neat.” “Dad, will you take us over there?” Priya asked,
pointing at another telescope.
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As they made their way over Max and Priya were talking to Susan, Hita, and
Paresh about the weather. Priya mentioned that although it was cold for this area, it was
not all that cold for Ohio where her grandparents live. “What are you looking at?” Priya
asked Bob who was looking in a telescope. “I‟m looking at the Moon,” he told her. “I
wanna see, I wanna see!” she said. “It looks like a crispy cookie,” Bob said as Priya took
her turn at the eyepiece. Priya overheard someone talking about an object in the sky they
were watching. “Look,” she said to her dad, “It‟s the International Space Station.”
“Where?” he asked. “Over those trees!” she told him. “Oh, that‟s what they‟re looking
at!” said Max. “What is it they‟re looking at?” asked Susan who was standing nearby.
“She said the International Space Station,” replied Max, “That‟s what they‟re saying, it‟s
the space station.” He asked Priya again to make sure, “That‟s the space station?”
“Yeah,” said Priya. Max pointed out to Satya, Hita, and Paresh, “Yeah, the International
Space Station‟s going by right now. See it moving on the horizon just above the trees?”
Bob‟s shoe had come untied and Priya kneeled down to help him tie it. “You need
help Priya?” asked Max who had been chatting with Hita, Paresh, and Satya. “I got it,”
Priya replied. “What are the specs of a telescope like…apart from the magnifying
power?” Hita asked the T.O. facilitating the telescope. “Well, all the magnifying just
happens in this very last bit, in the eyepiece,” explained the T.O. “So it‟s just a big
concave mirror down here, a ten-inch mirror, and it comes up to a flat mirror inside these
spider vanes in here that reflects it into the eyepiece. And so this is just a hollow tube that
you put the eyepieces in, so this has actually got an eyepiece and then a doubling
eyepiece to double the power.” “So this is just the capture of the actual light?” asked
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Max. “Yeah, all this tube, it just protects the mirror and stray light…and all that sort of
thing,” the T.O. explained, “And also helps keeps the mirror temperature right…this is all
open down here so the air will flow through it, you want the mirror to be the same exact
temperature as the surrounding air.” Max sounded interested in hearing about how the
telescope worked. “That‟s why observatories these days have big…vents put in them,”
continued the T.O., “You want air…cool air flowing over the mirrors. You want the air
and the surrounding temperature of the surface of the mirror to be exactly the same so
there‟s no thermal…therms to disturb it.” “Ahhh,” said Max, who was watching Bob and
listening to the T.O. at the same time, “Makes sense.” “Sweetheart, are you going to let
your momma look,” Max said to Bob. “But it‟s just really a big light bucket, is all it is,”
the T.O. concluded. Max and Hita continued to talk to the T.O. and ask questions about
telescopes.
While The T.O. talked with Max and Hita about the difference between reflecting
and refracting telescopes Priya and Bob started entertaining each other. Bob began
playing with his microphone, tapping on it and singing, and Priya told him she thought he
looked like E.T. “So refractors uses all lenses?” Max asked the T.O., “What did you call
this again?” “A reflector,” said the T.O. “Newtonian is the certain design…Isaac Newton
came up with this basic design. The idea is that lenses are great up till a certain size, but
they have lots of color fringing around bright objects and things.” The T.O. continued to
talk about the development of telescopes, explaining that the largest modern telescopes
were around eight meters in diameter and describing how the largest modern telescope
mirrors were made. The T.O. also told them they could take tours of the laboratory where
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some of the largest mirrors were made. He talked with Max and Hita for almost five
minutes, excitedly telling them about several large telescopes and several of the
upcoming observatory projects. When he finished, Max, Hita, and Priya thanked him and
decided to head inside to escape the cold. “Quick, before I freeze to ice!” pleaded Bob.
“This is so awesome,” said Priya as they walked toward the building, “We get to see
satellites, the International Space Station.” “I know, aren‟t you glad you came?” asked
Satya. “I wish we could see Mars,” commented Bob. “Yeah that was so cool to see that
satellite and the space station,” said Max. “Yeah, it was. The Space Station was really
cool too,” said Satya. “Do people live in the space station?” asked Priya who then
recalled a school field trip. “Oh, is that the one we learned about at the…[air museum]?”
she continued. “What‟s that?” asked Max. “We went on that field trip last year,”
explained Priya, “Where scientists…astronauts had to stay there for six months, and we
learned about all the side-effects.” “Yup,” Satya told her. “So that‟s the one?” Priya
asked. “That‟s the one,” Satya confirmed. “Awesome. Are people living there now?”
asked Priya, but they had just reached the door, and either no one knew, or they were too
distracted to answer.
As they entered the school gymnasium an announcer was reading a number over a
loudspeaker for a raffle that was going on. “What‟s that? Mom?” asked Bob, “Do you
have to get a ticket to win something?” “It looks like it,” Satya said, “I don‟t know how
to get it though.” “Let‟s try it. Let‟s ask somebody,” Bob suggested. They all looked
around to see what activities were available. “Wait, come back here guys,” Satya called
to Priya and Bob. “You guys are missing…,” Max told them as he stood by a booth
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where the facilitator was showing images of Mars in 3D, “You can see here. Bob,
3D…you can see the crater.” “Whoa,” said Bob as the facilitator handed each of them 3D
glasses. “Whoa, that‟s neat,” said Bob. “What is it?” asked Priya. “This is a moon of
Mars,” explained the facilitator. “Finally! Mars,” said Bob happily. “It‟s not red,” noted
Priya. Next, the facilitator showed several pictures of a canyon on the surface of Mars.
She explained that it was so large that if it was on Earth it would go all the way from
New York City to San Francisco. Max asked her to repeat how large it was. “If it was on
Earth it would go all the way across the country,” she said. “The width of it,” asked Max,
sounding surprised. “The length,” she said “now, the depth can go up to four miles.”
“You can see the 3D on the computer!” Bob said to Satya. Next the facilitator showed a
close-up image of Martian soil. “Hematite nodules there,” she explained. “What are
they?” asked Hita. “It‟s an indication of water,” said the facilitator, “It‟s a mineral.” Max
noticed the 3D effect on the computer screen that Bob had seen earlier. “It‟s even more
3D on the computer. It feels like you can reach right in there. That‟s awesome!” he said.
“This is awesome,” said Priya of the whole booth.
Max told Bob that he should find out what to do for the raffle. “Excuse me,” said
Bob as he walked up to the raffle table, “Excuse me? How do you get a ticket for the
raffle.” The facilitator at the table handed him a ticket and instructed him to hold on to it.
Back where Priya was standing with her family, I heard Susan introduce Hita and Paresh
to her husband, George, who had recently arrived at the Star Party. Bob explained to Max
where he got his raffle ticket and Max asked if Bob had gotten one for his sister. “Priya
will have to be brave and get her own,” suggested Satya. “Yeah, I think she should,”
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agreed Max. “What did you ask?” said Priya. “I just asked for a ticket,” Bob told her.
“Just say how do I get a raffle ticket. You can do it,” Max encouraged. “Who do I ask?”
said Priya timidly. “Sweetheart, go on, you‟re a big girl,” Max told her. “You ask that
guy with the grey hair,” said Bob. Satya walked over to the table to get her own raffle
ticket. “How do I get a raffle ticket?” she asked confidently. “Keep this coupon, this goes
in the box,” explained the facilitator as he handed her a ticket. “Thank you,” she said and
walked back to her family. “If Priya wins one, do I win one immediately?” Bob asked
Max. “It‟s a raffle sweetheart,” Max explained, “It‟s luck…luck of the draw. They‟ll call
you when they‟re ready to do it again.”
Max directed Priya and Bob to the portable planetarium in the middle of the
room, “Do you want to go in there and see what‟s inside?” “Just a couple more minutes,
while she‟s finishing up her show,” said the facilitator at the entrance to the planetarium,
“So you guys have not been in there, right?” “No,” Bob told him. “OK, who‟s all going
in?” the facilitator asked the rest of their group. “Just these two can,” Max said, “Do you
want to go?” he asked Satya. “Do either of you want to go in?” the facilitator asked Max
and Satya. “We can, yeah,” they said, shrugging. “What is it?” Max asked. “It‟s a
planetarium,” the facilitator told him, “So when you go in there you‟ll see all the stars
and constellations projected on the inside, and [the facilitator] who‟s inside will tell you
about the constellations, their stories, where they are, how they‟re related. Takes about
ten minutes or so, and then, when you go outside, you can actually see the constellations
that you talk about in there.” “Do you want me to get Hita and Paresh?” Priya asked her
dad. “Yeah, we can,” Max told her. “Do you guys want to come in the planetarium with
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us,” Priya asked. “Would you like to have a telescope?” Hita asked Priya. “For what?”
replied Priya. “At home,” Hita said. “I don‟t know,” responded Priya sheepishly. “Why
not?” said Hita. “Bob has one, I think,” Priya said. “Satya, your children would like to
have a telescope at home,” Hita said as she approached the planetarium. Paresh told them
about the small telescopes they had seen. When Max found out that they had to be
purchased, he was less than enthusiastic. Max told the facilitator at the planetarium that
they had two more people.
Just then, an announcement was made that this would be the last planetarium
show of the evening. When the announcement finished, there was another raffle drawing.
Bob was really excited about winning, and listened intently as the numbers were read.
Neither Priya nor Bob‟s number was called during this drawing. When the drawing was
over they announced that there would be one more drawing before the end of the night.
The facilitator at the planetarium announced that it was time to go in so Priya and Max
helped gather up the rest of the family to head inside. The planetarium was about 30 feet
in diameter; and to get inside, the Alexanders had to crawl in on their hands and knees.
Inside, they sat in a circle on the floor. The planetarium presenter asked what they had
seen through the telescopes and engaged the visitors in casual conversation while the last
people filtered in. The presenter explained what she was going to talk about and started
by showing stars with constellation pictures superimposed. She started by showing the
constellation Orion and the three prominent stars of the belt. About this time, the battery
in the microphone receiver died and I lost the audio track for about ten minutes before I
noticed and changed the battery.
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By the time the sound returned, both Priya and Bob‟s raffle numbers had been
called and they were at the table choosing their raffle gifts. Priya was not sure what to
choose, but liked an astronomy book she saw. “Take the book Priya, whatever you want,”
Max told her. “I didn‟t listen to the show because I was hearing them call the numbers,”
Max said. “This is the first time I‟ve ever won anything,” Priya told her mom. “That‟s
nice,” said Satya. The star party was ending and the facilitators were starting to pack up
all of the exhibits. “The igloo is melting,” said Bob as he saw them taking down the
planetarium. “It‟s not melting, sweetie, they‟re letting all the air out and they‟re
collapsing it,” explained Satya. Susan walked up to the Alexanders and noticed that Priya
had won a book in the raffle. “My daughter got a book, it might even be the same one,”
Susan told Priya, “And the astronomer [who wrote the book], he‟s out there. You can ask
him…he signed my daughter‟s book.”
Susan explained where to find him. “Can we go out there, can we go out there?”
begged Priya. Satya was not sure, since they had to meet up with everyone to finish the
post-visit conversation. “What‟s up,” asked Max as he walked up. “The author‟s her so
he can sign my book!” Priya told him. “Great. That‟s so cool!” Max said. Priya continued
to ask if they could go get the author‟s signature. “Do you want to get his autograph?”
asked Max. “Yeah!” said Priya. “You gotta find out who he is,” Max told her, “You gotta
find which one he is. Do you know which one he is?” “No. She said he has glasses on,”
said Priya. “Will you help me?” Priya asked Satya. While the others headed back to the
table for the follow-up interview, Satya walked with Priya to where the telescopes had
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been set up. They found the author of Priya‟s book and stood in line behind another
woman who was also getting an autograph.
Alexander Family: Post-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
The Alexander and Jindal families ended up staying at the star party for over an
hour. As the event wrapped up and the facilitators packed up, the families made their way
back to the table for the post-visit conversation. Satya had taken Priya to get an autograph
from the author of the book she won in the raffle. “They‟re getting the autograph of the
author,” Max said as everyone else sat down to talk. “We closed down the place,” Susan
observed. “Yeah, we did, didn‟t we?” Max agreed. “What‟d you guys think?” Susan
asked. “That was cool; really, really cool,” Max said. “I thought it was cool,” Bob
replied. “She had a lot of good stuff,” Susan said. “Yeah, she sure did,” Max agreed.
“How did you find out about [the star party]?” asked Susan. “I don‟t know if Satya…I
don‟t know if she got an email or something. I‟m not real sure, to be honest,” Max said. I
was able to hear Priya talking with the author of the book she had won in the raffle. He
was down by one of the telescopes because he had been a T.O. at the star party. “You
want me to sign yours?” he asked. “Yes please,” Priya told him. Priya asked him to make
it out to both her and Bob. When Satya and Priya finished they met back up with the
others. “Somebody want to pick [a question]?” suggested Susan. Nathan read a card
“What was the favorite thing that you did or saw tonight?” “I liked seeing Saturn,” said
Priya, “And its three moons. That was cool. And I liked the International Space Station
and the satellite. Those were my favorites.” Everyone voiced their agreement. “That was
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so unexpected,” Susan said about seeing the satellites. “Yeah, I‟d say the unexpected was
the funnest to see, the satellite and the space station,” Max said. “Yeah, because you
didn‟t expect any of that,” Priya agreed. “I liked seeing Mars,” Bob said. “You mean
Mars inside?” Max clarified. “Yeah, Mars inside, and I liked seeing the planetarium,”
replied Bob. “Yeah, that was neat,” agreed Satya. “I got to see my own constellation,”
Bob told them.
Hita grabbed a card from the bowl, “Was there anything you expected but did not
see or do?” she read. “I wanted to see Jupiter,” answered Priya, “But we didn‟t really see
that.” “I think he‟s going to say Mars,” Nathan said anticipating Bob‟s response. “Yeah,
you wanted to see Mars and you didn‟t get to see that, right?” asked Max. “Well,”
answered Priya, “We sort of got to see pictures of it, but we didn‟t really get to see the
actual Mars.” Bob spoke up, “I expected…that they would show Neptune, but for some
reason, they didn‟t even see Neptune,” he said. Bob seemed to have a way of bringing up
new, almost random things. I wondered where he got the idea that he wanted to see
Neptune. “You can‟t see it without a telescope, but I don‟t think it‟s around now,” Nathan
told him. “What? Did it blow up or something?” Bob said. “No, like it‟s down there,”
said Nathan, pointing to the ground to indicate it was on the other side of the Earth.
“Anything that anybody else thought?” prompted Susan. “I think the last show which we
saw, the…scale was very small,” said Hita. “The show you just saw inside?” asked Max.
“Yeah, yeah,” Hita answered. “You were expecting to see something bigger?” Max asked
her. “Yeah, because it was university sponsored,” said Paresh. “Well, but it‟s not really
university-sponsored,” Max tried to explain, “I think they said it was librarian-sponsored;
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the school.” “Oh,” Paresh replied, surprised, “OK. I didn‟t know that.” “She has contacts
at the university that she asks if they‟d like to come down and bring an exhibit or
something,” Susan told Paresh. “They telescopes are really nice,” Paresh said, “They are
very good.” “And I liked to know more about the telescopes,” Hita added. Max told
Paresh that there was a larger planetarium, like he had been describing, on campus at the
university.
Priya grabbed the next question, “Was there anything you did or saw that you
didn‟t expect?” “I really didn‟t expect that they computerized Mars,” said Hita, “I
thought they have that as a telescope…and there was another thing I didn‟t expect about
that Mars thing. I didn‟t expect it was going to be 3D at all.” “I didn‟t expect…the space
station or the satellite. I thought that was neat.” Alice took the next card, “What did you
look at through the telescope?” “The Moon,” Satya replied. “The Moon and Saturn,”
Priya said. “Nebula,” said Paresh. “I saw a shooting star,” added Priya. “The which one?”
asked Susan. “She saw a shooting star tight in the view as she was looking through,”
explained Max. Nathan talked about how he had tried to track a plane and a satellite with
one of the telescopes. “They should having binoculars for that,” Paresh said. “I saw
the…Moon, Saturn, the Orion nebula and that‟s all I can remember,” said Bob. Nathan
probed him further. “What else…did you see in Saturn?,” Nathan asked “Did you…just
see Saturn?” “Yeah,” replied Bob, “I saw three moons on it.” “Right, and you saw the
rings, right?” Nathan continued. “Doesn‟t Uranus have a ring around it?” asked Bob.
“Yeah,” Nathan told him, “You kind of have to see it with…a space telescope.” “That‟s
what I meant because I heard there was a ring around it that goes up and down,” Bob
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continued. “Well, the entire planet is kind of topsy-turvy,” Nathan explained. “I think
that‟s the last one,” said Max as Bob pulled the last card out of the bucket. “What did you
end up doing at the star party?” read Bob. “I think we‟ve kind of gone over that,” Nathan
said. “Yeah, I think we covered it,” agreed Max. “I looked through a telescope,” Priya
said quickly. “We looked through a telescope, went into a planetarium, kind of won a
raffle ticket,” Bob summarized. “I met an author,” added Priya. “Oh yeah, you met the
author,” Max remembered. With that, everyone began to stand up and pull off their
microphones. “Sounds like you folks are all done,” I said as I walked up, having noticed
them getting ready to go. I quickly described the next step for the follow-up interview.
“Was there anything tonight that you thought about the research or about the star party
that you thought…should be different or would be better done a different way?” I asked
as they were leaving. “It was superb,” said Paresh. “I really enjoyed it,” Satya said. “It
met expectations,” Max added. “The planetarium could have been a little bit bigger,” said
Bob, “And more cushion.” I thanked them for their participation, turned off the
microphones, and packed up the equipment.
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Alexander Family: Reflection Video Blog
The Alexander family began their reflection video by introducing themselves.
Max introduced himself first, Bob went next, Priya third, and finally Satya, who was
sitting behind the camera. “And you can show yourself please. So we know who you
are,” Max told her. Satya did not seem to want to be on camera so she tried to ask the
others some questions to get them to start talking first. “Alright, so…we went to a star
party last weekend. What did we do at the star party?” she asked. Max was not going to
give up. “Well, how did you hear about [the star party]?” He asked Satya, “Because
you‟re the one that heard about it so I think you should look into the camera and tell
people how you heard about it.” Everyone laughed and Max took the camera and turned
it around to look at Satya. Conceding defeat, she explained, “I heard about the star party
through a pamphlet that came from the kid‟s school.” “And what made you decide to tell
us…about it?” Max asked her. “I always enjoy going to star parties. I like to see the stars.
I like to see things that I can‟t see from home. I don‟t have a telescope, we don‟t have any
of those things, so when we have an opportunity to see that I think it‟s a real gift, so…I
like to tell the family about it and I like for all of us to go,” she replied. “Have you been
to a star party before?” asked Max, acting as the interviewer. Satya answered, “Well
we‟ve been to the [telescope store] star parties which, I guess aren‟t considered
technically a star party, but they are…somewhat similar in the sense that they have
telescopes and…astronomers that tell us what we‟re looking at and explain everything
so…it‟s sort of a similar type of…experience I guess.”
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Max handed the camera back to Satya who turned it back around toward Max,
Bob, and Priya. “OK,” said Max, still facilitating. “So you told us, and how did we
react?” he asked to Bob and Priya. “Um, and we…wanted to go because we don‟t get to
see that stuff either and…we don‟t really get to see…planets from our house,” Priya
explained. Bob went next. “Yes I really wanted to go „cause I heard there was an inline…with the planets so I really wanted to see Mars, which looks like this,” he said as he
held up one of the pictures of Mars I had brought for them to use. “And he,” Bob said,
pointing to Max, “Wanted to see Saturn. Well, they don‟t look like this on the telescope,
but some people on the satellite went up and took pictures…and I thought…well I
didn‟t…get…to see Mars,” he finished. “Didn‟t get to see Mars,” Max repeated. He
continued by prompting the rest of the family, “So when we heard about this
though…what…made us really wanna decide that we all wanted to go as a family?”
“Because…we, uh, wanted to go because we all like…the subject,” Priya explained. Max
agreed, “So we have a curiosity for…space and for things that we‟ve never seen before,
but I think…it was important for us to be together and enjoy this together…right?” He
continued, “It‟s something we‟ve never really…not REALLY done before. We went to
[the telescope store] as momma had said.” This was the second time one of them said
they had previously looked through telescopes, but qualified it by questioning whether
that experience was a REAL star party. “Yeah, we go to [the telescope store]. You didn‟t
come,” Priya told Max. “And that was fun,” Max said adding, “I went with you…once.
So we haven‟t really done a star PARTY before,” he emphasized again. “Yeah, it‟s our
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first time doing one,” Priya agreed. “So…we didn‟t know what to expect,” said Max.
“Did we?” he asked toward Priya who was next to him. “We didn‟t,” she confirmed.
Max asked Satya what she had expected. “I knew there‟d be telescopes,” she told
him, “That‟s all I expected.” “I think that‟s what we would figure for a star party,” Priya
told her. “That‟s…I was going to say that,” agreed Max, “My only expectation was that
there were going to be telescopes. Nothing else.” He thought for a moment and then
added, “Telescopes and maybe…some nerdy people.” Satya must have given him a look
from behind the camera because he shrugged as if to wonder what he had done wrong.
“Well…it‟s the truth. That‟s what you expect,” he said somewhat defensively. “Like us!”
Priya said to her dad, seemingly not understanding that he meant nerdy in a somewhat
derisive way. She thought of her family as nerdy. “Like us,” Max said, amused, “We‟re
kinda nerdy too. We like those things,” he said to Satya. Priya explained to Max, “
‟Cause we like Star Trek and we like stuff like that.” “I‟m nerdy too,” Bob said firmly,
not wanting to be left out.
Max went on, “But what was great is when we got there…there were…people
from everywhere.” “Yeah, there was an author…and he signed my book,” Priya said
happily. “But I think there were young people from the [university] that probably had
never been to one of these parties before. And there were…families that were there
that…were from different schools…including us. The school that was hosting this
was…not our school,” Max explained. He continued, “There were older people.”
“Younger people,” Priya added. Max went on to tell a little more about the experience,
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“One of the main hosts of the party was…a librarian of the school. She wasn‟t…she was
an amateur astronomer.” Priya added, “Yeah, and we thought it was going to be
somebody from [the university]…that like, really…knows a lot about astronomy, but it
just turned out to be the librarian who was an amateur astronomer.” She did not exactly
sound disappointed, but it was clear she was surprised that the facilitator was not a
professional astronomer.
Max then explained that their family had relatives in town that they brought to the
star party, “They had never been…to anything quite like this before too so we want…to
have them have that experience as well.” “One of the neat things that we saw that we
didn‟t expect, but we saw the…space station, right?” Satya prompted from behind the
camera. “Yeah, we did,” Bob said. “Yes we did,” Max remembered. “And we saw
satellites streaking across the sky, so those were unexpected things that were a delight
that we got to see,” Satya explained. “I didn‟t know that they were gonna be there,” Priya
agreed. “So…one of the questions that we‟re supposed to answer is what…happens at the
star party,” Max explained. He tried to sum up their expectations, “When we arrived
there…we had no expectations except that there were going to be telescopes.” Then he
asked, “But what did we do once we go there?” “Um…first we looked…through some
telescopes and we saw some…nebula, well, first we saw the Moon and then we saw
Saturn.” “Whose…telescopes were they?” prompted Max. “They were astronomers from
around…the country,” began Priya, but she was unsure, “Or was it just…” She looked
back at Max for assistance. “Well, they were amateur astronomers,” he helped. “They
were amateur astronomers,” Priya said to the camera, this time more confidently. Max
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added, “They were just people that were willing to donate their time to put
their…telescopes there. Including a couple from the [university].” “Yeah,” agreed Priya.
“But they were still their telescopes,” clarified Max who started to say, “It wasn‟t…” “It
wasn‟t the university,” finished Priya. Max continued, “They were willing to give their
time to be out there to explain the cosmos and everything that we could see that night…to
let us look as long as possible,” he said to the kids, “Right?” “Mmm hmm,” confirmed
Priya. “Yeah,” said Bob. “And they talked to us, they told us about what was going on up
there,” said Max, “They told us about what the [university] was doing, how they built the
telescopes and the lenses and how they built it for the government…and then they had
these really cool lasers.” “What did they do with those?” Max asked Bob who had been
enamored with them at the star party. “Oh!” Bob said excitedly. He spoke quickly as he
explained, “They, um, had these really lasers that went on forever and ever until it hit
something and it hit the star.” “What color were the lasers?” Max asked. “Green!” replied
Bob happily.
Max provided more detail, “Powerful green lasers where they can point right at
any constellation, any star, any planet. We saw two satellites, as you said, we saw the
space station which is completely unexpected.” When her dad finished, Priya held up
another picture. “We saw the Orion Nebula,” she explained, picking up another one,
“And the beehive cluster.” Bob grabbed some of the props. “We saw Saturn and…this
was also an example of the space station,” he explained as he flew a rubber space ship
around. “Oooh…space station,” said Priya. “But we didn‟t see the space station through
the telescope, we just saw it…the light,” Satya said. “No,” agreed Priya who then said, “I
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saw a shooting star through the telescope though…and that…was really unexpected
and…well, it was sort of expected.” Max tried to move the conversation along by asking
another question. “So when you get there is that the only thing you can do?” he asked.
“No,” Priya told him, “You could go inside and look at projects that people have done,
look at pictures of Mars and then you can go in this big inflatable thng and it‟s like…a
planetarium and they show you all the constellations like Leo and Gemini and Pices.”
“And how did they show the constellations?” Max asked Bob. “By using this…cylinder
thing that had these…pictures on them and you put a light in it and it would make…and
there was these little holes in it and it made it shine and I‟m Leo the lion,” Bob replied.
Max then added, “So it‟s projected all of it onto the ceiling and you had all of those
pictures shown on there and they were able to show what in the night sky we were right
then and then what would be in a few months when they had the next star party.” “It
would spin to show…like, the constellations in the summer and the winter and spring and
the fall,” said Priya. “I thought that was a real treat,” Satya said. “Yeah,” agreed Max, “It
was real fun. “Yeah, that was fun,” said Priya who had one more thing to add, “And they
switched it so you couldn‟t see the shapes of the animals and things and so you could just
see the stars and nothing else and it‟s sort of hard to see…the pictures and where all the
stars are but…it‟s sort of…sometimes you can tell.”
Max moved the conversation along again. “So…what kind of pictures of Mars did
they have in there? Do you remember? Were they just…pictures? Something special
wasn‟t it?” he prompted. “Yeah. They had pictures of the…is it a…the valley?” Priya
answered. “Well…it was of the…Mars…rover.” He was looking for them to remember
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something else so he continued, “But…how did they, they had a special computer, right?
And they took…these pictures with a special type of camera.” “So it was 3D,” Priya
finally remembered. “It was three-dimensional,” Max said, “And not only was it threedimensional…it was completely three-dimensional, even on the computer, but they
projected on the screen.” “It…like you could touch it,” said Priya. “So Bob, you got to
see Mars anyway, huh?” said Satya. “Yeah, you got to see your Mars,” said Max, “Just
not through the telescope.” Bob then used several of the props to demonstrate how the 3D
projection system worked. Max moved things along again. “So they had…a lot of books
and toys and things and what were they doing with those?” he asked. “They were raffling
them off,” Priya answered. “And most of the kids got something,” said Max. “Yeah, and
then I got the book…and the author was there that wrote the book and it was a…space
book, and so he signed it,” explained Priya. She asked Max if she could go get the book
from her room. He agreed and she ran to get it. “I got a free toy,” Bob said. “Well, they
also had…arts and crafts which we did not participate in, but they did have those for the
younger children too,” Satya said, “Glitter and stars and things for them to…make. So
that was…good for the little ones.”
Max explained that there were also telescopes available for purchase. “You could
purchase a telescope that was similar to Galileo‟s telescope.” This reminded him of
another activity at the star party. “But what was neat, there was actually a…telescope
outside, a large telescope, pointing at the Moon so you could see all the craters and then
beside it he had Galileo‟s telescope so you could see the difference and…what Galileo
saw and what we can now see with…more powerful telescopes, so that was really…cool
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to see.” “I liked that comparison too,” said Satya. Priya returned from her room with the
book. “This is the book that he signed,” she said.
Satya continued her earlier thought, “I think that Galileo telescope experience was
really neat because you got to see…what…an amazing thing it must‟ve been at that time
to see that.” Max agreed, “Because it wasn‟t very…it was just a single, it might have
been a double lens, but it was amazing…what he was able to…get from that and write
down considering…you really couldn‟t see that well.” He asked the whole family another
question, “So…if you were to go to another one of these, how would you do it? Would
you do it the same way?” He clarified what he meant, “So first…you walk out and you go
into the telescopes, talk to people, look at the things that they‟re looking at…and then
you would go inside? Like we did?” “Well, I might actually do it a little differently,”
Priya told him, “I might go inside first…just in case it‟s…early in the day and you can‟t
really see all the stars and everything and then go back outside when it‟s darker and
there‟s more stars.” “Is that so you can get the raffle ticket earlier?” Max joked. “No,”
Priya told him. Satya added, “Also, sometimes they‟re still setting up the telescopes
early…so if you can wait a little bit and do the other activities and come out then they‟re
more settled.” “I would do it kinda like Priya‟s except maybe…make the planetarium a
little bit bigger and put cushions on the bottom,” said Bob, “Because my butt felt like it
was…hurting really bad.” “The ground was hard,” Max agreed. “It was more my tail
bone,” Priya told Bob. Max then said what he might do differently. “I think the only thing
I would…not necessarily do different, but make sure that if you go…that we don‟t be
afraid to ask questions. „Cause they‟re…more than eager to tell you anything and
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everything about what‟s up in the sky…and they‟re very free with their telescopes and
will point them in different directions if you truly want to see something.” “Yeah,”
agreed Satya, “I think next time I might even come up with like a list of questions of
things that I‟ve been thinking about, because when you get there you sometimes forget
what you wanted to ask, so I might even take a list of questions that come up over
time…to the next star party.”
Max started to wrap up the video. “So, last thing is…now would we recommend
going…should this new family that sees this go or not?” he asked. “Yes,” recommended
Priya, “Double thumbs up.” “Double thumbs up?” said Max, impressed. “Triple thumbs
up,” said Bob who then added, “Quadruple thumbs up.” “I would definitely recommend
going and we plan on going to more of these as well,” said Max, “Especially since it‟s
free.” Satya explained her view, “It‟s a really great gift, I think, that they give us…the
opportunity to see these things…and volunteering their time like that.” Max agreed, “It‟s
really…yeah, they volunteer their time, it‟s completely free, and especially in this
economy right now, it‟s nice to have something where you can enjoy yourselves…we
were there for, I think, two hours.” “Yeah, we were there for a couple hours,” confirmed
Satya. “I think one of the nice things too, is that we took friends from, and family from
out of town,” added Satya, “Because that‟s one of the really special things about [this
city] is the ability to have a…clear sight to be able to see all of these things not all places
have that opportunity and that‟s one of the very unique thins about [this city].” “It‟s
almost always a clear night, so you can always see stuff in the sky,” said Priya.
“And…we don‟t have a lot of things that are brightly lit, so the sky is really visible,”
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Satya continued. “Well,” said Bob, “I have one thing to suggest to them. Next time don‟t
put it on a really, really, really, really, really, really…really, really cold night.” “Yeah,
take a sweater,” said Satya. Max agreed, “It was a particularly cold night, so yeah, you
may want to take a sweater just in case.” “A big one,” added Priya, “Not like I did…a
small one that didn‟t even work.” Bob was not finished, “I‟d even suggest taking a
big…jacket you‟d most likely take to Alaska.” His family laughed, but Bob was not
kidding. “I‟m serious…or even Antarctica,” he added. “Anything else?” asked Max. “I
think we‟re done,” he said. “It rocks…the star party,” Priya said. “So definitely go,” Max
concluded. “Yup,” agreed Bob. “Yes, absolutely,” said Satya. “It‟s fun, fun, fun…for the
whole family,” Priya added as Satya turned off the camera.
Alexander Family: Follow-up Stimulated Recall Interview
I waited at a nearby smoothie restaurant for the Alexanders to finish their
reflection video. After about 20 minutes they called me and I headed back to their house.
When I got there I could tell that Max was not feeling well. He was stuffed up and
seemed to have a cold. They introduced me to their dachshunds and took me to the dining
room table where I set up my computer and the recorder. Max seemed a bit embarrassed
when he thought back to the evening of the star party. He had to discipline Bob at one
point, and joked with me about it. I explained that I was not there to make any judgments
about their family and that I recognized there would always be times when parents have
to discipline their kids. I assured him that I knew it was part of being a parent. Since they
had been recruited at the star party, I wanted to spend a few minutes clarifying the
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purpose of my research. I explained that I was interested in the experiences families are
having at star parties, and I told them how the follow-up interview would proceed.
As I queued up the first section of video to use for stimulated recall I asked how
they had found out about the star party. “The school sent me an email…essentially a
flyer,” Satya explained. “Do your kids go to [the elementary school where the star party
was held]?” I asked. “No,” Satya said, “He goes to [another elementary school] and she
goes to [a middle school]…it was just…an email, I guess, that was sent out to all the
district families.” Bob whispered something to Max who told him, “You can talk, it‟s
OK, you don‟t have to whisper.” I noticed, from the video of the star party, that Bob had
been enthralled with the green laser pointer one of the T.O.‟s had used at the star party.
“Did you talk any more about that green laser pointer since you‟ve been home?” I asked.
“Mmm hmm,” confirmed Satya. “Yeah,” said Max, “We talk about it on the [reflection
video] too.” “It came up a lot during the interview,” I said. “I brought it up,” Max told
me, “Just because I…wanted him to recall what was really, ya know, that was cool too, I
mean, I was watching when he got to play with it and then I got to play with it for a
minute.” “Oh, she actually let you…point it around?” I asked. I looked at Priya and
asked, “Did you get to play with it too?” She shook her head. “Not interested?” I said.
“No, I was interested, I just didn‟t get to,” she replied. “Are they expensive?” Max asked.
“They‟re…more expensive than the red ones…they‟re coming down in price. I think
mine was like $120,” I told him. “Yeah, that‟s still pretty expensive,” he said. Max made
a comment that I could not quite understand, but Satya heard him and said, “You don‟t
need a laser.”
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The video started with a heavy breathing noise into one of the microphones. “I
didn‟t do that,” Bob said. “Yes you did,” Max told him. “No, you didn‟t do that, it was
somebody else,” Satya replied sarcastically. “I was breathing,” Bob said sheepishly.
“You were pretending to be Darth Vader,” Satya said. “One of the things I was interested
in…at one point in here you talk about…apparently you had a telescope,” I said to Max,
“And then…did…one of you two have a telescope as well?” I asked Priya and Bob. “I
guess,” said Bob “I used to. It broke.” “He has a teeny little telescope,” Max explained.
“It broke,” Bob repeated. “I had…one that was…not like one of those nice ones…it was
one of those…dime store types of telescopes and we used it…sometimes,” Max said. “It
just wasn‟t that great,” he added. I showed a short clip of a comment that Satya‟s cousin
had made regarding the first time she looked in a telescope. “They were confused, I
believe, by the question, and then we were confused by their answer. So, in school…they
had looked through a telescope,” Max clarified, “I couldn‟t…get her to pin down when in
school.” I asked about their own experiences with telescopes. “Have you all been out to
[the telescope store]?” I asked. “Mmm hmm,” Max and Satya confirmed. “It was a while
ago,” Max said, “I think I‟ve only done it once, you guys have done it twice.” “No, we‟ve
done it a couple of times,” Satya told him. “It‟s been a couple years,” she told me. Max
described the event, “Their…telescope…I mean it had steps to get…to the point where
you were looking through. Yeah, it was…big,” he said. “You could see Jupiter,” Satya
explained. “Like, yeah, you could see the red dot,” Bob added. “Even Saturn was…a
little bigger than in there,” Max said, comparing the view to what he had just seen at the
star party the week before. “It was way bigger,” Satya told him, “I feel like it was
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clearer.” “It was clearer, you could definitely see differentiation,” said Max. “Striations,”
added Satya. “In the rings compared to these where you‟re just kinda…liked like it was
a…piece of paper that was…somebody had cut out,” Max continued.
This was one of the comments I had heard at previous star parties and I wanted to
probe a little deeper. “I‟ve heard that before but…so it looks flat versus 3d or…,” I
began. “It, yeah, it looks…I mean it was really cool, you could tell it was Saturn, but it
looked flat,” Max said. “It looked like a little…one of those paper punch-outs with…a
little, someone had…put a ring around it…and was just…on the end of the telescope,”
Satya explained. “Interesting,” I replied. “It looked like something from a magazine,”
Priya told me. “And when we saw at [the telescope store]…that one was powerful
enough that you could…see dimension,” said Max. “And then Jupiter you could see the
layers of storms…and…the red…storm,” said Satya. “That‟s incredible,” I said. “It was,”
Satya replied. “And they still do those I think too,” Max said. “Mmm hmm,” Satya
agreed, “We just haven‟t been.” Bob took a turn describing his view of Saturn at the last
star party. “Saturn…just looked like a drawn circle with the little line sticking through it,”
he told me. “It did,” agreed Max. “But it was so cool, wasn‟t it?” prompted Satya.
“Yeah,” both Bob and Max replied. I wanted to find out more about the telescope Max
had when he was little.
I told them I was looking for the section of the video where they talked about it.
“That‟s right,” Max remembered, “I still have it.” “Do you really?” I said. “Yeah, it‟s in
the garage, I think,” he replied. “Tell me a little more about that telescope,” I prompted,
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“Did…you say …you saved up for it when you were eight?” “Yeah,” Max said, “When I
was little I just saved my allowance…I used to get a weekly allowance, and I saved my
money and…bought myself a telescope.” “My mom helped me buy some of the extra
things for it,” he recalled. “I had that little thing and I would set it up and, ya know,
you‟re a kid, you start looking at neighbors first and then you start looking up at the
sky…it was just kinda cool. I did that for a long time but it didn‟t have a lot of power to
it.” “Do you remember what kind of stuff that you looked at?” I asked. “Mostly the
Moon,” said Max, “You couldn‟t see a whole lot…so I would look at the Moon. I would
try to look at the…big dipper…but…it just didn‟t have the power, didn‟t have the
magnification.” I told him that I had heard of some people having a difficult time with
small telescopes and that they sometimes get frustrated and give up. “Yeah, I kept
trying,” he said. “When was the last time you‟d say you pulled it out?” I asked. “Oh, it‟s
been a while now,” Satya told me. “Twenty years ago?” offered Bob. “No,” Satya told
him. Max did not recall if he had used it since their family moved to Tucson, but both he
and Satya remembered using it to look at comet Hale-Bopp. “We lived in Ohio and it was
coming, it was supposed to come along the horizon but we couldn‟t see it,” Max said.
“No, we did see it. I saw it,” Satya told him. “But we couldn‟t see it with the telescope,”
he clarified. “Oh yeah,” she agreed, “We didn‟t need the telescope.” They agreed that
they probably hadn‟t used the telescope in about ten years. He also described how when
he met Satya he replaced the original tripod with an old one that her dad had in the
basement. “Have either of you seen it?” I asked Priya and Bob. “No, she was just a baby,
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I think, the last time we pulled it out,” said Satya. “We should set it up,” said Max, “I
don‟t even know if I have the…pieces, eyepieces for it anymore. I‟d have to look.”
I reminded them that as part of their participation in this study they would be
receiving a small telescope called a Galileoscope. “Oh cool,” said Satya. “Actually, as a
matter of fact, in the video we talk about it.” I was a bit surprised. “Yeah, one of the guys
there had a Galileo…telescope,” remembered Max. Now I realized what he was talking
about. One of the T.O.‟s had set up a replica of a telescope used by Galileo at the star
party. “Yeah,” Max explained, “And he had it set up right beside a regular so you would
look at the Moon and then you could look through the scope…we talked about that in
[the reflection video], I think.” “It was kinda neat,” he continued, “You had to bend way
down.” “I had to sit down,” Bob told him. “Kinda kneel, yeah,” added Satya. The next
video I showed was a clip of their family watching something fly by overhead. “It might
have been the space station,” said Priya. “Or the satellite that we saw streaking by,”
suggested Satya. “No, the satellite was up high,” recalled Max. “Yeah, it was the
satellite,” said Priya. “Yeah, the space station was really, really low on the horizon,” Max
said. This exchange mostly took place within the family as they worked together to
reconstruct the event.
Max turned to me to explain, “There were two satellites weren‟t there and then a
space station.” “I saw…just saw one satellite,” Satya told him. “Oh, it was only the one
satellite? No, you‟re right, it was one satellite,” Max decided. “We were all so excited to
see that,” Satya told me. “Yeah, that was the space station,” said Max, watching the video
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more closely, “ „Cause we were looking almost straight up at it.” “You mean the
satellite,” corrected Satya. “I mean the satellite, yes, I know. I‟m sorry,” replied Max,
“[Mrs. J.] was telling us…she had pointed it out and saw it, then we were pointing the
laser up at it.” The he said it was just so cool to see, and then [Mrs. J] was a little nervous
to do it, and then we lost sight of it so then she gave me the laser and I found it again…so
that‟s when I got to use the laser.” “Did you know [Mrs. J] before you came out there at
all?” I asked. “No,” said Satya, “I thought her enthusiasm was really fantastic.” In the
next video they were looking at 3D Mars images inside the school gymnasium. “It
was…the Mars,” Bob started to say. “It was the rover pictures,” Max assisted. “Yeah, the
Mars rover recorded it all and took pictures,” Bob told me. Max explained that Bob had
really wanted to see Mars, “It was really cool to see that and…to see it 3D,” he said, “It
looked like you could reach into the computer.” “That was really incredible,” agreed
Satya.
Next I asked them about their experience inside the portable planetarium theater.
“My experience is going to be different than theirs „cause I was listening for the raffle
tickets.” said Max. “They hadn‟t won anything yet,” he explained, “They called [Priya‟s]
right at the end.” “What did you end up winning?” I asked. “That book,” said Max,
pointing to a book on the table. “Which you had signed,” Satya added. “The author was
there,” Max told me. We got back to the subject of the planetarium show. “Tell me what
happened,” I said. Bob started to explain ,“Well there was a cylinder that projected…it
had light in it, and there was…these carved out pictures from the thing, and then they
turned on the light and it projected…” “Constellations,” helped Satya. “A lot of
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animals…the constellations,” continued Bob, “And it projected „em onto the walls, and I
got to see my constellation.” Priya spoke next, “First they showed the…stars and the
pictures of the, and then they turned the pictures off…and all you could see was the
stars.” “And what kind of stuff did…they talk about?” I asked. “They talked about when
constellations came up in the summer or in the winter,” Priya said. I asked Bob, “You
said you saw your constellation…which one is that?” “Leo the lion,” he said. “Leo the
lion,” I repeated, “So she pointed that out for you?” Bob continued, “We also got to see
the north star which never, when they rotated the screen, it never rotated.” “Oh right,
„cause it‟s where the north pole is?” I prompted. “Yeah. It‟s exactly where north is,” Bob
said. “It was…pretty…detailed…explanation of everything,” said Max. “Agreed,” said
Bob. Max explained further, “The different characters the mythological…characters.”
“How to find them yourself,” added Satya. “I had a question…that I…forgot to ask,” said
Bob. “What question did you have?” I asked. “If there are so many billions of stars in
space, how come it doesn‟t take out the whole night sky?” he asked. “That is an
extremely good question,” I told him, “And very high level, and you probably won‟t talk
about it until…you‟re a graduate student in astronomy…that‟s a great question.”
Satya suddenly remembered something. “Oh, one thing I learned was how
big…Betelgeuse…I had no idea it‟s the size of Jupiter‟s orbit,” she said. “We talked
about it the next day even, „cause that was just…an unbelievable concept,” Satya
explained. “It looks so teeny from where we are,” Priya said. “It looks so teeny from
where you were…that you could squish it and then when you heard at how big it
was…Jupiter‟s humongous, I can‟t even imagine how big its orbit is,” said Bob. “I
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know,” Satya agreed. “Jupiter‟s orbit is not even circle, it kinda…ovalish and bumpy,”
Bob told me. “Oh really?” I asked. “How…where did you learn about that?” Max asked
Bob. “Um, all the orbits, actually, aren‟t circles,” said Bob, “They‟re actually pretty
much ovals…so…since it‟s oval…I‟m just amazed how big that would be.”
I wanted to find out more about their family culture, what they do in their spare
time, and if they ever engaged in other science-related activities. “We do,” said Max.
“Does watching Star Trek count?” Priya asked. “Well we watched it last night,” Max
explained, “And that‟s science-y.” “No,” Satya said, laughing. “Well and it is,” Max
argued. “I remember it…coming up in here,” I said, referring to the observation video,
“You thought something there looked like Star Trek.” “That‟s my fault,” admitted Max
with a laugh, “I…force it on them…I just…well, I got „em interested.” “It took though,”
Satya told him. “It took,” Max agreed, “I kept watching them and just having „em sit
down and, they didn‟t really wanna watch it…and now, now they don‟t NOT want to
watch it.” Satya and Max said they had made it through the entire Star Trek: The Next
Generation series and were now watching Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. “Which is your
favorite series?” I asked. “Um, Next Generation,” Priya told me. “TNG,” agreed Max,
“Definitely TNG.” “Were you a fan?” I asked Satya. “Oh yeah,” she replied.‟‟
Max said that they had just been traveling during one of Bob and Priya‟s school
breaks and they had gone to a science center. “We like to go to museums, and we‟ve
taken them to see the Body Worlds exhibit and that kind of thing,” Satya explained. Max
said that he and Satya had gone to Body worlds once to check it out before taking the
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kids “to make sure it was okay for them to see,” Max explained. Then when they were on
vacation in Florida, they all went to the exhibit together. Max said that they had visited
other science centers and museums. “The Natural History Museum of London‟s one of
our favorite museums,” Satya said. “Yeah, and the one in California‟s really cool,” added
Priya. Max explained that when he had been in a graduate program in California, Satya
had brought Bob and Priya out to visit and they had gone to the Natural History Museum
in Los Angeles. Max and Satya talked about their visits to Florida and London. They
mentioned, again, how much they enjoy visiting the Natural History museum in London.
“They have a great collection of plesiosaurs,” said Satya, looking at Priya. “Is this your
favorite dinosaur?” I asked. “Mmm hmm,” Priya replied with a smile. “And they have a
really incredible bird collection,” added Max. “We usually try to… „cause the nice thing,
again, it‟s free, and it‟s…most of these are really, really great places…family friendly, ya
know.” “Yeah,” I replied. “There‟s…so many things that aren‟t,” he said, “We go
to…California pretty often. We go to Vegas.” “We always look for museums or
aquariums,” explained Satya. “We go…to the aquarium at Mandalay Bay a lot,” said
Priya. “So anything like that…that‟s what we look for, wherever we end up going,” Satya
said, “And we really like it too,” “Haven‟t done the art yet,” Max added, “We‟re waiting
to do art.” “Yeah, that‟s a little harder,” Satya agreed.
Max explained that he and Satya used to go to a lot of museums when they were
dating in college. “I think [the kids] need things that are more interactive,” said Satya.
Bob recognized one of the museums Max said they had visited. “The Natural History
Museum…actually existed?” he asked excitedly, “I thought it was just in the movie A
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Night at the Museum.” “No, it‟s real,” Satya told him, “Aren‟t you excited now?” “It‟s
the real thing,” Max said. “Have you been to the Smithsonian?” I asked. “We‟ll get to go
in October,” said Satya. “I‟ve been,” Max said, “I went there when I was in sixth grade
for, like, with my class.” “I‟m running the marathon,” explained Satya, “So…we‟ll all
go.” “I remember,” mused Max, “When we were there they had…oddities of nature.
They had…two-headed…sheep and cows. That was one of their displays. That was the
thing I remember the most. I don‟t know why, but it was, in sixth grade I was…amazed
that these things could live.” Satya mentioned that, lately, Priya had been “obsessed with
the Hope diamond.” “We tend to go to stone and mineral places too,” said Max, “ „Cause
he [Bob] really loves stones.” “Actually,” Max remembered, “In London they have a
floor that‟s probably the most…impressive collection of stones I‟ve ever seen.”
As they were talking about Bob‟s interest in rocks and minerals, I noticed that
there were quite a few of them displayed around the house, on counters and in the bowl
on the table. “So are these…,” I started to ask. “A lot of these, yeah, are part of his
collection,” Max said, “He‟s got a bunch more in his room too.” “I could go get my
whole rock collection,” Bob offered. “You don‟t have to do it right now,” Max told him.
“We try to expose them to these,” explained Max. “Do either of you have science related
careers?” I asked. “Nope,” said Max. “Just an interest,” said Satya. “Interest in nature,”
added Max. “So how about the two of you?” I asked Priya and Bob “What do you want
to do when you grow up?” “I want to be a marine biologist,” said Priya. “Same with me,”
Bob said, “Except I‟m pretty much gonna catch all the fish I see and keep them as my
pet.” Everyone laughed. “So a marine biologist…collector?” I said. “Yeah,” Bob said.
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“She‟s always loved the octopus,” Satya said, looking at Priya, “I mean, since she was
two or three.” “So she has a collection of stuffed animals,” said Max. “Big collection,”
Priya explained. “And he likes rabbits,” Max said, pointing towards Bob. “For example,”
said Bob, holding up the stuffed rabbit he had been carrying since I arrived. “As you can
see,” said Max.
I asked if they spent much time near the ocean. They talked about exploring tide
pools and Bob said, “In Florida I got…this humongous flowing shell.” “And they have all
the Man o‟ War in Florida,” said Max, “They just wash right up on the beach.” “Usually
when we see things,” he explained, “We try to…like we were looking up Man-O‟-War
and so we discovered it‟s actually four different…symbiotic creatures that make up one,
what appears to be one creature. It‟s not really a jellyfish…so it was something really
cool to look up and find out about [it].” When I asked how they found this all out Max
said, “Oh, just internet…we just googled it afterward.” I asked Max and Satya about their
educational backgrounds. Max said that he had been in psychology and was going to go
to medical school till he was injured during college. Satya said that she studied film and
television and was also pre-med.
The last thing I asked about before finishing the interview was Satya‟s cousins
who were with them the night of the star party. “I noticed that…the mother from the
other family…her husband is from the same city that your cousins live in, I think.” “Yes,
nearby I think,” Satya said, “It‟s funny that you picked two half-Indian Families.” “That
was really coincidental,” I said. “So this‟d be good if you have any half-Indian families
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that you wanna…recommend,” joked Max. “Absolutely,” I laughed, “Half-Indian
families love these things.” We wrapped up the interview and talked for a few more
minutes as I packed up my equipment. I thanked them for their participation and headed
home.

4.6 Alexander Family: Findings for Research Question 1
As with the Jindal family, the data for research question 1 was analyzed by
looking for direct statements of expectations. The Alexander‟s expectations fell into three
categories previously identified for the Jindal family: Interacting with Experts, Viewing
the Sky, and Tools for Observing.
Interacting with Experts
Expectations in this category were mentioned infrequently, and the most direct
comment came up during the reflection video when the Alexanders were comparing their
experiences to their expectations. Max described his expectations that there would be
“Some nerdy people” at the star party. At first I was not sure if he was referring to T.O.‟s
or other visitors; however, Priya replied, “We thought it was going to be somebody from
[the university]…that like, really…knows a lot about astronomy.” Priya interpreted
Max‟s statement as a reference to the T.O.‟s and added her own view. It seemed that both
Max and Priya expected there to be knowledgeable experts who would be able to provide
related information. In addition, Hita‟s statement during the pre-visit, paired-family
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conversation, “I want to learn more about new planets they are discovering,” was an
expectation of acquiring information or knowledge, although no mechanism was
explicitly described.
Viewing the Sky
The second category contains statements related to what family members said
they would like to see at the star party. The Members of the Alexander family were quite
specific about their hopes, if not exactly their expectations for observing the sky. During
the pre-visit, paired-family conversation Priya began generally, stating, “I like seeing all
the different stuff…it‟s fun to see all the stars and planets.” She was slightly more
specific in her next statement, “I want to see planets and stars and the Moon…I like the
craters on it, so it‟s fun to see.” Max was quite specific, “I always want to see Saturn.”
Satya said she wanted to see Jupiter and Priya added that she wanted to see Jupiter and
Saturn. Bob voiced his viewing goal as well, “I think I actually want to see Mars at
least…and maybe see a Martian on it.” Hita added, “Whatever we can see ourselves,”
meaning that she wanted to see whatever she could see with her own eyes. During the
post-visit self-administered conversation Bob added one more retrospective expectation,
“I expected…that they would show Neptune, but for some reason, they didn‟t even see
Neptune.” One final statement came during the reflection video. The Alexanders
described a visit they had taken to look through telescopes at a local telescope store. They
discussed the image being “way bigger…clearer, you could definitely see
differentiation,” and they compared that view to the view they had seen at the star party.
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Although they don‟t explicitly state it as an expectation, their prior telescope experience
had affected what they expected to see through a telescope and there was a tentative
connection made between the size of the telescope and the quality of the image.
Tools for Observing
The Alexander family also discussed expectations related to observing equipment,
but there were only a couple of instances. Satya‟s cousin, Paresh, first described his
expectations about the observing equipment, “These are very…strong telescopes, the
magnifying capacity is very high with these telescopes.” He apparently viewed the
telescopes at this star party as high-quality telescopes. Although it is unclear exactly how
he expects to affect his viewing experience, there is a sense, from his use of the word
“strong” that he expected them to provide a very close or large view of astronomical
objects. The only other mentions of observing equipment came during the reflection
video. Satya explained, “I knew there‟d be telescopes.” Max agreed, “My only
expectation was that they were going to be telescopes.” Other than Paresh, the
Alexanders expectations related to observing tools were very general.

4.7 Alexander Family: Findings for Research Question 2
As I examined the Alexander families‟ experiences at the star party they not only
fell into the same categories as their expectations, but there were additional experiences
that reflected all six categories described for the Jindal family: Interacting with Experts,
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Viewing the Sky, Tools for Observing, Contextual Experiences, Family Experiences, and
Practical.
Interacting with Experts
The Alexander‟s interactions with experts began as soon as they finished the previsit, paired-family conversation and approached the telescopes. Mrs. J. began by giving
them a tour of the constellation Orion. She showed them the star Betelgeuse and engaged
them in a discussion of its size. Mrs. J. also encouraged Paresh to share his own story of
Orion. He described a story he had learned growing up in India. Mrs. J. continued her
tour by showing the Alexander family the Big Dipper, and explained how to use it to find
the stars Arcturus and Spica. In addition to this overviews of the sky, the Alexander‟s
were instructed by a T.O. on how to use his particular eyepiece and how to look into the
telescope. The T.O. then helped Max locate and identify the moons of Saturn as he
observed. When the Alexander family approached the telescope Nathan was facilitating
Max asked what he was observing. “The Orion Nebula,” Nathan told him. Mrs. J. added
her own description of the object, explaining, “Which is a nebulosity where stars are
being made.” She then used her green laser pointer to show the Alexanders where, in the
sky, the object they were observing was located. Mrs. J. also aided the Alexanders by
identifying and pointing out objects in the sky that were of some unique significance.
When Mrs. J. saw a satellite moving overhead, she called out to the visitors and drew
their attention, pointing at the object with her green laser pointer. One recurring
interaction occurred between Bob Alexander and Mrs. J. Bob repeatedly asked Mrs. J.
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where she got her laser pointer, and she would not tell him. At one point she allowed Bob
to help her use the laser, but Mrs. J. expressed frequent concerns that the laser might be
used improperly, or was dangerous. The Alexanders also stopped at the Galileo telescope
where the T.O. briefly explained the purpose of the setup. The most substantial
interaction occurred as the members of the Alexander family engaged one of the T.O.‟s in
a discussion of telescope operations. The T.O. described how the various parts of the
telescope worked, and related the small telescope he was using to professional
observatories and how those telescopes functioned. Max and the T.O. also engaged in a
conversation about the differences between reflecting and refracting telescopes and the
T.O. excitedly described several upcoming observatory projects.
Viewing the Sky
When they first arrived at the star party, the Alexander family approached a
telescope to view the planet Saturn and several members of the family looked through the
telescope. During the pre-visit, paired-family conversation Nathan and Susan pointed out
several objects in the sky. This continued as Mrs. J. gave them a tour of the constellation
Orion, pointed out the constellation Leo, and as they looked in the many telescopes at the
star party. They observed the Orion Nebula, the Moon, the Planet Saturn, and saw a
satellite and the International Space Station as they passed overhead. At one point Priya
peered through the eyepiece of a telescope and saw a shooting star. “Ohh, there was a
little thingy shooting across the sky and it wasn‟t a plane,” she told Max. “A shooting
star? Really?” asked Max. “Mmm hmm,” replied Priya.
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Tools for Observing
As they expected, the members of the Alexander family looked through half-adozen different telescopes throughout the course of the evening. Based on their
comments during the reflection video and the follow-up interview, the Alexanders
primarily expected modern telescopes, however, one unexpected experience they
discussed was using a replica of Galileo‟s telescope. They recalled this experience during
the follow-up interview, “One of the guys there had a Galileo telescope…and he had it
set up right beside a regular so you would look at the Moon and then you could look
through the scope,” explained Max. They were able to compare the view of the Moon
through this replica telescope with the view through another, modern, telescope. They
described the experience as “really…cool to see.” In addition, this star party was the first
time and of the Alexanders had seen a green laser pointer. From the moment he saw it,
Bob was infatuated with Mrs. J.‟s green laser pointer. For the rest of the night he tried
desperately to find out where Mrs. J. had gotten it, and where he could get one of his
own.
Contextual Experiences
This category refers to star party experiences that were related to the particular
setting and implementation of this star party. First of all, the Alexander‟s participated in
other astronomy-related activities inside the gymnasium. These activities included a
station where they used 3D glasses to view images of Mars, an inflatable planetarium,
and a raffle. Although it was not a direct substitution for observing Mars as he had hoped,
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Bob enjoyed the 3D Mars activity. Bob also discussed his experience in the inflatable
planetarium. He described how the presenter talked about which constellations were up at
different times of the year, how he saw „his‟ constellation, Leo, and how the north Star
never moves. For Priya, winning an astronomy book in the star party raffle was very
memorable. “I‟ve never won anything before,” she said. In addition, it was an
opportunity for her to meet the author of the book and get his autograph. Another
contextual experience that significantly impacted the Alexander‟s star party experience
was the weather. Although it had been a comfortable temperature during the day, the
evening of the star party was quite cold and not all of the visitor‟s were prepared. Bob, in
particular, repeatedly complained about the cold during the time he spent outdoors at the
star party. It came up again during the reflection video when Bob stated, “Next time don‟t
put it on a really, really, really, really, really, really…really, really cold night.” Max
agreed, “You may want to take a sweater just in case.” Bob was not done, “I‟d even
suggest taking a big…jacket you‟d most likely take to Alaska. I‟m serious…or even
Antarctica.”
Family Experiences
Based on their comments during the reflection video, the star party experience
was also an opportunity to spend time together. Satya was the first to bring this up, “I like
to tell the family about it and I like for all of us to go.” Later she added, “I think one of
the nice things too, is that we took friends from, and family from out of town.” Priya also
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brought this up at the end of the reflection video, “It‟s fun, fun, fun…for the whole
family.”
Practical
For the Alexander family, the most important practical experience was the fact
that the star party was free. Max first explained, “We plan on going to more of these as
well…especially since they‟re free.” He expanded on this a short time later saying, “They
volunteer their time, it‟s completely free, and especially in this economy right now, it‟s
nice to have something where you can enjoy yourselves…we were there for…I think, two
hours.” In addition, the weather was another practical experience that affected the star
party experience. Bob, in particular, complained several times that he was cold, and
recommended that anyone attending a star party should bring a coat.

4.8 Cross-Case Analysis for the First Star Party
In addition to analyzing the expectations and experiences of individual families,
similarities and differences between the two families that attended the same star party
were studied using cross-case analysis. This first cross-case analysis was based on the
findings in research questions 1 and 2.
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Differences in Expectations
One difference between the two families was the number of expectations they
expressed for the star party. The Alexander family mentioned far fewer expectations than
the Jindals. In addition, the way these expectations were described was noticeably
different. The Jindal family expressed expectations that focused on social experiences at
the star party, specifically the interactions they expected to have with the T.O.‟s while the
Alexander family generally expected there to be people facilitating the telescopes, but
made no mention of the kinds of interactions they expected to have. In addition, there
were differences between the ways that the two families described their expectations for
objects in the sky. The Jindal family mentioned specific objects, including Jupiter and
Saturn, but also used terms like nebula and star clusters. Their object-related expectations
also seemed to be tempered by their knowledge of what might be in the sky, or at least by
the fact that not all the objects they wanted to see would necessarily be visible. In
contrast, the Alexander family concentrated on more popularly known objects. They
mentioned “planets and stars” and specifically discussed their hopes of seeing Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, and finally, during the follow-up interview, Bob wondered why they had
not looked at Neptune. They also mentioned the Moon, but did not discuss other types of
astronomical objects. Their expectations seemed to include widely-known, popularly
familiar objects, and, for some of them, these expectations did not seem to account for the
possibility that some objects might not be visible at this time of year, or might be too dim
to observe at the star party.
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Differences Between Expectations and Experiences
An additional difference between the two families was the contrast between their
expectations and experiences. For the most part, the Jindal‟s expectations were wellaligned with the experiences they ended up having at the observing event. The Alexander
family had many more discrepancies, commenting on many positive, yet unexpected
experiences as well as several they found somewhat disappointing, such as not seeing
objects they had hoped to see, Mars, for example. For the Jindal family, their prior
experiences at Mrs. J.‟s star parties prepared them for what to expect at this event. The
only noticeable difference was that they mentioned that sometimes T.O.‟s brought
telescope equipment they had not seen before, but the equipment at this event was all
similar to the instruments they had seen or used before. For the Alexander family, the
differences between their expectations and experiences were more pronounced.
Disappointments
This category, disappointments includes statements made by members of the
Alexander family expressing a wish that things had gone differently. To begin with, Bob
had come to the star party hoping to view the planet Mars. Although he got to see the 3D
Mars booth, he still expressed his wish that he could have seen Mars in the telescope.
Later, Bob expressed surprise that he had not gotten to see the planet Neptune, “I
expected…that they would show Neptune, but for some reason, they didn‟t even see
Neptune.” Hita and Paresh, during the post-visit conversation said that the scale of the
planetarium show was smaller than they had expected. Apparently they believed that the
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inflatable planetarium was sponsored by the local university, and that fueled expectations
for a more impressive show experience. “But it‟s not really university-sponsored,” Max
tried to explain at one point. “OK. I didn‟t know that,” Paresh replied. Another source of
surprise or disappointment was the fact that many of the T.O.‟s were amateur
astronomers rather than professional astronomers. Although no one explicitly expressed
disappointment, Priya said during the reflection video that, “One of the main hosts of the
party was…a librarian of the school. She wasn‟t…she was an amateur astronomer…we
thought it was going to be somebody from [the university]…that like, really…knows a lot
about astronomy, but it just turned out to be the librarian who was an amateur
astronomer.” Another source of complaints, primarily from Bob, was the weather. He
complained repeatedly that it was too cold, and the star party should have been held on
another night, “Next time don‟t put it on a really, really, really, really, really,
really…really, really cold night…I‟d even suggest taking a big…jacket you‟d most likely
take to Alaska…I‟m serious…or even Antarctica.” Finally, several of the members of the
Alexander family mentioned that they would have liked the inflatable planetarium to be
larger, and have more comfortable seating.
Unexpected Delights
As they began the post-visit conversation, Priya mentioned that two of her
favorite things to see were the satellite and the International Space Station. Max was the
first to state, “I‟d say the unexpected was the funnest to see, the satellite and the space
station.” Priya agreed, “Yeah, because you didn‟t expect any of that.” By the time they
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made the reflection video, a week later, these unexpected experiences were still being
cited as highlights of the star party. Satya explained, “One of the neat things that we saw
that we didn‟t expect, but we saw the…space station…and we saw satellites streaking
across the sky, so those were unexpected things that were a delight that we got to see.”
The green lasers were another exciting experience that the Alexanders did not expect.
Bob, in particular, was enamored with them and even a week later, during the reflection
video, he was still asking his parents to get him one. Other experiences that they found
exciting were the indoor activities, particularly a 3D mars visualization booth, the
inflatable planetarium, and a raffle in which Priya won a book that she got signed by the
author who was a T.O. at the star party.
Different Interactions
A final difference was how the families interacted at the star party. Susan, Alice,
and Nathan all comfortably interacted with the telescope operators, and after the star
party remembered these conversations, referring to the discussions in the follow-up
interviews. The Alexander family, on the other hand, seemed to have been so excited
about the experience that they did not ask all their questions. During the reflection video
Satya even suggested that they could write down questions that came up so they would be
sure to remember them when they went to another star party.
Star Party Similarities
Another pattern that emerged was similarities between the families expectations
and experiences due of the context of the star party. For example, both families saw
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similar, if not the same, objects through telescopes. They also experienced the same
additional activities inside the gymnasium, and interacted with the same T.O.‟s. Both
families commented on the observing equipment they used at the star party. They
mentioned the quality of the observing equipment and believed the telescopes to be highquality observing instruments that positively affected the observing experience. In
addition, both families enthusiastically recalled the green laser pointer. They referred to
the T.O.‟s use of the green laser pointer as a unique and memorable experience. A final
similarity was one particular dimension of the interactions with the T.O.‟s. Although the
Jindal‟s interactions were more frequent and more fluid, both families were the recipients
of factual information from the T.O.‟s In fact, interactions between the T.O.‟s and
members of the Jindal family were initially indistinguishable from the T.O.‟s interactions
with the members of the Alexander family. When they approached the telescope for the
first time, the T.O.‟s often named the objects they were observing and provided factual
information about the objects being viewed in the telescopes. In addition, this information
was often passed by the family member who was first in line to those behind, as though
the information had been given to them and they were handing it back to the next person
in line.
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CHAPTER 5: THE SECOND STAR PARTY
5.1 Introduction
Chapter five presents the case descriptions for the two families at the second star
party. Chapter 5 follows the same structure as chapter 4:
I.

Experienced Family, Star Party 2
a. Case description based on data from sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
b. Analysis and findings for research questions 1 and 2

II.

On-Site Family, Star Party 2
a. Case description based on data from sources: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
b. Analysis and findings for research questions 1 and 2

III.

Cross-Case Analysis of Experienced and On-site Families from Star Party 2
for research questions 1 and 2

The second star party took place on the campus of a local university in the
summer of 2009, about two months after the first observing event. The science center at
the university has an observatory operated entirely by volunteers. During the time that
this study was being conducted, the science center was closed to the public, but the
volunteer-run observatory was open four days a week. For this star party, the role of the
experienced family was filled by the Forests, and the Brooke family was recruited as the
on-site family.
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5.2 The Case of the Forest Family
I initially contacted Marilyn Forest through colleagues at a local nature center.
Marilyn is a program coordinator at the center, and was suggested as someone who might
be able to put me in contact with families that had participated in her programs. After
several unsuccessful attempts to find participants with the necessary qualifications to act
as the experienced family, I asked Marilyn if she and her family would be willing to
participate themselves. Marilyn spoke with her family and they agreed to help. Marilyn,
her husband, Tim, and their two children, Barbara (13) and Louisa (11) maintain very
busy schedules. It took almost a month of making and rescheduling appointments before
we decided that the Forests would self-administer their own pre-visit experienced family
interview.
Forest Family: Pre-Visit Experienced-Family Interview (Self-Administered)
For the pre-visit interview with the Forest family I created conversation cards
similar to those used at the star party‟s paired-family self-administered conversational
interviews. I left these cards and a digital audio recorder in their mailbox. The Forests‟
conducted their interview one evening in their car on the way to pick up dinner at a
restaurant. Marilyn began the interview by suggesting that they talk about some of their
star party experiences. “All right, what star parties have we been to?” she asked. As in
previous interviews, family members worked together to reconstruct memories of their
past observing visits. After a short pause Tim named several places he remembered
attending star parties, including the nature center where Marilyn works and several events
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at a nearby observatory. Marilyn did not remember the whole family being at the
observatory, telling Tim, “I think it was just you and I…our whole family wasn‟t there
but you and I were.” Louisa spoke next and recalled a star party she attended with a
friend from school. Marilyn then prompted Barbara. “I remember the ones at…[the local
observatory],” Barbara said, echoing her dad‟s comments. Marilyn recalled an observing
event held at a local racquet club, and the rest of the family responded in agreement. Tim
reminded everyone of an experience where they set up a telescope with some friends, and
Marilyn asked them if they remembered the events they had attended on the campus of a
local university.
Marilyn then read the first interview card. “Does your family like to travel?” They
took turns naming destinations. “Cancun, Utah, Cozumel, Oregon,” came the replies.
Marilyn asked what they like to do when they travel. “Scuba dive, raft, visit relatives,”
replied Louisa and Barbara. Marilyn echoed their answers and shared her own view.
Marilyn:

Have we ever been to Disneyland?

B/L:

No.

Marilyn:

Will we ever go? No. No need to.

Barbara:

You guys are so prejudiced.

Marilyn:

What? What did you say? You‟re going to
go on Craigslist…see if someone will take
you to Disneyland?

Louisa:

No, she said you guys are so prejudiced

Marilyn:

Yes, we are.
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Marilyn then simply continued to the next question. “Do you ever go to parks, nature
centers, museums, historic national parks or historical sites?” Tim and Louisa replied
“Yes, yes, yes, yes, and yes,” to all of the above. Marilyn added, “We like go to the water
park once a summer,” and explained, “We‟re planning, next summer to do a national
parks tour trip, right?” At this point they arrived at the restaurant and paused the
recording while they got their food.
As they drove home with their take-out, the Forests picked up where they left off.
Marilyn read the next question, “Finish this sentence: At star parties, I like to…” Tim
was the first to reply. “Look through binoculars and telescopes,” he said. Marilyn was
next, responding, “I like to see things that are really, really far away…that I can‟t see
with just binoculars, because I like to take binoculars when I go camping, and on the
river, and look through them and find star clusters and stuff, but I like to find, you know,
nebulas and other dimensions and stuff.” Tim then added, “I like to not wait in big, long
lines to look through the telescope for half a second.” “You‟re so efficient,” Marilyn
replied. She then prompted Louisa, “How about you Louisa, what do you like?” Louisa
responded, “I like to look at star clusters. Looking through a telescope, they‟re really
bright and amazing.” “What about you, Barbara?” Marilyn asked. Barbara replied, “I like
looking at galaxies because they‟re beautiful. They‟re cool.” Marilyn then said, “Well, I
like, at star parties, when the telescope operator has stories to tell,” to which Tim
responded, “That one‟s good.” This prompted the following exchange between Tim and
Marilyn,
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Marilyn:

Yeah, and when they really know stuff that I
don‟t know already.

Tim:

I like figuring out how to find stuff on our
own, so you can find them later, things that
you can find in the night sky without a giant
telescope, that you don‟t need a…computer
to relocate it for you. So if you learn how to
find a certain…something on your own, then
you can find it with a chart, find it again
later.

Marilyn:

Right. I agree because we‟ll never have a
telescope that will do that. But we have
binoculars, and we really like to find stuff
on our own, and you don‟t want to get a
mid-range telescope because they‟re kind of
worthless, right?

Having finished her thought, Marilyn read the next question. “OK. Has anything
surprising ever happened at a star party? Something you didn‟t expect?” “Nope,” Tim
replied quickly. Louisa spoke next. “I remember the first time I looked through a
telescope…well, not the first time I looked at a scope, a telescope…but I looked through
the telescope, and there were star clusters, and I was just amazed. Like oh, whoa! And the
first time I saw a galaxy, I was like, really surprised.” Marilyn thought of something and
exclaimed, “Oh! I like it when I take the scope, or even binoculars, and…show kids how
to find the coat hanger, because you can tell when they‟re faking it.” She described some
of the responses she had heard from her participants. Marilyn then asked Barbara if she
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remembered the first time she looked through a telescope, since Louisa had just answered
that question. Louisa corrected her mom, explaining, “I said „not the first time I looked
through it‟, I said „the first time I saw a star cluster‟.” Marilyn then described her first
time looking through a telescope, “I remember I couldn‟t focus. I couldn‟t…get my eye
on it right, to see anything, and it was…I was so frustrated, and finally I just go „oh yeah,
I see it‟ and then I left, and I really didn‟t see it.” Tim‟s first star party memory was from
when he was in elementary school. “I think my first star party…yeah, for several
consecutive attempts, was clouded out in elementary school. My second grade teacher
had a telescope, arranged it all and it was cloudy and then we all got together again and it
was cloudy. We got together again, it was cloudy. I don‟t know if we ever even had it or
not.” “It happens a lot,” Marilyn explained.
Marilyn continued, “During [summer Saturday nights at the nature center] we
have a family astronomy night in June, July, and August, and usually we get to see stuff
ONE of the three nights. It‟s a problem.” Marilyn then asked, “What else do we like to do
as a family?” “In general?” Tim asked. “Yeah, in general,” Marilyn replied. “We like to
eat Mexican food,” Tim responded and Marilyn laughed. Tim continued, “When we go
on vacations, we like to go camping outdoors. We like to go on hikes. We like to ride our
bikes.” Marilyn echoed his answer and said, “Yes, we like to ride our bikes on the bike
path, and we like to skateboard and free-line skate.” Barbara added, “We like to go
swimming,” and Marilyn continued, “We like to swim together. We like to go on the roof
and look at the stars, sometimes.” “We like to find the…space station and space shuttle
when they fly over,” Tim said. Barbara then said “We like to go out to classical concerts
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in the park at night,” and Marilyn added, “Oh, yes…and lay on the blanket and look at
the stars. You can‟t see very many, but you can see some. We like to go to [the
mountain].” She prompted Louisa for ideas but then thought of more examples, “We like
to take our animals to the park, our two dogs and our ferret. We like to clean the house
together.” When no one else had any more to add Marilyn returned to the conversation
cards.
“OK. Talk about some of the star parties you‟ve been to.” She explained that
they‟ve already listed some, and asked, rhetorically, “What did we do? Well, we looked
through telescopes. We talked to the astronomers.” She explained that at the nature center
where she works they have activities facilitated by local astronomy organizations. Tim
added his own thoughts. “At star parties that I‟ve enjoyed, there‟s been other things going
on, you know, a barbeque, and so we were eating food and socializing and looking at the
telescope.” Louisa built on her dad‟s comment. “Yeah. I like it when there‟s something
else going on, so half the time you‟re not just sitting there waiting in a big, long line.”
“Or if there‟s someone telling a story,” continued Tim. Barbara added, “I like being there
with big groups of my friends, so we can chatter and then look at the stars and then
chatter some more.”
Marilyn followed with her thoughts, explaining that she likes to listen to stories
told by one of the telescope operators. “I like it when L.B. tells stories. He tells good
stories,” Marilyn said. She then asked, “Who else was at our parties? Our friends, other
guests at the museum or the racquet club. What are some of the things that we‟ve seen at
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star parties? Star clusters, we mentioned that.” Barbara added, “Galaxies.” And Tim said,
“Yes, the moons of Jupiter through binoculars.” “Oh yeah. That‟s fun,” said Marilyn.
“Saturn‟s rings,” was Louisa‟s addition. Marilyn read the next question, “Talk about the
last star party you went to, or the last time you looked through a telescope.” Marilyn
prompted Tim, who said he did not remember. She then asked Barbara. “Barbara, when
was the last time you looked through a telescope? Last summer at [my camp]?”
“Yeah…did we even look through a telescope last summer at [your camp]?” Barbara
asked. “Well we were [at the observatory] and there was that huge lightning storm,”
Marilyn explained. “So it must have been the summer before that,” Barbara replied. Tim
added, “Oh, I remember what I liked in the star parties, play with the green laser
pointers.” “Oh yeah,” agreed Louisa and Marilyn. “I think my green laser pointer‟s
broken,” lamented Marilyn. “I found a note from last summer that said „buy a new laser
pointer and get yours serviced‟, and I didn‟t do it. So I‟m not going to have one on
Monday.”
Marilyn then read the final question, “Pretend you‟re talking to another family
who‟s never been to a star party before. What would you tell them? What will it be like?
What is a star party? What should they expect to see and do, and who else will be there?”
While Marilyn, Barbara and Louisa tried to decide who should go first Tim wondered
out-loud, “So, I have a question. Is there a difference between a star party and just, you
know…they‟ve got telescopes set up at the mall, so if you wander by you look through
the telescope for five minutes. Is that a star party? Or is it…star parties…you
get…everybody to get together…for an hour, or two hours, having lots of stuff come
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up?” Marilyn explained her view of a star party: “I would say, for me, a star party is
when there is an astronomer there, who can give you information and tell you cool
things.” Louisa added her own idea: “I would say a star party is an astronomer with a big
telescope.” Tim asked Marilyn to repeat the question. Marilyn read it again and Barbara
answered “stars,” explaining her view of what people could expect. “Expect it to be dark
and look through telescopes,” Tim replied. Marilyn added, “And expect to have a hard
time looking through the eyepiece, at first. Oh, it‟s always important to have a stool
because I‟m so short. I can‟t see. I would tell them that it would be cool.” The family
arrived at their house and wrapped up the interview. “Alright, we‟re hungry, we‟re going
to eat dinner,” was Marilyn‟s final statement before shutting off the recording.
Forest Family: Pre-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
The star party took place five days after the Forests had conducted their pre-visit
experienced family interview. They family arrived at the observatory shortly after dark,
around the same time as the on-site family. I seated both the Forests and the Brookes
around the table with the conversation cards and refreshments while the Brookes filled
out their consent documents and I finished setting up the rest of the equipment. Once I
had explained the procedures for the evening and left to operate the recording equipment,
Tim Forest suggested that they begin with introductions. He introduced himself, his two
daughters, Barbara and Louisa, and his wife, Marilyn. He also explained how they got
involved in the research project through a mutual friend of ours. Tim and Marilyn
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continued to facilitate the conversation, asking questions and sharing stories with the
Brookes to help them feel comfortable and to familiarize the two families.
Tim reached into the cauldron and grabbed the first conversation card. “So, I‟ll
read a question,” he said. “What kinds of things do you think you will do at this star
party?” After a short pause, he joked, “I bet none of us thought we‟d wear microphones.”
Marilyn chuckled and replied, “I wasn‟t expecting to wear a microphone at a star
party…or have an infrared button hooked to my shirt.” Tim then asked, “Well, what do
you kids think you will do at the star party?” “I think that we would look at the stars and
see stuff,” Louisa replied. Marilyn asked Ashley Brooke if she had been to a star party
before. “Uh huh,” Ashley replied. “So what do you think you‟ll do at this star party?”
Marilyn asked. “Look at planets, and stars, Jupiter, Saturn…my favorite planets,” Ashley
explained. “Saturn is your favorite planet? Is that what you said?” asked Tim. “Uh-huh.
Jupiter and Saturn…I also like Pluto,” Ashley told him. “Why do you like them so
much?” Marilyn asked her. “I don‟t know,” replied Ashley, “I just like them.” “I feel
sorry for Pluto,” Marilyn told Ashley. Louisa agreed with her mom: “I know…poor
Pluto.” Louisa went on, “I think my favorite planet is Mars. I looove Mars.” “Why?”
Marilyn asked. “I don‟t know,” replied Louisa, “It‟s just…awesome.” “I like Mars just
„cause…I study Mars, kind of, through a…summer camp program. So I have good
memories of Mars,” explained Marilyn.
Louisa, having thought about it while her mom spoke, then added, “There‟s so
much to learn about Mars. I guess…why I like Mars so much is probably…because
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it‟s…kind of our next planet that we‟re working to get to and there‟s so much we can do
with it.” “I like Jupiter,” Barbara said. “Yeah, why?” asked Marilyn. “Because it‟s big,”
explained Barbara, “And it‟s made of gas.” “Then why don‟t you like the Sun?” asked
Louisa. “Are you going to visit there?” replied Marilyn. Gary Brookes interjected, “I‟m
actually working on it, a generator that would work on Mars.” “Oh really? Wow!”
exclaimed Marilyn. Seemingly anxious to continue, Louisa turned to her sister, “Barbara,
what‟s the next question?” she asked. “This is for kids,” Barbara read, “I take my mom
and dad to star parties because…” “Because they‟re fun and you can learn new things,”
Louisa said.
Gary asked his kids why they wanted to go to the star party and Ashley replied, “I
know…because I like science.” “That‟s good,” said Marilyn, and then she asked Ashley,
“What kind of science do you like?” Ashley named a couple of areas and Marilyn replied,
“Cool. I think my girls like science too.” “I love science,” replied Louisa. “You love
science?” repeated Marilyn. Gary asked the Forests if they visit the observatory often.
“We used to go to quite a few star parties,” said Marilyn, “We had telescopes that come
out to my summer camp programs and sometimes these guys tag along.” She continued,
“It seems like I spend a lot of time here…at the [university] with those summer camp
programs, and we‟ve always come to the [science center] but this year they‟re
closed…which is too bad.”
Louisa had pulled another question from the cauldron. “Oh, you have a question?”
Marilyn asked. Louisa read it out loud, “Yeah. This is the opposite of that one. For
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parents: I take my kids to star parties because…” “Because, I get to tell them what to do,”
Tim joked. “Because they nag us „till we do it,” Marilyn laughed. Tim then said, “I take
my kids to star parties because they‟re fun; because we like looking at telescopes, looking
through telescopes,” Marilyn continued, “Yeah, I think I take my kids because I want
them to learn more, you know. I don‟t know everything and it‟s fun to hang out with an
astronomer and a telescope.” Gary explained that he and his kids had very little
experience with star parties and that he had seen the moons of one of the planets, but he
did not remember which one.” “Well, I think we discovered here…did we figure out that
you can see the moons of Jupiter with just binoculars? I think we learned that
here…when we were checking out stars one night. With just a pretty normal pair of
binoculars you can see some little moons there. I guess the trick is knowing which star to
point your binoculars at or, you know, which planet…which one is Jupiter,” Tim
explained. Marilyn had Louisa draw the next question and hand it to Gary. “Who, in your
family, likes to go to star parties the most?” he read. “How about in our family?” Marilyn
asked. She continued,“I think it‟s me.” “No, it‟s me,” Louisa told her. “Yeah, Louisa‟s
always had an affinity for the stars. I don‟t know. Maybe Barbara.” “No, it‟s probably
you,” said Tim, “You probably motivated us to go because they have this at
the…museum and drag us out in the evenings,” Tim replied.
Marilyn seemed to agree, “Yeah, I think I got so fascinated with the stars and the
sky. We do a lot of river rafting…and when you‟re out in the wilderness and there are no
lights at all, it‟s amazing how many stars you can see.” She explained that this is how she
really got interested in learning about the sky. “I just really wanted to know what was up
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there, and still do. There‟s so much to learn,” Marilyn told the group. She went on to
explain that when her daughter, Louisa, was little, “She loved to stay up late at night,
looking up at the stars and naming constellations.”
Louisa drew the next question and handed it to Luke. Gary read it for him: “Fill in
the blank. Tonight I want to see blank through the telescope.” Ashley and Luke Brookes
went first and then it was Louisa‟s turn. “I want to see Mars or star clusters because star
clusters are just out of this worldly awesome, and then Mars is just amazing,” she said.
Marilyn turned to Barbara, “How about you, Barbara, what do you want to see?” “I want
to see Saturn,” Barbara told her mom. “I want to see the moons around Jupiter,” offered
Tim. “Is Jupiter up tonight?” asked Marilyn. “I have no idea,” Tim told her. Gary
explained that he heard someone say that Jupiter was up and Marilyn replied, “Oh good. I
have a hard time keeping track of the planets, which are up and which are not. That‟s the
hard one for me.” She continued, “Let‟s see, what do I…I want to see something through
the big telescope that I can‟t see without a really, you know, big telescope.” “Yeah, like
star clusters,” Louisa added excitedly. “Yeah, something like far away or something
maybe not so far away but like in detail,” Marilyn added. “Like Pluto, or Like Mars?”
asked Louisa. Marilyn responded, “Maybe like a galaxy, another galaxy. That‟d be cool
to see.” “Do you know if you can see the Horsehead Nebula through telescopes this
size?” Barbara asked. Marilyn thought for a second and replied, “Well, I don‟t know
what size it is. We should ask when we go up. The horsehead nebula is cool to see.”
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Louisa reached into the bucket and pulled out another conversation card. “There‟s
still a couple more in here,” she said. “Thank you,” Gary said as Louisa handed him the
card. “Talk about the first star party you went to,” he read. After Ashley Brooke had
spoken, Marilyn asked her family, “When was our first star party?” “I don‟t remember,”
Louisa replied. “I was in second grade,” said Tim. “Second grade? You can remember
that long ago?” Marilyn asked him. “My teacher was Mr. T. and it was cloudy. And then
we rescheduled it for another week and it was cloudy again, so we built rockets instead.”
“How about you, Barbara, do you remember your first one?” Marilyn asked. “I don‟t
remember,” Barbara replied. Just then Luke, who was fiddling with one of the lights on
the table, switched it from red to white light. “That white light is bright!” Marilyn told
him. Gary helped him switch it back to red and explained that they needed to keep it that
way. Marilyn also explained “the red light also helps you so you can see better at night. It
helps you keep your night vision.” Marilyn said that she could not remember her first star
party, but she described a class she took at the local community college, “I remember
when we moved here, what, 11 years ago, I took a class at [the local community college]
so I could start really figuring out what all the constellations were, what all the planets
were, and we did lots of star parties. And I remember the first one for that class we did, I
took a map so I could lay down flat on the ground and look up all night without hurting
my neck.”
Tim reached in and started looking through the conversation cards. “Give me one.
Give me just like an interesting one.” Louisa whined. “My turn,” said Marilyn. “Talk
about the first time you looked through a telescope,” she read. “I don‟t remember that
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either,” Louisa replied. She continued, “I don‟t know, but I‟m pretty sure it was at my
first star party, which I also didn‟t remember. Mom, but do you think it was at the [local
nature center]? I think so.” “We moved here when you were 9 months old,” Marilyn told
her. “Yeah, it was probably at the [nature center],” Louisa decided. “I bet it was,”
Marilyn agreed, “We used to have star parties in the parking lot at the [nature center] at
night.” Louisa went on, “I do remember the first couple of telescopes I looked through, I
couldn‟t see anything. I‟m like, Yeah, I see it. It‟s really cool.” “That‟s what I
remember,” Marilyn told her, “The first time I looked through a telescope I couldn‟t
figure out how to look through and, you know, get it in focus with my eye on the
eyepiece right, so I just…the same thing. I just pretended that I saw it. How about you
Barbara, do you remember?” “No I don‟t remember,” Barbara replied. “But the first time
I actually looked through and actually saw something, I was amazed. I‟m like, Whoa.
This is so cool,” Louisa explained. “How about you, Tim?” Marilyn asked. “I don‟t
remember if the first time I looked through one I actually saw anything,” Tim replied,
“We got clouded out [several] times when I was in elementary and…I don‟t remember.
Fuzzy past.”
Gary read the next card, “Talk about the last star party you went to.” “What was
the last one we went to?” Tim asked his family. “It was at the racquet club, remember, on
Friday?” Louisa replied. “Wasn‟t it [camp], the year before last?” Barbara said. Marilyn
told them, “It was probably different for all of us.” “I think my last star party was at the
racquet club,” repeated Louisa. “I don‟t remember going to the racquet club,” Barbara
told her. Louisa explained, “Remember, there was a huge line and there was one with the
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Moon and it was so detailed. You could see all the craters and it was just after we learned
about the Moon in class and I could like name all the craters. It was awesome.” Tim
described some of his own memories, “Do you remember the one at [the high school]?
There was one at the little viewing area at the [nature center] we went to. What was the
other one that we go to?” “There was one at [the elementary school],” Marilyn recalled.
“Oh yes, that‟s where it was,” agreed Tim. Although Louisa did not remember, Barbara
recognized the event her parents were talking about. “That was the one where it was like
the elementary school science fair or whatever,” she said. “It was the science night,”
confirmed Tim. “And [our friend I.] was there with his Lego league thing,” Barbara
continued. “Yes. The robots,” said Tim. “Oh that!” exclaimed Louisa as she remembered.
“That was a while ago,” said Barbara. “I remember that. And we ate the ice cream,”
recalled Louisa. “You ate ice cream,” Barbara told her. “My last one was Monday,”
Marilyn told Gary. “Yeah, I had 20 teenagers out in the desert harvesting Saguaro fruit
and camping out overnight, just under the stars, no tents.” Louisa overheard Marilyn and
exclaimed, “And we‟re going to go on Friday. Yaay! I love Saguaro fruit.”
Gary told a story about eating a fruit from an Organ Pipe cactus. “Organ pipe
don‟t naturally grow here,” she explained, “Maybe someone was tending to it.” At this
point, several members of both families were ready to be finished and go to the star party.
“I don‟t think he intended us to go through all of them,” Tim told the others. Although
Louisa thought they should finish all the questions, Tim suggested that they read just one
more. “One more question and then we‟re going to look at the stars,” he said. Barbara
read the final question, “Finish this sentence: at star parties I like to…” She paused for a
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moment and then she said, “I like to look at stars.” Tim commented, “I‟m liking sitting in
the lawn chairs part in the cool evening, to tell you the truth.” Louisa agreed, “I like to
have my own little chair and I can just look up at the stars. I think that‟s nice.” Tim
continued, “Yeah, it's just fun being outside at night, I think, just kind of half of it. The
telescopes are part, but just being out at night when the weather's pleasant is pretty good
motivation.”
Gary explained that he had recently been sleeping outside under the stars. Tim
responded, “That's a great idea. I used to sleep out all the time when I was a kid in the
summer; sleep out on the grass. But we don't do that very much.” “I want to do that. That
sounds like fun.” Louisa said. “OK, tomorrow. We‟re sleeping under the stars
tomorrow,” Marilyn told her, “Let‟s hope it doesn‟t rain.” “Yay! And eat Saguaro fruit,”
Louisa cheered. “I‟d laugh if it rained,” Barbara told her. “Nuh uh, you‟re gonna
complain,” Marilyn replied. At this point both families got up to go look through the
telescopes.
Forest Family: Star Party Observation
The Forest and Brooke families walked up the stairs to the observatory together.
On the way up the stairs Luke started to talk with Louisa. “What‟s your name?” he asked.
“Louisa,” she replied. “You‟re about the same size as Ashley,” he told Louisa. “Yeah,”
she said, “I‟m a little taller.” “I‟m in second grade,” Ashley said. Luke asked Louisa,
“What grade are you in?” “I‟m in sixth now,” Louisa replied. “You probably shouldn‟t
touch it yet Luke,” Marilyn said as Luke ran up to the telescope. She then said to the
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telescope operator, “Whatcha gonna point it at? Some clouds?” He told her that they were
looking through some holes in the clouds and that Saturn was in the telescope.
As they waited while the T.O. helped Luke look into the eyepiece Marilyn
commented, “That‟s a pretty big telescope. Not as big as the four meter on [the
mountain].” “That was fun,” Barbara told her. “C‟mon!” Luke said impatiently as he
waited for some clouds to pass. “That always helps, when you yell at it,” Marilyn told
him. “What grade are you going to be in, Ashley?” Marilyn asked. “Third grade,” Ashley
replied. “Third grade. Awesome. Are you excited?” asked Marilyn. In the meantime Tim
explained to Gary that although their family had been to the university before to look
through telescopes, the observatory had always been closed.
As they waited, the T.O. asked everyone, “Did you hear about that fourteen-yearold that found the supernova?” “What happened? When?” asked Marilyn. “I think it was
back in November,” he explained, “But it‟s just in the news now.” Marilyn read the story
out loud from the computer screen: “In 2008 a fourteen year old student from upstate new
York…with her amateur telescope discovered a new junior-sized supernova that
scientists, after careful evaluation, have now named SN2008ha. Caroline‟s Supernova is
unique in that it might represent a new class of stellar explosions.” The T.O. explained
that it had been found with a “regular old telescope.” “What‟s a um…the…,” asked
Louisa. “Supernova?” Marilyn helped. “A star that ran out of Hydrogen and Helium gas
and so it collapsed and blew up,” the T.O. explained. “That‟s why it‟s so bright,” he said,
“It‟s going to go away too…it shows up and then goes away.” “That‟s really cool,” said
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Louisa. “Wow!” exclaimed Marilyn, “Is it visible now?” “I think it‟s best seen in the
winter,” the T.O. told her. Marilyn continued reading the story aloud, “A supernova is, in
laymen‟s terms…we‟re laymen because we‟re not scientists, that‟s like regular people‟s
terms…an explosion or death of a star. Caroline‟s Supernova or SN2008ha, is seven
million light years away. Did I say seven? I meant 70. 70 million light years away.”
“How long is a light year?” asked Louisa. “A light year…that‟s the…,” Marilyn began.
She turned to the T.O. and asked, “Can you explain to us what a light year is?” “A light
year is the distance light takes to travel in one year,” he told them, “Light travels at
186,000 miles per second.” “So really, really, really far away,” Marilyn added.
“Wow…so it takes 7 million years to…light to reach that spot?” asked Louisa. “It takes
eight minutes for light to get from the Sun to us,” the T.O. explained. “70 million, right?”
corrected Gary. “And how far away is the sun?” asked Marilyn. “93 million miles,” the
T.O. told her. “93 million miles,” confirmed Marilyn, “And it takes 8 minutes. Then you
compare that to 70 million light years away.” “So it takes 70 million years for light to
reach that spot,” said Louisa. “That happened, like, 70 million years ago,” explained the
T.O., “And it just got to us.” “Oh!” said Louisa “I see now.” “So when we‟re looking up,
we‟re really seeing stuff that happened a long time ago,” Marilyn said. “And when you‟re
looking at the Sun, you‟re seeing it eight minutes ago,” added the T.O. Marilyn continued
reading the article, noting that one of the observatories where follow-up observations
were collected was nearby. “We‟re going to go look at the telescopes downstairs,” Tim
told Marilyn. “Is there anything to see here?” she asked. “No,” he told her, “It‟s cloudy.”
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Tim and Barbara walked down from the observatory while Marilyn and Louisa
continued to read the supernova article. “That one‟s a galaxy right there,” the operator
told Marilyn as he pointed to one of the images on the screen. “Have you guys ever gone
to HubbleSite.org?” the operator asked, apparently trying to determine their interest in
galaxies. “Oh wait,” said Marilyn suddenly, “Where‟s this [observatory] telescope?” The
T.O. explained that it was south of the city, “I‟ve been there,” he told her. They talked
about the observatory for another couple minutes with Marilyn noting that she had been
in the area of the observatory, but had never visited. Gary was listening to the
conversation and occasionally asked a question or offered a comment. The conversation
was periodically interrupted when Luke would try to get the T.O.‟s attention to ask about
something in the telescope.
In the meantime Tim and Barbara were standing outside the observatory near one
of the small telescopes. They looked up at the sky while they waited for the people using
the telescope to finish. I could see the T.O. in the background waving his arms and heard
him talking about one of the objects he was trying to show in the telescope. “It‟s probably
not in sight anymore because it‟s got these clouds,” he said as Tim stepped up to the
eyepiece. “It might be there,” the T.O. said as Tim took off his glasses leaned over to
look. “There‟s something here,” Tim told him. “Yeah, it‟s a double star system,” said the
T.O. “Oh yeah,” said Tim as he looked in the eyepiece. After looking for about ten
seconds, Tim stood up so Barbara could have a turn. “Don‟t be afraid to…use the
focusing knob,” the T.O. told Barbara as she stepped up to the telescope. “Actually I have
it right here on my computer too,” he said. Tim walked over to look at the screen.
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Barbara took about 15 seconds to look in the eyepiece and then stepped back and looked
at the sky where the telescope was pointing. She turned around and walked a few steps
over to where her dad was standing with the T.O. while he showed them the double star
system on his computer.
Marilyn and Louisa finished talking with the T.O. in the observatory and began to
walk down the stairs. Louisa started to summarize for her mom what they had just found
out, “So…that supernova happened 70 million years ago…and then the light just reached
it because it took so long for the light to reach that spot because it was so far away.”
“Wow,” replied Marilyn who then asked Louisa, “How far away did he say the Sun
was?” “Um…90 million. Nine…something…it had a nine in it,” replied Louisa as they
reached the bottom of the stairs. Tim and Barbara had finished looking at the double star
on the T.O.‟s computer as Marilyn and Louisa walked up. “Did you see anything down
here?” Marilyn asked. “There‟s a star system,” said Tim, pointing to the small telescope
nearby. “There were clouds in it when I was looking,” Barbara said. “You only saw
clouds?” Tim asked. Barbara walked up to the telescope and looked in the eyepiece,
“Well I saw some…nope, there are stars in there.” Louisa walked over to look in the
telescope as Barbara stepped away. “I don‟t see stars,” Louisa said. She continued to look
into the eyepiece, raising her hand to block out external light, “Oh, I see one little teeny
one…so now I don‟t see stars,” she said. “Let me see,” said Marilyn. “They went away?”
asked Barbara. “Oh…I see…a couple stars,” Marilyn said hesitantly as she took her turn
at the telescope. “Mama, I don‟t see them,” Louisa told Marilyn. “You don‟t see them?”
asked Marilyn. She explained, “There‟s just a couple stars. We should ask them to tell us
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what they are.” The T.O. explained apologetically, “Hopefully it‟ll clear up again. We
had about…like 45 minutes of actual seeing the stars. We might be able to get some more
openings.” Tim turned and put his hands on Barbara‟s shoulders, “That‟s the irony. Are
you feeling it?” he asked. “Of what?” Barbara asked. “Of not seeing stars after chatting
for a long time about seeing stars at star parties…and then it‟s cloudy…of course,” he
replied. Tim walked over to a telescope to take another look. “Anything?” Louisa asked.
“Cloudy, cloudy, cloudy,” he told her.
Marilyn had been yawning all night and came over to sit by me. “Mom, I‟m
tired,” Louisa said as she walked over to where Marilyn and I were sitting on the grass.
“Yep,” Marilyn agreed. “How‟s camp?” I asked Marilyn. “It‟s so great,” she said. We
discussed some of the activities they had done while Tim and Barbara continued to stand
near the telescopes. Barbara walked up to Tim and put her hands on Tim‟s shoulders like
he had done to her earlier. “How many suns does…what‟s that planet? Luke‟s planet?”
she asked. “Tatooine?” suggested Tim, picking up on her reference to the movie Star
Wars. “Yeah,” Barbara confirmed. “That‟d be a good question to ask an astronomer,”
replied Tim. With a mockingly formal tone he said, “How many suns does the Tatooine
system have?” Switching back to his normal voice, he said more seriously, “It has two.”
“Oh, it‟s not three?” asked Barbara, surprised. “No, it‟s just a binary star system…two
suns,” Tim told her. “I was positive it was three,” Barbara replied. “Luke comes from a
binary star system. We studied that at the [university] I‟m sure. Everybody knows…all
about…,” Tim said. “The bi-star system of Tatooine?” Barbara added. “Yes…and
Dantooine.” said Tim who paused for a moment before continuing, “We all know that
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outside of the Hoth system there is a giant asteroid field that you have to be really careful
navigating through.” “ ‟Cause there‟s worms in there…that‟ll eat you up,” added Barbara
with a laugh. “Yup,” said Tim.
In the meantime, Marilyn, Louisa, and I were behind the camera talking about
people we knew in common and about our previous telescope observing experiences.
“We didn‟t pick a great night, did we?” I asked rhetorically. “But it‟s nice and cool,”
Louisa said. “That‟s true,” I agreed. In the distance Tim turned to Barbara and said, “We
should point the telescopes at the windows of the library…and watch the people study.”
“Oh my gosh. They totally do that on Sims,” she replied, referring to the computer game.
She explained, “If you buy your Sims a telescope they can go and look through it at night
and they‟ll gain…knowledge points.” “ „Cause they spy on their neighbors?” asked Tim.
Barbara continued, “But in the day they spy on their neighbors and they have these little
thought bubbles of what their neighbors are doing and then the neighbors know when
they‟re being spied on so they create these feuds. It‟s so funny. If you spy on your
neighbors, your neighbors will come over in a huff and yell at you. It‟s so funny!” After
standing around for a few minutes Barbara pointed to a building and asked if it was a
library. “Yeah,” he told her, “There are several libraries…‟cause this is an institution of
higher learning.” Tim then made a comment to Barbara about going to the university. “I
don‟t know. I think that I wouldn‟t be opposed to going to [this university]…it‟s just so
hot here,” Barbara told him. “You want to go to the University of Greenland?” Tim
asked. “If I go to Utah it‟s not going to be 113 degrees every day.” Tim replied, “During
the school year…it‟s not hot here. It‟s all lovely…you can wear shorts to class…and if
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you go to school somewhere else you have to wear giant parkas to school instead of flipflops and shorts,” “If I go to [the university]…then that means we have to go on vacation
all summer to Utah,” Barbara bargained.
I realized that, with the cloudy weather, the families were likely to finish soon and
I still needed to set out the conversation cards for the post-visit discussion. Apparently
sensing my growing agitation Marilyn asked, “You need me to hold that for you?”
referring to the night-shot camera. “I‟m just sittin‟ here,” she added. “It‟s a little…funny
to ask the participants to help, but sure,” I said, deciding it probably would not make
much difference in terms of the data collection. “Stinks we can‟t see anything,” Louisa
said to Marilyn after I left to exchange the conversation cards. “You should go back
upstairs and see what he‟s got on the computer,” Marilyn suggested. Reminded of their
earlier conversation Louisa said, “OK, so then…for a light year…doesn‟t it take 70
million years to reach that spot…light? „Cause it doesn‟t appear for 7 million years.” “70
million years,” Marilyn corrected. “70 million years…wow,” Louisa replied. “So really,”
Louisa continued, “When you‟re looking at the stars, you‟re looking into the
past….things that have already happened.” Near the telescopes Gary walked up to
Barbara and Tim and pointed across the street at one of the buildings. “I wonder what
they‟re doing up there?” Gary joked. “Yeah, that‟s what I suggested, that we point the
telescope up there,” Tim laughed. “Ashley, did you see your Saturn?” Marilyn asked as
Ashley walked over to join her brother playing on the Moon model. Ashley shook her
head. “No?” Marilyn echoed. “Well, that‟s crummy,” I said. Marilyn asked, “Are they
open tomorrow night?” “Yup,” I told her. “And next Friday and Saturday?” Marilyn
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continued. “Yup, they‟re open every Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday night,” I
replied, letting them know they could come back and try again. “Yeah you can still see
it,” I reassured them.
A few minutes later Tim and Barbara walked over from the telescopes. “So,
what‟s the verdict?” Marilyn asked. “Let‟s have our follow-up questions,” Tim
suggested. “Did you guys have any luck?” I asked Tim. “None,” he replied. “Yes,”
Barbara corrected, “We saw a double star.” “We saw a double star system,” Tim agreed,
“Sorry.” “Was that what was in that scope?” asked Marilyn. “There was a double star
system…yes…we saw the binary star system where Luke lives,” Tim said. “Tatooine,”
Barbara added. At this point both families decided it was time to wrap up and they
headed for the table to finish the post-visit conversation.
Forest Family: Post-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
On the evening of the star party, the sky was overcast and the Forests and Brookes
only stayed at the star party together for about 20 minutes. The two families milled
around the table for a while as they gathered everyone together for the post-visit
conversation. Tim went through the conversation cards and picked out several to hand
out. “I expected to see stars,” Louisa told Marilyn as they sat at the table waiting for
everyone to arrive. Louisa read from one of the conversation cards, “OK. Compare the
Star party to what you expected.” “I expected to see more stars,” Louisa explained. “I
don't know if I expected that because I saw the clouds when we were coming over,”
Marilyn told her, “So I‟m not really disappointed.” “Yeah, I guess you‟re right,” Louisa
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agreed. Then she remembered something else, “No, I liked looking at the computer and
seeing the--what is it called?” “The supernova,” Marilyn prompted. “Yeah, the
supernova. That was cool. I did not expect that,” Louisa continued. Barbara then said, “I
didn't expect that telescope up there. I just expected like regular telescopes. I didn't know
they had a whole observatory here because I had never seen it before.” “Did you ask him
how big it was?” Marilyn asked. “It was 16 centimeters or something,” Barbara told her,
unsure.
Luke told the group how disappointed he was that they did not get to see Saturn,
and Marilyn did her best to be sympathetic. “I know. Well, you know, they're open here
for star parties Wednesday through Saturday, so maybe when the clouds go away,” she
told Luke. Tim asked the Brooke family if they wanted to read a question. Gary grabbed
one of the cards, “What did you end up doing at the star party?” Louisa spoke first, “I fell
asleep on the grass,” she said. “I looked at clouds,” Barbara said sarcastically. “I saw one
star,” said Louisa. “I saw two,” Barbara told her. “Maybe we‟ll see more when we‟re
done with the questions,” Marilyn suggested.
Tim prompted Marilyn to read the next question, “What was your favorite thing
you did or saw tonight?” She turned to Luke and asked him what he thought. “I don‟t
know,” he told her. “I'm going to guess you liked jumping on the Moon over there,”
Marilyn suggested. Louisa jumped in, “I liked looking at the computer with…and
learning more about light years and supernovas and giant telescopes in Arizona,” she
said. “Yeah, I liked learning something that I hadn‟t learned before. There‟s a 14-year-old
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girl who, in November, found a supernova with her telescope,” Marilyn agreed. Louisa
added, “And it was…70 million light years away. And she saw…it just from a little one.”
“How does it make you feel, Barbara, that the universe is so big?” Marilyn asked her
daughter. “It makes me feel small. It makes me feel like it doesn't care about me and I
should just mind my own business here on Earth,” Barbara told her.
Louisa had a different view: “It doesn't care about you? Why doesn't it care about
you? Why doesn't it want you to discover new worlds, new places, new universes?”
Marilyn seemed to agree with Louisa, “I think it makes me feel like part of something
really neat and really big and really wonderful. I mean, if a 14-year-old girl can discover
that with her amateur telescope, I guess we all are important.” Marilyn then said to the
group, “Barbara's thought a lot about the amount of money they spend on space
exploration. What are your thoughts on that?” Noone really had a response and Louisa
said, “I like thinking about the stars that you're looking at, everything that you see light
coming from them has already happened. You're looking from what has happened in the
past not in the present day.” Tim agreed, “It is cool…Hard to wrap your mind around that
sometimes. That when you look at the stars, you're looking in to the far, far, far away
past.” “It is,” Louisa agreed. “Does anyone else have a good question?” Marilyn asked. “I
have a question,” Barbara said, “Was there anything you did or saw that you didn‟t
expect?” Louisa again spoke first, “I did not expect to go onto the computer, but I really
liked that.” “Did you not expect something?” Tim prompted Barbara. “I think I already
said this but I didn‟t expect the observatory. That was really fun,” she told him. Gary read
his question next, “What did you look at through the telescope?” “Clouds. We did see
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lots of clouds,” said Gary. “Except for the double star, right?” added Marilyn. “Yeah, we
saw a double star, but we didn't get the explanation. We didn't hear where it is, what it is,
exactly.” Marilyn then asked Gary about the generator for Mars that he was working on.
Gary explained a bit about it. The families exchanged goodbyes and took their
microphones off.
Forest Family: Reflection Video Blog
The Forests took the longest time to make their video. Although it was my
intention that participants simply start the camera and begin speaking, Marilyn and her
family recorded several takes, accidentally erased what was to be the final video, and had
to record it again. The video began with the entire family sitting on their couch. Tim
introduces the family and Marilyn puts one of the props, a small flying saucer LED
keychain, on the brim of her baseball cap. Marilyn began by describing some of the
things they had done at star parties; look through binoculars and look through “big,
beautiful telescopes.” She also explained, “There‟s always an astronomer there who
knows how to run it, and how to make it look at things that we want to see, and
sometimes we use our planispheres to find the constellations that are up in the sky at that
time, and if we‟re really lucky, we get somebody, like myself, who has a laser pointer to
point at some stars for us.” She finished up by saying that they just have a good time
looking up in the sky and learning new things.
Barbara spoke next. She pointed out that sometimes cloudy weather can affect the
observing, “When we go to star parties, sometimes it‟s cloudy, or the weather is bad, and
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we don‟t stay for very long, but usually there‟s fun people there and fun things to look
at…so we can stay for hours.” Next up was Louisa, “When people first looked through a
telescope, they had no idea what they were looking at. They were like, what on Earth is
that? Now, at star parties that we go to, there‟s more advanced telescopes…where we can
see more things, and we know exactly what they are, like planets like Saturn, or
constellations…or a cluster, like the Beehive Cluster, or a constellation like Orion, and so
now we know what we‟re looking at when we‟re looking at something through the
telescope.” Barbara spoke again, saying, “At star parties, there‟s always lots of
astronomers who are happy to talk to us about all of the cool things we know about stars,
and there‟s always families, like us, who are there to be together, and there‟s always lots
of people who are interested in these stars.” Louisa finished up her thoughts by saying,
“We go to star parties because it‟s fun to spend some time with your family…and we‟re
all learning something together, and it‟s really cool to see stuff that we haven‟t seen
before, and sometimes you can catch really rare, cool stuff that, maybe, you won‟t see
ever again.”
Tim then gave his perspective, “One of the things that I like best about going to
star parties is just looking through the…binoculars.” He explained that sometimes at star
parties or while they are camping it is possible to lie on the ground and use a planisphere
to look for objects in the sky that can be seen with the naked eye, or with binoculars. Tim
said that his favorite part is, “Just being outside and lying on the ground, looking at the
night sky on a clear night.” He expressed surprise at how much can be seen just with a
pair of binoculars.
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Marilyn finished by saying, “Like Barbara said, sometimes it gets cloudy and you
can‟t really see anything, and it‟s a little disappointing. But…it‟s OK because usually
there is an astronomer who can tell cool stories, or tell us what‟s new going on up in the
sky, or…new science or research. So we always find good people to talk to at star
parties.” The family then ended their video blog by unanimously recommending star
parties to others.
Forest Family: Follow-up Stimulated Recall Interview
We began the interview by talking about some of the Forests‟ prior experiences
with star parties. I asked about some of the star parties Barbara and Louisa had been to as
part of Marilyn‟s work. Barbara went first, “Mom, she does the teen volunteer clubs
and…the summer camps out at the [nature center]…so we do camp-outs and all sorts of
stuff like that. We volunteer out there. There‟s a couple nights every year for astronomy
and families that we do and it‟s really fun.” Louisa continued, “Sometimes we have, like,
little activities.” Apparently astronomy-related activities are common at the nature center
where Marilyn works. Not only do they own a telescope, but Marilyn explained,
“Sometimes we go camping out in the desert for the camps, and people bring telescopes
out there,” and, “During the summer, we‟re open until 10:00 and there‟s always a
telescope out, and on…three nights out of the summer…E. comes in and does some
hands-on activities, and then our favorite astronomer, L.B., comes out.”
I have met very few people who have a “favorite astronomer,” so I asked Marilyn
to tell me more about L.B. “He‟s just an amateur astronomer. He has this company…and
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he does electronic something, I don‟t know, but he has two really awesome
telescopes…He just volunteers his time and comes out to star parties and he just…he‟s a
great storyteller.” She continued, “He tells amazing stories, and he does magic
tricks…and he just really knows his stuff, and he knows how to communicate
information across to the layperson. He‟s really cool.”
Before we began the stimulated recall portion of the interview, I asked the Forests
what they remembered about the observing event they attended. “We couldn‟t see a
thing.” Marilyn recalled. “That always happens,” she said, referring to the occurrence of
having the view obstructed by clouds, which is common for those who attend enough star
parties. The first clip showed Marilyn discussing the star parties she does at the nature
center as part of her job working with camps there. “So during…camp…we sometimes
have people bring scopes…the last night, we go to [a professional observatory] with the
kids. Then we stay up all night looking through the scopes.” Marilyn further explained,
“Then we go out into the field…I always take binoculars and a laser pointer and star
charts…I photocopy star charts off for the kids, and give them red cellophane to put over
their headlamps and their lights.” I asked her to tell me more about the summer camp.
She told me that there are sections for middle and high-school students, and they travel to
various sites around the area, sometimes taking a longer excursion where the students can
do a more in-depth field study activity. Regarding the trip the previous summer Marilyn
said, “There is no sky comparable to being out on the river. I mean there‟s no light
pollution at all. And then…I think it was the third night, we had perfect viewing
conditions.” “It was amazing,” Louisa added. Marilyn continued, “The canyon had
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opened up…there were no clouds…it was amazing…we all laid on our backs with our
heads in the middle…like a wagon wheel, and we had someone holding the planisphere
up like this and pointing. I had my laser pointer, which was, like, really cool.” Tim said
“A lot of the kids have never even…seen the Milky Way. It was kind of an eye opener.”
They explained that the kids in the program came from all over, and don‟t always get a
chance to see a truly dark night sky.
The next video clip contained a statement from Marilyn that her daughters nag her
to go to star parties. I asked Barbara and Louis if they like to go to star parties more than
their parents. Marilyn responded, “I would say that Louisa and I are usually the
initiators…I just know when things are happening, so I‟ll say „hey, this is going on‟ and
Louisa really enjoys it.” “Barbara‟s just a petulant teenager,” Marilyn said, laughing. Tim
agreed with Marilyn‟s statement and said to her, “You have the institutional knowledge
of what‟s going on and planned, and then Louisa‟s more enthusiastic, and the other two
only come along and have a good time. That‟s probably the way it works.”
I told them that I had found that to be the case in other families in the study.
Marilyn explained, “I think that‟s the way it is whenever you do something as a family.
It‟s very rare that everyone is in agreement that that‟s the most important thing to be
doing that day.” Next I asked about some other things they do as a family that are science
and nature related. Barbara responded, “We do a lot of hiking and biking, and we love
camping.” Louisa said, “And every year we go whitewater rafting because mom and dad
used to be guides. So when we were…just teeny, my dad was going and…mapping the
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river, so we would spend, like, four weeks on the river, at a time, in the summer.”
Marilyn told Louisa she should get the picture out and show it to me so Louisa went to
get it. “We drug them along,” Tim said. He explained that when he was in school he did a
lot of his work in river canyons and that he “drug the girls along for all my field work,
which was…” “It was fun,” Louisa finished. Tim continued, “I‟d go out and do sampling
or whatever, and they would find fossils in the…side canyons where I was working.”
Louisa then showed me the picture she went to get and Marilyn said, “Isn‟t that funny?”
Marilyn then told me that Barbara was introduced to scuba diving about four years ago,
and that, “She drug US along on that one.” “That‟s definitely her nagging us because
she‟s a way better diver than…we all are,” Marilyn explained. When I asked where they
go diving, Barbara said, “We go to Mexico. We‟re actually going to Cozumel in January.
So that‟ll be fun.” I said I had heard of people from the area going to the Pacific side of
Mexico, but Marilyn told me, “We like the warmer water. We go to the Caribbean.” Tim
explained that, “The diving‟s no good in Rocky Point. If you go farther south to San
Carlos, there‟s scuba diving out there. But the visibility is…you know, when you go to
the Caribbean you can see…150 feet.” “The water‟s so clear and blue,” Marilyn added.
Tim continued, “The Sea of Cortez…on a good day might be 40 feet.”
As I introduced the next video clip, I explained that it was from when they were
in the observatory and the operator was showing them a news story. “Oh, yeah, the girl
discovering the…something or other,” said Louisa. “Wasn‟t that, like, a supernova?” said
Barbara. “Yeah, the supernova,” Louisa replied. I was wondering if they would
remember, and was a little surprised that they had remembered any of the details. I asked
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them if they had heard about the story prior to that evening. “That was new information
for us. That was fun,” said Marilyn. She continued, “It made the night. Whoever was up
in the room there knew there was nothing to see so he was…trying to find something to
capture people‟s attention, I‟m sure. I thought that was really cool.” I asked, “Since
you‟ve been to a lot of observing events…have you gotten clouded out before?” “Yeah,”
Barbara replied. She added, “It rains about every time we go to [the professional
observatory] for the [camp]. I think every year, for the past five years, it‟s like full out
thunderstorms with lightning. There are tents being blown down, the whole thing.”
Marilyn then said, “The cool thing about going to [the professional observatory] this year
was we couldn‟t sleep in the camp…in the picnic area. We had to sleep in the building.”
She explained, “The cool thing was that they sent all the other people home that were on
the mountain because there was a storm, and there was nothing to see. So they left…and
like, 20 minutes, 15 minutes, maybe, after they all left, the sky totally opened up.” She
continued, “So we got to go and look through the scope…and the stars were amazing. We
saw tons.” “So there‟s definitely something to being patient,” Marilyn concluded. “If
you‟re camping out, there‟s a pretty good chance that, eventually, the sky will open up,”
Tim added.
I wanted to follow up on some of their comments about the telescope operators at
star parties, and I asked what it is that they do. Louisa said, “I think that they help
monitor the telescope…and they help change it. If everybody saw it, then they
can…move it, and find something else. Because if they weren‟t there, and everybody
looked at the same thing four times, then everybody would be really bored…and they‟d
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have nothing to do.” “Sometimes it moves out of the field of view,” Marilyn explained.
“And then it would get unfocused,” Louisa finished. Barbara gave her view, “I think that
they‟re also there to keep everyone entertained, kind of to educate everybody
because…half of it is…listening to them and their stories about it, and what they know
about what you‟re actually seeing, rather than just looking at it and thinking that it‟s
cool.” She concluded, “They‟re there to tell you…about it.” Tim continued where
Barbara left off, “Yeah, why it‟s cool. Yeah, just a little point of light in the scope,
without any context, is not very entertaining. You know, you look at a double star or
whatever, and…it‟s neat…but with someone there to give it context, and why it‟s cool,
and what it‟s associated with…it definitely makes it a better experience.” He went on to
say, “We‟ve been to star parties where it‟s just…a mob scene and a bunch of
telescopes…and you just walk up, and you look in, and you have no idea of what it is that
it‟s pointed at because there‟s no one there to interpret it…it‟s just…a little piece of light
that doesn‟t have any…meaning.” Marilyn followed up by saying, “Yeah. You know,
there‟s so much out there that you have to know what‟s up there.” Tim spoke up again,
“It could be a fuzzy thing…that could be a nebula, or a galaxy. I don‟t know any
different…someone‟s gotta be there to say „this is what that fuzzy thing is that you‟re
seeing, and it‟s fuzzy because it‟s a galaxy‟ or „It‟s fuzzy because that‟s…gas that‟s
lighting up‟ or whatever.”
Marilyn explained that, for her, the coolest part was when she was able to find
hidden things that could only really be seen with binoculars as well as show those things
to others, including the campers in her programs. The way she explained it was, “Just
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having somebody who…knows where all the hidden cool stuff is, and why it‟s cool, is so
important.” Both Marilyn and Tim agreed that, for them, having a person there to
interpret the objects in the telescope was an important part of the experience. I asked if it
would be the same if there was just a sign telling people what they were looking at in the
telescope. They felt that letting people know what they were looking at was important,
but there was something more that the operators brought to the experience. Louisa put it
in these words: “I like to hear the astronomer‟s stories. That‟s what I like to hear,”
Marilyn made a distinction between telescope operators that are just learning, and those
who just don‟t care, implying that some facilitators are less interested in sharing their
knowledge or interest with the participants. She referred again to L.B. who she believes is
an excellent example of a T.O. Tim also reiterated the practical importance of the T.O. as
someone who can check the telescope to make sure the object is still in the field of view
and can identify when the telescope equipment needs to be adjusted and explain what
visitors are supposed to be seeing.
The last question I had for the Forest family was about the effect of the telescope
itself on the viewing experience. Barbara explained that she believed it was the choice of
objects that was more important. “If you just look at…double star after double star it gets
kind of dull. But if you have the opportunity to see…a nebula and a double star and a
constellation, then it‟s…much more…entertaining,” she said. Tim was next. “I think that
when…the telescope shows something you clearly aren‟t gonna be able to see without a
telescope…you know, for me…looking at…Uranus or Neptune, it‟s just a white dot,
right? But…that‟s cool because you go „OK, I‟m looking at a planet.‟ But things like a
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galaxy or…if you can see the planet and the moons that are associated with it…kind of
„wow‟ moments that really only happen with the telescope are nice. If you‟re just focused
in on a very simple…single point of light…it‟s hard to appreciate that it‟s not just any
other…point of light.” He also explained that when he can see more than just a brighter
point of light, when there is some structure, he‟s not just taking the operator‟s word that
it‟s something interesting. He and Marilyn reinforced the importance of having someone
who can not only find objects in the sky, but help visitors make sense of what they are
looking at.

5.3 Forest Family: Findings for Research Question 1
The Forests were the experienced family for the second star party. As with the
Jindals, the Forests expressed many of their expectations by describing their previous star
party experiences. The same themes from the first star party were also present in the data
for the Forest family. These themes were: Interacting with Experts, Viewing the Sky,
Tools for Observing, Family Experiences, and Contextual Experiences.
Interacting with Experts
The Forests reported many expectations that could be categorized as interacting
with experts, at star parties, particularly Marilyn. One of the first things that Marilyn
mentioned during their pre-visit interview was, “I like, at star parties, when the telescope
operator has stories to tell…and when they really know stuff that I don‟t know already.”
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In each instance where their family is talking about star parties Marilyn reiterated her
view that having knowledgeable T.O.‟s is an important part of the star party experience,
“I would say, for me, a star party is when there is an astronomer there, who can give you
information and tell you cool things.” She also said that she takes her kids to star parties
because, “I want them to learn more…I don‟t know everything, and it‟s fun to hang out
with an astronomer and a telescope.” She even talked about star parties that have been
cloudy, “But usually there‟s fun people there…so we can stay for hours…usually there is
an astronomer who can tell cool stories, or tell us what‟s new going on up in the sky,
or…new science research.” In addition, there is an expectation that T.O.‟s will entertain
visitors by moving the telescope to new objects and, as Barbara said, “They‟re also there
to keep everyone entertained, kind of to educate everybody because…half of it
is…listening to them and their stories about it, and what they know about what you‟re
actually seeing, rather than just looking at it and thinking that it‟s cool.” Tim agreed and
stressed the role of the T.O. in explaining and providing context for the object being
observed. “Just a little point of light in the scope, without any context, is not very
entertaining…but with someone there to give it context, and why it‟s cool…it definitely
makes it a better experience.”
Viewing the Sky
Another group expectations fell into was the category sky viewing. The Forests
spoke both generally and specifically about their viewing goals and expectations. Louisa
specifically mentioned looking at star clusters and Barbara expressed an interest in
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viewing galaxies. Marilyn mostly talked about how she wanted to look at things that
were, “Really, really far away…something…that I can‟t see without a really, you know,
big telescope…maybe like a galaxy, another galaxy.” Sometimes this theme was more
generally present, for example, when they discussed their expectations during the previsit self-administered conversation at the star party. Louisa stated, “I think that we
would look at the stars and see stuff,” and Barbara said, “I like to look at stars.” The
Forests also said that sometimes they enjoyed simply looking at the sky with binoculars
or with their naked eyes.
Tools for Observing
Many of the expectations cited by the Forest family fell into this category. The
first time telescopes came up, Tim was contrasting the “giant telescopes,” at star parties
to either the lack of equipment or binoculars that they have at home. Marilyn then stated,
“We‟ll never have a telescope that will do that,” indicating, through comparison, that the
telescopes at star parties are especially nice. In one particularly interesting part of their
pre-visit interview Louisa described her view of a star party as, “An astronomer with a
big telescope.” Additional comments from Marilyn included, “I want to see something
through the big telescope that I can‟t see without a really, you know, big telescope,” and
descriptions of previous star parties where they had looked through, “Big, beautiful
telescopes.” Louisa also contrasted early telescopes with modern equipment, “Now, at
star parties that we go to, there‟s more advanced telescopes…where we can see more
things.” Finally, there were two mentions of the use of green laser pointers at star parties.
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Once from Tim, “Oh, I remember what I liked in the star parties, play with the green laser
pointers,” and also from Marilyn, “If we‟re really lucky, we get somebody, like myself,
who has a laser pointer to point at some stars for us.” Both of these statements indicated
the perceived specialness of green laser pointers at star parties.
At star parties, the Forests described the role of T.O.‟s in two ways. One of these
roles was more of a “telescope technician.” Louisa stated, “I think that they help monitor
the telescope…and they help change it. If everybody saw it, then they can…move it, and
find something else.” Louisa and Marilyn also described how the object being observed
sometimes, “Moves out of the field of view…and then it gets unfocused.” One of the
expectations is that the T.O. keeps these objects in view and in focus. Tim made a similar
statement, indicating the importance of having T.O.‟s who can check the telescope to
make sure the object is still in view and can identify when the telescope needs to be
adjusted.
Family Experiences
The next category is family experiences. Marilyn described her motivation for
taking her kids to star parties, “I like to take my kids because I want them to learn more,
you know…I don‟t know everything, and it‟s fun to hang out with an astronomer and a
telescope.” Barbara said, “At star parties…there‟s always families, like us, who are there
to be together.” Louisa commented, “We go to star parties because it‟s fun to spend some
time with your family…and we‟re all learning something together.”
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Contextual Experiences
The final category, contextual experiences contains expectations related to
specific experiences at the star party, or experiences that were the result of the star party‟s
physical context. First, all of the members of the Forest family enjoy spending time
outside. More than once they said that star parties were simply a good excuse to spend
time outside on a nice evening. In addition, Louisa explained that, “It‟s really cool to see
stuff that we haven‟t seen before, and sometimes you can catch really rare, cool stuff that,
maybe, you won‟t see ever again.” The transient nature of some astronomical phenomena
means that each star party is an opportunity to see something new or unique. Finally,
several discussions of weather play a role in the theme of contextual experiences. From
previous star parties, the Forests have come to the conclusion that they can often expect
star parties to be clouded out.

5.4 Forest Family: Findings for Research Question 2
As I examined the data for evidence of their star party experiences, and
comparisons to their expectations, I used the same categories of experiences: Interacting
with Experts, Viewing the Sky, Tools for Observing, Family Experiences, and Contextual
Experiences.
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Interacting with Experts
This category includes interactions between the members of the Forest family
during the star party while there was nothing to observe. As mentioned earlier, Marilyn
and Louisa both spent much of their time in the observatory reading an article online
about a 14 year old girl who had discovered a supernova using a small amateur telescope.
Louisa and Marilyn talked extensively with the T.O. in the observatory about various
aspects of the article. First, Louisa wanted to know what a supernova was. Next, she
wondered about the term “light year.” They also noticed that follow-up observations of
the supernova had been done at an observatory in Arizona, so Marilyn asked the T.O.
about the facility. Throughout this time, the T.O. served as the expert who would assist
when information in the article was unclear or unfamiliar to Louisa and Marilyn. During
the follow-up interview, I asked if they remembered anything about the news story, and
both Barbara and Louisa recalled that it was a story about a supernova. Marilyn explained
that “It made the night,” since it was cloudy and very little observing was possible.
Tim and Barbara had a similar, if more brief, experience downstairs at the small
telescopes. The T.O. had one of the telescopes pointing at a double star. After he had
looked in the eyepiece, Tim talked with the T.O. about the stars while they looked at a
laptop the T.O. had set up. Rather than asking more questions about the science, Barbara
related the object to her own prior pop culture experience. She remembered that, in the
movie Star Wars, Luke‟s planet of Tatooine had two suns. Tim understood her reference
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right away and commented, “That‟d be a good question to ask an astronomer…How
many suns does the Tatooine system have?”
During the follow-up interview it was noted that Tim and Barbara had not
received much information about the double star they had observed. “We saw a double
star, but we didn‟t get the explanation. We didn‟t hear where it is, what it is, exactly.”
Viewing the Sky
Many of the Forests‟ experiences were affected by the weather on the evening of
the star party. Although none of the members of the Forest family observed any objects
through the observatory telescope, Tim and Barbara were able to see a double star
through one of the telescopes outside the observatory. When Marilyn and Louisa came
down from the observatory, Barbara tried to show them the double star she and Tim had
seen, but by the time Marilyn looked through the eyepiece, it was gone. At one point,
Tim jokingly suggested to Barbara that they point the telescopes at the windows of a
nearby building to watch people inside. During the follow-up interview, the family
members clearly remembered the cloudy weather. I asked what they had observed and
Gary replied, “Clouds. We did see a lot of clouds.” Marilyn then reminded him that they
had seen a double star.
Tools for Observing
There were two primary telescopes available for observing the evening of this
second star party. The first telescope was a large 16 in. telescope in the observatory. The
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other telescope was on the patio outside of the observatory. In addition, the T.O.‟s each
had a computer that showed images of objects that would have been observed if the sky
had been clear.
Family Experiences
The Forest family spent the evening both together, and split into two groups. In
one group were Marilyn and Louisa, who spent more time upstairs in the observatory
reading an article on the computer that the T.O. had available. Tim and Barbara decided
to go downstairs and see if there was anything to look at outside. Marilyn and Louisa
spent much of their time upstairs reading the article and asking questions of each other
and of the T.O. Most of the conversation centered around astronomy content as well as
related information such as a discussion about the location of a nearby observatory. Tim
and Barbara‟s discussions, rather than focusing on the astronomy, involved relating their
experiences to pop culture, specifically topics that related to both of their knowledge.
After they looked at the double star, Barbara remembered that, in the movie Star Wars,
Luke‟s planet of Tatooine had two suns. Tim understood her reference right away and
commented, “That‟d be a good question to ask an astronomer…how many suns does the
Tatooine system have?” A short time later, Tim and Barbara had a conversation about
choosing a college, and the pros and cons of particular choices. Barbara pointed to a
building and asked if it was a library. “Yeah,” he told her, “There are several
libraries…‟cause this is an institution of higher learning.” Tim then made a comment to
Barbara about going to the university. “I don‟t know. I think that I wouldn‟t be opposed
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to going to [this university]…it‟s just so hot here,” Barbara told him. “You want to go to
the University of Greenland?” Tim asked. “If I go to Utah it‟s not going to be 113
degrees every day.” Tim replied, “During the school year…it‟s not hot here. It‟s all
lovely…you can wear shorts to class…and if you go to school somewhere else you have
to wear giant parkas to school instead of flip-flops and shorts,” “If I go to [the
university]…then that means we have to go on vacation all summer to Utah,” Barbara
bargained. Although this family moment was not related to the astronomy content, it
seemed as though it was enabled by the star party context.
Contextual Experiences
The first contextual experience the Forests encountered was the weather. Clouds
covered the sky for most of the evening, and the family members got to see very few
objects. Although they did not get to see much through the telescope, they spent their
time finding other ways to pursue their interests in astronomy. For Marilyn and Louisa,
the cloudy weather allowed them to spend much of their time at the star party asking
questions of the T.O. in the observatory and reading an article on the computer about a
young girl who had found a supernova with a small telescope.
As mentioned above, the star party context also provided an opportunity for Tim
and Barbara, to talk to each other about tangential topics including: Star Wars, The Sims,
and Barbara‟s college plans. In particular, the fact that the observatory was on the campus
of the local university seemed to encourage the conversation they had about Barbara
attending college. After standing around for a few minutes Barbara pointed to a building
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and asked if it was a library. “Yeah,” he told her, “There are several libraries…‟cause this
is an institution of higher learning.” Tim then made a comment to Barbara about going to
the university. “I don‟t know. I think that I wouldn‟t be opposed to going to [this
university]…it‟s just so hot here,” Barbara told him.

5.5 The Case of the Brooke Family
Gary Brooke and his two children, Ashley (8) and Luke (7), drove by the
observatory early in the evening as I was setting up my research equipment and helping
volunteers set up telescopes. They stopped on the street in front of the science center
where the observatory was located and seemed to be trying to read the small signs on the
doors. I walked over to their car hoping that they were looking for information about the
observatory. Luke leaned out of the window and asked me if the telescope was going to
be open. I told him it would be, it just was not open quite yet. Gary explained that he did
not think the observatory would be open since the science center was closed, but he drove
past because Luke and Ashley wanted to check for sure. I asked if they were planning on
coming back, and invited them to participate in my research. They agreed and told me
they would return after dropping some things off at home.
The Forests showed up shortly after sunset and a few minutes later I saw Gary,
Luke, and Ashley walking up the sidewalk toward the observatory. I introduced the
families to each other and sat down with the Brookes at the table to complete the consent
and assent forms. This star party took place in the summer of 2009, and despite the longer
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days, it was quite dark by the time all of these procedural activities were done. I briefly
explained the data collection process for the evening and left the families alone to begin
their conversation.
Brooke Family: Pre-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
Tim Forest began the interview by suggesting that they start with introductions.
After Tim introduced his family, Gary Brooke introduced himself and his two children,
Ashley and Luke. Tim asked Ashley how old she was. “Eight,” she replied. “And I turn
seven!” interjected Luke. When Tim asked which school they attended Gary explained
that his children live in a different town, “We have a binuclear family,” he said. “On July
24th I‟m going to turn seven,” repeated Luke, wanting to make sure everyone had heard
him. Tim read the first question, “What kinds of things do you think you will do at this
star party?” “I bet none of us thought we'd wear microphones,” Tim joked. “Yeah, I
didn't expect to sign anything or have my kids sign anything,” Gary replied. Tim repeated
the question to the group for their serious answers, “Well, what do you kids think you
will do at the star party?” Marilyn helped to facilitate the discussion by asking, “Ashley,
have you been to a star party before?” “Mmm hmm. With my friend,” Ashley replied.
“Cool. So what do you think you‟ll do at this star party?” Marilyn prompted. “Look at
planets, and stars, Jupiter, Saturn…my favorite planets,” Ashley said, somewhat quietly.
“Saturn is your favorite planet? Is that what you said?” Tim asked. “Uh-huh,” Ashley
confirmed, “Jupiter and Saturn. I also like Pluto.” “Why do you like them so much?”
Marilyn asked her. “I don't know. I just like them,” Ashley told her. Marilyn explained
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that she felt sorry for Pluto and Louisa agreed. Louisa and Barbara took turns talking
about their favorite planets, eventually bringing up Mars.
At this point Gary interjected, “I‟m actually working on it, a generator that would
work on Mars.” “Oh really? Wow!” exclaimed Marilyn, “Are you working with the
mission here at the [university]?” “No,” replied Gary, “I‟m a carpenter. I helped build
that building, the biochemistry building over there. Concrete carpenter by trade.” Gary
explained that he had attended school at the university and had lived in the town for 25
years. “This is one of the reasons I live here is the university,” Gary continued, “And
definitely happy to bring them here and have them be a part of this.” “Cool,” Marilyn
replied. The interaction ended abruptly, and no one seemed to know what to say next. I
noticed that these two families did not seem to be connecting as fluidly as the families at
the first star party and several of their interactions ended in a similar fashion.
After an extended pause Louisa stepped in to move things along, “Barbara, what's
the next question?” she asked. Barbara read from the card, “This is for kids: I take my
mom and dad to star parties because…” Gary turned to his son and asked, “Luke, why do
you take your dad to the planetarium star parties? Why did you want to come here
tonight?” “Because we could look at the stars,” Luke said quietly to his dad. “You could
say it out loud, it's OK,” Gary told him. “Because I wanted to look at stars,” Luke
repeated, louder. “I know why…because I like science,” Ashley added. “That‟s good,”
Marilyn told her. Gary tried to reassure his kids, “Whatever you say is the right answer.
There is no right or wrong answer. It's what you are thinking you wanted to come here.”
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“I think my girls like science too,” Marilyn told Ashley and Louisa agreed. “Do you guys
come here a lot?” Gary asked the Forests. Marilyn told him that she would often visit the
planetarium and science center with her class, but could not this year because they were
closed. “Yeah, I know,” said Gary, sounding disappointed. Louisa had the next
conversation card and read the question to the group, “Yeah. This is the opposite of that
one. For parents: I take my kids to star parties because…” “This is our first star party,”
Gary said. Ashley corrected him, “My second.” Gary corrected himself, “Her second, his
first,” he said, referring to Luke. He continued,
Our experience with telescopes is…mine, is actually very limited. And…
just from living in [Colorado] where you can see numerous stars. There
was no light outside of Denver. Our gym floor elevation was 7400 feet,
and our house was right near that. And the stars you could see from
there…that always just, you know, peaked my interest. And coming back
into the city has always been, you know, no stars; not as many, anyways.
And then we got a telescope and saw the moon of some planet, I don‟t
know the name, but through a very inexpensive telescope at our house in
the middle of the night near here… And we've always been trying to come
to the telescope and time it just right. And just show up here tonight.
“That‟s cool,” Marilyn replied. Tim explained that the planetarium was where they
learned that you could see the moons of Jupiter with a simple pair of binoculars. He noted
that the hard part was figuring out which object was Jupiter. “Why don't you give Ashley
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a question to read?” Marilyn said to Louisa. “Thank you,” said Gary as Louisa handed
Ashley the card. “You can read it out loud,” Gary told her. “I know. Please do it. Read it
for me,” Ashley said shyly. Gary read it to the group, “Who in your family likes to go to
star parties the most?” “Me!, Me!, Me!, oh Me!” said Ashley and Luke excitedly. “We're
going to have a fight,” Marilyn laughed. “In our family, it‟s ME,” joked Gary. Ashley
and Luke continued to disagree, “No, it‟s me,” said Ashley. “Me, Me!” repeated Luke.
“OK…me won,” said Gary, trying to quiet them down to give the others a chance to talk.
As the Forests were discussing who, in their family, liked star parties the most,
Luke got distracted by something he saw or heard. “Pay attention,” Gary told him as he
tried to listen to the conversation. When they finished talking, Louisa handed Gary
another card. “OK. Luke this is yours,” he said. He tilted it so Luke could see it, but read
it for him, “Fill in the blank. Tonight I want to see blank through the telescope.” “Tonight
I want to see stars through the telescope,” Luke told him. “Very good,” Gary said. “What
about Saturn?” asked Ashley. Luke spoke again, with his sister‟s suggestion, “Tonight I
want to see Saturn through the telescope.” “Saturn,” Ashley told her dad quietly. “I want
to see those moons through this telescope,” said Gary, referring to his earlier story about
looking at moons through a small telescope.
After the Forests answered the question Louisa handed another card to Gary.
“Talk about the first star party you went to,” he read. Ashley and Louisa started to speak
at the same time. “Go ahead,” Gary told Ashley. “The first planet I saw was Saturn,”
Ashley said. “Cool. Where were you when you were at the star party?” Marilyn asked
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her. “With my best friend, Leon,” Ashley told her. “Did you come here,” Marilyn asked,
referring to the observatory at the science center. “Mmm hmm,” Ashley replied. “Wow.
That‟s cool,” Marilyn responded. After Tim described his first star party in second grade
Gary‟s said, “You know you jogged my memory to the science center in Des Moines,
Iowa, actually. And there was a planetarium…It would've been the early 70‟s, where I
went to the grade school… It was a really, really cool science center park, almost like
Central Park.” He continued, “And Pei, I think, did a park center there which he took
nationally and it's an international park center now. And it's all limestone. It's just a really
cool building that we walked through on the way home from school. Unbeknownst to us,
you know, we're walking through this, you know, really cool stuff and all these exhibits.
And when they finished the science center, they had a planetarium. And our teacher, her
husband worked with NASA. And Mrs. [S.]…oh my gosh, I can remember…I remember
her name. And they were way into the stars. So yeah, this may not be my first star party.”
As the Forests were talking about their first star party experiences Luke began
playing with one of the red lights I had provided for participants to read consent
documents and conversation cards. “I wish I had one of those so when I go on this
fieldtrip I'm going to be going in this dark place,” Ashley said. “Where is that? What
field trip are you going on?” asked Marilyn. Ashley tried to explain, “We‟re going
to…this island. And it‟s like this little bat place there.” “Bat cave,” Luke added. “Whoa.
Oh, that is so cool,” Marilyn said. Gary apparently hadn‟t heard about this upcoming trip
and tried to find out more. “What island?” he asked, “Where is it? Is it on Roosevelt?”
“No, it‟s just a place,” Ashley told him, “It‟s very fun, like Funtastics, just outdoors.”
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“Oh, OK,” Gary replied, amused, but still confused. He turned to the rest of the group
and said, “I find these things out too.”
Marilyn read the next question, “Talk about the first time you looked through the
telescope.” She asked Ashley if she remembered. “I was looking at Saturn,” Ashley told
her. “That‟s right, you said that,” Marilyn recalled. Marilyn asked Barbara and Tim about
their memories as well. “We got clouded out [several] times when I was in elementary
school and…I don‟t remember. Fuzzy past,” Tim explained. Gary went next, “It was
probably in Colorado,” he said. “It may have been in Iowa. I don‟t remember. That‟s
fuzzy as well,” he said, echoing Tim‟s sentiment. “So you lived in [Colorado]?” Tim
asked Gary. “Yeah,” Gary replied. “I grew up in [nearby]. Lots of stars to see out there,”
Tim continued as he reached in the bucket for another card. “Oh yeah,” Gary agreed.
“Would you guys like a card?” Tim asked as he handed one to Gary. Gary read it out
loud: “Talk about the last star party you went to.” “Duh,” said both Luke and Ashley.
“That would be this one,” Gary agreed. As Tim, Barbara, and Louisa recalled a past event
Marilyn told the Brookes about her most recent star party where she took 20 teenagers
into the desert overnight and they harvested Saguaro cactus fruit.
This reminded Gary of one of his own experiences, “Not a Saguaro fruit, but what
is the other fruit that is on like an Organ…cactus?” “There‟s Organ Pipe cactus fruit and
it‟s round. It‟s rounder,” Marilyn explained. “Yeah, it‟s like a kiwi,” Gary told her, “[It
was]…in January.” “You saw one in January?” Marilyn asked? “We ate it in
January…this one…I don‟t know what it was. We didn‟t hallucinate or anything,” Gary
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said. “Was it in Mexico?” asked Marilyn? “No, it was here,” said Gary. “Maybe
somebody was tending to it, you know, kind of in an artificial environment because
Organ Pipe cactus don‟t naturally grow here,” Marilyn replied. Gary continued with his
story, “I don‟t know if it was an Organ Pipe, you know. One of the guys on the crew ate
it the day before and I kept an eye on him and see if he came back the next day and if he
was sick. And I was like I'm going to have my eye on the high fruit. And I had--the next
day, I had that one myself. He had no effects from it.” “What is this?” asked Luke,
drawing himself into the conversation.
Referring to Luke, Gary continued, “I can‟t wait to tell you about his nickname.
After Gary explained, Marilyn asked Luke, “Is that your nickname?” “No,” Luke said
shyly. “Is he embarrassed?” asked Marilyn? “Yeah, rare moment,” Gary told her. “How‟d
you get that nickname Luke?” Marilyn asked jokingly. “It just came about. He got it from
me. It just happened,” Gary told her. “My real name…nickname is Luke,” said Luke. “He
likes to be called Luke now,” said Gary. “Luke. That‟s very mature,” replied Marilyn.
Marilyn then wondered if anything was visible through the telescopes. “Are we done with
questions?” she asked. Louisa insisted that they should finish the questions. Marilyn
suggested that they read one more. “Pick the best one,” she said. Barbara chose one from
the container and started to read it for the group, but Luke was clearly ready to get up and
go look through the telescopes. “One more question and then we‟re going to go look at
the stars,” Gary told him. “Go ahead,” Gary told Barbara as Luke sat down on his lap,
annoyed. “Finish this sentence,” Barbara read, “At star parties I like to…” After the
Forests, Gary explained, “I like the educational part of it. The last three nights, I slept
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under the stars outside just because it‟s been so cool.” “In your backyard?” asked
Marilyn. “Yeah, and I…only because I wanted to just track and be a part of the solar
system again. I needed that in my life and not a roof, you know?” Gary told her, “Just
from a…I don‟t know…need to get balanced that way.” “That‟s a great idea,” Tim told
Gary, “I used to sleep out all the time when I was a kid.”
As if to remind everyone how bored he was, Luke randomly said, “My dad got
surgery on his knee.” Marilyn misunderstood and asked, “He has dirt on his knee?” “No,
surgery. So he got his lung taken out,” Luke explained. “Oh really Wow. Are you taking
care of him and helping him out?” Marilyn asked Luke. “No, not anymore,” he told her.
“I‟m in a little strengthening therapy right now,” Gary said. “Did you get a new knee?”
Tim asked. “No,” Gary said, “They just removed a five centimeter by two centimeter
fragment. Rough industry; tears up your body.” At this point Tim suggested that they all
head over to the telescopes and the group agreed.
Brooke Family: Star Party Observation
As the Brooke and Forest families walked up the stairs to the observatory Luke
started talking to Louisa. “What‟s your name?” he asked. “Louisa,” she replied. “You‟re
about the same size as Ashley,” he told Louisa. “Yeah,” she said “I‟m a little taller.” “I‟m
in second grade,” Luke said, “What grade are you in?” “I‟m in sixth now,” Louisa
replied. As he walked into the observatory he greeted the T.O. “Hi,” said Luke. It seemed
to take a minute before Luke saw the large telescope, but as soon as he did, he let out an
excited “wow!” Although the camera was not yet upstairs, I could hear Marilyn saying,
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“You probably shouldn‟t touch it yet Luke,” suggesting he tried to run up the steps to
grab the telescope.
After Marilyn asked what the T.O. was going to show them Luke quickly said, “I
call first!” As the T.O. moved the portable stairs so the families could look at the planet
Saturn Gary asked, “Does anybody mind if I take a picture?” “Not at all,” replied both
Marilyn and the operator. Luke was the first to the top of the steps. “Is it still there?” the
T.O. asked him. “Plain black,” Luke replied, “Just plain black.” “It was there…it‟s still
there,” the T.O. said. “I think I might…see something,” said Luke. “It‟s like a moon,” he
told the T.O. “Is there a line going through it?” asked the T.O. “Yes,” said Luke. “Have
you ever seen a picture of Saturn? You know its rings?” the T.O. asked Luke. “Yeah,”
luke replied. “That was a bright flash!” Marilyn said as Gary took a picture. “I know, I‟m
sure in here…real, real bright,” he said. “C‟mon, c‟mon, c‟mon!” Luke said impatiently,
waiting for some clouds to pass. “Is it showing up at all?” asked the T.O. “No,” Luke told
him. “That always helps, when you yell at it,” Marilyn joked, seeming a bit annoyed.
While everyone else waited for their turn at the telescope Marilyn asked, “What grade are
you going to be in, Ashley?” “I‟m going to be in third,” Ashley told her. “Third
grade…that‟s awesome, are you excited?” “First!” interjected Luke. “Yeah,” Ashley said.
“Do the third graders at your school do cool stuff like…,” Marilyn began. This time Luke
interrupted even louder, “I‟m going into first grade!”
Marilyn kept her attention on Ashley and finished her sentence, “The field trip
you were talking about, was that for school next year?” “C‟mon already!” Luke repeated
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impatiently to the clouds in the telescope. “No, it‟s…we‟re doing it over summer camp,”
Ashley told Marilyn. Just then the T.O. said, “Did you guys hear about that fourteen year
old…that found a supernova?” “No,” Marilyn said, sounding interested, “What
happened? When?” “I think it was back in November,” he replied, “It‟s just that she‟s in
the news now and stuff.” “I heard about that, yeah,” Gary told him. Marilyn began
reading the article from the computer out loud. “It‟s not even showing up,” Luke said,
sounding upset. “I know. The clouds are…I mean the clouds have been moving,” the
T.O. told him, trying to explain why he could not see anything. The T.O. looked in the
eyepiece to confirm, and went back to the computer.
Luke continued to alternate between looking through the eyepiece and up at the
sky to see if the clouds were moving. “C‟mon,” Luke said again, “The clouds aren‟t
moving.” Luke let Ashley step up to the eyepiece. “Ya‟ see?” he asked, looking for
confirmation that it was not something he was doing wrong. “It‟s just black,” Ashley
said. “I know,” he agreed, “It‟s because the clouds… c‟mon clouds!” As his sister and
dad listened to the T.O. talk about the supernova, Luke continued to stare into the
eyepiece, hoping for a break in the clouds. Ashley walked up beside Luke and said
something quietly to him. “Don‟t put your fingers on it,” Gary said to Luke, who was
gripping the eyepiece. Luke turned to his sister, “No it isn‟t, Ashley,” he said, sounding
frustrated. Luke turned back to look in the eyepiece again. “We‟re gonna have to wait till
it comes out,” he said as he continued to look. “C‟mon already,” he huffed. The T.O.
walked over and saw that Luke was still trying to look in the telescope. “Sorry man,” the
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T.O. told him. Gary moved back to the doorway of the observatory where he could keep
an eye on Luke at the telescope and listen to the conversation at the computer.
Still sitting on the steps, Luke overheard Marilyn reading the article about the
supernova and turned toward the group gathered around the computer. “Caroline‟s
supernova….is seven million light years away,” she read. “Wow,” Luke said. “Did I say
seven?” Marilyn continued, “I meant 70…70 million light years away.” “Wow,” said
Luke again. He turned back to the eyepiece. “I saw something light-y. I saw something
red, like blink-y red,” Luke told the T.O.
Ashley walked over from the computer. “Excuse me,” he said loudly to get the
T.O.‟s attention.” The T.O. came over and Luke repeated himself, this time more softly,
“I saw something red, like a little piece of red.” The T.O. looked into the telescope. “It‟s
still cloudy,” he told Luke, “keep looking for something to pop through.” Luke sighed
loudly. He continued sitting on the stairs, periodically paying attention to the
conversation going on at the computer and expressing his frustration with the cloudy
view, “C‟mon ya dumb thing.” The T.O. explained to Marilyn and Louisa that the sun
was 93 million miles away from the Earth. “93?” Luke said incredulously. “Million,”
Gary corrected. “Million miles,” Luke added. “C‟mon, c‟mon, c‟mon!” said Luke again.
“Hey,” Luke called to the T.O. “I think I…can we move it to a different place, the roof,
so we can look somewhere else?” he asked. “There‟s…just all clouds basically,” the T.O.
explained, “There‟s like…one star up there, but it‟s going to look just like that though.
It‟s not going to look any different through here.” “It‟s moving,” Luke said to the T.O.,
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“It‟s moving really slow.” “We‟re moving,” the T.O. explained, “The Earth is spinning.”
“No, it‟s moving that way,” Luke argued. Tim and Barbara decided there were going to
go downstairs to look at the small telescopes. “What does this do?” Luke asked the
operator. Luke apparently decided he wanted to do something else. “C‟mon,” he told
Gary, “Let‟s go downstairs.”
Luke got off the stairs and Ashley walked up the steps to look in the eyepiece
herself. Gary moved to get a picture of her looking through the telescope. “Do you see it,
Ashley?” Luke asked from the ground. Luke walked up the steps again. “Ashley…let me
look,” he said. “One more flash,” Gary announced as he took another picture. “Um, what
is this?” Luke asked loudly so the T.O. would hear him. “It‟s a…camera,” the T.O. told
him, “Do you see the big black thing on the side…up there…on the top?” “Yeah,” replied
Luke. The T.O. jumped back and forth between telling Marilyn, Louisa, and Gary about
the supernova article, and answering questions from Luke who continued to look around
the observatory. “Excuse me,” said Luke again, “What‟s in there?” Marilyn realized he
was referring to a donations box and explained, “You can leave money there. If you want
to give some money to help them run their telescopes, you can slip it in that little slot at
the top.” “Where‟s that peak at?” Gary asked the T.O., referring to the location of one of
the observatories mentioned in the article. The T.O. said that it was south of the city.
“Yeah, when we worked down [there] I saw a lot of those, and then on the way to
[another mountain] I saw another one and I wasn‟t sure what that was.” The T.O. told
him he had probably seen some observatory domes, and explained the locations of
several that were nearby. “Did you see anything?” Marilyn asked Ashley. “Just clouds,”
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Ashley replied. “Daddy!” Luke yelled. “Shhhh,” someone told him. Luke tried again to
get Gary‟s attention. Marilyn and Louisa finished talking with the T.O. and walked
downstairs.
Gary continued to chat with the T.O. while Luke tried to ask him about a bicycle
he had noticed on the roof near the observatory dome. “That‟s somebody‟s bike,” Gary
told him, “Don‟t touch.” Luke continued to try and figure out why the bike was on the
roof, pointing it out to other visitors who were coming into the observatory and shouting
repeatedly to ask who owned the bike. “It‟s my bike,” said the T.O. “It‟s his,” Gary told
Luke. One of the new visitors teased Luke: “What do you want…do you want the bike?”
“What?” Luke asked, confused. “We can give you a ride,” the visitor joked. “For real?”
Luke said. Gary started laughing and finally said, “No. He‟s joking.” I had taken the
camera downstairs, but from the audio I could tell that Luke was still trying to see Saturn
in the Telescope. “Come on already! Come on,” he yelled. Gary continued to ask the T.O.
questions about supernovae and other astronomical objects. Gary was trying to figure out
the difference between a supernova and quasars. “It was on channel six. I watched a show
about it,” Gary explained. The T.O. also told Gary about neutron stars as he tried to go
back and forth between his conversation with Gary and Luke‟s continued questions about
the bike, how he got it up there, and how he gets it down. Luke went over to the
computer. “How do you click?” Luke asked. “You just click down and hold. Click on
Saturn,” the T.O. told him, “You‟d see it through there if the clouds weren‟t covering it.”
“Those are the moons and rings,” said Gary. “That‟s exactly what it would look like,”
explained the T.O. “Wow,” exclaimed Gary. “Maybe the clouds will go away,” Gary told
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the T.O. hopefully. “Can we go look at the little telescopes, daddy?” asked Luke, “Let‟s
go look at the ones downstairs.” “Thanks,” Gary told the T.O. as he took Luke and
Ashley out of the observatory.
As they were walking down the stairs Ashley said, in sort of a sing-song way,
“Space is fun. Science is awesome.” Luke immediately walked up to one of the small
telescopes and tried to look through the eyepiece. “All black,” he said. “Be careful Luke,”
said Gary. Luke walked over to the T.O.‟s computer. Gary leaned down and whispered,
“Be considerate, OK?” “I will,” Luke whispered back. Luke was clearly impatient, and
seemed to be nearing the limits of his attention. He walked back and forth between the
telescopes and the groups of people. Ashley and Gary looked at the T.O.‟s computer
while he pointed out some of the moons of Saturn on the screen. Luke thought he saw
some light in one of the telescopes and walked over to get Gary “Daddy! I see something
light.” Luke walked back over to the telescope. Barbara and Tim were standing nearby. “I
see something light in here,” Luke told them. “Really?” asked Barbara. “Yeah, like that
way,” said Luke, pointing to the right side of the eyepiece. He looked up and tried to find
where in the sky the telescope was pointing.
Gary came over to the telescope and took a look. Luke told him where he thought
he saw the light. “It‟s a cloud,” Gary told him. “It might be the Moon,” Luke said as he
walked away with his head down, looking disappointed. Gary walked back over to the
group of visitors listening to the T.O. at the computer. A few minutes later Luke tried
again to show his dad what he had seen in the telescope. “You can see the clouds going
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by,” Gary said, trying to be supportive of Luke‟s attempt to find something with the
telescope, “You can see in between them.” “I want to see,” Luke said and looked in the
eyepiece. Gary walked over to Tim and Barbara Forest. He pointed across the street at
one of the buildings with a wall of windows and said he wanted to see what was going on
in there. Tim told him that he and Barbara were just joking about looking in the buildings
with the telescopes. “Talk about living in a glass house,” Gary said.
Gary turned around to talk to Tim and Barbara. Luke grabbed Gary‟s arm and
tried to hang from it. “I‟m glad old man L. got to build that before he passed away,” Gary
said, referring to the building he was just pointing at. “Oh, this building here?” Tim
asked. “That one,” confirmed Gary. “That‟s a very cool building,” Tim said. “Yeah. L.,
he did a lot…in construction, during my dad‟s day.” “Was he the architect for that?” Tim
asked. “No, he was the builder,” Gary told him, “But to build here, with the architecture
college…kinda cool. Kind of a different building experience.” “Yeah, I bet,” said Tim.
Gary continued, “It‟s almost like a…you could compare it to a teaching hospital…in the
construction field.” While Gary was talking to Tim and Barbara Luke and Ashley found
the Moon model outside of the observatory. “Ashley, did you get to see your Saturn?”
Marilyn asked as Ashley walked toward the Moon. “No,” Ashley told her. Luke and
Ashley tried to get on top of the model, but were having trouble. “We‟ll have to go get da
da,” Ashley told Luke. “Come lift me onto the Moon,” Ashley said to Gary as she
dragged him away from Tim and Barbara. “OK, lift me up,” she told him. “My turn!”
said Luke. Gary lifted him up with Ashley, “No, I want to go alone!” he said, sounding
upset, “I‟ll fall off!” “You can go up there together. It‟s a big rock,” Gary told him. “It‟s
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not a rock, it‟s the Moon!” Ashley told Gary. “I was going to show you something!”
Luke said, still upset. “It‟s like the Earth, we all have to share,” Gary told him. Luke
started to cry because he wanted to be on the model by himself, but stopped as Gary
walked over to Ashley who seemed to have hurt herself getting down from the Moon.
As the families gathered together for the post-visit conversation Luke asked
several times when they were going to get to catch the papers on fire. Apparently he
remembered a comment I had made at the beginning of the evening about destroying the
research data at the end of the study. Tim tried to explain that I was not going to destroy
the data until after I had written my dissertation, but Luke seemed to be fixated on the
idea that he thought I had said they would get to me to destroy something. Everyone
finally gathered around the table and they began with the conversation cards I had
provided.
Brooke Family: Post-Visit Self-Administered Conversational Interview
The post-visit conversational interview went much more quickly than the pre-visit
conversation. The weather for the star party was uncooperative and, for the most part, no
one got to see anything through the telescopes. The kids, especially Ashley and Luke,
ended up playing on a model of the Moon in front of the science center. Luke, in
particular, did not want to sit down for the conversation and Gary had to carry him over
to the table where everyone was sitting. Tim Forest seemed to be trying to make the
conversation go more quickly so he handed the conversation cards out to people ahead of
time as they came over to the table. This way they did not have to pause to reach into the
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cauldron, they could just continue reading the questions from their seats and continue
with the conversation. “Luke, come sit down,” Gary said as he tried to corral his kids.
“I‟m going to watch from here,” Luke told him. “From the Moon?” joked Tim, “Can you
see all the way from the Moon?” “Yes,” replied Luke. “I can hear you all the way from
the Moon,” said Marilyn trying to sound like she was yelling from far away. “So where‟s
the fire,” asked Luke as he walked over to the table. He was referring to an earlier
statement I made when I explained that I would destroy the data when I was done with
my research. “He wants to destroy the research already,” Tim explained to the group then
he told Luke, “But he has to write his dissertation first, then destroy it.”
As Gary tried to get Luke and Ashley to sit down, Louisa read the first question,
“OK. Compare the star party to what you expected.” Luke was still distracted by the idea
of burning the research documents: “We‟re destroying a leaf too.” As the others began
answering the questions Luke saw an ant crawling on one of the consent forms, “That‟s
the ant‟s paper,” he explained. Gary got Luke settled in a chair and put Ashley on his lap.
Luke continued fidgeting and playing with his microphone until he overheard Barbara
talking about the observatory telescope. “But we didn‟t get to see Saturn up there,” he
complained. “What did you say, Luke?” asked Marilyn. “But we didn‟t get to see Saturn
up there,” repeated Luke in the same disappointed tone. “I know,” Marilyn said
sympathetically, “Well, you know, they're open here for star parties Wednesday through
Saturday, so maybe when the clouds go away.” “I‟m thirsty,” Luke said. “Well, yeah, I
was very happy at…those little telescopes out in front…very satisfied with that,” said
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Gary, “I didn't expect this at all.” “You kids want to read a question?” Tim asked Ashley
and Luke.
Gary picked up one of the cards Tim had placed there for them, “What did you
end up doing at the star party?” After Louisa and Barbara both talked about not really
seeing anything, Marilyn responded, “Well, I love it. Maybe we‟ll see more when we‟re
done with the questions.” Gary agreed, “I‟m hoping. [That‟s] my answer.” Marilyn read
the next question, “What was your favorite thing you did or saw tonight?” Luke had been
running back and forth to the Moon model and walking around behind Gary, not really
participating in the conversation. In an attempt to get his attention, Marilyn repeated the
question directly to him, “Luke, what was your favorite thing you did or saw tonight?” “I
don‟t know,” he shrugged, sounding disinterested. “I‟m going to guess you liked jumping
on the Moon over there,” Marilyn said. “Yeah, I would put that in the top five,” Gary
agreed. Ashley moved to sit on the grass and Luke sat down in Gary‟s lap. As Louisa
gave her answer, Luke tried to talk to his dad who attempted to redirect his attention.
“Listen to their answers. Listen to their answers too,” Gary whispered to Luke. “When
are we going to set the fire?” Luke asked again. Louisa and Marilyn were discussing a
news story the observatory operator had shown them on the computer. Gary was listening
to them and said, “I'm glad you read all that. I just read all that. It was really cool…like
the man said, when you were reading it, I would assume that everything I was looking at
had already been seen and recorded.” “When are we going to catch it on fire?” Luke
interrupted. Gary continued, “But it made sense to me that the possibility existed that
light's just getting here today. People haven't seen it yet.” Luke was getting more insistent
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and grabbed his dad‟s head to try and get his attention. “Daddy, when are we going to
start?” Luked asked. “Don‟t you do that,” Gary told him, “That hurts me,” he continued,
sounding more serious.
Marilyn asked Barbara how it made her feel that the universe is so big. Barbara
said it made her feel small but Louisa disagreed. Marilyn sided with Louisa. “I mean, if a
14-year-old girl can discover that with her amateur telescope, I guess we all are
important,” she said. Gary, sounding excited, said, “Yeah…where my mind went with
that is, you know, I'm thinking that these telescopes have programs running that are
detecting light from somewhere and the changes in light on a daily basis. And they're
going to be trained on that. And the money's invested in that, how does it…I'm sure the
question got asked to some people at Hubble [space telescope], by the people that fund it,
of how come a 14-year-old where she found this and you guys…our stuff didn't. We got a
satellite clear out there looking for stuff. Maybe it's not a priority to find supernovas.”
Marilyn thought Barbara might have something to add so she said to the group:
“Barbara's thought a lot about the amount of money they spend on space exploration.”
“What are your thoughts on that?” Marilyn asked her daughter.
As the Forests discussed this, Ashley wanted to switch places with Luke so Gary
put her on his lap and Luke asked Gary if they could go do something else. “OK, let‟s
listen,” Gary told him. Marilyn saw that Gary was having some trouble and asked, “Are
you ready to go home, Luke? You about done?” “No,” Luke said, sounding embarrassed
and Gary chuckled. “I‟m ready for bed,” Marilyn said. Luke got up from his dad‟s lap
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and started to walk around, running back over to the Moon hemisphere. Louisa asked
Tim if he had read his question and Ashley asked Gary, “What‟s yours?” “‟What did you
look at through the telescope?‟ is the last question we have,” said Gary. “Clouds,” Ashley
said quietly. “Clouds,” repeated Gary in agreement. “Has everybody read their
questions?” asked Louisa. “I think so,” answered Tim. “Thanks for chit-chatting with us.
It was nice to get to know your family,” he said to Gary. “Yeah, likewise,” said Gary, “I
like your guys' names.” “Aww, thanks,” said Marilyn. She then asked Gary about a
comment he had made earlier in the night, “So this generator to work on Mars that you're
working on, are you just working on that independently?” “Mhm. I have for about 15
years now,” said Gary. “So it operates without oxygen?” asked Tim. Gary explained,
“Yeah. It's just gravity driven. So the principle is it'll work there and the medium may
change. It may be, you know, a different medium that--it is kind of hard to describe.” He
provided a basic explanation while the Forests listened. “Yeah, all right,” said Tim as
Gary finished his brief description. “Wow,” said Marilyn. Gary explained the scale of the
project and Tim and Marilyn sounded impressed. “A friend of mine who is a
mathematician on displacement…we're doing the math, sizing it up a little bit now,” Gary
told them. “That is cool,” Marilyn replied. “Yeah. It is kind of cool,” Gary agreed,
“It's…you know, the idea is renewal [sic] energy here.”
Gary then referred to the building they had discussed earlier, which he helped to
build, “There's an identical building at Iowa State University.” “Very cool,” Marilyn said,
“Our…camp is over there…starting tomorrow. We‟re up on the fourth floor, I think,”
“Yeah, my Uncle helped build the one at Iowa State,” Gary told her, “To build one of
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these buildings, and the math involved in this is not your typical math. Bricks don't want
to end up square or round.” At this point, everyone was ready to go. “I hope they‟re
where your guys' kids are at when they're that age,” said Gary, referring to Ashley and
Luke. “Yeah, we got us some good girls,” Marilyn agreed. “You want to know what the
secret is?” she asked. “Please,” said Gary. “Make them scrub the toilets once a week,”
Marilyn told him. “Once a week. Did you hear that you guys?” Gary told Luke and
Ashley. “Can you do that, Luke?” asked Marilyn, “It'll make you a great person. I'm sure
about it.” “You guys have a great evening. It was nice to meet you,” Gary told the
Forests. As the Forests were getting up to leave, Ashley pointed at the sky and said
something to Gary who replied, “Yeah…a little bit of a break, there's one right now that
is…might be gone by the time you get up there.” Apparently the Brookes were going to
stick around to see if the sky cleared up.
Brooke Family: Star Party Observation (continued)
After the post-visit conversation the Forests headed home but the Brookes stayed
around. Gary wanted to see if the clouds would clear up because he really wanted to see
Saturn, and wanted Luke and Ashley to see it too. While we waited for the clouds to clear
I showed Luke and Gary the night-shot camera and infrared floodlight I was using to
collect data. “That‟s what they have down…at the border patrol,” Gary said, connecting it
to his prior experiences. “But during the day, they don‟t need it,” he said, but in a
questioning way.
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Although they had removed their microphones, I pointed the camera at the small
telescopes and held a small digital video recorder while walked around with the Brooke
family. “Oh, that‟s cool,” Gary said when he saw the T.O.‟s green laser pointer. The
southern sky started to clear and T.O. used the laser to show the star Antares. “That was
cool. We got to see a star,” Gary said. “Yeah. Antares is a neat one,” I agreed, “ „Cause
it‟s kind of a reddish color.” “Daddy, can we leave?” asked Luke. “It‟s also a binary star
too,” added the T.O. “Oh, is it?” I asked. The T.O. continued: “Yeah, it‟s a companion
star. It has a blue, I think O-type, really hot, super small, like…they orbit…I think the
orbital period is like 820-something years, for it to make one orbit around Antares,
but…Antares is so bright that you can‟t see this companion star from small Earth-bound
telescopes.” “Really?” Gary replied. “Yeah, it‟s really, really awesome,” the T.O. said.
He then looked at his laptop and read, “Antares is 603.99 light years from Earth…which
is 6 trillion miles times 603.99.” The math…just blows me away,” Gary responded. “Can
we leave daddy?” Luke asked again. Gary either did not hear him or was trying to ignore
his plea because he wanted to stay.
To keep Ashley and Luke busy, Gary walked around with them, sat with them on
the Moon model, and let Ashley use his digital camera. Slowly, the sky cleared as the
clouds moved first to uncover the southern sky and worked their way north. Nearly 20
minutes after we had wrapped up the post-visit interview, Saturn was almost visible.
“Can we go up there now?” Luke asked me and Gary. He was bored and tired of sitting
around and waiting. I did not blame him. “Can we go up there now?” Luke repeated. I
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looked at the sky and then leaned down to whisper to Luke, “Actually…this would be a
good time…because that star, right there…is Saturn.” “Let‟s go!” Gary said excitedly.
His excitement got Luke and Ashley excited as well and they bolted up the steps
to the observatory. I went to grab the camera, hoping to catch some video of Ashley and
Luke looking at Saturn through the observatory telescope. Luke looked first. As I reached
the top of the stairs I could hear him standing at the telescope breathing heavily. “You see
it Luke?” asked Gary as he took pictures of Luke looking through the eyepiece, “See
some moons?” I could hear Ashley waiting at the bottom of the steps to the eyepiece
saying, “I wanna see it, I wanna see.” Luke stepped off the stairs. “Awesome,” he
whispered to his dad. He walked out of the observatory door towards where I was
standing, “What did you think?” I asked him. “Good,” he said briefly. Ashley was now at
the eyepiece, “Oh cool!” she exclaimed. Gary was trying to take pictures of Ashley and
keep an eye on Luke at the same time. When Ashley finished looking in the eyepiece she
asked the T.O., “Are we able to see Jupiter tonight?” “No,” he told her as Gary tried to
maneuver around Ashley to look in the eyepiece himself. “Whoa,” he said happily as he
looked through the telescope. “Gosh, look at it Ashley,” Gary said. “I know,” she told
him. “Let Luke look,” Gary told Ashley, “Look again Luke. You can see the rings and
the moons.”
Gary had a question about the moons for the T.O., “How come they are in a line
like that?” Gary asked. “That‟s…gravitationally where they would settle. There are other
ones though, in other orbits,” explained the T.O. “Isn‟t that cool?” said Luke. Although
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he seemed to enjoy the view, he was ready to leave. “Now I want to go home daddy,” he
told Gary, who was not quite done looking. “Oh my gosh. I‟ve never seen anything like
that,” Gary told the T.O. I tried to keep Luke occupied by answering his questions about
the observatory. As Gary continued to talk to the T.O. about Saturn Luke told me he had
been to the science center before on a field trip with his pre-school class. After spending
a little more than fifteen minutes in the observatory Gary was finally ready to go. “You
guys say thank you,” Gary told Ashley and Luke. “Thank you,” Luke and Ashley told the
T.O. “Thanks guys,” the T.O. replied. “You guys are here Wednesday through
Saturday?” asked Gary, “All summer?” The T.O. confirmed their hours and Gary took
Luke and Ashley downstairs. I thanked him for their time and complimented them on
their stamina. They walked toward their car and I started to pack up my equipment.
Brooke Family: Reflection Video Blog
Gary started the reflection video by introducing himself and said, “We originally
went to the star party at the [university] on campus because we were going on the night to
look at the telescope to see the stars, and Matthew invited us to be part of the, uh,
presentation there, and we gladly accepted. He then read the next question off of the
guide I had provided, “What happens at telescope observation events?” Ashley jumped in
and said, “Well, um, at a star party, you get to look through telescopes. You can see
planets. We actually got to see Saturn.”
Ashley and Luke seemed to be vying for the spotlight and when Luke was
unhappy with the amount of time he was being given he would raise his voice and
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express his displeasure by exclaiming, “Oh my god!” Gary would correct him, “Oh my
gosh,” and then attempt to facilitate the situation. With the two kids scrambling for
attention, Gary struggled to keep the discussion on track. Ashley repeatedly grabbed
images and placed them in front of the camera. She seemed more interested in showing
pictures of everything than discussing the star party. Gary continued, “Sit down, both of
you, now. What kinds of things do you do at star party events? You‟re telling a family.
Come on.” This seemed to correct things temporarily. Ashley explained, “Well, you look
through the telescopes. And you can see things. You can see planets like Saturn.” Gary
then turned his attention to Luke. “All right. Let Luke answer. What kind of things do
you do at telescope observation events?” Luke responded, “Uh, well, you see the planets
and stuff…and you see…you can see the stars and stuff.” Gary thought he was on a roll,
so he continued, “How long does it…do the events usually last?” Luke began, “Like
about…,” but was interrupted by Ashley, “The events usually last…” “About two hours,”
Luke continued. He was upset again as Ashley explained, “Well, I go to telescope parties
to see space. I like space because it‟s fun and nice and cool and it‟s science, and I like
science.”
Gary prompted Luke to give his answer, but Luke wanted to answer a question
that Ashley had not. Gary obliged, “OK. Who else is at star parties?” “Um, other
families. Other families and stuff, and everybody sees planets,” Luke responded. Gary
continued, “OK. Luke, what parts do you like the best about star parties?” Luke said,
“Um, looking at stars and planets.”
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Gary then asked Ashley what she liked best about star parties. “Well, I liked looking at
the stars and stuff. I also liked looking at the planets and looking through the telescopes
because they…because they‟re cool.” Ultimately, the whole family agreed that they
should recommend star parties to other families. Luke said he “liked all the parts,” and
Ashley agreed. She said people should go because, “They are really, really fun.” Gary
concluded the video with his own perspective, “I would highly recommend it. It was a
blast. We would go again.” He explained that since he had moved, there are more star
parties in the area in which he lives now. He said that one of the reasons he lived in the
previous town was because of the easy access to the university, and star parties were one
of the things they offered.
Brooke Family: Follow-up Stimulated Recall Interview
When I returned to Gary‟s home after the Brookes had finished their reflection
video, Ashley and Luke were eager to show me some of the things they talked about.
“They made kind of a production out of it,” Gary said, referring to the reflection video.
“And you‟re right. They…it would not have been the same if you were here,” he
admitted. Before I left, he had suggested that I stay while they made the reflection video.
I explained that I thought it was important that the family made it together, and I thought
that it would be different if I was there. I also explained that I wanted to try and do it the
same way with all of the families. He relented, and I went to a nearby restaurant to wait
for them to finish. “He got in trouble too, a time out in there,” Gary told me, motioning
toward Luke, “You could probably send it to early childhood education too…for
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discipline, or how not to discipline.” “Well…like I said, I‟m not really looking at that
stuff,” I assured him. “Do you have a pocket knife?” asked Luke. “I do at home, but not
here,” I told him, “Do you need one?” “No, I have one,” he said, and held it up for me to
see. “Cool…that‟s even better than a pocket knife,” I said, “That‟s like a multi-tool.”
Gary told me that he had started taking things apart and putting them back
together. I pulled out my laptop computer and opened the observation video to the
sections I wanted to use for the stimulated-recall portion of the interview. The situation
was somewhat frenetic. Gary was telling me about the school that Luke and Ashley were
attending and Luke was telling me about a caterpillar they were raising outside on their
porch, and asking lots of questions about the telescope I had brought for them. “So we
can keep that telescope forever?” asked Luke. “Forever and ever,” I told him “It‟s all
yours.” “So we can see the Moon with that?” Luke asked. He and Ashley had more
questions: “You can even see Uranus? And you can see Jupiter? You can see the moons
really close, right?” “I guess this constitutes that maybe they are interested in space,”
Gary laughed. I wanted to get them started remembering the evening of the star party.
“Now remind me…you came to the planetarium because somebody…said „Hey, let‟s go
see if it‟s open‟ right?” I asked. “Yes. We heard it was closed,” said Gary, “I think either
Luke or Ashley wanted to go…to see if it was open.” “So tell me about some of the other
times you‟ve looked through telescopes,” I said. “Uh, when we woke up in the middle of
the night we‟ve looked through telescopes. We saw Mars before,” explained Ashley.
“Yeah, we had our little telescope that we got at Walgreens,” Gary said. “Dad, it really
didn‟t work well,” Luke said. “I mean, it didn‟t really work well,” Gary agreed, “But we
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could see the stars of either Jupiter or Saturn or something.” Gary also said that after the
star party they had found a small telescope at a garage sale. “It had to be like a 70‟s
telescope,” he said. “So we were looking at the Moon through that since we saw you,”
Gary said, “Then we went up to [the] lake and I think we saw Pluto in the morning.”
“You can‟t see Pluto,” said Ashley, “It‟s too far away and it‟s a dwarf planet.” “Yeah,
Whatever comes up at like 4:00 in the morning, looking east,” Gary offered. “You know,
before the Sun comes up…it‟s just breaking the horizon, but it‟s got to be a planet,” he
said. “Well, Mercury and Venus are always super bright in the sky right before in the
mornings,” I said.
Luke had a washcloth with the Planet Jupiter and the four Galilean moons printed
on it that he really wanted to show me. “Awesome!” I said. I grabbed the little video
camera that I brought for the reflection video and flipped it on so I could get some images
of the cloth. Luke started talking about the caterpillar again. Gary said that he had found
it outside crawling on the sidewalk. I asked if they had ever raised caterpillars before.
“Baby ones,” Luke told me. “From that…kit at Target,” Ashley explained. “I found a
bunch of them in the porch and in the backyard,” added Luke. Gary and Luke also talked
about hunting for butterflies and moths. I asked them if they ever traveled or went to
science centers and museums. “We‟re going to…do all that here,” Gary explained. He
had just moved to be closer to where the kids were living and going to school. He said
that they were going to go to a museum the weekend before, but it was too far away, and
too expensive. “I mean, you and I grew up in a world where museum was synonymous
with free,” he lamented.
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I steered the conversation toward the topic of the star party. “What do you
remember about the star party?” I asked. “Like, I remember when we saw the huge
thing,” said Luke. “The telescope?” I asked. “Yeah,” he replied. “I remember that it was
cloudy,” I told them. “Do you remember how you didn‟t see anything until the very, very
end?” I asked. “Yeah,” said Gary, “But that‟s what we remember. We don‟t remember
the cloudy part. We remember actually being able to see it…They‟re used to
waitin‟…they‟re patient like that,” Gary explained. Luke was starting to unpack the small
telescope I had brought for them. Gary started to ask about other objects he had seen in
the sky, including a recent event when a tank from a space shuttle had re-entered the
atmosphere. Although I had planned to conduct this interview in a similar manner to the
previous interviews, Luke was disinterested and fidgety, and I was having a hard time
getting any of them to talk about the star party. I suggested that we put together the small
telescope that I had brought as compensation for their interview. Luke had been asking
about it, and this seemed to capture his interest. I suggested that we clear off the table so
we had room to work. We laid out the pieces and started going through the instructions
one by one. I figured this project might help keep Luke focused and allow me to engage
the entire family in a casual conversation while we worked on it.
As we worked together on the telescope, Luke was more focused and calm than I
had seen him before. Having a goal and task that interested him likely contributed to this
focused attention. Instead of talking about the star party, the rest of the conversation
revolved around the task of assembling the telescope. Once we finished, I packed up my
equipment, and thanked them again. As I headed home I recorded my own thoughts and
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reflections about the interview with a digital voice recorder as I had done with the other
families.

5.6 Brooke Family: Findings for Research Question 1
For the Brooke family, their expectations fell into three categories: Viewing the sky,
Family experiences, and Contextual Experiences.
Viewing the Sky
When discussing their expectations, most of the Brooke family‟s comments fell
into this category. During the pre-visit paired-family conversation Ashley Brooke said
that she wanted to “Look at planets, and stars, Jupiter and Saturn…my favorite planets.”
Luke was less specific, simply saying, “Because I want to look at stars,” a statement
which he repeated later, “I want to see stars through the telescope.” A few minutes later
Ashley referred to a story Gary told about a previous experience viewing a planet‟s
moons, and she brought up Saturn again and said, “I want to see those moons through this
telescope.”
Family Experiences
Another category of responses centered around Gary‟s desire to spend time with
his kids at the local university. His connection to the University was one that he wanted
to share with Luke and Ashley.
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Contextual Experiences
The next category related more specifically to Gary‟s desire to spend time at the
local university. He mentioned several times that he lived in town because of the
university, and explained that there were so many opportunities for activities, like star
parties, because of the resources of the university. In addition, he had participated in the
construction of some of the buildings on campus and felt a strong connection to the
school.

5.7 Brooke Family: Findings for Research Question 2
As the Brookes‟ star party data was examined, the evidence indicated that their actual star
party experiences fell into the following five categories: Interacting with Experts,
Observing the Sky, Tools for Observing, Family Experiences, and Contextual
Experiences.
Interacting with Experts
Since it was cloudy, much of the evening was spent talking with the various
T.O.‟s at the star party. There was one observatory operator and another facilitator
outside with a couple of small telescopes. Both of them used computers to look up
information about the objects they were trying to view. When the clouds obscured the sky
and made observing impossible, the T.O.‟s would show objects on the computer and
explain them as if visitors were observing through the eyepiece. Gary had lots of
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questions, and spent quite a bit of time in the observatory talking with the T.O. about
various astronomy topics.
Observing the sky
This category refers to the objects that the Brookes observed, as well as some of
the objects that Luke Brooke thought he was observing. In particular, for most of the
evening clouds covered the sky and no one was able to observe anything through the
telescopes. Luke, however, kept trying to look in the eyepieces. He sat at the observatory
telescope for almost 10 minutes and kept calling for the T.O.‟s attention, thinking he had
seen something in the eyepiece. “I see something light-y,” he would say.
Contextual Experiences
This name for this category came from the Brookes‟ strong desire to see
something in the telescope. Even after the Forest family left for the evening, Gary did not
want to leave until they got to see Saturn. Their patience eventually paid off. Around the
time the observatory was getting ready to close, the sky cleared and they got their first
view of the ringed planet. During the post-visit interview Gary explained, “We don‟t
remember the cloudy part, we remember actually being able to see it…they‟re used to
waitin‟…they‟re patient like that.”
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5.8 Cross Case Analysis for the Second Star Party
As with the first star party, the two families that participated in the second star
party had differing levels of experience with observing events. The cross-case analysis of
the Forest and Brooke families; since it took place at the star party; also provided insight
into the effects of context on the experiences of each family.
Differences in Expectations
One difference between the Forest and Brooke families was familiar from the first
star party. Both the expectations they described and how they described them were
distinctly different. The Brooke family generally expressed fewer expectations for the
star party than the Forest family. The Brookes‟ expectations related mostly to the objects
they expected to observe and were similar to the Alexander‟s in that they were limited to
planets and stars as well as a few familiar objects such as the planets Jupiter and Saturn,
and moons of those planets. The Forests, on the other hand, mentioned galaxies, nebulae,
and star clusters in addition to the familiar planets mentioned by the members of the
Brooke family. Another noticeable difference was in the families‟ expectations regarding
the social experiences at the star party. The Forest family, particularly Marilyn, went into
detail about their discussions with the T.O.‟s. They even described their favorite kinds of
interactions with T.O.‟s which Marilyn often had with her favorite astronomer. The
Brookes‟ expectations focused on the astronomical objects, and, like the Forests, the
family experience they expected to have at the event.
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Differences between Expectations and Experiences
For the Forest family, the biggest difference between their expectations and their
star party experience was the weather, and their ability to view objects being hampered
by the clouds. Although they all mentioned that foul weather was not uncommon, Louisa,
in particular, was still a little disappointed, or at least surprised, that they were not able to
view much of anything all night. Overall, however, the Forests expectations even
included the possibility of clouds. One difference between the Forests‟ expectations and
experiences was related to their interactions with the T.O.‟s. Although they had
mentioned storytelling and having the T.O.‟s teach them how to find objects in the sky as
favorite previous interactions, none of their interactions with the T.O.‟s seemed to match
these expectations. The news story about a girl who discovered a supernova was one
experience that they did not seem to expect, and was interesting enough to make the
evening worthwhile. For the Brooke family, one discrepancy between their expectations
and experiences was the cloudy weather. Another difference was the gap between the
enthusiasm that Luke showed for attending the star party, and his excitement after finally
viewing Jupiter. While the clouds covered the sky, he showed persistence, staring into the
eyepiece and hoping the sky would clear. Once he saw Saturn, however, he was finished,
voicing his excitement, followed by his readiness to leave. Ashley, however, seemed to
be excited by the view and took time to savor the experience. These differences could
easily be due to differences in age and exhaustion. Luke, who already seemed to be easily
distracted, appeared to become more so as the night went on, and as he got more tired.
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Different Interactions
The Forests and the Brookes also showed differences in the ways that they
interacted at the star party. The Forest family seemed quite self-sufficient. After the T.O.
in the observatory showed Marilyn and Louisa the new story on the computer, they spent
much of their time reading, discussing with each other, and occasionally asking questions
of the T.O. The Brooke family, on the other hand, did not have much to do when they
were not looking in the telescope or talking with the T.O. Gary listened in as Marilyn and
Louisa read the news story out loud, asking questions of his own, but Luke stayed by the
telescope, frequently thinking he had seen something in the eyepiece, and calling the T.O.
over to check it out.
Star Party Similarities
Unsurprisingly, the families shared experiences as well. Both families saw similar
objects and had their views obscured by clouds. In addition, both families received plenty
of factual information from the T.O.‟s throughout the evening. Although they could not
observe the objects, the T.O.‟s filled the time by sharing information about the
astronomical objects that were would be visible if the clouds were not in the way.
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CHAPTER 6: FINDINGS ACROSS STAR PARTIES
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 contains the findings for all four research questions across star parties.
This section begins with the findings for research questions 1 and 2 and is structured as
follows:
I.

Findings from the cross case analysis of research questions 1 and 2 across the
first and second star parties

II.

Findings for research question 3, by family

III.

Star party agendas

IV.

Findings from the cross-case analysis of all four families with respect to
research question 3

V.

Findings for research question 4

VI.

Emergent Findings

6.2 Cross Case Analysis for Research Questions 1 and 2
The cross-case analysis of all four families with respect to research questions 1
and 2 reinforced the findings from the individual star parties and served as a way to
compare and summarize the findings from each family.
Since this study was designed to capture unique information about families and
family culture, it was unsurprising that different families, with different family cultures,
had different expectations and experiences. Of interest, however, was emerging evidence
of similarities and differences that could be tied to identifiable patterns. Two such
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patterns emerged during the analysis of these two families; differences between families
with more and less star party experience and star party similarities.
Categories of Expectations and Experiences
For the families in this study, their expectations and experiences fell into three or
more of the following six categories: Interacting with Experts, Viewing the Sky, Tools
for Observing, Family Experiences, Practical, and Contextual. These descriptive
categories provided a useful and reasonably complete structure for describing the
families‟ expectations and experiences for participating in observing events. Of note,
however, is that experiences in the practical category were only present for the families
at the first star party who mentioned that they enjoyed the event because it was close by,
and free.
Differences Based on Level of Experience
In addition to these categories of expectations and experiences, another pattern
was observed across star parties. Differences were observed between the expectations
and experiences of the less experienced on-site families and the experienced families.
Both the Forest and Jindal families were clearly influenced by previous star party
experiences that affected their expectations. These expectations included the kinds of
objects that could be seen, social interactions with the T.O.‟s, expectations related to
weather, and the types of observing equipment that would be available.
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In terms of objects that could be seen, both the Forest and Jindal families
mentioned less familiar kinds of objects such as nebulae, galaxies, and star clusters. They
also both expected, and looked forward to, their interactions with the T.O.‟s, viewing
those experiences as a primary component of the star party. As novice star party
attendees, the Brooke and Alexander families had similar qualities to their expectations in
terms of both number and type of expectations. Discussions of astronomical objects were
very general and focused mostly on commonly known objects such as the Moon, stars,
and specific planets. In addition, neither family described strong expectations related to
interactions with T.O.‟s. The Alexander family said that they expected there to be nerdy
people at the star party; however they otherwise did not mention the T.O.‟s and star party
facilitators when they discussed their expectations for the event. In reality, they spent
quite a bit of time during the star party time talking with, and listening to the T.O.‟s.
Another difference was the way that the families engaged with the telescopes.
When they walked up to the observatory, the T.O. said that Saturn was covered with
clouds. The Forests did not even bother trying to look through the eyepiece, instead
engaging the T.O. in conversation about an article on the computer, and asking
astronomy-related questions. Luke Brooke, however, sat by the telescope waiting for an
object to appear. Not having any frame of reference for how long he might have to wait,
he sat on the steps as if the sky could clear at any moment, whereas the Forests realized
that it might take a while. The experienced families also did not demonstrate the same
sense of urgency. Unlike the Brookes, who expressed impatience with the wait, and
excitedly ran up the stairs to view Saturn when it became visible, the Forests had seen
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these objects before. In addition, the Forests decided to leave the observatory after only
20 minutes. The Brookes stayed till the last possible moment, just in case the sky cleared,
hoping to catch a glimpse of Saturn.
A further difference between the families was how family members interacted
with each other around the science content. Marilyn Forest and Susan Jindal were much
more active in shaping the experience for their children. Marilyn helped Louisa
understand terms, and would actively engage the T.O. to ask questions and to have him
provide more information when necessary. Susan walked back and forth between Nathan
and Alice, checking to see if they were engaging in the experience, making suggestions
of things to see. The Alexanders and the Brookes, on the other hand, often left it up to the
T.O.‟s to begin the interaction. They did not often ask follow-up questions, with the
parents and kids seeming to be caught up in the moment, rather than the parents explicitly
guiding their children‟s experiences.

6.3 Analysis and Findings for Research Question 3 by Family
The findings discussed in this section were derived from all six sources of data.
The evidence came from participants‟ direct answers to interview questions and
conversation card topics during the paired-family interviews addressing the first two
research questions as well as direct analysis of the star party observation videos. The
analysis in research questions 1 and 2 indicated that there was more going on with family
interactions at star parties than could be understood through a direct approach. Research
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question 3: What are families’ agendas for attending telescope observing events?,
required an interpretive analysis to examine families‟ underlying agendas, which
included their goals and/or purposes for attending star parties and engaging in particular
behaviors and activities during their visit. These agendas served as the basis for the
expectations and experiences above. They guided the participants‟ actions throughout
their experiences, and provided insight into particular interactions that were observed.
For research question 3, two categories of agendas were identified: family and individual.
The goal of this analysis was to examine the case descriptions for evidence of these
agendas, to build a description of these agendas, identify whether they constituted a
family agenda or an individual agenda, and to look for situations in which these agendas
interact, in order to better understand the family dynamics that influence their star party
experiences.
Family agendas were shared by, or at least understood and recognized by all the
members of the family community. Agendas were considered individual agendas if they
were primarily expressed by one member of the family. It is important to note that the
term individual agenda is not intended to suggest a separation from the family agenda. In
fact, the framework of this study assumes that an individual family member‟s agendas,
beliefs, and actions influence, and are influenced by, the entire community.
In some cases, the agendas were described explicitly by the participants. In other
cases, the agendas were less explicit, yet they were still identifiable through observed
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patterns of choices and interactions. For each of the agendas described in this section I
will provide an illustrative or representative example.
The Jindal’s Agendas
Several family and personal agendas were identified for the Jindal family.
Individual agendas were identified for Susan, Nathan, and Alice. Although there was not
enough information to identify individual agendas for George, his brief presence at the
star party was helpful for understanding the family agendas discussed below.
Jindal Family Agendas
Several themes emerged from the interpretive analysis of the Jindal family‟s data
for evidence of family agendas. One interesting pattern that emerged was that these
family agendas, while recognized by all four members of the Jindal family, were pursued
mostly due to Susan‟s guidance.
For the Kids
This agenda was the clearest and the most explicit of the family‟s agendas. It was
first articulated by Susan during the pre-visit experienced-family interview when she
expressed her appreciation that Mrs. J. taught her children to run the telescopes and noted
that it “was pretty interesting for them.” Nathan discussed examples of his own
experiences and Susan provided examples of experiences that she remembered Alice
finding interesting, including trying to find things by herself in the sky and using
different kinds of telescopes. During the star party Susan reinforced this agenda by
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looking through different telescopes, engaging with the T.O.‟s and periodically locating
Nathan and Alice to find out if they had gotten to see the things she knew were available.
Although Nathan oscillated between operating a telescope and walking around to see
what else was available, Alice walked around with less purpose, and was less ebullient
about her own participation. Susan actively engaged her to try and motivate her to pursue
the family agenda. The following exchange was the second example of such an
engagement and occurred near the beginning of the star party observation as Susan and
Alice listened to Mrs. J. give a tour of the night sky. It includes examples of Susan trying
to get Alice on board with the family agenda, and Susan checking in to make sure the
kids were getting the most out of the experience,
Susan:

This is interesting to you, isn‟t it?

Alice:

A little.

Susan:

Alice!

Alice:

It‟s just so funny…I forgot all the names of
the stars and now I remember again.

Susan:

Did you look in all the telescopes?

Alice:

No, I didn‟t.

Susan:

Go ahead. You can go, just don‟t go inside
yet.

Alice:

I want to use a telescope, I just don‟t know
if I‟m allowed though.

Susan:

Maybe a little later we could

Alice:

Yeah.

At first Alice resisted, but eventually relented to Susan‟s efforts, indicating her interest,
and coming up with an activity of her own that she would like to pursue. George Jindal
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arrived about half-way through the star party with his own effort to support this family
agenda. First, he spent some time looking through the telescopes and talking to the T.O.‟s
with Susan. He also listened patiently while Alice and Nathan shared some of the things
they knew and had learned. This happened twice, once when he first arrived at the star
party, and later when Alice was showing Susan and George something she had found in
the telescope. Although George and Susan were trying to listen to both of their children,
Nathan often had a much more commanding presence, overshadowing his sister.
For Nathan
As I mentioned above, George and Susan were clearly interested in encouraging
the experiences of both of their children. There was, however, an implicit
acknowledgement that the star parties are for Nathan. Even as Alice showed her interest
and engagement in the star party, Susan stopped her to ask if she wanted to go home.
This occurred again during the star party observation with George,
George:

So sweetie, are you gonna come home with
me or are you going to come home with
Mom?

Alice:

I want to go inside for a little while.

Susan:

What do you want to see?

Alice:

I don‟t know. I just want to see what they
have.

Susan alluded to this agenda during the pre-visit experienced-family interview. When I
asked Susan and Nathan how they first started going to star parties Susan explained that,
“[Mrs. J.] knows that [Nathan] likes science, so she probably said something along the
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lines like: oh, we‟re gonna start having star parties, you guys have to come.” Shortly after
that, Susan said, “So…probably that‟s how it started…like I said, [Nathan] was having an
interest in astronomy so…it was just…good timing for both.” These comments, alone,
were not enough to support this agenda. The next indication comes from Alice during the
pre-visit self-administered conversational interview. She began by reading the question
“Who in your family likes to go to star parties the most.” “Nathan,” she replied quickly,
without hesitation. Susan agreed with Alice‟s answer, simply replying, “Yeah.” Nathan
also acknowledged the truth of the statement, “I guess,” he said, not really giving it much
thought. The most convincing evidence came from the four instances where Susan and
George offered Alice an opportunity to go home before the star party had ended, while
assuming Nathan would want to stay. Although they wanted both of their kids to benefit
from the star party experience, they were acknowledging that Nathan was the primary
beneficiary.
Relate to Science
For the Jindal family, pursuit of science and the use of scientific
terminology were frequently observed during their interviews and observation. During
the pre-visit experienced family interview, Susan was the first to identify her family as
nerdy, responding to my description of my family‟s science-related activities by saying,
“Oh, you‟re a nerdy family too, huh?” She made a similar comment when discussing a
family visit to an art museum. Nathan had complained about being made to go and Susan
replied, “Oh my gosh, sorry if you take scientists into the art museum.” This science
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identity was so strong for her family that she identified it by name. At one point Susan
joked, “So maybe there‟s a gene…an inherited trait…the science lover.” In addition, the
Jindals share a family identity related to the field of computer science, the professional
focus of both Susan and George Jindal. During the star party, one of the T.O.‟s was trying
to convince Nathan and Alice that astronomy should be hobby, not a profession, and they
should go into computer engineering. “Well,” Nathan told him, “It‟d be the family
profession.” These science and technology-related identities are one of the reasons that
the Jindal‟s attend star parties in the first place and helps to explain other choices of
travel destination as described during the pre-visit experienced family interview.
In addition to these family agendas, there were a number of agendas held by
individual members of the Jindal family that played a role during the star party
experiences. To be clear, as with the family agendas, I am not suggesting that these are
the only agendas that drove the participants‟ actions. Of the multitude of agendas that
may be present, these are a few examples that were detectable from the evidence
collected for this study.
Susan’s Agendas
During the pre-visit experienced-family interview, Susan addressed some of the
reasons that she liked to attend star parties. The first motivation she mentioned during
this interview was learning something new. She explained that whenever she attended a
star party, she would “always learn something new every time that I never knew about.”
Susan also identified talking to the T.O.’s as another of her star party agendas. “It‟s like I
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said, from talking to the telescope operators, astronomers, whoever they are…every time
I would go I would learn something fascinating…some of them were…associated with
the university so this is part of their job, their research, so they might talk about their
special area just in conversation when I walk up to the telescope.” Here, she is describing
how these two agendas often overlap.
Another agenda that Susan stated was looking in the telescopes. When discussing
favorite things to do at star parties she said, “I like looking in telescopes the best.” This
agenda is later acknowledged by Alice. During the pre-visit self-administered
conversational interview, when answering a question about why they, as kids, would take
their parents to star parties, Alice responded, “I know that mom likes looking through the
telescopes.”
Less explicit, but no less obvious was Susan‟s agenda to help facilitate
experiences for others. This agenda was evident during many of her interactions at the
star party. During the pre-visit self-administered conversational interview she would
frequently make efforts to elicit responses from people who had not yet answered
questions or had an opportunity to speak. In addition, Susan‟s frequent questions to her
children about whether they had seen or experienced something at the star party
supported both the family‟s agenda and her own facilitation agenda. This agenda was also
notable as she sat behind the camera and helped facilitate the reflection video while Alice
and Nathan spoke on camera.
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The last two of Susan‟s individual agendas could almost be considered family
agendas except for the fact that they seemed to be more important to Susan than the other
members of the family. While these agendas were related to the family, they were
received the most attention from Susan. The first, broadening Nathan’s horizons was
evident on multiple occasions during the pre-visit experienced-family interview. Several
times during the interview Nathan made derisive or dismissive comments about a topic,
and Susan would implore him to be more open-minded. Once, during a discussion of a
family visit to an art museum, Susan commented on Nathan‟s admission that he had
learned something about art in his European History class, “You might start to appreciate
it now. Now that you know something about it.” Later, during a discussion about
psychology, Susan told Nathan, “So then that‟s a science you don‟t know anything about.
Maybe you‟re misjudging it.” The final agenda that Susan expressed was teaching
Nathan about social norms. Although there are several examples, the following example
from the follow-up stimulated recall interview is representative. When Susan noticed
Nathan fidgeting with one of the props for the reflection video blog, she took it away
from him, explaining, “He‟s gonna have weird sounds.” “Why don‟t you trust me?”
Nathan asked. “Focus on the task at hand,” Susan told him. Although these agendas may
be more general, and relate to both of her children, I was only able to identify these
motivations as they related to Nathan.
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Nathan’s Agendas
Nathan also described his own agendas for attending star parties. For him,
evidence about his motivations included statements about pursuing activities because
they were interesting to him, and his desire to try to do and see everything that was
available at the star party. An example of Nathan‟s first agenda, pursue my interests, is
the following excerpt from the pre-visit experienced-family interview. I asked Susan and
Nathan what they would say if they were explaining to someone else why they should
attend a star party. Nathan replied, sounding incredulous, “Well…it‟s interesting…you
can look through the telescope and…there‟s interesting things in the telescope…also,
whatever else is going on is usually interesting…whether it‟s the talk or…an activity…or
whatever…and…there‟s always something interesting in the telescope it seems.” In total,
Nathan used the word interesting eight times during the first part of this interview to
describe star party experiences and described them this way on several occasions in later
conversations.
Nathan explained another of his agendas, to try everything, during the pre-visit
self-administered conversational interview, “My goal is to see…everything that‟s
here…and whatever they have in the scopes…just experience stuff.” He proceeded to
pursue this agenda throughout the course of the star party, even leaving his assigned
telescope on several occasions to see what else was going on, to look in the other
telescopes, and eventually to participate in the activities inside the gymnasium.
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During the star party, Nathan demonstrated the additional agenda: demonstrate
knowledge and skills to others. The first time Nathan had an opportunity to demonstrate
his knowledge to others was during the pre-visit self-administered interview. He pointed
out Saturn in the sky to Max Alexander. Later, when Bob Alexander said he wanted to
see the planet Mars, Nathan was the one who spoke up to tell Bob he did not think it was
up. In addition, Nathan was at the star party to facilitate one of the telescopes. This
positioned him to be able to share his knowledge with many visitors who would be there.
Although many of the T.O.‟s would provide additional contextual information about the
objects they were looking at, Nathan stuck mostly to names. “It‟s the Orion Nebula,” he
would say or, “That‟s the triangulum.” Nathan even attempted to demonstrate his
knowledge while Mrs. J. was conducting a lesson about the star Betelgeuse in the
constellation Orion. “Everybody put your hand up. This is the sun. So what‟s the first
planet around it?” asked Mrs. J. to the group around her. “Mercury,” interjected Nathan
from nearby. “Be quiet,” joked Mrs. J., letting him know that this was not the time for
him to show what he knew.
Alice’s Agendas
Alice was not present during the experienced family interview, so information
regarding her agendas was gathered either at the pre- and post-visit star party
conversations, or during the follow-up data collection opportunities. The first of Alice‟s
agendas, working the telescopes, was very specific and explicitly mentioned during the
pre-visit, self-administered conversational interview. When the families were discussing
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what they would like to do at the star party, Alice‟s response was, “I want to get a chance
to work the telescopes.”
The first comment relating to another agenda, pursue her interest in mythology,
occurred moments later and referred to her desire to see the inflatable planetarium inside
the gymnasium at the star party. Although she does not mention it till later, this activity
related to an interest Alice described during the follow-up stimulated recall interview.
When asked how she had learned so many things about astronomy, Alice replied, “I‟ve
always been really interested in Greek mythology and a lot of that is connected to the
constellations „cause the Greeks had…some stories for the constellations and so I learned
about that too.” This indicates that her agenda to run the telescopes was closely related to
this other, more general agenda and her interest in the cultural stories, particularly Greek
myths, related to astronomy. Later, in the same interview, Alice reiterated this interest, “I
like hearing about the stories that people have come up with to try to explain the
constellations.”
One final agenda that seemed to affect Alice‟s activities at the star party was
based on her recognition of the other community and individual agendas in her family.
This agenda, best described as make the best of it was referred to by Susan in the followup stimulated recall interview just after Alice described her interest in Greek mythology.
Susan explained that Alice had been “dragged along to all these star parties under duress,
and Mrs. J. would put her to work.” She indicated that Alice ended up enjoying herself
anyway, adding sarcastically that “Alice was complaining SO much.” Alice seemed to
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agree with Susan by replying, “Oh, poor me,” in a tone of voice that suggested that the
experience ended up being enjoyable. Although she did not exhibit the same kind of
enthusiasm as Nathan and Susan for star parties, she did seem to have a go with the flow
attitude that motivated her to find ways to relate star parties to her own interests. Not only
did Alice stay at the star party after she was given an opportunity to leave, her
participation in the activities inside the gymnasium showed that she appreciated some of
the experiences in which she was engaged.
The Alexander’s Agendas
Although each member of the Alexander family had identifiable goals that
affected their actions, Max and Satya were primarily responsible for the family agendas
that were observed, and these family agendas were closely related to their individual
agendas. Bob and Priya demonstrated their own agendas; however, their personal
agendas were noticeably influenced by the family agendas pursued by their parents rather
than individually unique. In general, there was a general sense of excitement about the
star party, and a clear interest in science shared by all members of the star party.
Alexander Family Agendas
The themes identified from the Alexander family‟s data were closely related to
the individual agendas expressed by Max and Satya.
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Spend Time as a Family
The first of the Alexander‟s family agendas was to spend time doing things
together as a family. The first evidence occurred during the reflection video when Max
asked Satya why she decided to tell the rest of the family about the star party. “I always
enjoy going to star parties…I don‟t have a telescope, we don‟t have any of those things,
so when we have an opportunity to see that I think it‟s a real gift, so…I like to tell the
family about it and I like for all of us to go.” Max later confirmed that this was a family
agenda when he asked Priya and Bob, “So when we heard about this…what…made us
really wanna decide that we all wanted to go as a family?” He later explained that, “It
was important for us to be together and enjoy this together, right?” At the end of the
reflection video Priya showed her own recognition of this family agenda by explaining
that star parties are, “Fun, fun, fun…for the whole family.”
Science Agenda
Another of the Alexander‟s family agendas was to pursue their interest in science.
Priya first addressed this during the pre-visit self-administered conversational interview.
In response to the question, “Who in your family likes to go to star parties the most?
Priya responded, “Not really anybody…because we all like that stuff.” Priya and Max
repeated this during the reflection video. Max asked the family what made them decide to
go to the star party as a family and Priya responded, “We…wanted to go because we all
like…the subject.” Max agreed and added, “We have a curiosity for…space and things
that we‟ve never seen before.” Their family interest in science extended to science
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fiction, specifically through watching the television show Star Trek: The Next
Generation. During the star party Priya engaged Max through this common interest when
she compared her view in the telescope to something from Star Trek. Later, during the
reflection video Priya again pointed out that, “We like Star Trek and we like stuff like
that.” The Alexanders explained more about this during the follow-up stimulated recall
interview when I asked about other science-related interests. Other evidence of this
family agenda came from Max and Satya‟s descriptions of family trips and visits to
museums and science centers as well as Priya and Bob‟s interests in pursuing sciencerelated careers. The data also provided information about the agendas of the individual
members of the Alexander family.
Satya’s Agenda
Satya„s primary agenda could best be described as acting as the backstage
manager. One particularly literal manifestation of this role was during the recording of
the family‟s reflection video. At the beginning Satya was sitting behind the camera,
facilitating the production, while the others spoke. As the backstage manager, one of her
primary agendas was to facilitate and manage the star party experience for the rest of the
family. Satya typically remained in the background, enjoying her own star party
experiences, but kept a watchful eye on the rest of the family, particularly on Bob and
Priya. Periodically, she would come forward with a comment, to provide discipline, or to
ask a question. This was seen during the star party observation as well as during the
reflection video when Satya would periodically speak up to add her own ideas, or to ask a
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question of the others sitting in front of the camera. In addition, during the reflection
video and follow-up interview, the Alexanders described how Satya had initiated the visit
to the star party when she saw information about it from Bob and Priya‟s school. Satya
said that she thought the star party was a good way to spend time together as a family,
and that it was a way to share the uniqueness of the area to family visiting from out of
town, explaining, “I think one of the nice things too, is that we took…family from out of
town, because that‟s one of the really special things about [this city] is the ability to have
a…clear sight to be able to see all of these things not all places have that opportunity and
that‟s one of the very unique things about [this city].”
Max’s Agenda
For Max, it was important to keep things moving and to make sure everyone in
his group was aware of things they might find interesting. Max‟s agenda was that of a
trail guide. Not only did he try to keep things moving, he also tried to make sure Priya
and Bob saw things they would find interesting. Max initially adopted this role during the
pre-visit conversational interview. When the group seemed as though they were finished
discussing a question, he would often have the next card ready, and would move the
group on to the next question. When they first made their way down to the telescopes
Max noticed one of the T.O.‟s using a green laser pointer and pointed it out to Bob and
Priya, “Are you watching his laser?” He asked. As the Alexander family moved between
telescopes, Max would often be in the lead and would prompt the T.O. to explain what
they were looking at in the telescope. If he was not sure the rest of the group had heard,
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he would sometimes repeat what the T.O. had said so everyone would hear. As the trail
guide, Max was often consulted by Bob and Priya for permission to do certain things. In
addition to participation in activities, Max also gave them permission not to know certain
things. During the reflection video blog, Max asked questions that Bob and Satya did not
know how to answer. After giving them an opportunity, he gave his own view, or
prompted them without sounding disappointed or upset.
Bob’s Agenda
Both Bob and Priya exhibited few of their own individual agendas and a
willingness to abide by the family agendas set forth by Max and Satya. Bob‟s primary
agenda was a social one. He could best be described as the class clown. Bob was
outgoing and talkative, readily answering the questions Mrs. J. asked at the beginning of
their star party visit, and he often used humor to interact with others. Bob joked when he
interact with strangers as well as everyone in his family, Max in particular. In addition to
meeting new people, Bob also used humor to establish membership in his family, which
often interacted with each other in playful ways. Finally, Bob used humor for attention.
On several occasions he would interject a humorous comment when he was being left out
of a conversation, or did not have much to add to the current topic.
Priya’s Agenda
Priya‟s primary agenda was an affective one, experience wonder. She was more
reserved than her brother, and would sometimes wait to speak until someone spoke to her
directly, or asked her a question. While not overtly shy, Priya was more reserved, and
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less assertive than Bob. Since her agenda was more focused on affective, rather than
social experiences, Priya actively engaged in activities, but would often wait patiently
while others more actively interacted with the T.O.‟s. Sometimes this resulted in
passivity to the point of being left out of an activity. During the follow-up interview both
Max and Bob said that they had gotten to use the green laser pointer. When I asked if
Priya had wanted to try it, she said that although she had wanted to use it, she did not get
the chance. Although Bob eventually got to use the laser, it involved a great deal of active
interpersonal negotiation with Mrs. J., negotiation which Priya did not pursue. Other
evidence of her agenda came from Priya‟s comments during the star party and the
reflection video. She often mentioned the affective components of her experiences, and
frequently vocalized her amazement at the views through the telescope. She also talked
about how cool things were to see, how much fun it was, and how much she enjoyed
particular parts of the experience.
The Forests’ Agendas
Examination of the data from the second star party provided information about the
Forest family‟s agendas as well as the individual agendas of each family member. These
agendas not only influenced their star party experiences, but also motivated choices of
careers and travel destinations. As with all of the families in this study, the agendas
discussed in this chapter were the ones evident from the data collected, and may represent
only a portion of those that influenced the participants.
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Forest Family Agendas
The members of the Forest family shared many common agendas that shaped
their family dynamic and star party experiences. As with the Jindal family, the children,
Barbara and Louisa, had reached an age where they were developing their own identities
and beginning to develop and express their own agendas. In some cases, they made
efforts to distinguish these from the rest of the family, yet there were still common
threads that identified them as members of this particular family community.
Spend Time as a Family
For the Forests, one shared agenda was doing things together. Much like the
Alexander family, the Forests‟ conversations contained strong theme related to spending
time together as a family. During the self-administered pre-visit experienced family
interview, the family got on a roll when they started identifying things they liked to do
together. Not only did they come up with a long list of things they enjoyed doing together
as a family, the entire family participated in the exercise. Later, during the reflection
video, Louisa explained one of the reasons that they go to star parties, “We go to star
parties because it‟s fun to spend some time with your family…and we‟re all learning
something together.” Finally, during the follow-up stimulated recall interview the Forests
explained that Marilyn and Louisa were usually the instigators for star party visits, and
that Tim and Barbara, “Only come along and have a good time.” Apparently, for the
Forests, spending time together as a family trumped individual interest, or disinterest.
Marilyn explained, “I think that‟s the way it is whenever you do something as a family.
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It‟s very rare that everyone is in agreement that that‟s the most important thing to be
doing that day.” While this may not necessarily be true for all families, it certainly
summarized the Forests‟ agenda.
Support Each Other’s Interests
Another of the Forests‟ agendas, alluded to above, was to support each other‟s
interests. Sometimes, as with star parties, certain members of the Forest family were
more enthusiastic about a particular activity, but their interest was supported by the entire
family community. Evidence for this theme showed up in a variety of circumstances.
Another example they discussed during the follow-up stimulated recall interview was
Barbara‟s interest in scuba diving. Marilyn explained that Barbara has become interested
about four years ago and, “She drug us along on that one…that‟s definitely her nagging
us because she‟s a way better diver than…we all are.” Although Marilyn says that the rest
of the family was “drug along”, this is one example of a common family interaction using
sarcasm and humor. In contrast to Marilyn‟s comment about being reluctant participants,
Marilyn and Tim both demonstrated extensive knowledge of scuba diving, and clear
memories of their prior diving experiences, even telling me about the best places to dive,
and which ones to avoid. Similarly, Barbara and Tim, who were portrayed as less
enthusiastic about star parties demonstrated a substantial knowledge of star party
activities, memories about observing events, and clear opinions about those experiences.
Although each member of the Forest family had unique interests, and the other family
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members may have supported the pursuit of these interest regardless of discipline, there
were some common threads that seemed to relate all of the individual interests.
Spending Time in Nature
One of the threads that connected the interests of the members of the Forest
family was the agenda of spending time in nature. Although their individual interests
were divergent in the details, they each took place outside, and were somehow connected
to the natural environment. In addition to Barbara‟s previously mentioned interest in
scuba diving, during the follow-up stimulated recall interview Louisa told me that their
family goes whitewater rafting every year because Tim and Marilyn had been river
guides when she and Barbara were little. Tim explained that, when he was in school, he
and Marilyn “drug the girls along for all my field work, which was fun…I‟d go out and
do sampling or whatever, and they would find fossils in the…side canyons where I was
working.” Marilyn‟s job as an instructor for the summer astronomy camp program at a
local nature center and her interest in astronomy fit in with this theme, and relate well
with Tim‟s work. She explained that, “There is no sky comparable to being out on the
river. I mean there‟s no light pollution at all.” She made similar statements during the
pre-visit self-administered conversation and during the follow-up stimulated recall
interview. In addition to river rafting, Louisa shared Marilyn‟s interest in astronomy, and
expressed her excitement about an upcoming overnight camping trip and was particularly
looking forward to harvesting and eating cactus fruit.
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Learning and Knowing Science
For the Forest family, learning and knowing science was another agenda that was
identified through the analysis of these data. During the pre-visit self-administered
conversation, the Forests demonstrated an in-depth knowledge of science content,
including biology and astronomy. Marilyn and Louisa discussed their knowledge of cacti
with Gary Brooke and the whole family discussed specifics about objects they had
observed, and things they enjoyed seeing in telescopes. Louisa explained that her favorite
planet was Mars. “I looove Mars…It‟s just awesome…there‟s so much to learn about
Mars. I guess…why I like Mars so much is probably…because it‟s…kind of our next
planet that we‟re working to get to and there‟s so much we can do with it. Barbara said
that she liked Jupiter. She explained it was “because it‟s big…and it‟s made of gas.”
“Then why don‟t you like the Sun?” asked Louisa. A short time later Marilyn explained
to Gary Brooke that, “I think my girls like science.” “I love science,” agreed Louisa
quickly. This occurred several more times during the pre-visit conversation where the
Forests discussed their interest in, and knowledge of, astronomical objects. Louisa and
Marilyn pursued the learning about science agenda from the minute they finished the previsit conversation and first entered the observatory. The T.O. showed them a story about
a girl who had used a small telescope to discover a supernova. For the next twenty
minutes or so, Marilyn and Louisa read the story and asked the T.O. questions about
supernovae, galaxies, light years, and nearby observatories.
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Marilyn’s Agendas
For each of the families in this study there was often one person who was
responsible for directing and shaping the family‟s star party agendas. For the Forest
family that person was Marilyn. Although everyone in the family expressed an interest in
space, Marilyn had pursued this interest most deeply. Pursuing an interest in astronomy
was the first of Marilyn‟s agendas, and star parties were one way for her to do so.
Marilyn described how she had taken a community college course in astronomy, and her
job at the local nature center allowed her to continue as she planned and executed
summer camps that involved visiting observatories, looking through telescopes, and
learning about the planet Mars. The rest of the family acknowledged this agenda as well.
Tim explained that Marilyn and Louisa were the members of the family who had the
most interest in space. Marilyn also frequently mentioned how much she liked interacting
with the T.O.‟s at star parties, and these interactions were another way she pursued her
interest in space.
In addition to pursuing her own personal interest in astronomy, Marilyn also
demonstrated a teaching and facilitating agenda. This was evident both during the previsit experienced family interview and the pre-visit paired-family conversation where she
played an active role in leading the conversations and encouraging everyone to
participate. During the pre-visit paired family conversation she explained, “I think I take
my kids because I want them to learn more, you know. I don‟t know everything and it‟s
fun to hang out with an astronomer and a telescope.” In addition, during the star party
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observation, she read the article online with Louisa and helped her figure out what it
meant, and modeled how to ask questions of the T.O. Another way Marilyn provided
guidance was with Gary Brooke. On several occasions he seemed to be having difficulty
dealing with Luke and Ashley. Marilyn tried to provide some parental assistance for
Gary, both jumping in to help, and by subtly offering assistance. During each of these
interactions Marilyn would switch deftly between various voices, that of a teacher, a
parent, and a curious questioner, depending on the particular context.
Tim’s Agendas
One of Tim‟s agendas for attending this star party was to model the overall family
agenda of supporting the interests of other family members. During the follow-up
interview, Tim made it clear that, while they all shared an interest in astronomy, Marilyn
and Louisa were the ones who were the most interested in space, and that he and Barbara
were there to support those interests. Since he played a more supporting role in this
context, his individual agendas were more difficult to identify.
One of Tim‟s agendas that was the most clear was getting people to think about
things from different perspectives. Although this is closely related to overall family
agendas, Tim‟s approach was unique. Through his use of humor and sarcasm, Tim
encouraged others to look at things from different points of view or to stop and think
about what they were doing. The first time this occurred was during the pre-visit
experienced-family interview. Marilyn and Louisa were talking about how wonderful star
parties could be, and Tim reminded them that sometimes there were long lines and that it
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was better when they did not have to sit around and wait to look in the telescopes. Tim
also provided a different perspective when the others were talking about looking at
objects through telescopes and getting information from other people. Tim explained that
sometimes he liked to look at the night sky without any fancy equipment or with only a
pair of binoculars. He also offered the suggestion that it was nice to learn how to find
things yourself instead of relying on someone else showing where to look. Another
example of this also occurred during the pre-visit experienced family interview. When
responding to a question asking them to talk about what another family might expect to
see at a star party, Tim wondered out loud, “So, I have a question. Is there a difference
between a star party and just, you know…they‟ve got telescopes set up at the mall, so if
you wander by you look through the telescopes for five minutes. Is that a star party?” He
dug deep to get the others to think about what constituted a star party, and what it was
that made them unique. He explained that Marilyn was the primary motivation behind
attending star parties saying, “You probably motivated us to go because they have this at
the…museum and drag us out in the evenings.” By positioning himself as an outsider
looking in on the star party experience, Tim adopted the role of a more objective
observer, asking questions and pursuing his agenda to get the rest of the family to look
differently at the situation.
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Barbara’s Agendas
Barbara‟s agendas were clearly influenced by the overall family agenda; however,
she was at a place, developmentally, where she was also struggling to cultivate her own
identity and agendas.
For Barbara, one primary agenda was to develop her own identity. Several times
during the interviews and observations Barbara expressed a view that seemed to contrast
with the overall family agendas. During the pre-visit experienced family interview
Barbara objected to Marilyn‟s view of a family trip to Disneyland. Later, during the post
visit conversational interview Marilyn asked Barbara how it made her feel to know the
universe is so big. In contrast to Marilyn and Louisa‟s positive and uplifting perspective,
Barbara replied, “It makes me feel small. It makes me feel like it doesn‟t care about me
and I should just mind my own business here on Earth.” Marilyn then addressed the
group and explained that “Barbara has thought a lot about the amount of money they
spend on space exploration.” The last example occurred during the follow-up stimulated
recall interview where Marilyn acknowledged Barbara‟s developing individual identity,
jokingly referring to her as “a petulant teenager.”
Another agenda expressed by Barbara is one of social interaction and
entertainment. During the pre-visit experienced family interview Barbara explained that
at star parties she likes “being there with big groups of my friends, so we can chatter and
then look at the stars and then chatter some more.” During the follow-up stimulated recall
interview Barbara explained that in her view the T.O.‟s are “also there to keep everyone
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entertained, kind of to educate everybody because…half of it is…listening to them and
their stories about it, and what they know about what you‟re actually seeing, rather than
just looking at it and thinking it‟s cool…they‟re there to tell you…about it.” She repeated
this later, explaining that, “If you just look at…double star after double star it gets kind of
dull. But if you have the opportunity to see…a nebula and a double star and a
constellation, then it‟s…much more…entertaining.”
Louisa’s Agendas
In contrast to Barbara, Louisa made more explicit attempts to align herself with
the family agendas. In addition, Louisa was one of the family members that expressed a
strong interest in astronomy.
One of Louisa‟s primary agendas was to identify with the family agendas,
particularly those important to Marilyn. During the pre-visit self-administered
conversation Louisa first voiced her interest in the planet Mars. “I looove Mars,” she said
to the group. Marilyn explained that she too was interested in Mars, “I like Mars just
„cause…I study Mars, kind of, through a…summer camp program. So I have good
memories of Mars.” A short time later Marilyn told Gary Brooke, “I think my girls like
science,” and Louisa was the first to respond, agreeing and saying, “I love science.”
During a later question the Forests were trying to decide who likes to go to star parties
the most. “I think it‟s me,” said Marilyn. “No, it‟s me,” Louisa replied. “Yeah, Louisa‟s
always had an affinity for the stars,” agreed Marilyn. This occurred again at the end of
the conversation when Marilyn described a camping trip they were going to be going on
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soon. Louisa expressed her excitement about camping outside and eating cactus fruit on
the trip. Tim described how he used to sleep outside at night when he was young and
Louisa responded, “I want to do that. That sounds like fun.” Marilyn then told her, “OK,
tomorrow. We‟re sleeping under the stars tomorrow,” referring to the upcoming camping
trip. Marilyn refers to this agenda later in the follow-up stimulated recall interview when
describing how they decide to go to star parties, “I would say that Louisa and I are
usually the initiators…I just know when things are happening, so I‟ll say „hey, this is
going on‟ and Louisa really enjoys it. Barbara‟s just a petulant teenager.” Not only did
Louisa usually agree with the family agendas, she went out of her way to criticize her
sister when Barbara seemed to be disagreeing with the rest of the group. Louisa, again,
identified herself as a member of the family, and went out of her way to demonstrate her
willingness to pursue the family agenda, while her older sister did not want to play along.
Another of Louisa‟s agendas was to pursue her interest in astronomy. She both
demonstrated a significant amount of prior knowledge about astronomy, and spent a long
time in the observatory learning about the supernova and asking questions of the T.O. to
understand more.
The final agenda identified for Louisa was participating in affective experiences.
She often could be heard making exclamations that conveyed her enjoyment of the
experience. The first evidence of this agenda occurred during the pre-visit experienced
family interview when she described an early experience observing with a telescope, “I
looked through the telescope, and there were star clusters, and I was just amazed. Like
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oh, whoa! And the first time I saw a galaxy, I was like, really surprised.” During the previsit self-administered conversation Louisa again expressed her feelings, this time about
Mars. “I loooove Mars,” she exclaimed. When Marilyn asked why, Louisa replied, “I
don‟t know…it‟s just awesome.” Marilyn then told Gary Brooke that she thought her
girls were interested in science. “I love science,” replied Louisa.
The Brookes’ Agendas
Although the members of the Brooke family came to the star party with a number
of agendas, few of them were related to the content of astronomy. Their interactions at
the star party revealed a family in flux; a family of individuals with individual agendas
trying to establish a community, and trying to negotiate their family identity and agendas.
Brooke Family Agendas
The Brookes were the only single-parent family that participated in this study. In
addition to observations of the family dynamic, this turned out to be an excellent
opportunity to observe the development of a family dynamic, and the construction of a
family identity. For this family, their shared interest in astronomy led them to choose a
star party as one of the contexts where this identity development could occur.
Develop a Family Community
One of the Brookes‟ family‟s agendas was to establish themselves as a family
community. Gary, Ashley, and Luke were still learning to work together and trying to
develop their family identity. At the beginning of the pre-visit conversational interview
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Gary described his family as “binuclear,” and explained that Ashley and Luke live in a
different city with their mother. During later conversations with Gary, I found out that he
saw his children every other weekend. At the time they attended the star party they lived
an hour-and-a-half away from each other. Although Gary never discussed how recently
the separation had occurred, it was clear that he, Ashley, and Luke were still in the
process of developing and shaping their family dynamic. The visit to this observing event
was initially suggested by Luke, however all three of the family members shared an
interest in science. For them, the star party fulfilled several individual agendas that
complimented the overall family agenda of building their community.
Pursue their Interest in Science
Another of the Brookes‟ family agendas was to pursue a common interest in
science. During the pre-visit conversation, there was a brief disagreement over which of
the two children, Ashley or Luke, liked astronomy more. Gary helped settle the argument
by deciding that the winner was “me.” It was also clear that the three of them shared a
common interest in science during the follow-up interview. In addition to their interest in
science, Gary, Ashley, and Luke were generally interested in nature, particularly biology.
During the follow-up interview, Gary and Luke described previous efforts to raise
butterflies from a kit they got at the store. Later, Luke and Ashley took me outside to see
a caterpillar they were raising, and excitedly showed me Ashley‟s washcloth that was
printed with images of the planets in the solar system.
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Gary’s Agendas
When we were trying to set up the follow-up meeting, Gary explained that he had
his children every other weekend. For Gary, this star party was one of the few things that
he and his children would do during their short time together. Gary was enthusiastic both
to attend the star party and to participate in this research project.
One of Gary‟s primary agendas for the star party was to pursue his interest in
astronomy, an interest that he and his children shared. This particular star party also
allowed Gary to pursue another agenda, sharing his affiliations. Not only did he get to
participate in a star party on the university campus where he had been involved with
construction projects, but he and his children were getting to participate in this academic
research project, which he valued for the connections to the university and the field of
astronomy. He first mentioned his connection to the university during the pre-visit
conversation. “I helped that building,” he explained as he turned around and pointed at
the building to which he was referring. Gary went on to explain that he had attended the
university and that “this is one of the reasons I live here is the university…and definitely
happy to bring them here and have them be a part of this.” This affiliation agenda was
also demonstrated during the pre-visit interview when Gary shared stories from his
childhood, explaining that he grew up in a town where he visited the local science center
and a park that contained a building designed by a famous architect. In addition, he
shared that one of his teachers was married to a man who worked for NASA. Although
these were not direct connections, it was his way of sharing the things that were
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important to him, and connecting with individuals or institutions that were somehow
influential in his areas of interest.
Another of Gary‟s agendas was to be an engaged and responsible parent for his
children. Attending the star party, and providing Ashley and Luke with this experience
was one of the ways he pursued this agenda. Gary also spent much of his time modeling
social norms, and attempting to get his children, particularly Luke, to behave
appropriately in this social setting.
Another of Gary‟s agendas was to present himself as a competent parent to
others. Compared to the other three families, the interactions between Gary, Ashley, and
Luke were bumpier. Where other families had existing patterns and strategies for
interacting with each other, for the Brooke family, these patterns and strategies were still
under development. In particular, Gary often had a difficult time dealing with Luke‟s
behavior, and was not always successful in getting the desired results. In spite of, or
perhaps because of, these apparent difficulties, Gary did his best to present himself as
calm, and in control.
Ashley’s Agenda
Ashley was quiet compared with her brother and it was difficult to identify
individual agendas for her. One agenda that emerged was to pursue her affective interest
in science. This is not to suggest that the other members of the Brooke family did not
have a similar agenda; however, Ashley was the most vocal about this aspect of the star
party experience. During the pre-visit paired-family conversation Ashley first talked
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about her favorite planets, Jupiter and Saturn. Later Ashley explained to the group that
she had come to the star party because she liked science, and argued with Luke over who
in the family enjoyed star parties the most. Another example of this affective agenda
occurred after Gary and Luke finally decided to head downstairs to the small telescopes.
As they were walking down the stairs Ashley walked with her dad and said in a quiet,
sing-song voice, “Space is fun, science is awesome.” It was difficult to tell if her
statement was meant to be shared with others, or if she was just saying it to herself.
Ashley‟s affective connection to space was also demonstrated during the reflection video
as she excitedly talked about the star party they had attended and walked around the
house, gathering space-related pictures from their house and from the props I had
provided. She explained, “I like space because it‟s fun and nice and cool and it‟s science,
and I like science,” and finished the video by describing star parties as “really, really
fun.”
Luke’s Agendas
For the most part the Brookes‟ star party experience can be seen as centering on
Luke, who went out of his way to make sure this was the case. Not only did he initiate the
star party visit, but he also made a concerted effort throughout the event to keep the
attention centered on him whenever possible.
Luke‟s most obvious agenda was to gain the attention of others. Most of the time,
his efforts were directed toward keeping Gary‟s attention, sometimes competing with
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Ashley to accomplish this goal. Other interactions involved Luke competing with other
visitors for the attention of the T.O. or someone else he wanted to talk to.
Another of Luke‟s agendas was to collect observations of astronomical objects.
This agenda was so powerful that he spent significant amounts of time sitting in the
observatory on the steps to the telescope waiting for the clouds to clear. At both the
observatory telescope and the small telescopes outside Luke reacted to any perception of
light in the eyepiece. Several times it was unclear whether he had seen something, or if
his desire to see something influenced him to wishfully invent these observations. Further
evidence of this collection agenda was observed at the end of the star party when Saturn
finally became visible. After looking through the telescope and seeing the planet, Luke
seemed to lose interest entirely. Once he had collected Saturn, he was not interested in
observing it further.

6.4 Star Party Agendas
Although the focus of this research was on family visitors, the data analysis
revealed that the agendas of the star party facilitators played an integral role in the
experiences of the family participants. Many of the opportunities for meaning making
resulted from the families‟ interactions with the facilitators as they negotiated the norms
and agendas of the star party while pursuing their own family an individual agendas. The
facilitators, such as Mrs. J. and the other T.O.‟s, shaped the star party norms, and
provided support for the institutional agendas with which the families interacted. These
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interactions between the participants and the facilitators defined the star party experience,
and therefore, the family and star party agendas are inextricably linked.
Agendas from the First Star Party
As the organizer of the star party, Mrs. J. set the tone for the event, and her
agendas strongly influenced the overall star party experience. Similarly, the personal
agendas of the T.O.‟s and other volunteers became institutionalized into the culture of the
event through their involvement as event facilitators.
Facilitate Visitor Experiences
The first star party agenda that emerged from the data was to provide observing
experiences for visitors. For most of the participants, this agenda served to support their
individual and family agendas related to looking at astronomical objects. Facilitators, like
Mrs. J., hosted activities or walked around talking with visitors, making sure they knew
what was available, telling stories, and pointing out objects. The T.O.‟s found objects to
observe, made sure they were ready for the visitors, and stood by their telescopes to
answer questions.
Although this agenda was usually compatible with the family agendas observed in
this study, there were instances when this agenda came into conflict with a family
member‟s personal agenda. One particular example was captured during the first star
party. As a volunteer, Nathan Jindal was tasked by Mrs. J. to facilitate a telescope for the
other visitors. Although this is how Nathan spent some of his time, it interfered with his
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personal agendas, particularly his goal to try everything at the star party. He could often
be found walking around to look in other telescopes and was absent from his telescope
for so long that Alice ended up taking it over for a portion of the evening.
Telling about Astronomy
The second star party agenda was telling about astronomy. Many of the family‟s
interactions with T.O.‟s involved the verbal presentation of information about astronomy
related topics. Although much of this information was related to the objects the visitors
were observing, discussions frequently ventured into related topics. These stories about
astronomy were presented in two primary formats: one, in which the T.O. was the
knowledge provider, and the visitors were the receivers; and another in which the T.O.
was a facilitator, and the visitors were equal participants in knowledge production or
presentation.
An example of the first type of interaction occurred while the Alexander family
was viewing Saturn, Max and Satya‟s cousin, Paresh, spent a considerable amount of
time talking with the T.O. about telescope technology. The T.O. not only explained how
the small telescope they were using worked, but also related it to professional
astronomical observatories.
An example of the second was a conversation that revolved around a discussion
of constellations and various cultural stories related to the sky. During this discussion the
T.O. presented one story, and invited Paresh to tell his own story which led Susan to
wonder about Native American constellation stories.
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Induction into STEM Careers
The third agenda present at this star party was one of induction. There were
several interactions where star party facilitators made an effort to recruit the participants
into considering science careers. Mrs. J., for example, repeatedly told other visitors that
Alice Jindal would someday be an astronomer. During the conversation with Dr. F., Mrs.
J. told him that Alice was going to be a scientist someday and Susan Jindal joined in,
suggesting that Alice could be a teaching assisting for his class.
Another interaction, involving Nathan and Alice Jindal, occurred when one of the
T.O.‟s overheard Mrs. J. telling someone that Alice was going to be an astronomer one
day. He emphatically told both Alice and Nathan that, rather than astronomy, they should
pursue careers in software engineering, and that astronomy should remain a hobby.
Star Party Enculturation
The fourth, and final, agenda that emerged from the star party facilitators was
sharing the culture of the star party. The first example of enculturation occurred during
Mrs. J‟s tour of the sky. She was providing an introduction to the sky and began asking
some basic questions that most of the visitor‟s recognized as being primarily directed at
younger children. When Nathan answered she let him, and other visitors, know more
explicitly, replying, “Aahh! Be quiet!”
Another enculturation experience occurred during one of Max‟s early attempts to
view through the telescope. He was asked by the T.O. if he could see the object, and was
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asked to describe what he saw. The T.O. wanted to make sure Max had actually gotten to
observe the correct object, and also provided him with some direction on how to look
through the eyepiece of this particular telescope.
Agendas from the Second Star Party
Although the agendas for this star party were similar to those of the first star
party, the cloudy weather affected the dynamic and led to agendas such as finding
something for visitors to do rising to the forefront.
Find Something for Visitors to Do
Looking through telescopes is the central activity for most star parties, and this
one was no different. What made it unique was the disruption of this central activity by
the presence of a thick cloud cover that prevented visitors from seeing anything through
the telescope for most of the evening. At the beginning of the evening, when the clouds
were just beginning to cover the sky, the T.O.‟s moved the telescopes to parts of the sky
that were not covered by clouds. They were forced to choose objects that, while less
spectacular, were located in parts of the sky that were clear. Later, as more of the sky
became covered by clouds, the T.O.‟s resorted to other methods to provide alternate
experiences for visitors. In the observatory, the T.O. pulled up astronomy-related news
stories on the computer and engaged in question and answer sessions with visitors about
astronomy-related topics. For the small telescopes outside on the sidewalk, the T.O. used
software on his laptop to show objects that they would be looking at if the sky were clear.
He gave short presentations about double stars, and talked about Saturn and its moons.
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Telling about Astronomy
Another agenda was to tell visitors about astronomy. Evidence for this agenda can
be seen in many of the examples in the previous section. The T.O.‟s were eager to share
their own interest in astronomy, and one of the ways they did this was by telling the
family participants information about various space-related topics. This star party was
unique because the lack of visibility not only required the T.O.‟s to come up with things
to do with visitors, but it also allowed visitors to take the time to interact with the T.O.‟s
and to do things like sit at the computer and read astronomy-related news stories that the
T.O. recommended and provided. The T.O. in the observatory recognized Marilyn and
Louisa‟s interest in astronomy and proceeded to share his knowledge of websites they
might enjoy, and pointed out that one of the telescopes mentioned in the article they were
reading was nearby. The T.O. running the small telescopes outside also demonstrated this
agenda. He had the scope pointed at a double star and was showing images of it on his
computer and relaying information about the stars sizes and distances from Earth. This
T.O. also used his computer to show pictures of other objects that were either in the sky,
or that came up in conversations about the objects they had been observing and
discussing.
Share Star Party Norms
The final agenda that was observed at the second star party was sharing star party
norms and practices with visitors. One way the T.O.‟s shared these norms was by
modeling activities and behaviors with visitors who knew what to do and who had been
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to star parties and looked through telescopes before. When Marilyn entered the
observatory, she first joked with the T.O. about viewing clouds, indicating she was aware
that very little would be visible. This contrasted with many less-experienced visitors who
may expect to be able to see something regardless of the weather. In addition, after the
T.O. told the group about the news story he had pulled up on the computer, Marilyn and
Louisa sat together and casually talked with him about astronomical news, acknowledged
him as an expert by asking clarification questions about science information in the news
story, and listening as he told them other related information he thought might interest
them.
Another way the T.O.‟s shared the star party norms was through explicit
instruction. One example of this was observed when Tim and Barbara went downstairs
from the observatory to look through the small telescopes. As they approached the
telescope, the T.O. directed his attention at them and explained, “It‟s probably not in
sight anymore because of these clouds.” When Tim said he saw something, the T.O.
explained, “It‟s a double star system.” When Barbara took her turn, the T.O. gave her
instructions about using the equipment, saying, “Don‟t be afraid to…use the focusing
knob.”
The final way the star party norms were shared was through the reactions of the
T.O.‟s to the weather. The T.O.‟s took on the responsibility for visitors seeing objects in
the telescope. When they were not able to see anything in the telescope, or had trouble
seeing, the T.O.‟s apologized and, if possible, tried to help them make changes that
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would allow them to have a better view. In addition, this responsibility was implied by
the T.O.‟s finding ways to keep the visitors busy, or entertained when there was nothing
to see in the eyepiece.

6.5 Cross Case Analysis for Research Question 3
While many of the agendas described in the previous section were unique for each
family or individual, it was clear that the four families in this study arrived with agendas,
and that the family and individual agendas affected their expectations and star party
experiences. In addition, the star party agendas affected the families experiences and
interacted with the visitor‟s agendas to further shape the star party experience.
Family vs. Individual Agendas
Although the individual participants in this study acted on their own agendas, the
overall family agenda was particularly interesting and influential, particularly for the two
families with younger children, the Alexanders and the Brookes. The younger the
children, the more closely they adhered to the family narrative. As the children got older,
they began to demonstrate and act according to their own agendas more independently of
the family agendas. This showed up, in the case of the Alexander family, as a much
stronger family identity than individual identities. One possibility is that, compared with
the Jindal‟s, the children in the Alexander family were much younger. Although Priya
and Bob have unique identities, their personal identities are much more aligned with, and
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drawn from the identity of the family, and the identities of their parents. Another
possibility is that his coherence to the family agenda may be the result of other cultural
components not present in these data.
Star Parties
During the analysis of research question three, it was noted that the star party
agendas influenced the participant‟s experiences significantly. Two agendas: telling about
astronomy, and star party enculturation were common to both events. Not only did the
T.O.‟s at these two star parties share these agendas, but they used similar techniques to
carry them out. Telling about astronomy was primarily through a didactic presentation.
The T.O.‟s had a set of information about the objects they were observing, and typically
shared these same tidbits with each visitor, or group of visitors that came up to look
through the telescope. The T.O.‟s were also able to respond to visitor questions, and had
a catalog of personal information from which they could draw when a visitor
demonstrated a further interest. Only one T.O., Mrs. J. went out of her way to engage the
participants differently. Mrs. J. began with a narrative that contained facts about
astronomical objects, but she frequently sought visitor input, asked them questions, and
provided opportunities for them to add their own ideas and knowledge to the discussion.
Another unique experience that occurred at the second star party was the Forest Family‟s
engagement with the news story in the observatory. Although this seemed to be a way for
the T.O. to keep the visitors busy and interested, it ended up, in the words of the Forest
family “Making the night.” Through her facilitation, Marilyn turned it into an entire
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lesson, reading the story with Louisa, and discussing both terminology and astronomy
concept
One of the major differences between the two star party experiences was the
contextual experience of the weather. For the second star party the clouds affected the
T.O.‟s facilitation and required the pursuit of a completely different agenda, finding
things for the visitors to do.
Another significant difference was the presence of the induction agenda at the
first star party. More than once, the T.O.‟s made comments aimed at influencing
participant‟s career choices. Nathan and Alice Jindal, in particular, received
recommendations and guidance on their career choices. At one point this agenda was
being pursued so enthusiastically that the T.O.‟s were talking about Alice‟s future plans
with her mom as if the choices had already been made, and they were making plans for
her, and talking about her in the third person while she was standing right there. In
contrast, there seemed to be no induction agenda at the second star party at all. None of
the T.O.‟s suggested that visitors pursue a STEM career, and the topic never came up.
These agendas added another layer of complexity and insight beyond the analysis
of family expectations and experiences. The final research question in this study looks
even deeper into the family star party experience and holistically examines the
expectations, agendas, and experiences described above by considering the relationships
between them through the lens of sense-making. By examining these expectations and
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agendas within the full star party and family cultural context, a more coherent
understanding of how families are negotiating meaning was developed.

6.6 Findings for Research Question 4
The final research question: How do families make sense of their star party
experiences? examined the complex interactions between families and the star party
context. The data demonstrate that the participants in this study made sense of their star
party experiences based on their individual and family contexts. Elements of the families'
culture, such as family identity and history were used by participants to negotiate new
meanings based on previous experiences and prior knowledge. In addition, these data
demonstrate that star parties are meditational means for family meaning making. In other
words, star parties provide a physical and social context, as well as a structure and
opportunity for families to negotiate meaning. Family culture provides a context for the
negotiation of new meaning, and the star party provides experiences that families
incorporate into their experiences to use in future sense making. This study provides
insight into how family communities interact with the star party context while engaging
in these negotiations.
In this section, further analysis of family culture provided insight into the
meaning making that was occurring and how this meaning making related to the
expectations, experiences, and agendas described above. This analysis revealed that each
family‟s star party experience was idiosyncratic and that meaning making was mediated
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by the complex interactions between the family‟s prior experiences, cultural
characteristics, and the star party itself. For clarity, the discussion of findings for question
4 has been divided into two sections: mediated by family, and mediated by context.
Mediated by Family
This section describes several examples of meaning making, and the ways that
this sense making was mediated by family characteristics and patterns of interacting.
These examples are presented thematically and include descriptions of the themes as well
as representative excerpts from the data.
Identity and Participation
One example of meaning making that occurred during star parties was the
negotiation of identity. The development of family and individual identities was observed
through the engagement in, and deviation from established family participation
structures.
Family Identity
For the families in this study, star parties provided an opportunity to negotiate a
shared community identity. For the Alexander family, star parties were a way to reinforce
their science identity through joint participation in a science-related activity. During the
pre-visit self-administered conversational interview, the Alexanders answered the
question, “Who in your family likes to go to star parties the most?” by saying, “Not really
anybody, because we all like that stuff.” Later, in the reflection video the Alexanders
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shared their reasons for attending the star party as a family. “Because…we…wanted to
go because we all like…the subject,” explained Priya. Max agreed and stated it this way,
“So we have a curiosity for…space and for things that we‟ve never seen before.” Family
identity negotiation during the star party was often more difficult to identify. This brief
interaction, captured during the star party observation video, is one example of such a
negotiation,
Max:

It doesn‟t even look real

T.O.:

It is real

Max:

I know. I mean, it just…it kind of looks like
a little…cut out.

Priya:

Like something from Star Trek

Max:

[to T.O.] I love it.

Priya:

It looks like something from Star Trek

Max:

Doesn‟t it a little?

Priya:

Yeah.

Max:

Like from the old Star Trek. [gestures to
Priya that he is done]

Priya:

I saw it already. No, I think it looks like…a
punier version of something from STNG. A
punier, smaller version of Star Trek, The
Next Generation.

At first, this appeared to be a straightforward discussion related to astronomy,
with Priya incorporating the telescope experience into her prior knowledge, in this case
the television show Star Trek.
I asked them about it during the follow-up stimulated recall interview,
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INT:

I remember it…coming up [at the star
party]. You thought something there looked
like Star Trek.

Max:

[laughing] That‟s my fault. I…force it on
them…I just…well, I got „em interested.

Satya:

It took though.

Max:

It took. I kept watching them and just having
„em sit down and, they didn‟t really wanna
watch it…and now, now they don‟t NOT
want to watch it.

INT:

Which is your favorite series?

Priya:

Um, Next Generation.

Max:

TNG. Definitely TNG.

INT:

[to Satya] Were you a fan?

Satya:

Oh yeah

Not only was it part of Priya‟s prior knowledge, but Star Trek related to her
family identity and participation. This was confirmed after watching the reflection video.
Max discussed his expectations for the star party,
Max:

My only expectation was that there were
going to be telescopes. Nothing else.
Telescopes and maybe…some nerdy people.
[defensively, to Satya] Well…it‟s the truth.
That‟s what you expect!

Priya:

Like us!

Max:

Like us. We‟re kinda nerdy too. We like
those things

Priya:

„Cause we like Star Trek and we like stuff
like that
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Bob:

I‟m nerdy too!

Interest in Star Trek was one of the criteria Priya used to identify her family as
nerdy, and her knowledge of, and reference to Star Trek during the star party was one of
the ways she demonstrated and reinforced her membership in the family community. Not
wanting to be left out, Bob follows up this discussion by explicitly identifying himself as
“nerdy” to confirm his own membership in the family community.
For the Brooke family, the star party represented something much more basic in
terms of their identity. Gary, Ashley, and Luke were in the process of re-building their
identity as a family. As a self-described “binuclear family” Gary got to see his children
every-other weekend. The rest of the time Ashley and Luke lived out-of-town with their
mother. During the pre-visit, paired-family conversation Gary explained that he had
connections to the university and had worked on the construction of buildings on campus.
He felt a particular affinity for the university, explaining, “This is one of the reasons I
live here is the university…and definitely happy to bring [Ashley and Luke] here and
have them be a part of this. For Gary, this star party was a way to share his connection to
the university with his children and it was a way for the three of them to pursue a topic
(astronomy) in which they shared an interest. During the follow-up interview it became
clear that their visit to the star party was part of a more general interest in science. When
I arrived at Gary‟s house, Ashley and Luke showed me a caterpillar they were raising and
Gary told me about previous experiences raising caterpillars and butterflies. In addition, it
was a way for Gary to reinforce his identity as a father by providing his children with an
experience that he viewed as valuable, interesting, and educational. Through their
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experience at the star party, Gary Ashley and Luke were developing their identity as a
family community by engaging in shared experiences, and developing a shared science
identity through their common interest and participation in science-related activities.
Individual Identity
These star parties not only served as meditational means for negotiating family
identity, but for negotiating individual identities as well. The first example comes from
the Jindal family at the first star party. Although the Jindal family held a clear “sciencelover” or “nerdy family” identity, Alice seemed to express her own identity that was
somewhat at odds with the other family members. From the beginning of the star party
Alice wanted to go inside and participate in some of the activities in the gymnasium. She
also seemed surprised at how much she remembered from previous star parties since she
was often there to participate in a family activity rather than pursue an interest of her
own. Later, I asked Alice about her interests during the follow-up stimulated recall
interview. At first she mentioned music. “Anything else?” prompted Susan. “Um…math
and science,” Alice added. Alice‟s individual identity already set her apart from the
family in that her interest in star parties was more cultural or historical, rather than
technical, like Nathan, or social, like Susan. Instead, Alice told me, “I‟ve always been
really interested in Greek mythology and a lot of that is connected to the constellations.”
Often the negotiation of an individual‟s identity occurred through the interactions
with the rest of his or her family. In the Alexander family Priya was the oldest of the two
children and was easily identified as the shy one. Priya‟s shyness was more of a tentative
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reserve, rather than a frightened retreat. Max and Satya both recognized Priya‟s tendency
toward shyness and actively encouraged her to confront her reservations. When Bob
came back with a raffle ticket Max asked him if he had gotten one for his sister. Satya
encouraged Priya to “be brave” and go get her own. Another example of an individual
negotiating her own identity at the star party was Barbara Forest. Although the Forest
family held a strong family identity, several interactions revealed that Barbara was in the
process of developing her own identity. During the pre-visit, experienced-family
interview, Marilyn made a comment about choosing not to visit Disneyland and trying to
set their family apart from others. Barbara spoke up to criticize the rest of her family for
having a limited or “prejudiced” view towards structured experiences like a visit to
Disneyland.
During the star party, Barbara continued to express her own individual identity
that seemed to set her apart from her family. Although not directly related to the content
of astronomy, the university context of the observatory stimulated a conversation
between Barbara and Tim regarding her upcoming college decision. The subsequent
conversation gave Barbara an opportunity to express her individual identity, and her own
opinions about choosing a college. Although Tim encouraged Barbara to attend the local
university, Barbara was not yet ready to give up her ideas about attending college out-ofstate.
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Family History and Practices
Shared family history and practices provided a common framework through
which family members negotiated meaning. These histories and practices included shared
memories, familial roles, and patterns of conversation. Meaning making was affected by
these conversational patterns and roles, which determined who got to speak and when.
Attention to these issues of voice and power within family interactions provided
additional insight into the negotiation of individual and shared meaning.
Negotiation of Memories
References to family history and the negotiation of shared memories were
important component of meaning making that occurred at star parties. Star party
experiences mediated memory negotiation in two main ways. They provided
opportunities for family members to connect current experiences to past history, and
served as raw material for new shared memories to which families could refer later and
that would act as anchors for future experiences.
For the Alexander family, a view of Saturn through the telescope evoked a strong
memory of the television show Star Trek. As mentioned earlier, during the follow-up
stimulated-recall interview the Alexanders discussed their interest in the Star Trek series.
This example also demonstrates the complexity of seemingly straightforward
interactions. One relatively innocuous discussion may accomplish a number of goals and
result in the construction of meaning in many ways.
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Another example of a star party eliciting the negotiation of shared memories was
observed with the Forest family. After viewing a binary star through one of the small
telescopes outside of the observatory Tim and Barbara had a conversation about the
movie Star Wars where they jointly recalled memories about the movie, and integrated it
into their conversation about the object they viewed through the telescope.
Star parties also afforded families new memories. During the follow-up
stimulated-recall interview Satya Alexander began describing a conversation they had
with Mrs. J when they learned about the size of the star Betelgeuse. Negotiations of
shared memories were observed in all of the families that participated in this study.
Family history played another important role in meaning making through the roles
and styles of interaction that family members had developed as part of their community
norms and practices.
Familial Roles and Styles of Interaction
As families develop as learning communities, they negotiate styles of interactions
based on the traits and personalities of their members. Family members in this study
often adopted particular roles that were complimentary to those individual traits and
facilitating their unique styles of interactions. Although roles were not identified for all
participants, the roles and styles of interaction that were observed noticeably affected the
meaning making that occurred within the families at these star parties.
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In the Jindal Family, Susan acted as a facilitator for the rest of the family. From
the moment I arrived at their house for the pre-visit, experienced-family interview, Susan
was asking me questions about my interests and career path. She explained that she was
trying to help Nathan see some possible science-related career options. Susan often made
comments that came from this facilitator perspective and involved arranging experiences
for others. She explained how star parties could be a great opportunity for “somebody
with young kids it‟s just a great way to get them excited about science,” and said that
when her kids were young, they looked for science-related activities that were going on.
This facilitator role seemed to extend beyond experiences for the children. Susan fielded
several phone calls from George where she was helping to set up the evening schedule
with a group of visiting scholars he was showing around town. She explained that she had
to make sure her kids made it to the star party and that dinner arrangements were made
for the visitors. During the star party Susan continued to facilitate. She walked around the
star party and frequently checked in with Nathan and Alice to see if they had made it
around to another station where she had seen or heard something interesting. During the
reflection video Susan again acted as the facilitator or manager. Rather than participating
in front of the camera, Susan stayed off screen and asked questions, once prompting
Nathan to pause while Alice added her own ideas. She then allowed Nathan to resume
once Alice had finished.
In the Alexander family, Max played the role of trail guide within his family. This
role was first observed during the pre-visit, paired-family conversation. At the end of
each question it was Max who would move things along by asking, “Next question?”
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when it seemed that the discussion had come to a conclusion. Near the end of the
conversation he seemed to think it was time to wrap up and said to the group, “Another
question, or should we go look?” He did not necessarily make the final decision, but was
an instigator for moving on to the next step. Another component of his role as the trail
guide was to engage with the facilitators to find out what was available, and making sure
that everyone in the family got to participate in each activity. “So what are you looking
at?” Max asked one T.O. “This is the Moon. You‟re looking through Galileo‟s
telescope,” explained the T.O. “You hear that Bob?” asked Max. The T.O. provided a bit
more information which Max then interpreted, “That first one‟s like Galileo‟s…can you
imagine?” After Bob looked through the telescopes for a time Max cued him to give the
others a turn. “You gonna let everyone else look?” Max asked. Later, Max did this same
thing again as the family looked through the next telescope. Although he was engaging
with the T.O. and asking questions about observing equipment, he was still overseeing
the rest of the family, stopping momentarily to again ask Bob to give the others a turn.
“Sweetheart, are you going to let your momma look?” he said to Bob before going back
to his conversation with the T.O. Max also made an effort to draw the attention of other
family members when he saw or heard something he thought they might enjoy. Near the
beginning of the star party Max first noticed Mrs. J. using a green laser pointer. “Look at
that!” Max said to Bob when he saw the laser, “See that pointer, Bob?” Max and Bob had
developed a style of interaction that often involved humor, as demonstrated when Max
pointed out a satellite that the group was tracking, “That‟s a satellite…Or it‟s…a UFO.
UFO Bob, it could be an alien! You never know.” Max‟s trail guide role extended to the
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family‟s interactions during the reflection video, suggesting that this was more than a
spontaneous role that he adopted at the star party. Max began the video and facilitated
introductions from the rest of the family, insisting that Satya appear on camera and
explain how she had heard about the star party. He continued to facilitate, often
prompting the rest of the family with comments like, “So when we heard about
this…what…made us really wanna decide that we all wanted to go as a family?” and, “So
what kind of pictures of Mars did they have in there? Do you remember? Were they
just…pictures? Something special wasn‟t it?” Max then paused while he waited for Bob
and Priya to provide their own ideas or experiences. He would sometimes help direct
them to an answer, and would provide additional instruction if they were not clear on
what he was asking for.
Another role within the Alexander family was the back-stage manager, a role
adopted by Satya. It was Satya who read about the star party and suggested that they go
together as a family, instigating the visit. Unlike Max, whose role of trail guide was more
public, Satya facilitated family activities from behind the scenes, often trying to provide
corrections when she saw the beginnings of a problem or dealing with continuing issues
after Max had addressed the initial situation. The first instance of this occurred when Bob
was joking around during the pre-visit, paired-family conversation. During a discussion
of what they hoped they would do at star parties Bob exclaimed, “I hope I walk on
Mars!” Satya tried to get him back on track by prompting, “Why are you here at THIS
star party, is the question.” Satya also served in this back-stage manager capacity during
Mrs. J‟s tour of the night sky. After Max pointed the green laser pointer out to Bob, it
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was Satya who firmly, and repeatedly, rebuffed Bob‟s pleas for his own green laser.
Finally, and more explicitly, Satya sat behind the camera during the reflection video to
manage the production. She periodically added her own voice and ideas to the
soundtrack, but her main role was explicitly that of someone behind-the-scenes.
One of Satya‟s additional roles was that of family poet. Satya‟s poetic had the
qualities of using metaphorical language and focusing on the aesthetic qualities of the
experience, rather than on explicit descriptions. Sometimes Satya‟s statements would
occur at the end of a discussion and seemed to be a summary of the sentiment for the
entire family. Satya‟s role as poet was observed only within the family setting, and not
while others were present. Satya‟s first poetic statement came during the reflection video
as she summarized her answer to Max‟s question, “What made you decide to tell
us…about [the star party]?” Satya replied, “I always enjoy going to star parties. I like to
see the stars. I like to see things that I can‟t see from home. I don‟t have a telescope, we
don‟t have any of those things, so when we have an opportunity to see that I think it‟s a
real gift, so…I like to tell the family about it and I like for all of us to go.” Later
statements also seemed to occur as summaries as well, for example Satya‟s statement at
the end of a family discussion about unexpected experiences at the star party, “We saw
satellites streaking across the sky, so those were unexpected things that were a delight
that we got to see.” She again summarized her sentiment about the presentation in the
portable planetarium by saying, “I thought that was a real treat.” Finally, Satya had this to
say about the star party experience in general, “It‟s a really great gift, I think, that they
give us…the opportunity to see these things…and volunteering their time like that.”
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These metaphors: a delight, a treat, and a gift, all referred to her feelings about the
experiences and provided a thoughtful view that she shared with her family.
The final examples of familial roles and styles of interaction came from
observations of the Forest family. During this study Marilyn adopted the roles of
facilitator and teacher within her family. At least where star parties were concerned,
Marilyn found out about the events and brought the family along. As Tim explained,
“You probably motivated us to go because they have this at the…museum and drag us
out in the evenings.” During the star party itself, Marilyn took the initiative when the
T.O. explained that the sky was cloudy and pointed them to a news story on the
computer. Marilyn sat down and proceeded to read the story aloud for the entire family,
providing commentary based on her own prior knowledge. After Barbara and Tim went
downstairs, Marilyn continued to act as a teacher and facilitator by reading the story with
Louisa. Marilyn explained unfamiliar words, and asked questions of the facilitator when
she and Louisa got to something in the story that was unfamiliar.
One pattern of interaction that was observed occurred when the Forest family split
up while Marilyn and Louisa were in the observatory. Because Marilyn and Louisa
shared an interest in space, they remained in the observatory reading the news and talking
with the T.O. Tim and Barbara, who self-identified as having less interest in astronomy
went downstairs to see if there were more things to observe, not wanting to delve into the
details of the story online. After looking through the telescopes; Barbara and Tim
continued to have conversations about astronomy, but more through the lens of popular
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culture. Barbara told Tim about telescopes in a video game she had played, and then she
and Tim talked about Star Wars, relating the binary star they saw through the telescope to
Luke Skywalker‟s home planet of Tatooine. Finally, Tim used the opportunity when he
was alone with Barbara to talk with her about her college plans.
Voice and Power
As mentioned above, family interactions often followed familiar patterns and
styles. Analysis of these patterns of interactions revealed that issues of voice and power
within families also affected meaning making at star parties. The terms voice and power
refer to an individual‟s willingness and ability to express themselves and to make and
influence decisions. From a sociocultural perspective, voice and power are determined by
interactions within family communities that affect each member‟s ability to be heard and
to make decisions that are accepted or rejected by others. Negotiations of voice and
power within families determined behaviors such as who got so speak, how, when, and
the actions taken as a result. These decisions were not necessarily explicit, but were often
made spontaneously on the basis of interpersonal interactions and an individual‟s level of
assertiveness, determination, or patience.
The first example of the role of voice and power arising from these data came
from observations of the Jindal family. As an outgoing and confident individual, Nathan
Jindal rarely had a problem making his voice heard. During the pre-visit, experiencedfamily interview Susan often let Nathan take the lead in answering questions, and on
several occasions allowed Nathan to interrupt her to make a correction or to add his own
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ideas. Nathan‟s ability and willingness to speak up and make himself heard was
consistent throughout the data during the star party, as well as the pre-visit and follow-up
interviews. When Nathan interacted with outsiders he was polite and took turns speaking.
With his family, however, Nathan was more likely to interrupt when he had something to
say. With Alice, Nathan sometimes went beyond having an assertive voice and would
exert authority over her during their interactions. The first example occurred during the
pre-visit self-administered conversational interview and took place just after Nathan
shared his story about using the telescope to watch a football game on a large television
in a house nearby. Alice‟s reply, “You were still watching stars,” elicited laughter from
the rest of the group, and provided a humorous conclusion to Nathan‟s story. Unlike the
others, who laughed at the joke, Nathan replied dismissively, “Not quite.” His response
implied that he did not appreciate her comment, and his tone of voice, along with his
subsequent explanation, suggested he was trying to exert his power to negatively affect
her social status within the group by correcting her. A similar situation occurred during
the star party. After facilitating a telescope for several visitors and viewing several
objects, Nathan had stepped away from the telescope to see what else was going on.
While he was away, Alice came up and started operating the telescope herself, finding
and observing the Moon. After a few other visitors had observed the Moon with Alice,
Nathan returned and asked if anyone was still looking in the telescope. Although
everyone nearby had seen the Moon, Alice was still using the telescope and the following
conversation was recorded,
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Alice:

No, I‟m going to move it.

Nathan:

[Holding up his hand] Wait, can I do
something? Can I move it first?

Alice:

Where are you going?

Nathan:

The Pleiades

Alice:

Alright. The seven sisters?

Nathan:

Oops, it‟s badly defocused…right now.

Alice:

Is the Pleiades the seven sisters?

Nathan:

Yes.

Alice:

How many of them will you be able to see?

Nathan:

…

When Nathan did not respond, Alice watched for a moment, finally giving up and
leaving to find a new activity. Not only did Nathan co-opt the telescope from Alice, he
criticized her use of the instrument and eventually began to ignore her while he observed
what he wanted to see. Nathan used his power as the older sibling to get what he wanted
(the telescope) and to silence his sister‟s voice, preventing her from continuing to direct
her own telescope observing experience. In this particular case, voice and power
prevented Alice from continuing to engage in meaning making by operating the
telescope, rather than encouraging meaning making to occur.
The members of the Brooke family also faced issues of voice and power in their
intra-family interactions. In their family, Luke‟s voice was often the most dominant. At
the beginning of the pre-visit, paired-family conversation Tim Forest asked Ashley and
Luke their ages. While Ashley simply responded, “Eight,” Luke exclaimed, “And I turn
seven.” Tim then asked what school they went to, but Luke repeated himself, wanting to
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make sure everyone was aware of his upcoming birthday, “On July 24th I‟m going to turn
seven.” Luke participated in the rest of the conversation but was restless and easily
distracted. Once the families headed up to the observatory, Luke‟s voice became more
prominent. “I call first!” said Luke as he saw the large telescope. The T.O. described to
Luke what he might see, but clouds were covering the sky. “C‟mon, c‟mon, cmon!” Luke
said, sounding exasperated. Marilyn Forest joked, “That always helps, when you yell at
it,” and then turned to Ashley and asked, “What grade are you going to be in, Ashley?”
“I‟m going to be in third,” said Ashley. “First!” yelled Luke, even though Marilyn hadn‟t
yet asked him. “I‟m going into first grade!” Luke repeated loudly. Luke‟s voice was so
dominant that during the follow-up, stimulated-recall interview Marilyn joked, “Pay
attention to me!” when she watch the video of this moment.
Luke continued to make his voice heard throughout the event. While he sat at the
telescope waiting for the sky to clear, Luke repeatedly interrupted the T.O. to ask him
questions about when the clouds would clear, or to tell the T.O. he had seen a flash of
light, and that the sky might be clearing. Luke wanted so badly to see Saturn in the
telescope that he was imagining observations and trying to forcibly make the experience
into what he thought it would, or should be.
In Luke‟s case, expression of voice did not translate into power or influence.
Sometimes Luke was able to use his voice to gain attention from others, but he was often
unsuccessful in other ways, like forcing the sky to clear, or getting the T.O. to move the
telescope to another location. Within his family Luke was sometimes able to get Gary‟s
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attention, or to get Gary to let him have his way (such as answering a new question that
Ashley had not addressed during the reflection video). Although she was quiet, Ashley
was the older and the bigger of the two siblings and was usually able to dominate Luke if
she really chose to. In general, Luke‟s prominent voice seemed to push people away, and
while it gained him temporary attention, it also got him labeled as attention seeking and
may have discouraged others from pursuing future interactions with him.
Mediated by the Star Party
The social and physical contexts of the star party shaped family‟s experiences and
the evidence from these data demonstrated that they were a meditational means for the
negotiation of meaning. Based on environmental and social factors present at the star
party, families used their prior knowledge and experiences as learning communities to
make sense of their star party experiences. These interactions occurred within the context
of familiar familial interactions, although they were sometimes modified by elements of
the star party experience.
Star Party Physical Context
The most concrete mediators of the family‟s experiences at the star parties were
various aspects of the physical context. The physical context of the star party included
things like the location and setting of the event, the weather, the observing equipment that
was available, additional activities that were provided, and the objects that were visible in
the sky. The examples that follow demonstrate how the physical context of these two star
parties affected participant‟s meaning making.
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Environment and Setting
One aspect of the star party setting that affected family‟s star party experiences
was the weather. For the first star party, the sky was clear and the temperature outside
was rather cold. In contrast, the temperature at the second star party was warm, but the
sky was covered with clouds. Comparing the star parties, the cloudy weather affected
both the objects that the participants were able to see and the ways that the T.O.‟s
facilitated the observing experience. At the first star party, the T.O.‟s focused on
observing objects in the sky while additional activities were occurring inside. At the
second star party, the weather changed the dynamic. Instead of visitors observing objects
through the telescopes, the T.O.‟s spent more time showing visitors information on
computer screens, and spent more time telling stories and trying to find things for the
participants to do.
Another aspect of the setting was the presence of additional activities other than
telescope observing. At the first star party, there were a number of hands-on activities
inside the gymnasium. Susan described the standard layout of the star party during the
pre-visit experienced-family interview, “Usually the way [Mrs. J.] had it set up is the
telescopes are right at the entrance to the parking lot so when you come in from your cars
toward the school you‟re right at all the telescopes right there. She kind of catches
everybody as they come in. And after that ring of telescope, if she‟s having hands-on or
exhibits or something it‟s just, you go beyond the telescopes and it‟s inside the building.”
Several of these exhibits provided the basis for significant interactions and memorable
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family experiences. One example occurred after the Jindals had gone inside for the
activities in the gymnasium. Alice walked around to participate in the various activity
stations. In particular, she stopped at one booth where the facilitator helped her with an
activity about relative masses of the planets in the solar system. The second star party
also provided additional activities in which the families could engage. Inclement weather
prevented telescope viewing for most of the night, so the T.O. used the computer in the
observatory to show current astronomical news to visitors. This experience provided the
basis for a significantly meaning making experience for the Forest family. It began
simply enough with the T.O. striking up a conversation with the visitors as they waited to
see if the sky would clear. The T.O., in an effort to provide the visitors with something to
do, asked if they had heard about a recent news story about a young girl who had
discovered a supernova. This simple effort by the T.O. to provide an alternate activity for
visitors blossomed into an entire impromptu lesson on astronomical concepts related to
stellar evolution and astronomical distance scales. Later, during the post-visit, pairedfamily conversation this experience came up during the discussion and became the
subject of sense-making in a different, more philosophical discussion. The significance of
this experience was summed up by Marilyn during the follow-up, stimulated recall
interview. I brought up the news story and asked if they remembered anything about it.
Marilyn explained that, “It made the night,” since it was cloudy and very little observing
was possible.
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Observing Equipment
Another element of the physical context that played a role in how families in this
study made sense of their experiences was the equipment that was available at the star
party. These boundary objects mediated the interactions between the community of
T.O.‟s and other astronomy facilitators and the star party visitors. For the Jindal and
Alexander families the green laser pointers used at the first star party left a lasting
impression. In addition to being iconic and novel, the green laser pointers also facilitated
an important interaction between the T.O. and visitors. One important component of all
observing interactions was the verification of the object. Sometimes T.O.‟s would
describe what visitors would be seeing as they looked in the telescope eyepiece. Other
times, visitors would describe what they were seeing and seek verification from the T.O.
that it was the correct object. With the telescope, these interactions were fairly
straightforward; however, when pointing out objects in the sky, it was more difficult
because of the difference in perspective between the person pointing out an object and the
observer. The green laser pointers simplified, sped up, and clarified this interaction by
allowing the T.O.‟s to clearly identify objects in the sky for the visitors. This way, the
T.O.‟s and the participants could be confident they were observing the same object. In
addition, there was at least one example of the green laser pointer acting as a motivator
for Bob as Mrs. J. conducted a lesson on the sky. After watching Mrs. J. use the green
laser for a few minutes, Bob asked if he could try using it. She agreed, as long as Bob
could point out some of the objects in the sky that he had learned at the star party. Mrs. J.
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turned Bob‟s desire to try using the green laser pointer into a motivator for him to recall
the locations of objects in the sky and factual information about them.
The telescopes at the star parties also played a role in the participants‟ meaning
making experiences. The telescopes were a tool for observing objects which then became
the basis for conversation and meaning making. The telescopes themselves also
functioned as objects, and facilitated conversations about their parts and functions, as
well as for making sense of the history of astronomy. At the first star party one of the
T.O.‟s had set up a telescope that was a replica of Galileo‟s original telescope. This
replica was then set up next to a modern telescope and both were pointed at the Moon.
This way, visitors could look in both telescopes and compare the views. The Alexander
family also discussed their experience with the replica telescope after the star party and
again during the reflection video. As much as the view, the telescope itself was
memorable, and the comparison between the historical and modern telescope allowed the
Alexander family to make sense of the experience, and to connect to historical knowledge
about Galileo.
Another example of the telescope as an object of meaning occurred during a
conversation between Max Alexander and a T.O. where they discussed the optics and
mechanics of small telescopes as well as professional observatories.
Celestial Objects
The final element of the physical context of the star parties that affected meaning
making was the objects that were viewed in the sky and through the telescope. Many of
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the participants in this study described their “favorite objects” or “favorite planets.”
These objects provided both a context as well as a motivation for making meaning. Max
Alexander described how he wanted to see the planet Saturn. He and Satya also
compared their view of Saturn in the telescopes at this star party to prior viewing
experiences. The appearance of the International Space Station as it passed overhead also
made an impression and provided an opportunity for meaning making. Even a simple,
factual exchange of information, as occurred between Susan and Nathan Jindal, turned
the unexpected appearance of the International Space Station in the sky into a
spontaneous opportunity for family meaning making.
Another example of how an object triggered a meaning making opportunity
occurred as Mrs. J. was pointing out objects in the sky. After pointing at the star Sirius,
Priya turned to her mother and asked, “Is that why J.K. Rowling names Sirius, Sirius?”
Although a common familial occurrence, these simple interactions provide evidence of
meaning making as participants connect their prior experiences with current events. In
addition to the physical elements of the star party, the social context mediated the
construction of meaning for the families in this study.
Star Party Social Context
In addition to the physical context of the star parties, the social context played a
role in the meaning that was negotiated by the families in this study. The social contexts
of these two star parties were influenced by both T.O.‟s as well as other visitors to the
star party. For the families in this study, interactions with the T.O.‟s comprised the
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majority of the non-family social experiences at the star parties. In general, the social
experiences in this section involved sharing star party norms, by modeling or explicitly
describing how visitors and T.O.‟s should behave and interact at the star party; and
discussions with the T.O.‟s about their knowledge of astronomy or other topics.
For the experienced families, knowledge of star party norms and practices
provided an opportunity for the experienced families to demonstrate their prior
knowledge. Alice Jindal expressed excitement that she remembered so much even though
she had not been to a star party in a while. Alice then proceeded to demonstrate her
expertise, and negotiated an insider role at the star party. During the pre-visit
experienced-family interview Susan had foreshadowed this particular kind of interaction
by describing her previous experiences, “Yeah, they use the lasers and then they…she
would arc to Arcturus…and what were some of the others…she would tell us some keys,
like, kind how to find different constellations.”
Star party norms and practices were also transmitted more explicitly, as in this
excerpt where a T.O. explains to Max how to look in the telescope,
T.O.:

Now, do you use those glasses for driving?

Max:

Just driving.

T.O.:

If so, you might want to leave them on. I
paid extra for this eyepiece because it
projects out just a little bit. Is [the image]
sharp?

Max:

Yup.

T.O.:

Good. Then you don‟t have to refocus.
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Their interaction continued as Max seeks the T.O.‟s knowledgeable reassurance
that he was observing the right object.
One interesting difference between Mrs. J. and the other T.O.‟s at the first star
party was her background as a teacher. Her pedagogical approach differs in that she often
starts a conversation with the participants by trying to assess their prior knowledge and
goes out of her way to connect with their prior experiences. As mentioned previously,
Mrs. J. used Bob‟s interest in using the green laser pointer to engage him in a structured
assessment and lesson about the location of objects in the sky. Mrs. J. also conveyed star
party norms about the use, and misuse of the green laser pointers, using a spontaneous
event to explain that they shouldn‟t be pointed at people because it could be dangerous.
Mrs. J.‟s intentional and unintentional lessons about the green laser pointers are
recognizable in a later conversation between Bob and Satya after Bob again asks for his
own green laser,
Satya:

I‟m not buying you a laser.

Bob:

It‟s not going to hurt anybody.

Satya:

Yes, it could.

Bob:

Can you buy yourself a laser?

Satya:

I‟m not buying a laser.

Bob:

But lasers go on forever.

Satya:

That‟s why we‟re not buying you a laser.

As you can see, both the how far it goes as well as the danger elements appear in the
interaction between Bob and Satya.
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There were several experiences where Nathan viewed objects through the
telescope. The first was when Nathan joined his family as they were talking to Dr. F.
Although Nathan was familiar with some astronomical objects and could refer to them by
their Messier number, this was an example where the object was unfamiliar, and Nathan
wanted more information. Alice Jindal‟s interaction with a facilitator inside also reveals
the role of the social context of the star party. As she walked around the various activity
stations, Alice stopped at one booth where the facilitator helped her with an activity about
relative masses of the planets in the solar system. The activity began as the activity
facilitator introduced herself and the activity, at the same time assessing Alice‟s prior
knowledge. Alice‟s reasoning and meaning making were apparent as she worked on the
activity about the planets in the solar system,
Alice:

Mercury and Mars are going to be the same.

Facilitator:

Mercury and Mars…

Alice:

And they‟re both going to be lighter than
Earth.

Facilitator:

That‟s right.

Alice:

I think it‟s these two.

Facilitator:

OK, put one for…Mars…and then put one
for Mercury. There you go. So where‟s the
Earth gonna be on all this? There you
go…now you have two left…

Alice:

No, it should be…um…

Facilitator:

Right. Exactly right.

Alice:

And then…

Facilitator:

Those two are the same…values…point
nine.
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Alice:

So it‟s going to be Venus and Uranus…and
it doesn‟t matter which one?

Facilitator:

OK, let‟s take a look…because there‟s one
number that I think we‟ve got a little bit
backwards. It‟s very close. So you would
have one or three, eight or two. OK, so we
have Earth, OK, which is number five. This
would be a three or a one, it‟s a three. This
would be a six, this would be a seven or a
two, so why don‟t we switch these two?
OK?

Alice:

Yeah

Facilitator:

Alright. So then eight or two, nine and four.
Very good!

Alice:

Thank you.

During this process, Alice was able to use her prior knowledge, including a previous
experience with the same activity, and combine that with the information available at the
activity and guidance from the facilitator to develop her understanding and make sense of
the activity content.

6.7 Emergent Findings
The analysis of family‟s star party experiences revealed that star parties are
meditational means for family meaning making. Further analysis of these experiences
attended to the particular characteristics of star parties that supported family sense
making. In this section five pairs of characteristics of star parties will be presented and
described.
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Star Party Characteristics
Star parties afforded the families in this study with opportunities for meaning
making. This negotiation of meaning occurred through two primary mechanisms. First,
the participants incorporated their star party experiences into their own family cultural
context. Second, the star parties provided new shared family experiences which would act
as a supporting framework for future meaning making. Of particular interest were the
features of star parties that afforded these meaning making opportunities. Star parties are
dynamic, and the experiences are constantly shifting and changing based on the T.O.‟s,
visitors, and the physical context of a particular event. The qualities described below are
presented in the form of tensions that reflect this dynamic nature. None of these qualities
of observing events is good or bad; they all have the potential to be both supportive of
meaning making, or to get in the way.
Familiarity : Novelty
For the families in this study the observing event was a source of experiences that
were familiar and experiences that were novel. The level of familiarity depended on each
family‟s prior experiences; however, every participant in this study was familiar with at
least some aspect of the star party experience because they had some prior knowledge
related to astronomical objects and phenomena. More than just the fact that they have
seen stars, some of the objects already held meaning for them. Even the novice families
still had some previous ideas about astronomy. Although this prior knowledge may not
have been extensive, constellations and signs of the zodiac were familiar to many, and
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most of the children had learned the names of the planets in the solar system as part of
their school science curriculum. In addition, they may have had prior knowledge from
one of many popular cultural phenomena that relates to astronomy including references in
movies, television, or music. This familiarity allowed some family members to
demonstrate their own expertise, and was helpful for families to be able to make sense of
novel experiences that also occurred at the observing events.
These star parties were also a source of novelty for families. Novice families were
more likely to have a novel experience related to the astronomy content; however, there
were plenty of opportunities for both experienced and less experienced families to have
novel sociocultural interactions. Star parties afforded families with opportunities to find
out things about each other as much as about astronomy. Novelty sometimes arose from
someone finding out they remembered something they did not think they knew. It also
occurred when a member of a family found out that another family member had
knowledge, experience, or an interest they did not know about. Although the familiarity
often reinforced some family relationships, the novelty provided family members with
opportunities to learn something new about each other.
Predictability : Spontaneity
Predictability and Spontaneity are similar to the qualities of familiar and novelty;
however, in this case they refer expectations rather than the star party experience itself.
For the families in this study, the feature of predictability meant that everyone attending
the star party had some idea about what was going to happen and the participants‟
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expectations that were similar to what they experienced. In addition, the predictability of
the motion of the sky meant that facilitators could prepare activities, plan their
observations, and have relevant information and stories to share with the families.
The contrasting characteristic is spontaneity. Spontaneity refers to those
experiences at star parties that were unexpected or even unpredictable. Shooting stars,
like the one Priya saw through the telescope, are common occurrences, yet completely
unpredictable. Other experiences may be spontaneous simply because a visitor was not
aware they were possible. For the Alexander family, the International Space Station was
unexpected and spontaneous. For the families that attended these star parties, spontaneity
meant that they often had experiences that were special, unique, or iconic moments.
These spontaneous often resulted in an intensely emotional experience that was
connected to a science-related experience. In addition, these affective experiences
produced strong shared memories that might serve as anchors for future experiences and
meaning making.
Public : Private
The next set of tensions stemmed from the fact that observing events are public
events, and the families that attend star parties are interacting with each other in a public
setting. Publicness can change behaviors by encouraging behaviors that might not
otherwise occur, or preventing behaviors which might normally have occurred, like being
silly or asking questions. For Satya Alexander, the public nature of star parties seemed to
affect her behavior in that her role as family poet was not shared as freely in a public
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forum. For outgoing family members, the same publicness meant that they had an
audience, and may have behaved differently because they were performing for others
rather than simply interacting with their family.
Although these events were public, there were also opportunities for families to
have more intimate private moments. There were opportunities introspection, for
individual reflection, for families to have their own conversations and other interactions
that may be indecipherable by others. During the star parties, participants shared previous
memories with each other, and often referenced ideas or experiences that would not be
understood by those outside the family community. There were spaces for families to go
to be by themselves and talk, and opportunities for family members to assist each other in
constructing meaning in ways not possible for the T.O.‟s or anyone else without the
insider knowledge of prior knowledge and experiences. Families used public situations to
make private connections, share an inside joke, and used insider language and examples
no one else will understand.
Structured : Free Choice
The next characteristic of these star parties was that they were structured, yet were
flexible enough to allow families to engage in their own ways at their own pace. Both of
the events in this research study were planned in advance and structured by the T.O.‟s
operating the telescopes. There were certain things families did not get to choose. T.O.‟s
were responsible for choosing objects and operating telescopes. The T.O.‟s also decided
which stories were told and what examples were used. In addition to these content-related
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decisions, the facilitators of star parties were responsible for determined and enforced the
star party agendas. Although this structure may be more or less rigid depending on the
star party, there was an order of observations, and a pattern of interactions that emerge as
the T.O.‟s facilitated the star party experience. The data in this study also showed that the
two star parties at which data was collected had similar structures and shared a common
set of norms. These structures and norms dictated the kinds of interactions that should, or
could occur at these events.
Although facilitated and structured, these star parties were ultimately noncompulsory, self-guided events. There were opportunities for families to influence the
experience. The families in this study asked questions, requested objects, decided which
activities they wanted to pursue, how they interacted with them, and for how long.
Families were able to see things in whatever order they chose and at their own pace. The
family members choose when and how much they engaged with the facilitators and could
ask their own questions or simply listen to conversations others were having. In addition,
the family members could use the information they received from the T.O.‟s and relate it
to other things they knew about, and family members helped each other interpret and
make sense of the experience by relating to other familiar experiences.
Accessible : Off-Limits
The tensions were identified because of the similarities between the families in
this study, and issues of social justice that were observed. For the families in this study,
the star parties were accessible both physically and culturally. In this study, the families
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had means of transportation as well as physical proximity, with one of the star parties
taking place at a nearby school. As this study demonstrated, identity is closely tied to
meaning making, and to the initial choice to attend a star party event. The families in this
study all shared a common interest in science, and a desire to provide enriching, sciencerelated experiences for their children. All of the parents were educated and valued
educational experiences. In addition, the T.O.‟s that facilitated these star parties were
scheduled by educators that specifically sought them out for the scheduled events. Some
of the T.O.‟s were university professors students, or retired professionals. They all had
previous relationships with the organizations hosting the events, and were at universities
and a high-performing school attended by children of professors, business owners, and
generally affluent and highly educated parents.
The last, contrasting characteristic of star parties is that they were off-limits. This
tension relates mostly to families who were not, and could not be, included in this study
because they might not ever attend an observing event. These restrictions may come in
the form of physical or cultural barriers. Depending on where they take place, it may be
impossible for someone without means of transportation to participate. For those without
a science-related identity, or for whom interest in astronomy might lead to social
exclusion, these free, public events may be as inaccessible as if they were on another
planet. The first observing event took place in an affluent school district. Although it was
free and open to anyone, it was only announced through the school district news letter so
families outside of the district might not have known that it was occurring. In addition,
families from other schools might feel out of place or unwelcome. The other observing
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event was at a university. Again, without the necessary connections, families might not
know where to look to find out about these events. It is also possible that a university
setting might seem intimidating, or they might not feel educated enough to participate.

6.8 Summary
In this chapter I have demonstrated that family visitors to star parties arrive with
expectations and agendas that affect their experiences. In addition, evidence collected for
this research study has provided insight into the complex interactions that occur as the
participant‟s experiences were mediated by their family cultures as well as the physical
and social contexts of the star parties. Based on these findings, seven characteristics of
star parties that contribute to family meaning making were identified and described:
Familiarity and Novelty; Predictability and Spontaneity; Public and Private; Structure and
Free Choice; and Accessible and Off-limits.
The final chapter discusses the conclusions of this study and the implications for
our understanding of learning at star parties, and other educational leisure experiences, as
well as directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
7.1 Introduction
This study situated families as communities of practice and studied families in a
novel science education context, drawing on related research on family learning and
informal education experiences. The findings provide a detailed look into the dynamics
of family culture and further our understanding of how meaning and identity are
constructed during visits to educational leisure events. While prior research has identified
the importance of prior knowledge, family culture, and identity for the construction of
meaning, this dissertation study revealed details about how these interactions occur. The
details, in some cases, are very personal to the families who participated in this study. It
is because of the intimate nature of this work, and my desire to contextualize the findings,
that I believe it is important to reiterate the exploratory nature of this study. The findings
presented in this dissertation are not meant to critique the participants who generously
shared their experiences. Rather, they are observations of family practices for the purpose
of understanding the kinds of interactions that can, and do occur at science-related
educational leisure events like star parties. These findings also do not represent a
comprehensive list of expectations, agendas, or experiences; for star parties, or for these
families. The results reported in this study are those that were observed during the data
collection process, and for which there was enough evidence to support conclusions.
Star parties proved to be rich environments for studying the dynamics of family
meaning making and the complex interactions that occur in the family context. In
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addition, the methods utilized in this study proved to be useful for answering the four
research questions that guided this study:
1. Why do families attend observing events, and what are their expectations?
2. How do their expectations compare with their actual experiences?
3. What agendas do families pursue during telescope observing events?
4. How do family members make sense of their star party experiences?
The goal of this research was to gain insight into the dynamics of these events, and to
provide information that can guide future research and future star party planning and
implementation.

7.2 Summary of Findings
This study examined the ways that the expectations, agendas, prior knowledge,
family culture, and identity affected how family communities make meaning of their
experiences at nighttime telescope observing events. It is important to note that meaning
making often co-occurred with other activities; for example, learning about science, and
identity negotiation. These experiences were fluid and overlapping. These simultaneously
occurring interactions are why seemingly unrelated casual conversations may actually be
important examples of sense making, and why knowledge of family culture is crucial for
this kind of research. Each family‟s star party experience was idiosyncratic and identity,
as well as sense-making was mediated by the complex interactions between the family‟s
prior experiences, cultural characteristics, and the star party itself.
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One of the most important findings of this study is the confirmation of family and
individual identity negotiation at educational leisure events. Previous research by Falk
and colleagues (2006; Falk et. al., 2008) and Ellenbogen (2003b) found that identity
influenced the ways that visitors experienced and interpreted their museum visits,
however there was no indication that active identity negotiation was occurring. In his
2006 article, Rounds initially speculated that identity might play a greater role in the
experiences of visitors to informal contexts, and that identity negotiation might be
occurring during museum visits. Rounds also hypothesized that these negotiations of
identity could be an integral part of the visitor experience. Findings from the present
study confirm that the identity construction predicted by Rounds is indeed occurring at
star parties and frequently co-occurs with other kinds of familial interactions. Analysis of
the families in this study revealed two broad categories of within-family interactions
related to identity. The first group of interactions, identity and participation involved the
direct acknowledgement of a shared family identity as well as the explicit association or
dissociation with the community characteristics associated with that identity. During
these interactions, family members behaved in ways that purposefully positioned them as
either a part of the family unit, or attempted to set them apart, in order to establish their
own individual identity. Other interactions that fell under the umbrella of identity and
participation included instances when family members were on their own and explored
their own identities as they pursued their own interests. The second group of interactions,
family history and practices were more implicit indicators of identity negotiation.
Membership in a family community inherently resulted in an ability to recall shared
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memories, and provided a certain amount of authority to interpret these memories and
negotiate their meaning with other members of the family. It was through this shared
history and these shared memories and that family members made sense of current
experiences. It was also a marker of identity because of their past participation in a joint
experience. Interactions in the category of family history and practices also included
familial roles and styles of interaction based on the traits and personalities of their
members, their history with each other, and their knowledge of and participation in
established family patterns and practices. Again, this implicit and experiential knowledge
identified participants as a insider member of the family community, and these historical
patterns of interactions and practices gave rise to a recognizable family dynamic and set
the stage for the issues of voice and power structures within families. These patterns did
not seem to be based on conscious decisions; rather, they were the result of historical
interpersonal interactions as well as spontaneous contextual elements such the content,
social situation, and an individual‟s level of interest, assertiveness, determination, or
patience.
Another important finding is that star parties acted as a meditational means for
negotiating identity and meaning. In other words, star parties provide a physical and
social context, as well as a structure and opportunity for families to negotiate meaning.
Although prior research on learning in informal contexts has recognized the role of the
museum through the implementation of an agenda in a curricular fashion (Hilke, 1989;
Ellenbogen, 2003b), this study examined the context more holistically, viewing the
families and the star party as an interacting system. The families in the present study used
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their star party experiences to make sense of their prior experiences, and the star parties
provided new experiences to which future experiences could be connected. Star parties
exhibited the following five pairs of characteristics that afforded families with
opportunities for meaning making: Familiarity and Novelty; Predictability and
Spontaneity; Public and Private; Structure and Free Choice; and Accessible and Offlimits. These characteristics are presented in the form of tensions which is intended to
convey the dynamic nature of these experiences.
Also confirmed by this research was the role of expectations and agendas on the
sense-making experiences of families. Prior research has found that visitors to
educational leisure experiences arrive with expectations and agendas (Doering & Pekarik,
1996, Ellenbogen, 2003b; Falk et. al., 1998; Moussouri, 1997; Moussouri, 2003; Pekarik
et. al., 1999) and the four families in this study were no exception. One important
contribution of this study is to examine the role of family and individual agendas as
separate constructs and to understand the relationship between these agendas and family
or individual identity and meaning making. The participants in this study acted on their
own agendas as well as overall family agendas. The expectations and experiences of the
families in this study fell into six categories. These descriptive categories were developed
from the data based on the explicit and implicit expectations and experiences of the four
families in this study.
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1. Interacting with Experts: listening to stories from and asking questions of
the telescope operators at the observing event.
2. Viewing the Sky: seeing objects in the night sky, sometimes referring to
specific objects or kinds of objects.
3. Tools for Observing: using telescopes that were large or high-quality as
well as the green lasers used by T.O.‟s to point to objects in the sky.
4. Family Experiences: providing experiences for children and seeing
children learning as well spending time together as a family.
5. Practical: physical accessibility, proximity and the fact that the events
were free.
6. Contextual: certain objects only visible at certain times, the outdoor
physical location, and the weather.
One interesting pattern that emerged was the differences between the expectations
and experiences of more and less experienced families. For the two novice star party
families, expectations for astronomical objects focused mostly on more common objects
and were very general such as stars, the Moon and planets. In addition, neither of the
novice families described expectations related to interactions with T.O.‟s. The
experienced families were clearly influenced by previous star party experiences. They
mentioned less familiar kinds of objects such as nebulae, galaxies, and star clusters. They
also expected, and looked forward to their interactions with the T.O.‟s, viewing those
experiences as a primary component of the star party. During the star parties, novice
families often left it up to the T.O.‟s to begin the interaction when they approached a
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telescope. They did not often ask follow-up questions, and both the parents and children
seemed to be caught up in the moment. Novice families demonstrated an eagerness, and
sometimes impatience to observe objects. During the second star party, for example,
Luke Brooke sat by the telescope waiting for an object to appear even though the T.O.
had explained that the sky was cloudy. He had no frame of reference for how long he
might have to wait so he sat on the steps by the eyepiece waiting for an object to appear.
On the other hand, the parents of the experienced families were much more active in
shaping the experience for their children. Marilyn helped Louisa understand terms and
would actively engage the T.O. to ask questions and to have him provide more
information when necessary. Susan walked back and forth between Nathan and Alice,
checking to see if they were engaging in the experience and making suggestions of things
to see. Experienced families also did not demonstrate the same level of urgency for
viewing objects. In contrast to Luke Brooke, when the T.O. explained that Saturn was
covered with clouds, the Forests began a conversation with the T.O. and did not even
bother trying to look through the eyepiece, realizing that it might take a while.
This dissertation research was the first study to look at the agendas of star party
facilitators and T.O.‟s. The facilitators of the star parties had their own agendas that
affected the families‟ experiences and interacted with the visitors‟ agendas to further
shape the star party experience. Two common agendas were noted: telling about
astronomy and star party enculturation. One agenda that was unique to the first star party
was the induction agenda. More than once, the T.O.‟s made comments aimed at
influencing participants‟ career choices. In contrast, there seemed to be no induction
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agenda at the second star party at all. None of the T.O.‟s suggested that visitors pursue a
STEM career, and the topic never came up. The weather at the second star party affected
the T.O.‟s facilitation and required the pursuit of another unique agenda: finding things
for the visitors to do.

7.3 Conclusions
I found the family star party experience to be complex and dynamic. The family‟s
culture shaped their expectations and agendas and provided a framework for the
participants to make sense of their star party experiences. The findings in this study lead
to the following five conclusions.
The first conclusion is that learning is ubiquitous and pervasive. Although I am
not the first to assert that learning is a fundamental part of the human experience
(Anderson, Lucas, & Ginns, 2003; Bruner, 1991; Wenger, 1998), the results of this study
reinforce that view. These findings, in conjunction with prior research on family learning
(Ash, 2003; Dierking, 1989; Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen,
2003b; Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Hilke, 1989; Leinhardt & Knutson, 2006) have clearly
demonstrated that learning is occurring in informal educational contexts, and mounting
evidence leads inexorably to the conclusion that learning is always occurring, even when
not purposefully structured. The sensory information (images, sounds, smells, etc.) and
feelings that make up memories (Doidge, 2007; Falk & Dierking, 1997) are being sorted
and organized based on our interpretation of those inputs, in other words, by the meaning
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we make of them. In this way, meaning making can be thought of as the process of
making, arranging, and rearranging memories. Our memories evolve over time, with new
memories affected by existing memories (Falk & Dierking, 2002) as we incorporate new
experiences and information, making meaning of each experience. The social nature of
learning is also clear from the data collected for this study. As infants, our first learning
experiences occur in the social context of our family, whatever form that may (Small,
2001; Wenger, 1998). Family culture provides an means for facilitating learning within
the family and helping each other to make sense of their experiences.
A second major conclusion is that family and individual identity was deeply
embedded in the experience of meaning making and participants were actively
constructing and negotiating identities during their star party experiences. Although
Rounds (2006) hypothesized that family visitors to educational leisure experiences might
use the experiences to support or grow their identities, this identity negotiation had never
been observed prior to this study. Many identity researchers agree that identity
development occurs throughout our lives and our identities are constantly in a state of
construction and negotiation (Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Falk, 2006; Rounds, 2006; Sfard &
Prusak, 2005; Wenger, 1998). This dissertation study confirms that informal educational
experiences can, and do play a role in this identity construction and negotiation. This
study also provides examples of how these negotiations occurred through conversations
among family members related to identity that were facilitated by the context of the star
party experience.
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The third conclusion is that family culture as well as the star party social and
physical contexts served as meditational means for families to engage in many different
kinds of meaning making. For these four families, the science content of the star party
often took a back seat to other sociocultural experiences like negotiating memories and
identity, facilitating learning opportunities for family members, and experiencing a
shared sense of awe and wonder that connected them with history, science, and the
universe. Prior research has demonstrated that families arrive at informal educational
experiences with their own agendas for their museum visits that affect their learning
(Ash, 2003; Dierking, 1989; Dierking & Falk, 1994; Ellenbogen, 2002; Ellenbogen,
2003b; Ellenbogen et al., 2004; Hilke, 1989; Leinhardt & Knutson, 2006). This study
provides several clear examples of how these family agendas affect conversations and
interactions and influence meaning making. As other authors have argued, family culture
is the context in which we first try to make sense of the world, begin to develop our own
identities, and learn to become independent and become productive members of society
(Small, 2001; Wenger, 1998). Conversations within the families in this study drew
heavily on shared histories, vocabulary, and insider knowledge. These cultural tools
allowed family members to communicate efficiently with each other and this study
captured multiple examples where participants utilized these elements of culture as tools
for learning. This study also demonstrates that, although the agendas of the T.O.‟s were
not necessarily shared by the families, the star parties still provided experiential material
that could be adapted and sculpted by the families as they pursued their own agendas, and
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made sense of the world through the lens of their own prior knowledge and shared
experiences.
The fourth conclusion is that that there were identifiable differences between the
behaviors and experiences of the experienced and less experienced families. These
differences were due to the various agendas and identities of the families in this study,
and were influenced by their histories and prior experiences. These differences can also
be described in terms of the varying “entrance narratives” of each family (Doering &
Pekarik, 1996; Doering, 1999). Pekarik and Doering describe the entrance narrative as
consisting of: 1) the way an individual views the world, 2) prior knowledge, and 3)
previous experiences, emotions and memories. Although these entrance narratives were
originally discussed in the context of individual museum visitors, they make sense with
regard to family groups as well.
Finally, I was able to demonstrate conclusively that the methods in this study
were effective at capturing the information necessary for identifying participant‟s goals
and agendas. The methods in this study also proved effective for understanding family
culture and meaning making. Several of the methods in this study were adapted from
previous research. In particular, the use of “selected” and “on-site” families and recruited
design was influenced by the work of Feinberg and Leinhardt (2002) as well as Stainton
(2002). In addition, the use of “experienced” families was based on Ellenbogen‟s (2002)
“expert museum going families”. Research that utilized post-visit reflective follow up
(Gass & Mackey, 2000; Stevens & Hall, 1997) provided a basis for the use of video clips
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in stimulated recall portion of the follow-up interviews. These methods were also
influenced theoretically by work on spontaneous talk as an authentic representation of
participants understandings and beliefs (Carter, 2008), and researchers that utilized
methods that served multiple functions as data sources and member checks (Ash, 2003).
Based on these theoretical perspectives, several methods unique to this study were
developed. These novel methods included the pre- and post-visit paired-family, selfadministered conversations; and the reflection video blogs the families were asked to
make as part of the follow-up data collection. These new methodologies captured
authentic family interactions and providing information about the ways that family
members negotiated and facilitated meaning making. The reflection video blogs, along
with the stimulated recall interviews, provided opportunities for families to document
their own views, interpretations, and memories of their experiences. These video blogs
gave the participants a voice; allowing them to talk about their experiences in their own
terms without influence from the researcher. In addition, the methods were also novel in
that they were designed to enable the participants to share a certain amount of decision
making power with the researcher. Instructions for the pre- and post-visit selfadministered conversations included explicit acknowledgement of the families‟ expertise
and prior experiences learning together. They were invited to select whichever
conversation cards they thought were the most interesting and appropriate as well as to
end the conversation when they thought that the relevant topics had been sufficiently
covered. The data showed that these methods empowered the families to act with
autonomy, demonstrating agency in decision making and adding to the authenticity of the
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data. These methods had the additional benefit of capturing information about family
culture in the process by providing examples of family interactions and family decision
making.

7.4 Implications
The results of this study affect two main groups of stakeholders: researchers and
star party facilitators. In this section, which is organized by conclusion, the implications
of each of the conclusions from this study will be discussed for each of the relevant
stakeholders.
I will begin with the methodological implications of this study. First, researchers
should be aware that the methodologies in this study generated large amounts of data that
contained very personal information about the participants. Although this study followed
the strictest human subject protocols required by federal law; and the privacy and safety
of the participants has been maintained, the concern is at a more personal level. The level
of access and insight to family and individual culture and identity presents the possibility
that participants could feel violated by the researcher‟s analysis of their most intimate
thoughts and actions. In light of these risks, it bears repeating that this research is not a
judgment of the participants, their families, or the star party events at which the data were
collected. There is no one right way to facilitate or attend a star party and this research is
in no way intended to imply or describe some sort of “ideal” family or star party
situation. This study should be thought of as a snapshot in time, a description of one
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particular experience in the lives of the participants and this one experience does not
define who they are. To address these concerns, researchers may need to make decisions
about what to write as well as what should be left out. It was my experience that all of the
relevant findings could be reported; however, the examples that appeared to be the most
illustrative did not always seem like the most appropriate to share. Taken out of context,
some of the interactions created the appearance of participants as one dimensional
characters rather than real people, distracting instead of enlightening the reader. As
researchers, we must navigate these situations carefully to maintain the trust of the
participants as well as the integrity of our research.
Another methodological implication of this study is that it is possible to collect indepth cultural data in a relatively brief time period. Prior to this study, researchers
interested in studying family culture and learning interactions had begun to move toward
an embedded anthropological approach (Ellenbogen, 2003b). These studies require a
tremendous amount of time on the part of the researcher as well as the participants.
Through the use of multiple methods adapted from prior research and developed
specifically for this study, I have demonstrated that it is possible to use less time intensive
data collection methods to attain a detailed, emic perspective of family culture and family
learning. Although this is not necessarily the case for all studies, it is definitely possible
to do some kinds of family learning research with relatively little imposition on
participants compared to what might be required for a longer-term anthropological study.
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A final methodological implication is the need for a dialogue about
methodologies within the field of family learning research and, more broadly, in the field
of informal education research. There is a need for researchers to share methodologies
within the field and to learn from our colleagues‟ research. In addition, there is a need to
continue to innovate by modifying previous methods, as well as to continue to develop
new methodologies that allow us to study family learning in a variety of contexts. While
other authors have already discussed the need for new data collection methods
(Ellenbogen et al., 2004), I will add to their comments by suggesting that, along with new
data collection methods, new methods for storing, organizing, and analyzing data will be
required. As new digital technologies make it possible to acquire tremendous amounts of
data, it will be necessary to develop secure ways of storing and organizing this
information so that the data is arranged in a meaningful way for anyone participating in
the analysis process. In addition, as collaborations increase in size, it will be necessary to
provide secure access to researchers all over the world so they can effectively participate
in the huge task of analyzing the data that will be captured.
The next set of implications arises from the differences that were observed
between the experienced and less experienced families in this study. For educational
researchers this has theoretical implications, confirming the role prior experience plays in
meaning making. In general, research has shown that new experiences interact with and
modify existing memories as we make sense of our current experiences in the context of
our prior knowledge (Doidge, 2007; Falk & Dierking, 2002; Falk & Dierking, 1997). For
family learning research, this study provides evidence of the role of prior knowledge on
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family learning experiences. Although “prior knowledge” is often included under the
umbrella of “culture”; these prior experiences affect how families utilize various learning
opportunities. This serves as a reminder that the experiences of families lie on a
continuum and our theoretical models and recommendations need to take these
differences into consideration.
These differences between families based on prior experience also have
implications for the facilitators of telescope observing events. First, there is no such thing
as a “one-size-fits-all” star party experience. Different visitors have different needs, and
come with different amounts of background knowledge and experience. One way to
address this is by developing a way to quickly and informally assess learners. These
assessments could take the form of standard questions to ask each person or group at the
star party. In this study, Mrs. J. assessed the knowledge of participants by asking them to
perform tasks like finding constellations or telling a story. Another way for facilitators to
address differences between families is to provide multiple access points for visitors with
varying levels of prior knowledge and varying interests. Both of the star parties in this
study leveraged additional materials and activities for this purpose. The first star party, in
particular, provided more than a dozen astronomy-related activities that allowed the
families in this study to engage in different ways, and with differing levels of prior
knowledge. In one example from this study, Alice Jindal engaged with Greek
constellation stories while her brother, Nathan, was more interested in the factual details
of the objects. Another example from this star party was the news article that was
provided by the T.O. at the second star party. Not only did it engage participants in the
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field of astronomy, it provided a human side to the process. For Marilyn and Louisa
Forest, they gained a sense that they could participate in and contribute to the field of
astronomy.
Another, closely related, implication of this study is that star parties and family
culture both mediate the meaning that is made by family visitors. For facilitators, this
means that star parties do make a difference. This study provides examples of how the
social and physical context constructed by the facilitators helped visitors make sense of
their experiences. In general, the star parties were successful in supporting family
identities related to science. They also helped visitors develop, or rediscover, an interest
in astronomy, and gave the families in this study an opportunity to pursue a shared
interest and to build the family community.
While these findings demonstrate that facilitators‟ efforts are important, they also
serve as a reminder that families possess their own identities and agendas. The equally
important role of family culture for making sense of observing events suggests that
observing events need to be participant driven. As I mentioned earlier, T.O.‟s can use
conversation and questions strategically to get feedback from visitors about their prior
knowledge and experiences. In addition, facilitators should be aware that families attend
star parties for reasons beyond the acquisition of science content. By encouraging
feedback from visitors or by asking them to describe and interpret their experiences,
facilitators can gain insight about the audience and use this knowledge to personalize the
star party experience.
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Other implications relate to the findings related to identity construction and
negotiation. For educational researchers, this study confirms Rounds (2006) hypothesis
that identity negotiation can, and does occur during educational leisure experiences like
star parties. Although more research needs to be done to explore the possibility that
identity negotiation is a primary purpose of these experiences, this study has
demonstrated that identity can be studied in these informal educational contexts. Based
on the findings from this study, identity negotiation is an integral part of these
experiences, and theoretical models of learning in these contexts will need to be adapted
to account for and explain the role of identity. Falk (2009) has already begun to
incorporate ideas about identity into theories of learning. This research supports this work
and suggests that individual and family identities significantly impact visitor‟s
experiences. The identity categories in Falk‟s work are one way of approaching the
concept of identity; however, these categories or roles are only one part of the identities
that were observed in this study and are more suited to individuals rather than
communities of learners, such as families.
The final implication of these findings is that learning is a ubiquitous and social
phenomenon. These findings confirm the efficacy of the contextual model of learning
(Falk & Dierking, 2002) and support prior sociocultural theories of learning (Blumenfeld,
Marx, Partick, Krajcik, & Soloway, 1997; Bruner, 1991; Cobb, 1994; Leach & Scott,
2003; M. J. Packer & Goicoechea, 2000; Palincsar, 1998). This study provides further
refinement in the context of family learning, including the role of identity, and by
positioning the star party and family culture as mediators of family learning. This study
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also further refines the communities of practice framework with relationship to families
and family learning (Ellenbogen, 2003b; Wenger, 1998). This work demonstrates that
CoP can be a useful model for understanding family learning, and provides detailed
examples of interactions within a family community of practice in the context of
telescope observing events.

7.5 Limitations
One of the limitations of this study was the amount of time available for data
collection. Although the methodologies used in this study provided detailed information
about family culture and family dynamics, it is impossible to develop a robust
understanding of family culture in the short amount of time during which data were
collected. Care was taken to provide a faithful representation of each family‟s star party
experience; however, these descriptions are based on observations in a very limited
context. There is a risk that these descriptions could depict the events and families as
caricatures instead of real people, events, or families. A related limitation of this study
was the single context in which family learning was observed. More observations in a
variety of contexts would lead to a more detailed and nuanced portrait of families and a
more complex understanding of their interactions with elements of the learning
infrastructure. Another limitation of this study is generalizability for other families or
other observing events. Although this study provided a detailed understanding of these
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four families‟ experiences; it cannot, and does not, suggest that all families that attend
star parties share the same sets of expectations and agendas.

7.6 Future Work
This exploratory study of family experiences at telescope observing events
provides a first glimpse into the expectations, agendas, and meaning making experiences
of family visitors to star parties. The findings from this research suggest further directions
for family learning research and serve as a starting point for further work related to
telescope observing events and discussion about the goals and objectives for these
experiences.
One avenue for future research would be the further exploration of identity and
the role of identity in the experience of families and other visitors to educational leisure
experiences. Rounds (2006) has asserted that the support or growth of identity is a
worthwhile goal for visitors to informal educational contexts, and has speculated that it
may be a primary purpose for attending events such as star parties. Future work should
explicitly examine this hypothesis and attempt to understand the role of identity in both
individual and family learning in these contexts.
Future research should also explore more deeply how the characteristics/tensions
of star parties support meaning making and identity negotiation. It would also be useful
to determine if these characteristics apply to other informal educational events, and to
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understand how they affect the experience of family participants. These characteristics
are also interesting in light of the contextual model of learning that served as a theoretical
basis for this study which highlights the importance of the individual, social, and physical
contexts for family learning. This research suggests that the characteristics of star parties,
such as novelty and spontaneity, play a role in the meaning that is constructed at star
party events. In contrast with schools, where students encounter the same setting, people,
and temporal organization of their day, informal education experiences have many
elements of a narrative (time, plot, setting, and characters) that likely result in significant
memory construction and unique opportunities for meaning making. Future studies
should examine these characteristics and the role of narrative in meaning making and
identity negotiation.
For those interested in star parties, the findings of this study can be used to begin
a dialogue about star party goals and the experience of star party visitors. Future research
could examine of the goals and agendas, both explicit and implicit, of T.O.‟s and other
star party facilitators. Research could also be conducted to understand how these goals
and agendas interact with the visitor experience. Not only would this provide more
detailed information about the facilitators‟ agendas, it would also help researchers
understand how the influence the family star party experience. This information would
allow the facilitators to make informed decisions when planning observing events and
would allow them to align their goals and agendas with those of the family participants.
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A final recommendation for future work relates to issues of access and of social
justice. The results of this study paint a picture of how family and individual identities are
shaped by informal educational experiences such as star parties. They should also make
us consider those families who do not have access to star parties, science centers, and
museums. Whether the access is restricted because of physical, socioeconomic, or
cultural constraints, those families do not have the opportunity to develop their own
science-related identities together. Many star parties take place at dark sites where light
pollution is reduced. While this improves the view, it often makes the event physically
inaccessible for those who do not have transportation. In addition, the role of agendas and
identity for the families in this study requires that we consider the issue of cultural
accessibility. For these four families, interest in science, and a desire to provide learningrelated experiences for their children were part of the family identity. It should also be
noted that the participants in this study were culturally similar. Although differing in
ethnicity, the participants in this study shared many cultural similarities. The parents were
educated and valued science as well as enriching educational experiences for their
children. What about other families? What other agendas might they have, and how
might the identities of families with different socioeconomic and educational
backgrounds shape their star party experiences. Previous literature has talked about these
issues in terms of cultural capitol and funds of knowledge (Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti,
2005). How might different families, with different funds of knowledge approach their
star party experiences? It is important for facilitators to consider these issues when
planning their events. Research addressing the issue of cultural accessibility should
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explore how families with different identities and cultural backgrounds make sense of
their star party experiences by studying star parties in a variety of cultural contexts. Work
should also be done to understand how observing events and other informal educational
events can be modified to make them accessible to other families with different kinds of
cultural capital.

7.7 Final Thoughts
As I finish this dissertation, I cannot help but reflect on my experiences with my
own family. Although none of us explicitly thought about it at the time; we were a
learning family. The tide pool hikes, visits to science and nature centers, and hours spent
planning and constructing science fair projects shaped my identity as well as the
identities of my brothers and our parents. We grew up fascinated by nature, enthusiastic
about school, and interested in subjects like math and science that others found difficult
and intimidating. One of my brothers has pursued his own science-related graduate
studies as I have pursued my studies in science education. My parents still enjoy traveling
and often tell me about new science-related television shows or articles they have seen.
Although my experiences in school prepared me to pursue a career related to science,
these out-of-school experiences with my family prepared me to choose a science-related
career. In light of this research, I see my own family very differently, and I find myself
noticing examples of family history, practices, and identity that persist even though my
brothers and I are adults. I also appreciate, more deeply, the experiences and practices
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that we pass on, and the new ones that we are developing as we begin our own family
communities with cultures that will continue to shape the identities of their members.
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